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Abstract 
 

Following World War II, in the estimate of the Congress of Industrial 

Organizations (CIO), one out of every six people in the city of Gadsden, Alabama 

belonged to the union, making it the “best organized CIO city in the US.” At 

midcentury, as most southern communities were growing more antiunion and more 

conservative, workers in this city of 60,000 in northeastern Alabama insisted that they 

shared the same interests as union workers elsewhere and looked to a liberal Democratic 

Party and robust federal government to bolster them. In the late 2010s, little evidence 

remains that Gadsden and Etowah County were once so different from the rest of the 

South. Like most majority-white counties, people here often vote for Republicans. 

Unions have all but vanished. Development officials openly brag that 94 percent of 

industry in the county operates unorganized.  

A visitor to Gadsden today might find it hard to believe that the community was 

once perhaps the most pro-CIO city the world has ever known. Yet those who came to 

study Gadsden in the late 1940s and early 1950s, to see it as a union town, like the 

famous American author John Dos Passos, had to reckon with a transformation even 

more difficult to conceive: just a few years before their arrival, the city was perhaps the 

most anti-CIO town in the country. In the mid-to-late 1930s, it was dangerous to give 
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even tacit support to the federation. On more than one occasion, workers joined with 

police and civic leaders to literally run organizers out of Alabama. But this antiunionism 

represented even yet another sea change: in the late 1910s and early 1920s, Gadsden had 

also been something like a union town.   

The purpose of this dissertation is to use Gadsden as a case study to come to 

terms with the historical forces that have turned its feeling about unions upside down 

and inside out, again and again. When the residents of Gadsden changed their minds 

about unionism, for the most part, they did so as a community. This consensus was not 

the result of shared values; neither was it compelled by the dominance of local elites. It 

was, to the contrary, an outcome of Gadsden’s relationship to the out-of-town capitalists 

who sustained it. For all but a few exceptional years in the twentieth century (when 

Gadsden could be a union town), residents here have had to fight for capital against 

people from communities like their own. In both of the cases in which this working class 

city has forsaken unionism, it was because, and only because, that was what American 

capitalism demanded of it.  
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Following World War II, in the estimate of the Congress of Industrial 

Organizations (CIO), one out of every six people in the city of Gadsden, Alabama 

belonged to the union, making it the “best organized CIO city in the US.” At 

midcentury, as most southern communities were growing more antiunion and more 

conservative, workers in this city of 60,000 in northeastern Alabama insisted that they 

shared the same interests as union workers elsewhere and looked to a liberal Democratic 

Party and robust federal government to bolster them.1 

In the late 2010s, little evidence remains that Gadsden and Etowah County were 

once so different from the rest of the South. Like most majority-white counties, people 

here often vote for Republicans. Unions have all but vanished. Development officials 

openly brag that 94 percent of industry in the county operates unorganized. Union 

                                                        

1 Knowles to Rome GE Organizing Committee, 8-26-1954, Box 2687/1 United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, and 
Plastic Workers of America, Local 12 records (hereafter GSU Local 12), Georgia State University, Atlanta, 
GA. 
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members who remain can no longer count on their unions to provide them with a 

middle-class lifestyle.  

A visitor to Gadsden today might find it hard to believe that the community was 

once perhaps the most pro-CIO city the world has ever known. Yet those who came to 

study Gadsden in the late 1940s and early 1950s, to see it as a union town, like the 

famous American author John Dos Passos, had to reckon with a transformation even 

more difficult to conceive: just a few years before their arrival, the city was perhaps the 

most anti-CIO town in the country. In the mid-to-late 1930s, it was dangerous to give 

even tacit support to the federation. On more than one occasion, workers joined with 

police and civic leaders to literally run organizers out of Alabama. But this antiunionism 

represented yet another sea change: in the late 1910s and early 1920s, Gadsden had also 

been a union town.   

Gadsden’s history is significant enough in its own right to warrant a full telling. 

But the purpose of this dissertation is not to set forth a local history, but to use Gadsden 

as a case study to come to terms with the historical forces that turned its feeling about 

unions upside down and inside out, again and again. In much the same way that the 

historian Alan Dawley examined Lynn, Massachusetts to posit something fundamental 

about the Industrial Revolution, this study grapples with the twist and turns that have 
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buffeted Gadsden to learn about the relationship between capitalism, the South, labor, 

politics, class, and community across the twentieth century.2 

The argument of this dissertation is that the major transformations in the city’s 

history can best be understood not by studying the internal social relations of the region, 

such as class relations between elites and workers or race relations between whites and 

blacks, but by exploring the nexus between the people in Gadsden and the capitalists 

from elsewhere who they have depended on. For most of the past 100 years, residents 

here have had to adjust their attitudes and behaviors (their very identity) to fit the 

expectations of outside investors. Only when World War II temporarily transformed the 

basic way in which capital was created and distributed did Gadsden dare to become 

something not very southern.  

When the residents of Gadsden turned their backs against unionism, for the most 

part, they did so as a community. This community-based consensus was compelled. 

Despite whatever class, racial, and/or gendered interests they may have shared with 

people from other places, their first priority was to convince capitalists to invest in them 

and not in people who lived elsewhere. The fact that this was true even in perhaps the 

most pro-union town in the history of the nation, much less the South, provides strong 

                                                        

2 Alan Dawley, Class and Community: The Industrial Revolution in Lynn, 2nd edition (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2000).  
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encouragement for historians to fundamentally rethink the nature of the conflict that has 

shaped American society in the twentieth century.  

 

The narrative 

As detailed in chapter one, when Etowah County began its heavy industrial 

development in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there were major 

disagreements about how modernization should proceed. In the earliest years, the 

dividing line lay somewhat neatly between the city and the country. Most voters who 

lived in Gadsden and its contiguous neighbor, Alabama City, believed in the New South 

creed, to wit, that progress for the community was predicated on embracing capitalists 

from outside of the area. Most voters from the county, on the other hand, while not 

opposed to the growth of factories, considered this course of development to be an 

invitation for wealthy financiers in the East to further corrupt democratic government 

and exploit the laboring classes, which to them included farmers such as themselves. 

While residents in Gadsden voted for establishment Democrats, those in the county 

voted for Populists. Some were even socialists.  

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, as thousands of farmers from 

the county moved into the cities to take factory work, they brought their Populist tenets 

with them. This was because many were able to keep one foot on the land. When 

conditions warranted it, they could rent a crop in the country or go home and help their 
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folks on the farm. When World War I created the conditions to ignite Gadsden’s first 

labor movement, it was, unsurprisingly, thoroughly Populist in nature and often 

explicitly anticapitalist.  In response to this type of labor movement, in 1923, the largest 

and highest-paying employer in the town, the D.C.-based Southern Railroad, relocated 

its shops and threw 700 union members out of work. Combined with the agricultural 

depression of the 1920s that foreclosed the possibility of returning to the country, this 

event compelled residents to finally come to terms with the fact that, without outside 

capitalists providing employment, Gadsden could not be sustained.  

Immediately following the Southern Railroad’s disinvestment, businessmen 

went to work remaking the city safe for capital; workers had little choice but to hope 

that they succeeded. On December 11, 1928, their work paid off when the Akron-based 

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company chose Gadsden over Atlanta and other places as 

the location to build what was expected to become the largest factory in the entire South. 

Company President Paul Litchfield put a romantic spin on why he chose Gadsden to 

build his Dixie Plant. “Driving across Sand Mountain, Litchfield was struck by the 

circumstance of large families of good American stock living on farms which might not 

turn in more than $200 a year in actual cash, too little to do more than provide a living 

with no chance for an ambitious youngster to think of college,” a historian of the 

company wrote. Pacing around his office back in Akron, struggling to make a final 

decision, “[Litchfield] walked over to the window, stared out unseeingly for several 
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minutes. His mind went back to Sand Mountain. He could see the square-shouldered 

farm boys taking jobs at the factory…finding outlets for the wide range of talents which 

the expanding rubber industry presented.”3  

The three Goodyear vice presidents who came to Etowah County to finalize the 

agreement couched their reasoning in more matter-of-fact terms. “The great Goodyear 

Tire & Rubber Co.’s southern plant was brought to Gadsden because of the belief of its 

officials that its products can be made cheaper here than elsewhere in this section,” the 

local paper reported. As the Atlanta Journal explained in coded language that would 

have been widely understood, Gadsden landed the plant because it would “accord to 

foreign capital that measure of fair and generous treatment and protection without 

which industry and commerce cannot thrive.”4   

For the first fifteen years of its operation in Gadsden, Goodyear enjoyed the 

“protection” it had come for. As discussed in chapter two, in the mid-1930s and early 

1940s, workers rejected multiple attempts to be organized by the newly formed United 

Rubber Workers (URW) of the CIO. Most agreed with their city commissioner who told 

them that keeping unions out of the city was a “fight for Gadsden and Gadsden’s 

people.”  They believed that the Akron-based union represented workers whose 

                                                        

3 Litchfield quote from 1949 in Jackie Edmonson, “75 Good Years: Looking Back on Successes; Looking 
Forward to the Future (1929-2004),” in the Private Collection of USW Local 12, Local 12 Union Hall, 
Gadsden, Alabama (hereafter Local 12 Private Papers). Most youngsters on Sand Mountain, ambitious or 
otherwise, didn’t go to high school, much less college. 
4 GT, 12-12-1928. 
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interests ran counter to their own, workers who wanted to keep production in Ohio and 

prevent the company from shifting investments to Alabama. The Cleveland-based 

Republic Steel, which was just as hostile to unionism as Goodyear, was so impressed 

with Gadsden that it acquired its small steel plant in 1937 and massively expanded it. 

Steel workers returned the favor by rebuffing unions, just like their counterparts at the 

rubber factory. A trip to town to investigate anti-labor violence in 1937 convinced the 

editor of The Nation that “Gadsden may lay claim to being the toughest labor city in the 

United States.”5   

As late as the spring of 1941, it was still unsafe for organizers to operate in 

Etowah County. Just two years later, however, workers at Goodyear, Republic, and the 

Massachusetts-based Dwight Cotton mill overwhelmingly voted to become members of 

the CIO. They were urged to do so by some of the very same civic leaders who had 

insisted that Gadsden needed to remain union free just a few years earlier. “A 

community changes its mind” was how John Dos Passos put it after visiting in the late 

1940s.6  

Chapter three demonstrates that unionism did not emerge out of the crucible of 

class conflict. Staying in the same boat, workers, local elites, and even factory managers 

accepted unions because the nature of capitalism had changed. To ensure stability for 

                                                        

5 Testimony of L.G. Cleere, La Follette hearings, 3042; Stewart, “Gadsden is Tough,” The Nation, July 17, 
1937. 
6 John Dos Passos, The Prospect Before Us (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950), 336. 
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defense production during World War II, among other reasons, the federal government 

facilitated the complete organization of the nation’s industrial core. Even old bastions of 

anti-unionism such as Goodyear and Republic relented to government and union 

pressure to recognize the CIO rather than risk a strike or miss out on a defense contract. 

In 1943, when Gadsden workers finally joined up, it was because every other worker in 

the country at Goodyear and Republic had already done so. Their companies—along 

with others that operated in the heavy industrial sector—had embarked in a new era of 

the history of capitalism in which it would be possible for such businesses to succeed 

with their employees rather than at the expense of their employees.   

At Goodyear in Gadsden, the very same workers who had led the fight against the 

CIO led the movement to accept it. It was this cadre of leaders who realized that their 

interests would now be aligned with a working class that was truly American in scope. 

For their part, merchants and civic leaders recognized that Gadsden could now obtain 

capital even it were unionized. Moreover, they watched as Gadsden boomed during the 

war because it was more like a Midwestern industrial city than a typical southern town 

and appreciated that the pay of Gadsden’s workers increased with the pay of unionized 

workers elsewhere. They stopped interpreting the growth of organized labor in their 

community as an obstacle to their integration into the mainstream of the national 

economy. 
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Workers at Goodyear, Republic, and Dwight had been hesitant to join unions, 

but once they joined, most never wanted to work without a union again. Chapter four 

covers how the experience changed them in a fundamental way and how their 

transformation reintroduced antagonism into the community. As Populism was 

predicated on worker/farmers having some independence from the demands of 

capitalism, so too was industrial unionism at midcentury. Companies like Goodyear and 

Republic Steel, which operated in oligopolistic, protected, and booming markets, could 

accumulate capital without stepping too hard on the necks of their workers. Ensconced 

in this base, workers could come to believe, and come to assert, different notions about 

politics, class, labor, and even race. On the shop floor, they wildcatted often and insisted 

that they deserved a generous share of their company’s wealth because they were the 

ones creating it. In the community, at least in the early 1950s, they insisted that 

unionism, liberalism, and the National Democratic Party were responsible for Gadsden’s 

miraculous growth.   

Business leaders in Gadsden, while appreciating the way union wages were 

bolstering their city, very rarely shared the ideological precepts of unionism, and indeed 

grew concerned about the political direction of their community. But, for the most part, 

they kept quiet about it until the mid-1950s. When they found their voice, as discussed 

in chapter five, it was because they had come to realize that the outside capitalist world 

was punishing Gadsden for being so different from other southern locales. Between 1948 
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and 1960, as many southern cities began to boom, Etowah County lost 10 out of its 18 

major manufacturing establishments and 21 percent of its jobs. When businessmen first 

began complaining about “labor dominance,” labor fought back with vengeance. Yet, 

just a few years later, when Dwight Manufacturing closed after a labor dispute in 1959, 

even union leaders started to get the message.  

Residents of Gadsden had little choice but to look to their boosters to pull the city 

out of its hole.  In the early 1960s, a revitalized Chamber of Commerce displaced 

organized labor from its position of leadership in the community.  Jumping back in the 

boat, union leaders acknowledged that their area could only survive if its “business 

climate” improved. In 1964, Gadsden did the unthinkable and voted the president of the 

Associated Industries of Alabama, a Republican, James Martin into Congress. Like other 

Republicans in 1964 (not to mention Alabama’s governor George Wallace), Martin 

tapped into white backlash over the national Democratic Party’s support for black Civil 

Rights. But Martin also ran on his experience as a businessman and preached small-

government fiscal conservatism. The most important point that Martin tried to get 

across was that his victory would indicate to outside corporations that Gadsden was 

once again open for business. Union leaders opposed his campaign, but they did not 

have a leg to stand on.  

Most of the new businesses that emerged in Gadsden during the 1960s paid low 

wages and were not unionized. Not coincidentally, many of them also preferred female 
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workers. Meanwhile, at Goodyear and Republic, thousands of (mostly male) union 

members continued to operate in a world that most southern workers would never 

experience; they enjoyed routinized increases in their standard of living and respectful 

treatment inside and outside of the plant. They no longer looked to their unions for 

political or cultural guidance, but they were experts at employing their collective power 

on the shop floor. Collectively, they formed what one longtime Republic steelworker 

called the “blue-collar middle class.” It was able to continue staying alive because it was 

entrenched in national industries that operated in protected markets.7  

But during the 1970s, as workers at Goodyear and Republic were winning their 

highest earnings in the history of their factories, the system that had worked so well for 

large industrial companies in the United States began to break down. By the early 1980s, 

Goodyear, other tire makers, steel companies, and almost every other firm in the 

nation’s heavy industrial sector that planned to stay there needed to rid itself of workers 

and destroy excess capacity to continue making profits. 

Chapter six documents how Goodyear returned to its prewar ways and 

ruthlessly pitted workers at its branch plants against each other. With their company 

literally comparing them side by side to workers at other factories to make decisions on 

which places to close, workers in Gadsden had to prove that they were most deserving 

of Goodyear’s capital. As in the 1930s, the immediate interests of Gadsden rubber 

                                                        

7 Author interview with Guy Solley.  
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workers once again aligned more closely with their own managers than they did with 

wage earners—even their union brothers and sisters—in other places. In the final 

decades of the twentieth century, fighting for Gadsden meant underbidding (sometimes 

in a deceitful manner) union members elsewhere so that Goodyear would send its 

orders to Etowah County.  

As of 2020, Goodyear continues to operate in Gadsden, but only because the 

blue-collar middle class has all but disappeared. In 2006, Goodyear locals acquiesced to 

a two-tiered system in which new hires would only earn 13 dollars an hour and 

substantially fewer benefits. There are workers in the plant today who make a smaller 

nominal (not adjusted for inflation) wage than workers made forty years ago. With the 

steel plant gone and Goodyear hanging by a thread, Gadsden has finally been able to 

recreate its union-free image of the 1930s. Ninety years after landing Goodyear, 

Gadsden has become a New South paradise once more. As long as workers here have to 

continue to fight workers elsewhere for new capital investments, it will stay so.  

 

Significance 

“All in the same boat” was the phrase a wealthy city commissioner used in 1936 

before a room full of workers he was in the process of deputizing so that they could 

physically harass URW organizers with the full force of the law behind them.  More than 

fifty years later, in the late 1990s, the same phrase was uttered by a union official in his 
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capacity as a spokesman for the city’s Business-Labor coalition, an organization 

designed to squash Gadsden’s reputation as a “bad labor town” so that capitalists would 

invest money there. The phrase captures well a basic facet of Gadsden’s social history in 

the twentieth century. More often than not, workers and businessmen had to join 

together to fight for capital so that it would not go to workers and businessmen in other 

communities.8  

It is difficult to reconcile this conclusion with the existing historiographies of 

labor history, the history of capitalism, and southern history. This is because the primary 

methodologies of their practitioners— social history, cultural history, and their various 

hybrid forms—cannot account for cross-class consensus in a way that does not rely on 

race and/or gender as a proxy for class. The following pages will discuss why this 

historiographical impasse has come to exist—particularly in southern history—and how 

this dissertation can point the way out of it.  

In the United States, social history emerged in the 1960s and 1970s to challenge 

the common historical presumption that there had been very little genuine class and 

political conflict in American history, largely because the country’s bounty of wealth 

and opportunity had cultivated core values about individualism and meritocracy to 

which most everyone ascribed. Even labor histories embodied the assumptions of this 

“consensus history”; the most influential school of thought understood unions to be 

                                                        

8 See pages 103 and 362 of this dissertation.   
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institutions that workers relied upon to reach the middle class, not instruments they 

used to challenge the basic framework of American society.9    

The emergence of social history represented a “rediscovery,” in the words of 

Alan Dawley, that “American development was driven at its deepest levels by 

antagonism.” Coming of age in the United States in the 1980s, the field produced a 

barrage of monographs that reinterpreted almost every aspect of the nation’s history.  

Above all, social historians were committed to documenting how workers had 

vigorously challenged the basic precepts and values of American capitalism that 

“consensus historians” insisted that they shared. They argued that the early labor 

movement advanced radical notions of freedom and equality (usually some form of 

republicanism) that condemned the emerging industrial society as morally bankrupt. In 

cases when unions themselves were obviously not militant, such as in the late nineteenth 

century and across the twentieth, social historians often cut a distinction between 

conservative unions and their members.10  

                                                        

9 On the origins of social history, see Geoff Eley, A Crooked Line: From Cultural History to the History of Society 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2009), 13-51; William Sewell, Logics of History: Social Theory and 
Social Transformation (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2005), 22-80. A classic example of consensus 
history is David Potter, People of Plenty: Economic Abundance and the American Character (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1954). On the way social history transformed labor history, see David Brody, 
“Reconciling the Old Labor History and the New,” Pacific Historical Review 62, No. 1 (Feb., 1993): 1-18.  
10 Dawley, Class and Community, xix. The classic works of social history include Sean Wilentz, Chants 
Democratic: New York City and the Rise of the American Working Class, 1788-1850 (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1984) and Lawrence Goodwyn, Democratic Promise: The Populist Movement in America (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1976). The archetype for this type of labor history is David Montgomery, The Fall of 
the House of Labor: The Workplace, the State, and American Labor Activism, 1865-1925 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1987).  
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Within the field of southern history, however, consensus-based understandings 

of class had never found much traction in the first place. Because the region was 

understood to exist outside of the American liberal tradition, its history could be 

exceptional as well. While the historical framework constructed by Charles Beard in the 

early twentieth century, which took society to be irredeemably divided between “elites” 

and “commoners,” had fallen out of fashion with consensus historians studying the 

essence of “America,” historians interpreting the South continued to find Beard 

resonant. Published in the early 1950s, during the high tide of consensus history, C. 

Vann Woodward’s Origins of the New South defined the post-Reconstruction era as a 

conflict between the masses and the classes, the “Redeemers” versus the “Unreedemed 

farmers,” that revolved around the very nature of the new society that was being built in 

the South. The commoners ultimately lost the battle, according to Woodward, not for 

lack of trying, but because corrupt local elites, in concert with capitalists in the East, 

installed a political and economic regime so undemocratic that it became almost 

impossible for the poor to challenge their dominion. As part of the process of fortifying 

their oligarchy, southern elites embedded White Supremacy into the institutional and 

cultural fabric of the New South to make it more difficult for poor whites to realize that 

they had more in common with blacks than the elites who were oppressing them both.11  

                                                        

11 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1951). George Tindall, The 
Emergence of the New South (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1968) carried his Beardian framework into the 20th 
century, where it is less suited than it was for the 19th century. Southern labor history before Woodward, 
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Woodward has remained influential for seventy years because he provided ways 

to square the premise of social history, that conflict is endemic to capitalism, with the 

reality of southern history, which has seen little class conflict in the twentieth century. 

Following Woodward, social historians of the South could save their cake and eat it too: 

they could point to sporadic moments of resistance as evidence that class conflict was 

inevitable, even if latent, while explaining away the absence of a sustained labor 

movement as a function of the overwhelming dominance of elites in the region. With 

Woodward’s Beardian, borderline Manichean conceptualization of class, it was possible 

to keep class as driving force of history, even during twentieth-century history, simply 

by endowing the oppressors with insurmountable class power over the oppressed. 

Using this framework, some historians have argued that, because southern elites have 

such extraordinary power to repress the commoners in their midst, they have been able 

to manipulate the very functioning of American capitalism to make it suit their class 

needs. More will be said about this below, but this dissertation makes the opposite case: 

                                                        

 

what there was of it, often ascribed the lack of class conflict to the overbearing power of the elites. Workers 
were simply too terrified to fight back. For an overview of early southern labor history, see Robert Zieger, 
“Introduction,” in Gary Fink and Merl Reed, eds, Race, Class, and Community in Southern Labor History 
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1994), 3-9. A prototype is George Mitchell, Textile Unionism and 
the South (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1931).   
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to wit, by and large, American capitalism has shaped southern society far more than 

elites have shaped southern society.12    

While preserving much of Woodward’s (and Beard’s) archetype about the nature 

of society, social historians of the 1980s put much more emphasis on the cultural 

dimensions of class. In 1987, Jacquelyn Hall and her co-authors reproduced Woodward’s 

general outline of southern social relations, but explained what they considered to be the 

antagonism of textile workers in terms of cultural irreconcilability.  According to the Like 

a Family authors, the men and women who came to the mills from the hills had 

cultivated a mutualistic way of being, based on solidarity and community. When mill 

owners in the 1920s and 1930s instituted the stretch out and other cost-saving measures, 

textile workers revolted (often by moving) because they considered it to be a moral 

travesty and an existential threat. Because this culture of resistance developed and was 

often enacted outside of the apparatuses of unionism, Hall and her co-authors had come 

                                                        

12 The most recent anthology in southern labor history emphasizes how the region’s legacy of slavery has 
shaped its subsequent labor history. While this departs from Woodward’s prioritization of change over 
continuity in the New South, in other respects it supercharges Woodward’s contention that elites dominate 
southern society by keeping it backwards and undemocratic. See Matthew Hild and Keri Leigh Merritt, eds, 
Reconsidering Southern Labor History: Race, Class, and Power (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2018). 
For more traditional Woodwardian social histories, see Bryant Simon, A Fabric of Defeat: The Politics of South 
Carolina Millhands, 1910-1948 (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1998); Barbara Griffith, The Crisis of American Labor: 
Operation Dixie and the Defeat of the CIO (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); James Cobb, The 
Selling of the South: The Southern Crusade for Industrial Development, 1936-1990 2nd edition, (Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 1993). 
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up with a way to explain the relative absence of the labor movement without 

abandoning the premises of the new social history. 13    

Like Hall, most historians interested in southern class resistance are drawn to the 

decade of the 1930s because of the 1934 general strike. In Gadsden, thousands of 

workers joined unions because, at first, it seemed as if the New Deal would provide 

them a measure of independence from outside capital. But they discovered almost 

immediately that this was not the case. Unlike World War II, the New Deal did not alter 

the relationship between places like Gadsden and American capitalists. This is why the 

outbreak of unionism across the South only involved a minority of workers (even most 

textile workers did not partake) and was incredibly brief.  

Southern labor historians pick up the theme of resistance again in the late 1960s 

and 1970s, when efforts to unionize were sometimes led by black and female workers. 

That these more recent efforts often failed has been explained by defaulting to 

Woodward: elites in the antidemocratic South were just too powerful.  The one time and 

place that workers in the South really became militant in a sustained way--Gadsden in 

the late 1940s and early 1950s—has simply not been studied.14  

                                                        

13 Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, et al, Like a Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World (Chapel Hill: UNC 
Press, 1987). For a recent that uses Hall’s framework for understanding resistance, see Leon Fink, The Maya 
of Morganton: Work and Community in the Nuevo New South (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2003).  
14 The historiography of the 1934 general strike is discussed on page 82 and the Southern Conference of 
Human welfare on page 115. For a discussion on the lack of historical attention paid to the US labor 
movement in the 1950s, when it was enjoying its glory days everywhere except the South, see Jack Metzgar, 
Striking Steel: Solidarity Remembered (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2000), 202-231. Metzgar 
attributes this inattention to the ideological prejudices of historians. Histories that pick back up on resistance 
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Ironically, the historical literature about Gadsden stops in the early 1940s, at the 

very moment before its transformation. Charles Martin’s Southern Labor Relations in 

Transition: Gadsden, Alabama, 1930-1943 proffers a Woodwardian explanation for the 

failure of the labor movement here in the 1930s—local elites teamed up with outside 

capitalists to suppress unionism. Martin gives a nod to World War II’s transformative 

impact, but as a snapshot rather than a longitudinal study, his work does not get a 

handle on the underlying mechanisms that were shaping Gadsden’s history. Other 

southern labor historians have also noted that World War II opened the door for the 

labor movement to gain a foothold. But because their focus has usually been on the 

textile industry—which eliminated its unions almost immediately following the war—

they have been unable to appreciate why World War II was such a watershed moment.15  

This dissertation suggests that the methodology of social history is better suited 

to tackle the nineteenth and eighteenth centuries, and only certain moments in the 

twentieth. Workers can come up with a radical alternative to the status quo only when 

                                                        

 

in the 1960s and 70s include, Jessica Wilkerson, To Live Here, You Have to Fight: How Women Led Appalachian 
Movements for Social Justice (Champaign, University of Illinois Press, 2019); Lane Windham, Knocking on 
Labor’s Door: Union Organizing in the 1970s and the Roots of a New Economic Divide (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 
2017); Timothy Minchin, Don’t Sleep with Stevens!: The J.P. Stevens Campaign and the Struggle to Organize the 
South, 1963-1980 (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2005); Timothy Minchin, Fighting Against the Odds: 
A History of Southern Labor Since World War II (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2005).  
15 Charles Martin, “Southern Labor Relations in Transition: Gadsden, Alabama, 1930-1943,” The Journal of 
Southern History Vol. XLVII, No. 4, (November 1981): 545-568; Douglas Flamming in Creating the Modern 
South: Millhands and Mangers in Dalton, Georgia, 1884-1984 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1992); Timothy Minchin, 
What Do We Need a Union For? The TWUA in the South, 1945-1955 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1997).  
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they can exist independently from it. In Gadsden, workers could think differently about 

capitalism only twice: once, in the early twentieth century when they still had the option 

to escape industry; and again, during and immediately after World War II when they 

could behave radically without worrying about losing their jobs.  

In the mid-1970s, the historian Eugene Genovese introduced a methodology that 

enabled scholars to come to grips with the fact that workers could support capitalism 

that did not imply, as had the consensus historians, that class was insignificant. In an 

effort to come up with an explanation as to why there were so few slave rebellions that 

did not rely on the racist assumption that slaves were happy, Genovese argued that the 

master-slave relationship actually entailed a significant amount of cultural and political 

accommodation on behalf of the master. Rather than simply rule with an iron fist, the 

master, who ultimately relied on slaves to produce his wealth, forged a cultural 

synthesis in a process of give-and-take with his slaves that justified the master’s 

domination while simultaneously spelling out certain obligations that he must keep to 

those under his dominion. Significantly, Genovese derived his understanding of 

American slavery from his reading of the Italian Marxist theorist Antonio Gramsci. 

Gramsci had developed this concept, which he called “hegemony,” to explain the rise of 

fascism among the working classes in Italy while being imprisoned as a political 

dissident in the 1930s. The core of the concept was that the powerful can only sustain 

their power by legitimating it, a process that required inculcating a shared 
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understanding of society with those they ruled while also granting certain benefits to 

them.16  

Southern labor historians, sometimes without explicitly saying so, seized upon 

the concept of hegemony to reinterpret paternalism. Workers who remained loyal to 

their bosses did not do so because they were dupes or cowards, but because, by 

exercising their agency (often by quitting), they exacted certain cultural and material 

emoluments from a fundamentally oppressive system. When, on occasion, workers went 

on strike and joined unions, such as the 1930s, it was because the mill owners had 

betrayed the compact that held them together.17   

A different crop of historians insisted that capitalism has remained so durable 

because the very workers, such as the artisan republicans of the antebellum cities, who 

were so glorified by social historians, developed and advanced their class interests 

through the cultural mediums of race and gender at the expense of nonwhites and 

women. Even though these scholars insisted that class be understood as a dimension of 

gender and race, they continued to rely on the premises of social history, even far more 

so than the Gramsci-inspired historians. Workers in these accounts have far more agency 

to “make” themselves—to use gender and race instrumentally to advance their cultural 

                                                        

16 Eugene Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Random House, 1972). For a 
debate on the application of Gramsci to labor history, see Jackson Lears, “The Concept of Cultural 
Hegemony: Problems and Possibilities,” The American Historical Review, Vol. 90, No. 3 (Jun., 1985), pp. 567-
593 and Leon Fink, “Labor History and Historical Pessimism, a Roundtable,” JAH 75, Issue 1, June 1988. 
17 Douglas Flamming, Creating the Modern South: Millhands and Mangers in Dalton, Georgia, 1884-1984 (Chapel 
Hill: UNC Press, 1992) 
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and class interests— than the workers trapped in hegemonic formations with their 

bosses.18  

Some historians have combined Gramsci’s concept of hegemony with these class-

based analyses of race and gender. Michelle Brattain, in her study of Georgia textile 

workers in the first half of the twentieth century, argues that millhands remained largely 

loyal to their employers because southern capitalism bestowed their whiteness with 

cultural and material privileges. On the surface, it seems that Woodward had made a 

very similar case about white workers. The difference is that Woodward understood 

White Supremacy to be imposed on the working class from above. For Brattain, White 

Supremacy was co-constructed. Meanwhile, Bethany Moreton has shown that the 

patriarchal tradition of the Ozarks was a hegemonic formation from which women 

could extract cultural and other benefits. Moreton’s Ozarkian women enabled Wal-mart 

to build its low-wage, “service” based paradigm because they what they got in return 

for working at Wal-mart could not be found on their miserly paychecks.19  

A very different approach to the issue has been to treat race and gender less as a 

dimension of class, and more like a replacement for class as a primary shaper of 

subjectivity. Some of this scholarship represents pure cultural history and seeks to 

                                                        

18 The classic refutations are David Roediger, Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working 
Class (New York: Verso, 1999) and Alice Kessler-Harris, Gendering Labor History (Champaign, University of 
Illinois Press, 2007).   
19 Michelle Brattain, The Politics of Whiteness: Race, Workers, and Culture in the Modern South (Athens, GA: 
UGA Press, 2004); Bethany Moreton, To Serve God and Wal-Mart: The Making of Christian Free Enterprise 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010). 
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understand how race and gender operate as discourses—how conceptual and 

intellectual frameworks for understanding the world influence the way that people 

understand themselves. Some historians, however, write what are ultimately social 

histories, except for the fact that their protagonists, white workers, are too stupid or 

psychologically damaged to understand that their “class” interests are more important 

than race or gender. In one of the most celebrated labor histories in the last twenty years, 

Jefferson Cowie uses such an approach to explain why white workers in the late 1970s 

evacuated from the New Deal coalition. With the left unable or unwilling to “create an 

alternative cultural synthesis that could appeal to the white working class,” Cowie 

argues, white workers were unable to resist the “top-down cultural front for the Right” 

that tricked them into prioritizing culture and moral values over their economic 

interests.20  

White, male workers made up the core of Gadsden’s industrial workforce until 

the late 1960s. They were racialized and gendered creatures operating in a racialized and 

gendered society, who for most of the twentieth century valued White Supremacy and a 

breadwinner culture that glorified manliness. Meanwhile, black and female workers 

experienced Gadsden’s history very differently in important respects from white men. 

                                                        

20 Foucault-inspired cultural histories include, Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: 
European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); Grace Elizabeth 
Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1980-1940 (New York: Vintage Press, 1998). 
Jefferson Cowie, Stayin’ Alive: The 1970s and the Last Days of the Working Class (New York: The New Press, 
2010), 180. See also Joan Scott, “Women in The Making of the English Working Class,” in her book Gender and 
the Politics of History, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 68-92.  
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To name just one of many examples that this dissertation covers, in the 1960s, both 

groups were compelled to seek help from the federal government to force their white, 

male dominated unions to stop discriminating against them. Despite the antagonisms 

that black and female workers were forced to confront and despite the ways their 

histories differed from white males, however, at a fundamental level that historians have 

not yet appreciated, they needed capitalists to invest in Gadsden the same way everyone 

else did. In the 1930s, black men and white women physically assaulted union 

supporters just like white men. In the 1940s and 1950s, they joined unions and voted for 

liberals for the same reasons as whites, even though these unions and politicians 

provided them fewer protections and benefits based on their race and gender.  

Beginning in the mid-1960s, black and white workers stopped voting for the same 

candidate in many elections, but their approach to unionism remained basically the 

same. They joined unions and acted militantly only when doing so did not threaten to 

stop the flow of capital to Gadsden.  

Black and white female workers have had little choice but to fight for capital—

even when it has meant bolstering White Supremacy and patriarchy. On the flipside, in 

the 1960s and 1970s, the white people of Gadsden had to stomach the civil rights 

movement in large part because Goodyear and Republic Steel (compelled by the federal 

government) demanded that their plants—and therefore the best jobs in the region—be 
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integrated. Whiteness was very important to white workers here—but not as important 

as their paychecks.  

This dissertation makes the argument that historians of all stripes (with a few 

exceptions to be discussed below) have not yet to come to terms with how capitalism 

itself has made it very difficult for all workers to act according to their class, racial, 

and/or gendered interests. The insights developed here, it is hoped, will shine new light 

on the labor and political history of the last 100 years and the continued inability of the 

labor movement to make progress in the South. The recent failure of the UAW to win an 

election at a majority-black car assembly factory in a majority-black city in Mississippi is 

but just one of many curiosities this thesis can help better explain.21  

A vast majority of the residents of Gadsden, for most of the twentieth century, 

came to be the people that outside capitalists wanted and needed them to be. When they 

supported unions in the late 1910s, it was only because they did not depend wholly on 

outside capital for their survival. When they detested unions in the 1930s, it was because 

they had little option but to listen to northern capitalists who demanded that they do so. 

When they supported unions in the 1940s and early 1950s, it was because they were 

given permission to do so by the system that sustained them.   

                                                        

21 Noam Scheiber, “Nissan Workers in Mississippi Reject Union Bid by UAW,” New York Times, 8-5-2017: 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/05/business/nissan-united-auto-workers-union.html).  
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When workers in Gadsden during World War II and, in a few special industries, 

for a few decades after, behaved in ways that capitalists did not approve—when they 

acted radical on the shop floor and in their communities—their misbehavior 

corresponded to the timeframe in which capitalists could at least accommodate them 

and continue to profit. The exception, in other words, proved the rule. When capitalists 

signaled that such misbehavior was no longer going to be tolerated, workers once again 

remade themselves in the image of capital’s desire. This was the case whether the 

workers were unionized or not.  

Capitalists communicated their demands to Gadsden in a very literal process. 

The Washington D.C. based Southern Railroad, in 1923, almost singlehandedly 

destroyed unionism in the region by an act of disinvestment that took away 700 high-

paying, unionized jobs. Goodyear rewarded the city’s efforts to remake itself as an 

antiunion bulwark by granting it what was supposed to become the largest factory in 

the South. In the mid-1930s, Goodyear shifted investments, and therefore jobs, to 

Gadsden from Akron because its employees in Alabama fought the union with their 

managers. Republic Steel was so impressed with Gadsden’s antiunionism that, in 1937, it 

bought the local steel mill and massively expanded it.  

In the mid-1950s, when Gadsden had become a genuine CIO city and very 

different from the rest of the South, many capitalists punished it by refusing to invest 

there or by relocating their previous investments. Confronted with a veritable capital 
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strike, the residents of Gadsden had little choice but to get back in line. Workers at 

Goodyear and Republic could continue to be exceptional until the early 1980s, when 

their own companies got the message across that they too would have to change. In an 

indirect way, politics in the community were also shaped by the signals sent by the 

mills. In the 1940s and 1950s, Gadsden could be so liberal (even to an extent on the 

question of race) only because war capitalism synchronized with American liberalism to 

help places like Gadsden prosper. In the 1960s, to the contrary, even union members 

voted for a hyper-conservative President of the Gadsden Chamber of Commerce for the 

House of Representatives over a bona fide liberal partly because they believed it was the 

best way to help their community attract new investments.  

This is not to imply that the people of Gadsden were hyper-rational creatures. 

Often times there was a lag between the signal and the response. Businessmen were 

more attuned to the signs than the average worker. Leaders among the rank and file 

were in a position to pick up on such clues first and translate them to everyone else. 

Those who refused to get the message sometimes had it beaten into them. Humans often 

move in a herd. When the average worker in Gadsden changed his or her behavior, it 

was likely because everyone else was changing theirs. But in general, the signal was so 

strong that it was hard to miss. One does not need to be a homo-economicus—that 

calculating, self-optimizing subject in the imagination of free-market economics—to 

figure out how to get his bread buttered.  
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The historian David Carlton, in a critique of the way Jacquelyn Hall and the Like 

a Family historians had placed so much emphasis on the cultural autonomy of southern 

workers, called for the field to bring the mill back into the analysis of southern history. 

Such “historians tend to reduce the mill to an irrelevance, except for its role as aggressor 

and repressor,” he wrote. Focusing on the mill itself was essential, Carlton insisted, 

because “it called the community into being, and sustained the community with the 

wealth it produced.”22 

Carlton himself did not grasp the full implication of this insight. His anticlimactic 

solution was to develop a more Gramscian conception of paternalism, which historians 

were already doing.  What Carlton did not emphasize is that, if the mill called the 

community “into being” and sustained it, then the people who owned or invested in the 

mill were quite literally the life givers of the community. An “autonomous” working 

class cannot exist without capital. Local elites cannot dominate without capital. The 

wages of whiteness cannot be paid without capital. A patriarchal, breadwinner culture 

cannot raise without capital. Capital is life.  

Scholars under the rubric of a recent historiographical departure known as the 

“new history of capitalism” have promised to bring capitalism itself back into the 

analysis of social and cultural history. But in all but a few exceptions, they have not 

                                                        

22 David Carlton, “Paternalism and Southern Textile Labor: A Historiographical Review,” in Gary Fink and 
Merl Reed, eds, Race, Class, and Community in Southern Labor History (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama 
Press, 1994), 23.  
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lived up to the task. This is because they are doing the exact same thing that social 

historians and cultural historians have always done, which is to account for the 

emergence and durability of capitalism according to causes that are external to the 

functioning of capitalism. Capitalism is the object of study, “the thing,” in the words of 

Julia Ott, that needs to be explained. It is the dependent variable, the result of class 

processes, of elite domination, of technological change, of intellectual currents, of 

hegemony, of culture. Very rarely does capitalism cause anything. In general, most 

historians today accept that race and gender and class are not evanescent, but survive 

and reproduce themselves in structures that contour our lives, but not even historians of 

capitalism are willing to grant capitalism itself some sort of structural durability.23  

The “history of capitalism” has largely been the history of political economy by 

another name. The gist is that “capitalism” is an epiphenomena of class politics. If 

capitalists are too powerful, it is an effect of the nation’s conservative political culture. 

Little wonder that historians who already blame the South for America’s shortcomings 

have, based on an understanding of capitalism rooted in political economy, claimed that 

the growth of the South’s political power in the late twentieth century has enabled elites 

                                                        

23 Sven Beckert, “The History of American Capitalism,” in American History Now, ed. Eric Foner and Lisa 
McGirr (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2012); “Interchange: The History of Capitalism,” JAH 101 
(2014): 503-536, Ott quoted on 506.See also the introduction to Kim Phillips-Fein and Julian Zelizer, eds,  
What’s Good for Business: Business and American Politics Since World War II; See also Nelson Lichtenstein, 
“Rejoinder to Sharon Smith,” Historical Materialism 11:4 (2003).   For an intellectual history of capitalism, see 
Daniel Rodgers, Age of Fracture (New York: Belknap Press, 2011). For a focus on technology, see Shane 
Hamilton, Trucking Country: The Road to America’s Wal-Mart Economy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2014).  
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in the region to remake America to resemble the South. The South, in this telling, is not 

oppressive because of American capitalism, but to the contrary, it is responsible for the 

fact that American capitalism has become so oppressive.24 

Treating the history of capitalism as the history of political economy, moreover, 

often works to reproduce premises of social history that have long been difficult to 

swallow. Take Jefferson Cowie’s Capital Moves, which is often cited as an archetypical 

text in the field.  What drives capital to move in the first place, in Cowie’s telling, is 

worker resistance. As mass creates gravity, capitalism creates class conflict. A firm can 

relocate, but the laws of nature will not change: eventually workers will rebel and force 

capital to move again. As a history of political economy, Cowie conceives the problem 

not to be capitalism, but the fact that capitalists control the political infrastructure of the 

United States. The solution is simple: we just need to vote for people who will not allow 

capital to move where it wants. But how come we have not gotten around to doing 

that?25  

The reason why the new history of capitalism gravitated toward a study of 

political economy can be explained in the context of its emergence. In the late 1990s and 

                                                        

24 Examples of histories that present capitalism as an effect of political economy to explain the political 
trajectory of the late twentieth century include, Benjamin Waterhouse, Lobbying America: The Politics of 
Business from Nixon to NAFTA (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014); Kim Phillips-Fein and Julian 
Zelizer, eds,  What’s Good for Business: Business and American Politics Since World War II (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012); Kim Phillips-Fein, Invisible Hands: The Businessmen’s Crusade Against the New Deal 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2010); Nancy MacLean, Democracy in Chains: The Deep History of the Radical Right’s 
Stealth Plan for America (New York: Penguin Books, 2018); Judith Stein, Pivotal Decade: How the United States 
Traded Factories for Finance in the Seventies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011).  
25 Jefferson Cowie, Capital Moves: RCA’s Seventy-Year Quest for Cheap Labor (New York: The New Press, 2001). 
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early 2000s, historians were disgusted with the glorification of free-market capitalism on 

the part of both political parties. They knew things had not always been this way and 

desperately hoped that a different breed of politician would emerge to challenge the 

consensus. If the New Deal, in the words of Jefferson Cowie, had been destroyed by a 

“counter-reformation” of capital, then it was possible for the Jacobins to have a second 

revolution.26  

The very best works in the field have combined theory with rigorous empiricism 

to say something new about capitalism itself. These works allow capitalism to be a 

category of analysis in its own right. What separates them from pure theory is the fact 

that they either forge their concept of capitalism through inductive approaches to the 

evidence, or at the very least, allow it to be modified as the evidence demands. Sven 

Beckert, for example, developed the concept of “war capitalism” as a category of 

analysis to delineate the connections between what, on the surface, appeared to be 

radically localized aspects of world history between 1492 and the Industrial Revolution.  

Seth Rockman, as another example, reconceptualized capitalism to make sense of the 

fluidity between slavery and wage labor he discovered in Baltimore during the Early 

Republic. Importantly, what Rockman found for his case study also applies in certain 

respects to Gadsden in the twentieth century: class conflict was suppressed because 

                                                        

26 Nelson Lichtenstein, American Capitalism: Social Thought and Political Economy in the Twentieth Century 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Jefferson Cowie, The Great Exception: The New Deal 
and the Limits of American Politics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002).  
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workers had to fight for capital in order to live. “Class consciousness was knowing the 

proper pose of deference to get hired. Class struggle was trying to meet the rent and 

scavenging for firewood to stay warm during the winter,” he wrote.27  

On the surface, it seems like capitalism has been changing constantly in Etowah 

County.  The desire of boosters for enormous, Fordist-type factories in the early years of 

the twentieth century has given way to a preference for small, flexible, small-batch 

manufacturers, as well as companies in the service industry.  Relatedly, white men no 

longer have a monopoly on the best jobs. On a more fundamental level, however, for 

most of the last 100 years, for the people of Gadsden, capitalism can be defined as a system 

that compelled individuals to align their interests with the interests of their locality. 

Class was a multilayered and often contradictory process. Workers were always in a 

different class than their managers and local elites, whether they knew it or not. But 

because Gadsden could not produce, distribute, and control the capital it needed to 

sustain itself and grow, in an important respect, everyone in the city belonged to the 

same class vis-à-vis the capitalists who lived beyond its border. Now, had these outside 

capitalists controlled the system in which they participated, as had the Populists 

imagined them to do, then the lines of the class battle would be clearly drawn: the 

community versus the cabal. But, as this dissertation shows, those who ran the mills in 

                                                        

27 Sven Beckert, Empire of Cotton: A Global History (New York: Vintage, 2015); Seth Rockman, Scraping By: 
Wage Labor, Slavery, and Survival in Early Baltimore (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2009), 11.  
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Gadsden were shaped by capitalism just as much, or more, than they in turn shaped it. 

The mills sent the signals to Gadsden, but company executives themselves were relaying 

signals they too were receiving from elsewhere. At the very least, we can say that what 

controlled Gadsden from the outside was too diffuse, too fluid, and too intangible to 

grasp as a class enemy. As a result, the people here arranged themselves in the same 

boat to do battle with people from other communities. The fight for capital has almost 

always meant fighting other places that also need it to survive.  

 Industrialization and the decline of agriculture in the 1920s settled the working 

class down and established a material and emotional connection to the place they lived. 

Their sharecropper ancestors had been a more mobile breed: they did not need Gadsden 

itself to do well to find work or to keep the value of their property high. Interestingly, as 

chapter six notes, the new generation of Gadsden citizens is also more mobile. Many are 

leaving the region to seek remunerative employment elsewhere. When their parents die 

and they cash out whatever inheritance they might receive, this new generation will no 

longer have a stake in the type of capitalism that keeps Gadsden going.28 

Relatedly, capitalism in Gadsden has often compelled workers, like those in 

Rockman’s Baltimore, to seek out their own exploitation. Many CIO radicals learned that 

the only thing worse than being exploited by their companies was when their companies 

                                                        

28 Economic geographers have been using place as a category of analysis in this way. Andrew Herod, 
“Workers, Space, and Labor Geography,” International Labor and Working-Class History 64 (Fall 2003): 112-
138.  
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were no longer interested in exploiting them. In the 1980s, when the rubber and steel 

industry had no choice but to lay off hundreds of thousands of employees, workers in 

Gadsden intensified the exploitation of themselves to make sure that they would be able 

to keep their jobs. Sometimes, this meant that union members would have to conspire 

with their managers to put other union members in other places out of a job so they 

could keep theirs. 

World War II was the only event that changed this dynamic—not the New Deal, 

not the Great Society, not the advent of “neoliberalism.” This was a contingency, a 

surprise. As chapter four details, all of a sudden, capitalism began operating extremely 

differently than it had ever done before and than it has ever done since. Because they no 

longer needed to compete for capital, even southern workers could come to see workers 

from elsewhere as members of the same, national class. In Gadsden, workers could 

become radical on the factory floor and in their city. Normalcy returned in most 

southern industries following the war, but not in the branch plants of heavy industry, 

which thanks to effects of the war, could remain oligopolistic and profitable for the next 

thirty years. 

As most places in the South were becoming more conservative, Gadsden veered 

in the other opposite direction. Residents here resisted the sectionalist appeals of the 

Dixiecrats because they could see with their own eyes that their interests were well 

represented by a national Democratic Party committed to protecting unions.  As the 
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most significant laborite pocket of the state, Gadsden provided an invaluable base of 

support for Alabama’s famous liberal congressional delegation and for the gubernatorial 

campaigns of the honest-to-goodness radical Big Jim Folsom. The CIO hoped that 

Gadsden would be its city on a hill, a shining light to workers and community leaders 

elsewhere in the South. But Gadsden was impossible to replicate. The same companies 

that had come to take advantage of Gadsden’s southernness had ended up making it 

one of the least southern places in Dixie. 

For this very reason, capitalists from the outside world stopped investing there. 

As rust began to accrue, a stunning realization began to dawn on civic leaders: scoring 

Goodyear and Republic may have been a mistake. Because the companies paid such 

high wages and provided a base for unionism, they were making it difficult for 

traditional southern companies (like the textile mills) to continue operating in Gadsden 

and inhibiting new growth. The geese that laid the golden eggs in the 1940s had become 

albatrosses in the postwar era. This too had been the result of a contingency. Had 

Gadsden not lucked out in winning Goodyear and Republic in the 1920s and 1930s, then 

its development would have probably been postponed to the postwar era like other 

places in the South. It’s reward for “winning” the New South prize of the 1920s was to 

be left out of the Sun Belt.   

Like most white people elsewhere in Alabama and the United States, those in 

Gadsden responded negatively to the civil rights movement at their plants and in their 
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community—one response was to flee to the county where they could send their kids to 

white schools. This would have happened even if their town had not been devastated by 

a capital strike at the very moment that the civil rights movement began. Yet the 

backlash thesis is incapable of explaining the political valence of the backlash.  Whites 

may have voted for a Republican, but the breed of conservatives they turned to would 

have been very different. They certainly would not have supported a free-market 

fundamentalist, the President of the Chamber of Commerce, James Martin, if the 

economy of Gadsden had been booming like it had been in the early 1950s when James 

Martin was held in the worst repute. 

Historians of political economy may argue that the story of Gadsden would have 

turned out differently if the politics of the twentieth century had turned out differently. 

In other words, they might insist that politics is to blame—had, for example, liberals been 

able to resist the rise of conservatism, capitalism would have worked differently here. In 

some ways, this is an unassailable argument. If the government decided where capital 

was invested, obviously workers would not have had to appease capitalists to get it. 

Hypothetically, there could have been an enormous welfare net to help workers stay in 

Gadsden whether the jobs stayed or not.  

The best way to confront this criticism is to reverse the line of inquiry—to ask 

what it was about capitalism that made it difficult for liberals and unions to resist the 

rise of conservatism. In even the most pro-CIO town that has ever existed, the most 
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militant union partisans in the city began to see the world in the same way as the local of 

Chamber of Commerce because there was simply no other choice. That the union town 

of the 1950s became what it is today is a remarkable testament to the power capitalism 

exerts on our history.  
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Chapter 1 
 ‘Their business is our business” 
 The Fragility of a Labor Town in the New South   

   1900-1928 
 

 

 

  

 

 

At the turn of the twentieth century, the small farmers who lived in the rural hill 

country of Etowah County considered northern capital to be an existential threat while 

businessmen who resided in the county seat, Gadsden, insisted that welcoming it to 

Alabama would bring prosperity to everyone. When thousands of farmers came to 

Gadsden to take public work between 1900 and 1920, they managed to keep this political 

antagonism alive by retaining strong cultural, emotional, and material connections to the 

countryside. During World War I, they built a labor movement that mounted a 

profoundly Populist challenge to the premises of the New South order and turned the 

political culture of their adopted city upside down. Even established businessmen who 

had long equated their civic duty with boosterism now conceded the fact that Gadsden 

had become a labor town.  
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But the apparent fixity of organized labor’s place in the community was only an 

illusion. The people of Gadsden discovered that even the strongest and most militant 

unions could only exist at the pleasure of capital. When the Washington D.C.-based and 

J.P. Morgan-financed Southern Railway relocated its car shops from the city in 1923 to 

flee labor trouble, unionism in the area vanished like a puff of smoke.  With an 

agricultural depression ravaging the countryside and 750 of the best paying jobs gone, 

working people had little choice but to throw their support behind the efforts of boosters 

to bring new industry to town. In 1928, when business leaders landed Goodyear and 

provided employment for scads of youngsters who had no future on the farm, it seemed 

to be a confirmation of what boosters had always considered to be common sense: that 

enticing capital to the area was in the best interest of everyone.1  

In 1900, the small-time industrialists, bankers, and lawyers who controlled 

Gadsden believed that their town had the potential to boom. They could draw 

inspiration from sixty miles southwest, where, as if by magic, Birmingham had been 

transformed practically overnight from a sleepy hamlet to an industrial metropolis.  Like 

the “Magic City,” Gadsden was also blessed with natural resources and was located on a 

major railroad.  The only thing missing, they believed, was significant capital investment 

from outside of the region. This, as Birmingham proved, was the essential ingredient in 

                                                        

1 GT, 12-11-1928.  
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the alchemical process that could transform latent southern wealth into actual southern 

prosperity.  

In 1894, banker and mayor Reuben Mitchell, lawyer O.R. Hood, industrialist 

Captain J.M. Elliott, and newspaper editor W.M. Meeks formed a “Board of Trade” to 

bring capital to Gadsden. Its members trekked to Massachusetts to persuade the 

Chicopee-based Dwight Manufacturing Company, a cotton mill, to relocate production 

to Alabama. To seal the deal, mayor Mitchell, along with a representative from Dwight, 

made a trip to the state capital in Montgomery to ask the governor and governor-elect to 

exempt Etowah County from a state law passed in 1887 that proscribed child labor. The 

state legislature did them one better and repealed the law for the entire state. The 1887 

law had been the first of its kind in the South.  In 1896, Dwight hired mayor Mitchell as 

its southern agent.2  

In 1901, a successor capital-recruiting organization, the Commercial and 

Industrial Association, notified the Southern Railway that Gadsden was in a position to 

“cooperate” with any industry it could convince to come to town. Members 

incorporated the Gadsden Land and Improvement Company to secure prime industrial 

real estate for prospects. Otto Agricola, owner of a foundry and chairman of the county’s 

Democratic executive committee, argued that the club should have a “standing 

                                                        

2 Journal-Tribune, 4-27-1894; Beth English, A Common Thread: Labor, Politics, and Capital Mobility in the Textile 
Industry (Athens, GA: UGA Press, 2006), 48-50, 54.  
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advertisement” in the Baltimore-based Manufacturers Record to advertise “our 

advantages” to capitalists across the country.3 

Businessmen in Gadsden imbibed the New South creed that a prosperous future 

was predicated on industrialization. To these men, attracting outside capital was so 

essential for the purpose that they were willing to industrialize on the terms of the 

eastern and northern capitalists they hoped to pursue. To this end, they sought to make 

Alabama a more salubrious place for capital investment even if it meant opposing the 

interests of farmers in their region. Like businessmen in Birmingham, those in Gadsden 

joined with oligarchic planters from the Black Belt (the plantation districts in Central 

Alabama) to bolster “Redeemer” Democrats against agrarian protest movements, such 

as Populism, which they considered a dire threat to their vision of capitalist-driven 

progress.4  

Gadsden boosters had no trouble convincing other city dwellers to embrace their 

politics. The problem for them was that 85 percent of the county’s 27,000 residents lived 

outside the city of Gadsden. Those who resided in the countryside owned or operated 

their own commercial farms or farmed as a tenant for someone else with the goal of 

owning their own land in the future. They appreciated when local industrialists created 

supplemental markets and provided jobs, but the capacity of the common people to 

                                                        

3 GT, 11-5-1901.  
4 Jonathon Weiner, Social Origins of the New South: Alabama, 1860-1885 (Baton Rouge, LSU Press, 1978), 186-
227; William Rogers, et al, Alabama: The History of a Deep South State (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama 
Press, 1994), 277-354.  
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sustain themselves did not yet depend on the success of city boosters to entice capital to 

the area. To the contrary, farmers in the county came to consider the type of eastern-

dominated industrialization promoted by Redeemer Democrats as a threat to their way 

of life. In 1880, owner-operators owned 72 percent of the county’s farms. Twenty years 

later, that number had fallen to 46 percent. As tenancy rates increased and as it became 

more difficult to extract wealth from the land, the rural voters of Etowah County exited 

the Democratic Party en masse. Their embrace of anti-Democratic Party agrarian protest 

movements expressed their rejection of the civic leadership of the businessmen of 

Gadsden.5   

In the 1890s, as boosters in Gadsden organized to make their region more 

hospitable for capitalist development, their neighbors in the county elected politicians 

who promised to defend their agrarian way of life against the “money power” that 

Democrats were welcoming to Alabama with open arms.  In 1894, for example, when 

Gadsden businessmen, who had recently organized their Board of Trade, rallied behind 

the candidacy of W.H. Denson in a race for the Seventh District of the U.S. House of 

Representatives, their counterparts in the county overwhelmingly supported the 

Populist Milford Howard.  As a Gadsden businessman himself, Denson echoed the tenet 

that the entirety of the people would prosper from industrial development. 

                                                        

5 Census data on population and tenancy rates compiled from www.socialexplorer.com; On the origins of 
agrarian protest in Alabama, see William Warren Rogers, The One-Gallused Rebellion: Agrarianism in Alabama, 
1865-1896  (Tuscaloosa, The University of Alabama Press, 2001); Sheldon Hackney, Populism to Progressivism 
in Alabama (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1969).  
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Campaigning in the midst of a severe depression, he told a hometown crowd, “we can 

but feel that our section will soon be blessed with new enterprises which will afford 

work for the needy and hungry…Good roads, good schools, good churches and constant 

employment for all good people is what we want in this country.”6 

Howard, to the contrary, far from considering outside capital to be the solution, 

blamed it for the problems the area was experiencing in the first place. “There is 

something radically wrong when men cannot get bread for their labor in a land 

overflowing with plenty,” he wrote. Rather than seek “new enterprises” to alleviate the 

suffering, Howard demanded that the federal government operate warehouses and 

provide low interest loans to farmers (repayable in Greenbacks), a plan which would 

have severely weakened the economic and political power of eastern financiers.  “When 

the President of the United States declares that the money power has the country in its 

grasp, and that we are utterly helpless and cannot extricate ourselves,” Howard claimed, 

“it is surely high time that something should be done to arouse in our people the spirit 

of our ancestors who refused to submit to unjust taxation and unwholesome laws.” 

While Gadsden voted for Denson, 331-54, precincts in the county voted overwhelmingly 

for Howard, helping to propel him to the first of his two-term career in Congress.7 

                                                        

6 Milford Howard, If Christ Came to Congress (Washington D.C., 1894), 4; JT, 11-2-1894 and 11-9-1984.  
7 The debate between Howard and Denson on the subtreasury plan discussed in Samuel Webb, Two-Party 
Politics in the One-Party South: Alabama’s Hill Country: 1874-1920 (Tuscaloosa, University of Alabama Press, 
1997), 129-137. Howard, If Christ Came to Congress, 6; JT, 11-9-1984.  
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A surviving newspaper from Etowah County indicates that at least one strain of 

Populism here was socialistic. Published by Patron Keel, who was found by census 

takers at the age of 15 working on a fruit farm in the region, the People’s Voice deemed 

the enemy of the common people to be capitalism.  “Don’t forget that this world would 

get along somehow even if all the capitalists went out of business,” Keel declared. “The 

workers carry the idle rich around on their shoulders. And it’s about time the lazy 

fellows were told to climb down.” Keel couched his politics in a way that meshed with 

the Christian sensibilities of his readers.  In reference to the wave of enclosure laws that 

were fencing off what rural people had considered public domain, Keel wrote, “We are 

sorry God has no real estate, no land hereabout…We need some bean poles, some wood, 

and that badly, and some sand or rocks...God made all the land about here, but He has 

been released of it and has nothing to show for it. He needs a guardian.”8 

Keel did not root his critique of capitalism in a premodern, agrarian mythos; he 

did not romanticize rural people or suggest that Eden would return to the countryside if 

only the moneychangers could be driven out of the statehouse. To the contrary, he 

attempted to get his audience of farmers to think of themselves as members of an 

oppressed class of producers that also included industrial workers.  “And ain’t it queer 

                                                        

8 What remains of the People’s Voice is housed at the Alabama Department of Archives and History in 
Montgomery. Biographical information about Keel taken from www.ancestry.com; PV, 4-27-1899; On 
tenancy and enclosure in the Piedmont, see among others, Steven Hahn, The Roots of Southern Populism: 
Yeoman Farmers and the Transformation of the Georgia Upcountry, 1850-1890 (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1983).  
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that the farmers raise grain by hard labor and yet go hungry…[while] labor-saving 

machinery does not make it easier for the labor, it only helps capital line its nest,” Keel 

asked. The point was obvious: the producer in the field and the producer in the factory 

shared a common enemy. “Remember Homestead! Remember Cripple Creek,” Keel 

implored his readers on the eve of an election. “Have you forgotten that both 

Republicans and Democrats ordered your fellow workers shot down?”9 

If there was one issue that Populists in the county could see eye-to-eye on with 

Democrats in the city, it was that White Supremacy should be preserved in Alabama. 

Even the socialist Patron Keel did not attempt to make Populism here into a biracial 

movement.  It may have been because there were simply too few black farmers in the 

region to make cross-racial organizing worth the risk. In 1900, the 4,500 or so black 

residents in Etowah County were concentrated in the city. Although they comprised 17 

percent of the total population, only 180 blacks rented a farm and only 60 owned one. 

Many worked as unskilled laborers, often designated as “day laborers” by the census, at 

the pipe shops, iron ore mines, lumber yards, and brickyards. Populists in general 

distrusted black voters because they considered them easily manipulated or bribable by 

                                                        

9 PV, 4-20-1899, PV, 4-27-1899. On the overlap between agrarian radicalism and the labor movement in the 
South, see Matthew Hild, Greenbackers, Knights of Labor, & Populists: Farmer-Labor Insurgency in the Late-
Nineteenth-Century South (Athens, GA: UGA Press, 2007).  
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the Democrats who employed them. There is some evidence to suggest that black voters 

in Gadsden cast their votes for Democrats in campaigns against Populists.10  

 Nevertheless, even if whites in Etowah County agreed with the basic racist 

premises of White Supremacy, they did not prioritize white unity over their class 

interests. This became clear in the fierce campaign to ratify a new state constitution in 

1901. The Democratic alliance of Black Belt planters and New South visionaries 

conceived the constitution as a way to safeguard state government against the agrarian 

protest movements of the 1890s that had almost toppled their rule. To unite the white 

population behind ratification, framers openly stated that the purpose of the constitution 

was to circumvent the Fifteenth Amendment and remove blacks from the political 

process entirely. Across Alabama, some important Populists and many self-proclaimed 

Progressives publicly supported the constitution because they believed disenfranchising 

who they considered to be easily corruptible black voters was essential for the 

modernization of their state.11  

In the lead-up to the ratification election, the major business leaders in Etowah 

County, such as O.R. Hood and R.B. Kyle, headed out into the countryside to convince 

                                                        

10 On the political importance of White Supremacy in Etowah County well before 1900, see Elbert Watson, A 
History of Etowah County, Alabama (Birmingham: Robert & Sons, 1968) 69-73. See also Wayne Flynt, Poor but 
Proud: Alabama’s Poor Whites (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1989), 260-261. See also, Henry 
McKiven Jr, Iron and Steel: Class, Race, and Community in Birmingham, Alabama, 1875-1920 (Chapel Hill, UNC 
Press, 1995). Data on the county’s black population retrieved from www.socialexplorer.com. Information 
about their employment status compiled from www.ancestry.com. Vote buying in Gadsden mentioned in 
Samuel Webb, Two-Party Politics in the One-Party South, 161, 167.  
11 Wayne Flynt, Alabama in the Twentieth Century (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 2004), 3-28. 
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their rural neighbors that it was time to get in the same boat. As Board of Trade member 

and newspaper editor W.M. Meeks put it, such stumping was necessary because the 

“populist papers…are making a great howl about the poor white men losing his vote.” 

This was all “tommyrot,” Meeks claimed. “The fight for the new constitution is a fight 

between the white man and the negro.”  As one businessman canvassing the county 

proclaimed, “our only hope is that Etowah County will go on record as voting WITH 

AND FOR THE WHITE MAN and not for and with the nigger.”12 

Yet as much as the county people distrusted black voters, they distrusted 

Democrats like Meeks and Hood even more. In the view of men such as Keel, such 

Democrats had “become as corrupt, if possible, as the carpet-baggers were during the 

dark days of reconstruction.” Keel was even ready to form a conditional alliance with 

black voters if it meant the state could be redeemed from the Redeemers.  In response to 

a pro-ratification editorial from the Montgomery Advertiser that warned, “If the Populists 

got the negroes and say they saved the colored man and brother from disfranchisement 

it will be true bill, and the negroes will not be able to avoid giving the Populists their 

votes,” Keel wrote, “yes, that’s just about what will happen, and it is about time 

something of the kind of as happening for the good of the state.” Many farmers may not 

have been as blasé about black support for Populism as Keel, but most were wary of the 

                                                        

12 JT, 1-22-1901, 11-5-1901, 11-7-1901; O.R. Hood was a member of the constitutional convention. He was 
selected along with a few other convention members to prepare an address to the public explaining why 
ratification was necessary. See Anniston Star, 11-4-1937. 
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assurances from business leaders that white men would be able to get around the voting 

restrictions effected by the new constitution. They understood (correctly, as it turned 

out) that elites aimed to use the constitution to disenfranchise poor white people too, a 

move that would significantly reduce the political power of the small-farming regions of 

Alabama. While Gadsden, according to the papers, did “her duty bravely and roll[ed] 

up a majority…for ratification,” the county went overwhelmingly against it. The 

combined city and county results showed that 2068 people voted no whereas only 1190 

voted yes. Out of that 1190, 542 yes votes came from Gadsden—where only 110 voted 

against it—and 218 came from contiguous Alabama City. Many of Gadsden’s no votes 

were cast by blacks voting for the very last time. “Our negroes turned out well and 

voted against the new constitution,” the editor of the Journal Tribune wrote, which he 

took as proof “that a large majority of the negroes are looking forward to social equality 

with white men.”  In the state at large, ratification passed by 25,000 votes.13  

Despite the fact that the Democratic Party regained solid control of Alabama and 

the rest of the South after 1900 and institutionalized Populism all but disappeared, in 

Etowah County and the northeastern part of the state, rural people continued to distrust 

Democrats (who now called themselves “Progressives”) and resent the new world they 

                                                        

13 PV, 4-27-1889; JT 11-14-1901, 11-22-1901. The historian Glenn Feldman mistakenly called the Journal 
Tribune a Populist newspaper when forming his argument that there were no appreciable differences 
between Populists and Democrats on the question of race in Alabama. Feldman, The Disfranchisement Myth: 
Poor Whites and Suffrage Restriction in Alabama (Athens, GA: UGA Press, 2004), 231. In an on-point critique of 
Feldman’s analysis of the constitution, J. Morgan Kousser writes, “Feldman sees an undifferentiated forest; 
we see clumps of trees of different species, sizes, and ages” [JIT History Vol 37, No 4, Spring 2007, 646-647.]  
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were creating.  The historian Samuel Webb has documented the survival of political 

separatism in the region up until the 1920s. According to Webb, the rural people here 

“distrusted economic modernization because they were more concerned and more 

realistic than [Progressive Democrats] about the human costs of urban-industrial 

development.” Webb could have bolstered his argument by following the Populists in 

the country when they migrated to burgeoning urban areas such as Gadsden to take 

work.  Rather than imbibe the New South ethos, the country people who came to 

constitute its workforce mounted a class-based movement, rooted in Populism, to 

challenge the power of its businessmen.14   

Thanks in large part to the efforts of boosters, the population of Gadsden almost 

tripled between 1900 and 1920. Across the same time frame, the population of Gadsden’s 

contiguous neighbors Alabama City and Atalla doubled and tripled respectively.  Civic 

leaders literally trekked into the hills to entice entire families to migrate to Alabama 

City, where the Massachusetts-based Dwight Cotton Mill, which arrived in 1895, had 

established a company-owned village. In 1903, with generous tax breaks and other 

concessions, boosters convinced the Birmingham-based Schuler brothers, owners of the 

Alabama Steel and Wire Company, to build the city’s first steel mill. After a series of 

financial reorganizations, in 1913 the mill was acquired by the Gulf States Steel 

                                                        

14 Samuel Webb, Two-Party Politics in the One-Party South, 220. Webb is making an argument against 
historians, like Sheldon Hackney, who consider Progressivism to be some sort of continuation of Populism. 
See also, David Carlton, Mill and Town in South Carolina: 1880-1920 (Baton Rouge, LSU Press, 1982).  
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Company. At full capacity it employed about 1000 people, a third of whom were black. 

Meanwhile, the Washington D.C.-based Southern Railroad bought Captain J.P. Elliott’s 

small railroad car repair shop and expanded it into a major factory and warehouse that 

provided about 700 good paying jobs.15  

For the most part, the people who poured into the urban center of Etowah 

County came from the surrounding farmlands. This is evidenced by the fact that the 

population of Etowah and surrounding counties declined in proportion to the 

population of the Gadsden area. In 1900, the population of Gadsden constituted only 15 

percent of the total population of Etowah County. Twenty years later, it made up 31 

percent of the county’s population. Significantly, many of the migrants who came to 

Gadsden retained a very strong connection to the countryside. When they took public 

work in the city, they were not giving up their dreams to one day have a little farm of 

their own. Coming from a tradition of tenantry, country people were flexible and prone 

to movement. Moving to the city did not entail leaving behind an ancient homestead. It 

was very much like a detour on the sharecropping circuit that took renters from owner 

to owner, “trying to get a little bit better deal,” as one of them put it, until they could 

become owners themselves. When the price of cotton increased enough to justify it, mill 

                                                        

15 “Statistics of Population—Alabama,” Volume 1, 1920 U.S. Census; English, A Common Thread, 67-70; GT, 7-
17-1903; Danny Crownover, “Birth and Development of the Steel Industry in Gadsden,” The Messenger, 4-7-
2015. See also, Phil Williams, “Background Information, Republic Steel Corporation,” 1976, in Vertical Files 
at the Gadsden Public Library.  
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workers from all over the South would head back into the hills to rent a crop. Even 

when they seemed settled into factory life, many of them continued to keep one foot on 

the farm. As long as small-scale agriculture remained somewhat viable, Gadsden 

workers had family members in the country to whom they could turn in a pinch.16  

Migrants maintained emotional, cultural, and material connections to a place that 

harbored a very different political culture than the city in which they worked. When 

they moved to Gadsden, they brought the antagonism between the county and the city 

into the city itself. This antagonism remained dormant until the outbreak of World War I 

created the conditions for it to germinate. Then, triggered by a labor dispute, it emerged 

to once again throw into question the foundational premises of the New South. The 

labor movement that developed here drew its inspiration and legitimacy from the tenets 

of Populism. With a rural idiom and rural leadership, it came to depict the enemy of the 

working people to be capitalism, much like Patron Keel had done twenty years earlier.  

Before the country people established their labor movement during World War I, 

members of organized labor in Gadsden had been cut from the same cloth as the 

businessmen. There were only about 100 union members in 1901. The most prominent 

                                                        

16 Watson, A History of Etowah County, 107; On the fluidity between farming and public work in the South, 
see English, A Common Thread, 67; Bryant Simon, A Fabric of Defeat: The Politics of South Carolina MIllhands, 
1910-1948 (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1998), 41-42; Douglas Flamming, Creating the Modern South: Millhands & 
Managers in Dalton George, 1884-1984 (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1992), 102-105; Jacquelyn Hall et al, Like a 
Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World (Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 1987), 44-113. On the transiency 
of white farm tenants in Alabama, see Flynt, Poor but Proud, 86-88. 
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union, the Clerks, represented professional bookkeepers.  M.W. Moore, a Clerk, served 

as the first president of the Gadsden Trades Council. In 1903, Moore was elected as a city 

alderman. The booster-owned Gadsden Times praised him as “a plain businessman man.” 

There was an occasional strike in the area. Most often, these were led by highly skilled 

workers seeking pay raises and were not political in nature.17 

 World War I created the context for the Populist movement in Etowah County to 

be reignited. The fuse was lit at the Car Works of the Southern Railroad. In 1918, the 

company promised a wage increase in line with federal railroad guidelines, but then 

changed its mind and insisted the guidelines did not apply to workers in Gadsden.  Like 

other workers across the South and nation in essential wartime jobs, those in Gadsden 

realized that it was safe to protest because their labor was in such high demand. With 

the price of cotton booming, they must have also known that they had other options in 

case the Railroad compelled a strike or fired them.18  

Workers responded to the betrayal by forming a committee and taking heir 

grievances to the superintendent of the works, W.H. Portner. Portner also served as a 

member of the Gadsden City Council. While all civic leaders attempted to make the city 

amenable to out-of-town capitalists, it was literally Portner’s job to do so.  At first, 

                                                        

17 GT, 5-7-1901, 12-16-1902, 2-6-1903; For information on these early strikes, see GT, 3-19-1907, 2-6-1908, 2-15-
1910, 7-29-1910, 7-30-1910, 10-2-1912, and The Cherokee Harmonizer [Center, AL], 3-9-1916.  
18 On the War’s stimulation of a southern labor movement, see Tindall, The Emergence, 318-354; F. Ray 
Marshall, Labor in the South (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), 25-26. For Alabama specifically, 
see Philip Taft, Organizing Dixie: Alabama Workers in the Industrial Era (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 
1981), 42-51. For the US in general, see Joseph McCartin, Labor’s Great War (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1997). 
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Portner agreed to the committee’s demands for the wage increase, but when payday 

came, he changed his mind once again. Realizing that his workers were joining the 

Brotherhood of Railroad Carmen of America (BRCA), he fired 25 organizers, locked out 

all 500 of his employees, and swore to keep the shops closed until they had forsaken the 

union. Because such a work stoppage on a major railroad threatened the defense effort, 

however, federal mediators rushed to Gadsden and managed a temporary settlement 

that would get the works running again. Nevertheless, an organizer with the BRCA 

notified mediators that Portner was still refusing to meet with the committee in regards 

to the wage increase and the rehiring of men discharged for union activity.19  

Realizing that government officials would put pressure on Portner to settle, car 

men launched the first major strike in Etowah County history in September 1918. Their 

walk out left 400 “bad cars” unrepaired at the shop. Due to the high demand for 

mechanics in the South, some of the strikers absconded to take work at other yards. 

Mediators panicked about the “great shortage of mechanics of this class here at this 

time” and feared that Portner’s intransigence might cause the strike to spread to other 

BRCA-organized shops. They placed the full blame for the strike on the superintendent.  

“The condition of employment, and the treatment received from the Officials in charge, 

is what led up to the strike of men,” one mediator reported. “Their rate of pay has been, 

                                                        

19 Jerome Jones to H.L. Kerwin, 9-25-1918 in RG280 Box 75, case 33-2325, in the archival notes of G.C. 
Waldrep, digital copy in possession of author (hereafter Waldrep Notes). J.W. Bridwell to H.L. Kerwin, 8-15-
1918, RG280, Box 69, case 33-1953, Waldrep Notes.  
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and is at this time, far below that paid by Southern Railroad Shop at other points for the 

same class of work.”20  

But Portner had greater things to worry about than bad railroad cars. As a 

councilman, he was in no rush to open the door for organized labor to become 

established in Gadsden. And as an agent of the Southern Railroad, he would not make 

any decisions that counteracted the business strategies of his employer. Ignoring the 

pleas of the mediators, Portner threatened to have the city government pass a “work or 

fight” law that would force his employees back to work. The federal conciliator found 

this “almost unbelievable.” “It is even difficult to adjust troubles when the only thing 

involved is an economic question, but when this sort of matter is injected, let me say 

very frankly that in the South it spreads and makes it extremely hard to adjust 

matters…the other shops [on the Railroad] even at an early day may become involved 

unless a settlement is effected,” he warned.21   

Government officials finally realized that to effect change in Gadsden they 

would have to put pressure on the people who were pulling the strings. “It appears that 

[Portner] is relying on Mr. Spencer and Mr. Fairfax Harrison and his movements are 

governed altogether by suggestions from them,” the conciliator wrote. “It is my opinion 

nothing further can be done in the matter outside Washington.” Only after getting the 

                                                        

20 Ibid.  
21 Jones to Kerwin, 9-25-1918, RG 280, Box 75, case 33-2325, Waldrep Notes; Jones to Kerwin 9-25 and 10-3-
1918, both RG280, Box 75, case 33-2325, Waldrep Notes.  
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green light from Washington did Portner agree to meet with the committee and get 

them working again. Nevertheless, he continued to refuse “under any circumstances [to] 

make a collective contract.” Had he been left to his own devices, Portner may have been 

able to keep unions out of Gadsden, but the Southern Railroad probably feared that his 

intransigence on the question would only cause more problems.  Local elites like Portner 

did not call the shots in Gadsden. The Railroad replaced him with a different 

superintendent who signed a contract after all.22  

Once rooted at the car works, the BRCA provided the leadership, manpower, 

financial resources, and vision to challenge the prerogatives of Gadsden’s businessmen 

and make the city into a labor town. The leader of the union, and therefore of organized 

labor in Gadsden, was one of the workers who still had one foot in the countryside. 

Lloyd W. Grant never received a formal education. He spent the early years of his 

childhood working at the Dwight Cotton Mill with the rest of his family. When he was a 

teenager, his family moved back to Sand Mountain, the elevated farmland west of 

Gadsden, to grow cotton on shares. As a labor leader, he would become a walking 

embodiment of the rural spirit of unionism in the city. He sang Sacred Harp and 

practiced his Baptist faith openly. He embraced his place as a commoner, just another 

                                                        

22 Jones to W.B. Wilson, 11-7-1918, RG280, Box 75, case 33-2325, Waldrep Notes. 
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man “forced to earn [his] daily beans by the sweat of the face.” The country people 

loved him for it.23 

Thanks to Grant and his fellow unionists at the car works (including one of his 

brothers), the spark that was lit by the Southern Railroad soon turned into a 

conflagration.  With the backing of the BRCA, in late 1918, dozens of streetcar operators 

joined the American Association of Street Railway Employees and struck for 

recognition, a pay increase from 25 to 35 cents per hour, and overtime pay for handling 

the mails. The owner of the streetcar line was E.T. Schuler—one of the brothers who had 

built the city’s steel mill in 1903. Schuler expected the full support of the community, but 

when he restarted his lines on a partial schedule with a skeleton force of strikebreakers, 

“scarcely a passenger” got on board.  This was because the 700 or so members of the 

BRCA were propping up support for the boycott and enforcing it. As soon as the 

streetcar strike began, the BRCA organized a massive parade that came “singing and 

shouting” through the town’s business section, “surpris[ing] most of the people with its 

evident strength,” the Gadsden Times reported. The parade ended with a rally at the 

courthouse. “The object,” according to the paper, “was to encourage unionism, to show 

its strength in Gadsden and to support those who are out on strike.”24  

                                                        

23 Biographical information about Grant taken from www.ancestry.com; GT, 12-14-1921. 
24 GT, 9-23-1919 and 9-27-1919. In the late summer of 1919, the streetcar union tried to organize the South. 
Jeffrey Leatherwood, The Quest for Streetcar Unionism in the Carolina Piedmont, 1919-1922 (Cambridge, 
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Businessmen may have been slightly amused by the singing and shouting—the 

Times called it a “jollification.” But the seriousness and the stakes of labor’s challenge 

became clear the very next day, when a group of fifteen men in Alabama City attacked a 

strikebreaking conductor, W.S. Wooten, and pummeled his face with brass knuckles. 

The vigilantes shot at another conductor, but he was able to escape. They then 

overturned a station shed and dragged it across the tracks to block the line. Propelled to 

act, mayors of the three towns on the line (Gadsden, Alabama City, and Atalla) 

condemned the violence and destruction of property. The BRCA responded with 

defiance. In an even larger group than before, working people paraded again into the 

heart of the business district. It was a warning to local elites that they could no longer 

take their deference for granted.25   

Civic leaders in Gadsden were unsure how to react. It was the first time in nearly 

twenty years that they had to deal with such an insurgency. At first, they tried to diffuse 

the situation, much like they had done in the late 1890s, by downplaying the differences 

between themselves and their antagonists. They even went so far as to stay off the 

streetcars and respect the picket line. Intending, perhaps, to convince workers that it was 

businessmen who could best promote their interests, they got up a committee to 

pressure Schuler to grant his employees the pay increase. Schuler relented, but, with the 

                                                        

25 GT, 9-29-1919 and 10-1-1919.  
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backing of the committee, drew a line in the sand when it came to recognizing the union. 

In an open letter to the public, Schuler declaimed, “We stand firmly for the principle of 

the open shop.” It was a test. Would streetcar operators be content with the pay raise, or 

had the BRCA convinced them that joining the labor movement was more important 

than a wage increase? The strikers rejected Schuler’s offer. They refused to go back to 

work without a collectively bargained contract. Schuler immediately began running ads 

in the paper looking for strikebreakers at the increased rate of pay that the strikers had 

just won.26  

Not cowed by Schuler’s escalation, the BRCA organized labor’s third parade in 

10 days.  Later that night, unknown parties tore up sections of the street line. A few days 

later, twenty-five union vigilantes attempted to kill eight strikebreakers. They shot one 

in the back and cracked the skull of another with a bottle. Strikebreakers managed to 

survive only because they could defend themselves with pistols. About 30 gunshots 

were heard on the streets of downtown Gadsden during the attack.27  

Following this veritable gunfight, business leaders found their footing and 

turned hard against the strikers. “We sympathized with them and we stuck to them and 

how have we been repaid?” asked Judge Disque. Mayor W.P. Johnson, an insurance 

agent, scolded his peers who had shown such sympathy: “You businessmen have not 
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been riding the cars and by that act you have left the impression on the public that you 

approved the strike and its methods.” But the public was not looking to businessmen for 

cues on how to feel about unions. A full month after the strike had begun, there were 

still so many residents honoring the pickets to warrant the union bringing in trucks to 

start a bus line.  The City Council put a stop to this by digging up a 1915 ordinance that 

required buses to be licensed and bonded.  The streetcar union responded with a 

statement denouncing the Chamber of Commerce, the newspapers, and President 

Wilson. After two months of striking, operators finally gave up and sought work 

elsewhere, not because the picket lines had been broken, but because other employment 

opportunities awaited them during the war. With cotton up to thirty-six cents, many 

probably took the opportunity to go back in the hills and rent a crop.28  

If there were any remaining doubts that businessmen were losing their grasp of 

the city, they were brushed away when organized labor began translating its community 

support into electoral power. Many workers did not vote because they could not afford 

to pay off the cumulative poll tax that had been instituted by the 1901 constitution. But, 

at the urging of L.W. Grant and the BCRA, enough of them paid the tax and registered 

to compel civic leaders to start taking them seriously. A few members of the Council 

showed their support for the streetcar strike by voting to rescind the ordinance requiring 
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buses to be licensed. E.O. McCord, a lawyer, even ran for Council as a labor candidate, 

and won.29  

In 1920, the country people who formed the core of Gadsden’s working class 

delivered the votes of their city to a Populist-style candidate in the Democratic primary 

for U.S. Senate. The man they voted against, Oscar Underwood, was just the type of 

Progressive Democrat that Gadsden had always supported. Serving Alabama in 

Congress since 1895, the long-term incumbent enjoyed tremendous support from the 

industrial/Black Belt alliance that ruled the state.  He had drawn the ire of labor in 1919 

by attempting to insert an anti-strike clause in federal railroad legislation, but there were 

too few union members in Alabama to have any political influence, it must have 

seemed.30 

While Underwood wrote off labor as a marginal force, his opponent, Lycurgus 

Breckenridge Musgrove, although himself a wealthy coalmine owner, sensed that 

casting his lot with unions would be the best way to burnish his credentials as a man of 

the people. On April 5, when Musgrove made a campaign stop in Gadsden, which 

coincided with a wildcat strike at the car works, he devoted a large chunk of his speech 

to defending his reputation as a labor candidate. To an enormous crowd, the coal baron 

                                                        

29 An example of Grant urging workers to pay their voting registration taxes can be found in GT, 1-18-1922. 
Evidence that McCord was a labor candidate can be found in GT, 4-6-1920.  
30 On organized labor’s support for Musgrove, see Wayne Flynt, “Organized Labor, Reform, and Alabama 
Politics, 1920,” The Alabama Review Vol 23, Issue 7 (July, 1970): 163-180. See also Virginia Van Der Veer 
Hamilton, Hugo Black: The Alabama Years (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1972). GT, 4-6-1920.  
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proclaimed, “I would rather wear the union label than wear the label of the corporate 

trusts. I would rather wear the union label than the label of Wall Street; I would rather 

wear the union label than the bale of the German-American brewing interests [a 

reference to Underwood’s opposition to Prohibition].”31  

 To the shock of most political observers, Musgrove came within just a few 

thousand votes of winning the election. His fusion of traditional Populist rhetoric with 

pro-union advocacy proved popular in small-farming regions such as Etowah County 

and in industrial cities such as Birmingham. The success of this strategy indicated that 

many working people in the state, whether they belonged to unions or not, considered 

unions to be something like Populist institutions that represented their interests.  This 

was especially true for Gadsden. Musgrove’s victory here, which had long been a 

bastion of anti-Populism, provided evidence that, under the leadership of organized 

labor, migrants from the countryside had transformed the political culture of their city. 

Even though most white workers did not vote, Musgrove won by 50 votes thanks to the 

overwhelming totals he accumulated in the West Gadsden ward, the precinct of the car 

shops and the BRCA.32  

Local elites could not stop the growth of the labor movement in Gadsden and the 

resurgence of Populism that its growth heralded. Ensconced in the works of the 
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Southern Railway, which was owned by out-of-town capitalists, labor was out of the 

reach of those who would have liked to eradicate it. Many businessmen gradually 

acquiesced to the fact that unions enjoyed tremendous public support, and that they 

were here to stay. In 1921, even the Gadsden Times, long the organ of the New South 

business prophets, conceded to the reality that Gadsden was a labor town by hiring a 

new editor who was pro-labor and L.W. Grant of the BRCA to write a daily column. The 

paper had not changed ownership.  It still belonged to same W.M. Meeks who, as a 

member of the Board of Trade and a leading Democrat, had weaponized his paper to 

combat Populism at the turn of the century.  But Meeks was adept at adapting the Times 

to the times. It turned out to be a smart business decision. Storeowners filled up entire 

pages of ads under Grant’s endorsement. “Study the advertisements on this page,” 

Grant would write in his column. “They are friendly to organized labor. Help them and 

they will help you.” Many merchants were so eager for Grant’s stamp of approval that 

they agreed to only traffic in union-made goods. “Should you stroll into a store to make 

a purchase and said store does not carry what you need with the [union label] upon it, 

leave there so fast that the owner can’t see you for the dust,” Grant urged his fans.33   

The working people of Gadsden made Grant into a celebrity because they 

considered him capable of articulating and advancing their economic and cultural 

interests. With his platform in the Times, Grant proffered an analysis of society that 
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resonated with workers because it was rooted in the Manichean Populism of the 

countryside. In tones that echoed Patron Keel, the long-ago Populist editor of the People’s 

Voice, Grant depicted capital as a force of evil that had undermined democratic 

government and had despoiled the basic goodness of the people. Capital represented a 

“God called Greed,” which had “swept over the world, and perverted [the golden] rule 

until it reads this way: ‘Do the other fellow before he has a chance to do you.’” In 

contrast, Grant juxtaposed the labor movement as a biblical force for good that would 

counter the depredations of capital and restore purity to society.  As an openly devout 

Baptist, Grant encouraged his readers to attend church and Sacred Harp singings. His 

BRCA even passed a resolution in support of local “blue laws” that would require 

businesses to close on Sundays. Grant was so successful in forging a connection between 

unions and Christianity that the Ministerial Association of Gadsden, as we will see 

below, embraced organized labor and amplified its anti-capitalist message.34  

That the people were following Grant’s leadership became apparent in 1921 

when 1450 of the 1500 workers at the Massachusetts-owned Dwight Cotton Mill signed 

union cards. Grant and the Carmen had been prodding the millhands to unionize since 

the BRCA had first been established three years earlier. Grant had worked at the mill 

when he was eight years old before his family moved back to Sand Mountain to farm 

                                                        

34 GT, 12-14-1921. Evidence of Grant encouraging church membership in GT, 8-5-1921. The resolution put the 
BRCA “on record as heartily in favor of the proposed Sunday closing law and want the public to plainly 
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and he continued to attend the Village church with other textile workers. Dwight had 

been able to keep Grant’s influence at bay for so long, it seems, by paying a relatively 

high wage during the war, when it was flush with profits. By 1921, however, the 

company was losing money and instituted a wage cut. Millhands responded by rushing 

into the union. They had been primed to do so by Grant.35  

Dwight reacted to the news that 95 percent of workers had signed up by 

reminding its hands how much it had done for them while promising to do a better job 

in the future. For the first time, however, workers could pick up the paper to get a 

different view. “If the Dwight company has been taking care of the Textile people…for 

the past 15 years,” Grant wrote, “for God’s sake turn them out in the woods and give 

them a chance.” When the company announced it was ready to go “50-50” with its 

workers, Grant found an analogy his audience would have appreciated. It was like the 

man selling rabbit sausage, Grant remarked, who when asked if it was all rabbit, said 

“No, that he went 50-50, one rabbit and one horse.” While insisting that Dwight had not 

been doing enough for its workers, Grant struck at the heart of paternalism by 

instructing his readers that whether the company was a good provider or not was beside 

the point. “Capital takes care of its puppets,” he told them.36  
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Dwight had come to Alabama in the first place to avoid “labor trouble.” It had no 

intention of employing union workers, especially now that it was losing money. When 

persuasion failed, the company precipitated a strike by firing W.J. Mann, an active union 

member. It then locked the gates, fired other activists and evicted them from company 

housing, and announced the mill would not run until the workers “lay down their 

cards.” The community rallied behind the strikers. “Practically every business man in 

the town is for the strikers,” the paper reported.  The editor of the Times called union 

members “a quiet and peace loving people” and justified their strike as necessary 

“for…a just wage scale, one that can secure for them more than a bare existence.” The 

day of the lockout, the paper ran Grant’s column on the front page, above the fold. Grant 

implored the strikers to stay firm, assuring them that if they needed help, “the local 

Carmen could and would take care of the situation.” Civic leaders from the three cities 

spoke to the superintendent of Dwight to persuade him to negotiate. But the 

superintendent existed to represent capital from Massachusetts, not to do the bidding of 

local elites. The people of Gadsden had not yet realized that they were in a similar 

situation as the superintendent—that their destiny was also in the hands of out-of-town 

capitalists.37  

With Dwight remaining intransigent, the strike seemed doomed soon after it had 

begun. The company was able to successfully recruit strikebreakers from the 
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countryside, most likely because the price of cotton had fallen so low. It was an 

indication that a Populist-inspired labor movement could not remain viable without an 

independent base of sustenance. If country people needed Dwight’s money to survive, 

what choice did they have but to follow Dwight’s terms to get it?  With the United 

Textile Workers of America (UTW) unwilling or unable to pay strike benefits, Grant had 

little choice but to concede. “If you are on a job as a union man dig in and show the boss 

where it is to his interest to keep you,” he instructed the workers.38  

The people of Gadsden would soon discover that their city could remain a labor 

town only as long as capital allowed it to do so. The BRCA may have appeared to be a 

solid fixture in the community, but it—and therefore the base of unionism in Etowah 

County—could only continue to exist at the pleasure of the Southern Railway. After 

indulging the radicalism of Grant’s BRCA for four years, in 1922, after months of losing 

money, the company began to crack down on the local when its members joined a 

nationwide railroad shop strike in July and stayed out for two months. According to the 

paper, many strikers were making do by “helping their people eat chicken...out in the 

country.” Unable to cajole them back to work, the superintendent, who had heretofore 

                                                        

38 Cotton price information taken form Susan B. Carter (ed), Historical Statistics of the United States, Millennial 
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been a chum with his employees, including Grant, announced that the shops would 

reopen in ten days with strikebreakers if workers did not return.39 

A.R. Whited, who was chairman of the Federated Shop Crafts in town, 

responded defiantly that the workers would not return until their national unions gave 

them the go ahead. To the superintendent, he added, “As to your appeal to us as 

individuals: We do not appreciate your appealing to us in this manner as we propose to 

deal with you collectively.” The company reiterated that the shops would be open 

Monday morning and that those who did not show up “will enter the service as new 

men [meaning they would lose seniority].”40 

The BRCA would not go down without a fight. The night before the Railway 

planned to reopen, someone attempted to blow up the company’s business office in 

downtown Gadsden by throwing a bomb through the window. The bomb glanced off 

the window and exploded on the sidewalk, shattering the glass in nearby buildings. 

Police taking a break in a nearby café were thrown from their chairs. Guards spotted a 

man hiding behind a billboard, and even though they fired 26 shots at him, they only 

managed to kill a roosting hen.41  

                                                        

39 Colin J. Davis, “The 1922 Railroad Shopmen’s Strike in the Southeast: A Study of Success and Failure,” in 
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Although civic groups held a “big mass meeting” to denounce “lawless acts,” no 

one in attendance was ready to heap blame upon the union, at least in public. Whited 

assured the crowd “that a large per cent of the striking employes were property owners 

in the city and that this was their chosen home and that they were fighting for the right 

to continue here and hold their means of livelihood.” The Ministerial Association of 

Gadsden, meanwhile, released a public statement that placed the blame on the company 

and sanctified the union and strike.  

“We recognize that there is a great organized struggle in which labor is lined up 
on one side and capital on the other, and we would suggest that every act and 
statement in connection with this struggle be viewed in a judicial spirit…We are 
in sympathy with the spirit of industrial democracy, which we believe is the 
purpose of organized labor…We wish to give our unqualified endorsement of 
the fine character of the men of this union and their families and of their value as 
citizens of this city and county…We believe that the principles of Jesus Christ are 
applicable and adequate to the solution of every difficulty involved in this 
struggle.”42 

 
Significantly, when the Southern Railroad reopened, none of the workers were 

waiting at the gate to get their jobs back. A few days later, however, four members of the 

BRCA decided to cross the picket line. Workers waited until darkness to get their 

revenge. They kidnapped Charlie Dumas on his way home and severely flogged him in 

a ravine on nearby Lookout Mountain. They also fired into the home of C.S. Miller and 

attacked the Pruitt brothers. Leading the gang of vigilantes was L.W. Grant. The night of 

the attack, Grant was arrested but immediately released.  Walking home from jail, “a 
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man came up from behind and plunged a knife into his body twice in quick succession 

and then dodged into the crowd and got away.” Grant survived the assassination 

attempt. At the time, Grant was no longer a columnist in the paper. Months earlier, as a 

testament to the changing political climate in Gadsden after the defeat of the Dwight 

union, Meeks had replaced the pro-labor editor with his own son, Herbert, a major 

businessman in his own right.  Herbert Meek’s write-up of Grant’s role in the violence 

was the last time Grant’s name would be mentioned in the paper. In 1940, census takers 

found him farming in Bullock County in the black belt of Alabama. He died in 1954 in 

Detroit.43  

Meeks and other businessmen were the first to comprehend the message from 

the Southern Railway and Dwight that Gadsden could no longer afford to tolerate such 

a radical labor movement. After blaming the union for the violence, Meeks noted how 

the strike “has seriously hampered business” and entailed a “serious money loss to the 

men and the city.” With the Railroad remaining steadfast and with community support 

evaporating, in November, five months after the strike began, 183 of the original 500 

strikers made a deal with the company to return to work. As part of the agreement, they 

were able to remain members of the BRCA.44  
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Less than a year later, on October 10, 1923, unknown parties burned the car 

works to the ground.  The only thing that survived the conflagration was the whistle 

that had “called hundreds of men to work for years and years.” Who actually set the fire 

remains unknown. The city council offered a reward of $1,000 for the “capture of the 

guilty party or parties.” It became part of Gadsden lore that labor was responsible. Many 

have incorrectly conflated the 1922 strike and office bombing with the fire itself.  

Mechanics working at the shop at the time of the fire lost their own tools in the blaze, so 

it is unreasonable to suspect that they were involved. Maybe it was set by the radicals, 

like Grant, who were cast out in 1922, in a final act of defiance. Or maybe the Railway set 

the fire to collect insurance and escape Gadsden for good.45  

What is clear is that the Southern Railway took advantage of the opportunity to 

disinvest from the community and flee from the workers who had given it so much 

trouble in the preceding five years.  At first, the Times assured readers that the Southern 

Railway would replace the plant, and that at least a third of the 700 men thrown out of 

work would be back within a week. “The car works is one of the chief industries of 

Gadsden and when it suffers the whole town suffers,” Meeks declared.  “While the loss 

was great, the plant will be rebuilt immediately.” Yet only a week after the fire, the 

Railroad declared that it was permanently relocating Gadsden’s work to Chattanooga 

and Birmingham.  Panicked Chamber of Commerce officials sent a delegation to 
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Washington to confer with the Railway. Congressman Miles Allgood sent a letter calling 

the removal “nothing short of a calamity to the city of Gadsden.”  But the corporation’s 

decision was final.46  

Business leaders tried to find a silver lining in the smoke clouds. “The Future is 

Bright, Look Forward,” the Times decreed.  “Northern and eastern manufacturing 

concerns are rapidly realizing that the south has many advantages over the other 

sections of the country as a location for almost any kind of enterprise,” it noted. But the 

car works may have been keeping them away: “Many smaller institutions can be located 

here and in the end Gadsden may be better off with them and without the carworks than 

it would have been without them and with the carplant.”47  

On November 1, it became clear why business thought the car works was 

responsible for keeping other capitalists out of the area.  At a “rally” at the Business and 

Professional Women’s Club, which the paper called “the most thoroughly representative 

and enthusiastic gathering that has ever been held in Gadsden,” over 100 business 

leaders signed a resolution declaring Gadsden to be an “open shop” city. “Speakers 

Predict Such Action Will be Greatest Possible for Development,” the paper blared. The 

resolution declared, “That employees shall be paid upon their individual skill, ability, 

and industry.” Speakers belabored the message that the union was responsible for 
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Gadsden’s misfortune. G.C. Allen, an attorney speaking on behalf of the Kiwanis, 

decried what he considered to be the presumption that “such industries as were here 

were ‘planted’ and would remain forever, regardless of the manner in which they were 

treated.” C.A. Moffett, an executive at Gulf States Steel, attested, “if we had been treated 

as the Gadsden Car Works was we would leave, if possible.” “If this town will come out 

clearly for the ‘open shop,’ Moffett assured, “it will have every opportunity to become 

the great city that it should be with its resources and possibilities.” O.R. Hood, who 

would five years later lead the effort to bring Goodyear to Gadsden, proclaimed: “as 

soon as the word goes out that there is a wholesome spirit of protective interest for 

invested capital as well as for labor, Gadsden will grow as it has never grown before and 

there will be no way to stop it.” Even the union representative at the businessmen’s rally 

seemed to concur. A.C. Colvin of the carpenters said his organization would not fight 

the Chamber “because their business is our business and by helping them we are simply 

promoting our own interests.”  Captain Lay, the founder of the Alabama Power 

Company, called Colvin’s “the best open shop talk made here tonight.”48  

The Central Labor Union put up a bit more of a fight than Colvin. It made the 

point that the Southern Railroad was moving its shop to Birmingham, which was also 

unionized. And it brought up the fact that “Labor during the late war in Gadsden did its 

                                                        

48 English, A Common Thread, 113-114; GT, 11-2-1923; On the national open-shop movement after the War, 
see David Montgomery, The Fall of the House of Labor: The Workplace, the State, and American Labor Activism, 
1865-1925 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 269-275. 
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part, in working and buying liberty bonds and none tried to desert or hide behind high 

influences in order to try to escape the services of our country.” But such messaging had 

lost its resonance. The Central Labor Union was compelled to argue that it too would do 

its part to contribute to the industrial growth of Gadsden. It promised to “hereby invite 

any new industries…to locate in our midst with the full assurance that we will extend 

them a hearty welcome and that full co-operation and fair treatment would be shown 

every laudable undertaking.” “This is our home and it’s our move for a bigger and 

better Gadsden,” the Central Labor Union resolved.49  

Regardless of why the Southern Railroad left Gadsden, with few employment 

options available, workers in the community depended on business to come to the 

rescue. Otto Agricola, a foundry owner, purchased the charred land from the Southern 

Railroad for $25,000 and built another furnace.  In 1926, Agricola stamped out one of the 

remaining unions in the county when he locked out his molders and replaced them with 

scabs. “How much money do they [union organizers] contribute to the support of the 

working man by giving him employment?” Agricola asked the public during the 1926 

lockout. “According to my way of thinking the best friend I have is the one who enables 

me to make a living and support my family,” he explained. The union, he claimed, saw 

things backward, that “the best friend the laboring man has, is the big mouth, lying, 

                                                        

49 GT, 11-13-1923.  
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sneaking hypocrite who can provide the most hot air and do a Hell of a lot of talking, 

but when it comes to shelling out the coin he is no where to be found.”50   

Union molders tried to fight back. There was another gunfight with scabs, but 

this time the union men got as good as they gave. And now that Gadsden was an “open 

shop” town, the city council was quick to come to the aid of Agricola. It passed an 

ordinance against picketing and heavily fined 24 unionists. In 1929, the city invoked the 

ordinance once again when a few union men tried to distribute handbills in front of a 

theatre that had been operated by a union in 1920. The men were fined $40 each for 

promoting a boycott. Tellingly, their defense was that “Gadsden is an open shop town 

and distributing such handbills could only work to the advantage of the” theatre they 

picketed.51 

Gadsden received its prize for turning so hard against the labor movement on 

December 11, 1928, when the virulently antiunion Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company 

of Akron announced it had chosen Gadsden over Atlanta and other southern cities to 

build what was expected to become the largest place of employment in the entire South, 

a factory that would eventually provide good jobs to upwards of 12,000 people. It was 

little surprise that the residents cheered the news about Goodyear with an  “impromptu 

                                                        

50 Susan Little, “Turrentine Historic District, application for National Register of Historic Places,” Section 8, 
p 15.  Quotes come from John Agricola, “The Discursive Commons: The Establishment, ‘Outside Agitators,’ 
and ‘Communist Subversives’ in Gadsden’s Depression-Era Political Environment.” Masters Thesis in 
Southern Studies, University of Mississippi, 2014, 61-67.  See also, The Times (Montgomery), 7-23-1926, 7-10-
1926.  
51 Ibid; GT, 8-4-1929.  
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celebration” in the streets, especially considering the veritable agricultural depression in 

the surrounding countryside. The company had listed the local “labor surplus” as one of 

the reasons it was coming to the area. Sure enough, thousands of rural people were 

ready to rush to town to line up in front of the gates in hopes of getting picked for a job. 

The once-again-pro-business Times congratulated “every class of men and women” for 

contributing to  “get-together, pull-together, stay-together” spirit of the community. The 

county and city, worker and businessman, were in the same boat. And capital was 

making it float.52  

Both civic leaders and Goodyear officials gave the credit to the businessmen of 

the Chamber of Commerce, such as Agricola and Hood. It was they who trekked to Ohio 

to spread the good word about Gadsden and had spent months in discussions 

convincing company officials to come. They donated land for the plant, financed the 

construction of housing for the workers, and obliged the city to provide water, 

electricity, and fire protection for the village. And, of course, it was businessmen who 

took the lead in making Gadsden an open-shop community in the first place.53  

It was partially true that it was the agency of local elites that brought Goodyear 

to Gadsden. Yet if the Southern Railway had never left town, businessmen would have 

never had the public standing to make Gadsden a place where Goodyear would 

                                                        

52 GT, 12-12-1928, 12-13-1928.   
53 Ibid. 
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invest—and they would not have been compelled to try in the first place. When 

Gadsden transformed itself from a labor town into a New South paradise in a matter of 

five years, it was conforming to the mold set for it by American capitalism. A 

Massachusetts-based textile firm and a D.C.-based railroad made the decision about 

unionism in Gadsden, and an Akron-based tire company reinforced that decision in the 

strongest terms possible. 

The country people of Etowah County had long resisted the future that 

ultimately befell them. But they could only resist capital-dominated industrialization 

when they existed beyond its domain; they could be Populists only when they did not 

have to live on the terms of capital in order to survive. The economic collapse of the 

countryside that began in the 1920s undermined a crucial source of independence for 

both farmers and the former farmers who had found work in Gadsden. It hurt the labor 

movement by generating a pool of strikebreakers and by making it far more difficult for 

workers to find sustenance in the country in case of a strike. But even if there had not 

been an economic depression, Populist-unionism would have been eradicated when the 

Southern Railway made the decision to leave Gadsden. The shops at the car works 

seemed to provide a base of independence for workers even within the framework of 

capitalism. But the Railway’s disinvestment proved that such independence was only an 

illusion. Farmers-turned workers learned that they depended on capital investment just 

as much as, or even more than, the boosters in the Chamber of Commerce. 
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Chapter 2 
“Our gain has been their loss”  

  Gadsden versus the CIO  
   1933-1938 
 

 

 

 

 

 

At the time of Franklin Roosevelt’s inauguration in early 1933, there had only 

been one strike in the open-shop city of Gadsden in the past six years, and it had 

involved a measly 14 people. But the passage of the National Industrial Relations Act 

(NIRA), coming in the midst of a Great Depression that brought extreme hardship, 

stimulated thousands of workers here to give unions a second chance. With its 

provisions that required companies to pay standard industry wages and collectively 

bargain with their employees, it seemed as if the NIRA was going to change the way 

capitalism operated in Gadsden.  Workers at the Dwight Cotton Mill fought as hard for 

the cause of unionism as any workers in the entire country. At the newly built Goodyear 

plant, meanwhile, worker interest in the labor movement was weak and fleeting. 

Regardless of how they responded to the NIRA, however, by 1936, most workers had 

become far more hostile to unions than they had been before Roosevelt was even 
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elected. They learned—some learned the hard way—that even a powerful president and 

an expanded federal government could not compel a factory to run its machines and 

issue its paychecks.1  

  The New Deal failed to establish a solid base for the labor movement 

everywhere in the country—not just Gadsden—because, unlike World War II, it did not 

transform the economy in a way that incentivized capitalists to acquiesce to unions. 

Dwight Cotton Mill and Gulf States Steel simply stopped operating after a majority of 

their workers signed cards. With very few orders coming in, companies were happy to 

shut down and save money. At Goodyear, Gadsden workers learned that a union could 

be the solution to their problems not if they joined one, but if Goodyear workers 

elsewhere did. It was only after its workforce in Akron demanded union recognition 

that Goodyear started investing heavily in Gadsden in the 1930s. Out of the thousands 

of industrial workers in Gadsden, only a few hundred highly skilled foundry workers—

who worked at locally owned shops—emerged out of the New Deal as union members.2   

By 1936, when the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) launched a 

campaign to organize Goodyear in Gadsden, most workers in the city had come to the 

conclusion that it was in their best interest to fight for capital, not for labor. By acting in 

concert with civic leaders and their own managers to violently expel the CIO from 

                                                        

1 Strike data from Petterson to Steelman, 8-23-1940, NARA II, RG 280, Box 658, file 195-1411, Waldrep Notes. 
On NIRA’s effect in the southern textile industry, see among others, Simon, A Fabric of Defeat, 90-92.  
2The NIRA stimulated the labor movement throughout the country, but did not have a lasting impact. David 
Brody, “Labor and the Great Depression: The Interpretative Prospects,” Labor History, XIII (Spring 1972).   
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Alabama, workers sent a message to Goodyear—and to the outside capitalist world—

that Gadsden was the place to invest.   

Although Gadsden’s rubber workers and textile workers ended up agreeing that 

joining a union would do more harm than good, in 1933, they responded to the impetus 

of the NIRA very differently from each other. It has been something of a mystery why 

only a minority of workers in the South joined unions in the 1930s. Most, if not all, 

companies violated or circumvented the NIRA codes that regulated how they must treat 

their employees. Hundreds of thousands of textile workers struck in 1934 to combat 

code chiseling, but even this “general strike,” which remains the largest single strike in 

U.S. history, was conducted by only a minority of mill hands.3  

At the Massachusetts-owned Dwight Cotton Mill, as soon as the codes were 

released, millhands began writing directly to the President, the Secretary of Labor, and 

the chair of the NIRA to blow the whistle on Dwight for violating them. Not waiting to 

be organized by a national union, they incorporated their own, the Dixie Federation of 

Labor. Then, when the United Textile Workers (UTW) came back to town for the first 

time since the early 1920s, Dwight workers signed up en masse. In 1934, workers at 

Dwight struck months before the UTW authorized its national strike and they continued 

striking for three weeks after the union called it off.  Their militancy contrasted sharply, 

                                                        

3 G.C. Waldrep III, Southern Workers and the Search for Community: Spartanburg County South Carolina (Urbana, 
Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 200); John Salmand, The General Textile Strike of 1934: From Maine to 
Alabama (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 2002); James Hodges, New Deal Labor Policy and 
the Southern Cotton Textile Industry, 1933-1941 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1986). 
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not just with most textile workers in the nation, but with workers everywhere else in 

Gadsden.4  

Workers at Dwight had much to complain about. The company was laying them 

off, reducing their hours, and intensifying their workloads (stretching them out). They 

protested bitterly that managers were changing their job descriptions to avoid paying 

them the statutory minimum wage.  Many men began their letters by describing 

themselves as a “white man & true American” because the company was reclassifying 

them in jobs designated for black men and otherwise lying about their race to 

government officials to justify their subminimum wages, even though there were no 

blacks in the mill.5  

Yet workers elsewhere in the South, and in Gadsden, endured similar treatment 

without becoming militant unionists. What made Dwight so different was that many of 

the men and women working there had been union members—and strikers—twelve 

                                                        

4 Beth English, A Common Thread: Labor, Politics, and Capital Mobility in the Textile Industry (Athens, GA: 
University of Georgia Press, 2006), 135-144; James Hoffman, “A Study of the UTW of America in a Cotton 
Mill in a Medium-Sized Southern City,” (Ph.D. dissertation [Department of Education], University of 
Alabama, Tuscaloosa, 1986); Janet Irons, Testing the New Deal: The General Textile Strike of 1934 in the American 
South (Champaign, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 2000), 207; Waldrep interview with Burns Cox.  
5Busy to Hugh Johnson, 8-1-1933; W.L. Helton to Johnson, 9-23-1933; W.C. Thomas affidavit, 3-23-1934; and 
Everett Lancaster affidavit, 11-21-1933 all in RG 9, Entry 398, Box 12 NARA II, Waldrep Notes. See affidavits 
from Everett Lancaster, JJ. Duncan, and John Dover, among others. Janet Irons, “Testing the New Deal: The 
General Strike of 1934,” (Ph.D. dissertation, Duke University, 1988), 17, 124; Interview of James Hoffman by 
George Stone, Janet Irons, Judith Hefland, and Jamie Stoney, 8-6-1991, in The Uprising of ’34 Collection, 
Southern Labor Archives, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, available at 
www.digitalcollections.library.gsu.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/uprising/id/184/rec/1; Interview of Grady 
Kilgo, Eula McGill, and Burns Cox, 8-7-1991, in ibid, available at 
www.digitalcollections.library.gsu.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/uprising/id/172/rec/6  
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years earlier when Gadsden had been a union town. In 1921, over 1400 hands at Dwight 

had followed the leadership of L.W. Grant, a car shop worker and member of the BRCA, 

into the union and into a strike. Although the company locked them out and fired their 

leaders, enough of the old-timers believed that the time was ripe to try again. Urging 

them on and taking the lead were men who had worked at the car shop in the 1910s and 

who had been members of the BRCA before finding a job at the cotton mill: Andy 

Sewell, who was president of the local, and James Holland, who was the de facto leader 

of the 1934 strike.6   

James Holland was cut from the same cloth as L.W. Grant. Like Grant, he had 

grown up farming on Sand Mountain (the Populist stronghold of the county) early in 

the twentieth century. He was a “good ole boy” who enjoyed fishing, hunting and 

drinking beer [the religious Grant may have disapproved of the latter]. Holland’s 

influence over his fellow workers was discovered by a local historian, James Hoffman, 

while researching his dissertation about the 1934 general strike in Gadsden. Although 

most workers across the South admired the president, the radical Holland was not one 

of them. A confidential source reported to Hoffman the scandalous news that Holland 

was a “socialist who only voted for FDR because there wasn’t a socialist to vote for.”7  

                                                        

6 The best discussion of the stretch-out is found in Hall et al, Like a Family, 211-217; The author discovered 
that Holland and Sewell worked at the car shops at www.ancestry.com.  
7 Hoffman, “A Study of the UTW of America,” 197-198; Hoffman did not know Holland was a member of 
the BRCA.    
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When Hugh Johnson announced in spring that the textile industry would enact 

another round of production cuts, which would entail a reduction in the minimum wage 

from $12 per day to $9 per day, it was Holland who represented Dwight workers at a 

special convention called by the UTW to determine a response. Holland was among the 

delegates who demanded the union call a general strike. While officers in the UTW 

balked, Alabama workers, led by Holland, struck on their own and lit the match for the 

nationwide strike that followed. The walkout technically began in Huntsville, but 

Gadsden workers joined it almost simultaneously. “It was Jim Holland’s strike,” an 

anonymous source told Hoffman.  “There would not have been a strike if he hadn’t 

organized it.”8 

When the strike began, the sheriff of Etowah County asked the governor to send 

the National Guard. But there was no need for that.  The market for textiles was already 

so glutted (hence the reason for a new round of production cuts) that Dwight was more 

than happy to close the factory. “They just let us have our picket and that was it,” one 

striker remembered. For three months the union kept a 24-hour picket in front of an 

empty mill that the company had little interest in running.9   

                                                        

8 Ibid; On the origins of the strike in Huntsville, Alabama, see Nathan Walker Raby, “Pickets, Politics, 
Perdition, and Perspectives: The 1934 Textile Strike in North Alabama,” Masters Thesis, The University of 
Alabama in Huntsville: 2014.  
9 Louis Galambos, Competition and Cooperation: The Emergence of a National Trade Association (Baltimore: The 
John Hopkins Press, 1966); English, A Common Thread, 150-152.  
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Gadsden strikers were out a full month and a half before the UTW finally called 

for the rest of the country to go out. Just three weeks after that, the UTW called off the 

strike. Burns Cox, who would become a union leader years later, remembered that a 

UTW official stood “up on the toilet back there [and] said well I hate to tell you but this 

is it…We can’t win the strike. Our advice is call it off and go back up there and get your 

job anyway you can get it.”  Led by radicals such as Holland, however, Dwight workers 

voted to continue striking in defiance of the UTW.10  

It was only then that Dwight decided it was time to reopen. It had little trouble 

getting the plant up and running again. To be on the safe side, it sought a preemptive 

injunction to prevent specific union leaders from picketing, which was granted by the 

long-time community leader Judge Disque. The first name on the injunction was 

Holland’s. The second was Sewell’s.  According to Hoffman, some union men believed 

that UTW officials took money from the company in return for giving the names of the 

most pro-union workers. The company fired 115 of them, including Hoffman.11  

The rest of the workers did not stand by their purged leaders. When the 

company reopened, they were waiting at the gate to get their jobs back. As one worker 

who returned explained, “well, everybody, you see, they dropped that union, they left 

that union, on account of they thought they got bit.” The UTW filed formal complaints 

                                                        

10 Waldrep interview with Cox. 
11 Hoffman, “A Study of the UTW of America,” 205, 342.  
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with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) in 1935 on behalf of the employees who 

had been fired.  But when the Board came to Gadsden to hold hearings in early 1936, 

representatives of the Dwight Employees Association, a company union, presented a 

petition signed by about all 2000 employees claiming they did not want the UTW to 

represent them.12 

The only other strike of any significance in town occurred at Otto Agricola’s two 

foundries, A&J Manufacturing and the Agricola Furnace Company.  In 1929, molders at 

A&J averaged $7.20 per day, but that rate fell off drastically during the depression. 

When the NIRA code covering the industry was issued, workers complained that it was 

difficult to make more than $2.40 per day, which put them far below the rates that 

workers received in competing shops elsewhere. Agricola, as chapter one discussed, had 

taken credit for rescuing the town in 1923 after the Southern Railway relocated its car 

works. In 1933, he was a vice president of the Chamber of Commerce and was “said to 

own the whole town and to run it and everybody in it.” Serving alongside of Agricola, 

as President of the Chamber, was Oscar Dupree, who happened to be the chairman of 

the NIRA Board in Gadsden. When workers wrote Secretary of Labor Francis Perkins 

                                                        

12 English, A Common Thread, 150-152, 156-160; Irons, “Testing the New Deal,” 505.  
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asking for help, they asked her “not [to] appoint or send any member of the Chamber of 

Commerce of Gadsden, Alabama to settle these issues.”13  

When help had not arrived by July 1934, 500 molders and mounters struck for a 

60 percent increase. At arbitration, the Regional Labor Board told the workers to settle 

for a 10 percent raise instead. When workers rejected the decision of the arbitrator, Oscar 

Dupree stepped in and convinced his vice president in the Chamber to give a 15 percent 

increase, which the craftsmen accepted. The same workers who turned to the 

government to protect them from the Chamber of Commerce ended up getting more 

support from the Chamber than the government.14  

At Gulf States Steel, about 60 percent of the 2500 workers petitioned for a union 

election in 1934. The steel industry was in such bad shape, however, that like Dwight, 

management was content to shut down and sell off a high volume of accumulated 

inventory.  When operations finally resumed, Gulf States discharged 200 union 

members. When the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) made it on scene in late 

1935 to investigate the terminations, backing for the union had disappeared.15  

Workers at Goodyear were more sensitive to the nature of their dependence on 

capitalists than their counterparts at Dwight and Republic.  The company hired much of 

                                                        

13 Hearing in NLRB office, Employees vs. A&J Stove Company, 4-24-1934 in RG 9, Entry 6, Box 1, NARA II, 
Waldrep Notes. Steelman to Kerman, 3-14-1934; and Stove Mounters International Union to Hugh Johnson, 
8-23-1933 both in RG 280, Box 334, NARA II, Waldrep Notes.  
14 Telegram from O.D. DuPre to H.L. Kerwin, 6-27-1934,; C.L. Richardson report, 7-5-1934,; and C.L. 
Richardson to H.L. Kerwin 7-5-1934, all in RG 280, Box 334, NARA II, Waldrep Notes.  
15 Charles Martin, “Southern Labor Relations in Transition: Gadsden, Alabama, 1930-1943,” 549.  
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its initial workforce, just a couple of years before the NIRA took effect, with a shape-up 

line—those hoping for a job had to stand outside the gates each morning while the 

personnel director sorted through them as if they were chattel at an auction.  Draper 

Doyal, who went through the shape-up three times before getting hired, described the 

experience as being “lined up… like you was a bunch of cattle every morning.” Hugh 

Milam, another worker lucky enough to be hired in 1929 recalled, “they looked like they 

was 100 people this a way and a hundred people that away.”  Scads of men were eager 

to display themselves to a northern corporation because they believed landing a job at 

Goodyear would be a godsend. In the late 1920s, the depression that had been ravaging 

the countryside for years began spreading to the foundries and small mills of Gadsden. 

When the tire factory opened in the midst of such an extreme labor surplus, which it 

cited as one reason for coming to Etowah County, those who could get on did not have 

to be told that there was a “bare-footed boy at the gate waiting” to take their job if they 

did not act as if they were thankful.16  

Desperate for a good paying, steady job, applicants did not think of the men 

lined up next to them as class allies, but competitors for a scarce and precious resource.  

To help themselves, they tried to draw on their personal connections with the sort of 

                                                        

16 Waldrep interviews with Doyal, Milam, E.L. Gray. Charles Martin also heard the statement about the 
bare-footed boy on Sand Mountain “Southern Labor Relations in Transition,” 548; for more on Sand 
Mountain, see Wayne Flynt, Poor But Proud: Alabama’s Poor Whites (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 
1989), 77-78, 163-164, 216-217; and Flynt, Dixie’s Forgotten People: The South’s Poor Whites (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1979), 97.  Goodyear cited the area’s “large supply of native American 
labor” as a reason for coming. GT, 12-12-1928.  
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people who could actually wield a little bit of power. Hugh Milam got a job because he 

could convince his employer, Otto Agricola, to give him a recommendation when there 

was little work to be had at the foundry. After being laid off at the steel mill in 1930, 

Dock Adams turned to his preacher, who was friends with the Presbyterian minister at 

the church attended by Goodyear managers. “You could come by and stand in the line 

until your beard touched the ground,” Adams remembered.17    

 In the minds of company officials, the ideal type of worker was a white, young, 

male who had spent his life on the farm. Goodyear romanticized such “square 

shouldered farm boys” as virtuous and unspoiled—as people who were truly deserving 

of the beneficence it was going to provide. The company hired a hundred or so blacks to 

be janitors and work in the filthy department that reprocessed used tires. It also hired 

white women to make soles for shoes and to splice pieces of rubber, which was 

somewhat analogous to tending a spinning machine at a textile mill (also considered 

women’s work). It paid blacks and women significantly less money and provided far 

fewer opportunities for advancement.18  

Of course, Goodyear had ulterior motives for reserving its best jobs for farm 

boys. Workers in the depressed countryside were probably more desperate than those 

who had been working in the city. Especially if they were young, they were also far less 

                                                        

17 Waldrep interviews with Doyal, Milam.  
18 Jackie Edmonson, “75 Good Years: Looking Back on Successes; Looking Forward to the Future (1929-
2004),” in Private Papers of Local 12; According to E.L. Gray (Waldrep interview), 95 percent of Goodyear 
workers came from Sand Mountain. 
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likely to have had experience with unions. Yet although most of the workers the 

company hired did indeed come from the country, the dividing line between farming 

and public work had long been porous. It behooved an applicant who had spent time 

away from the farm to deemphasize, or hide, his industrial work experience and to play 

up his rural background. Gay Cardwell, for example, informed the personnel director 

that he had “been up there on Sand Mountain farming” even though he had been 

working as a tire builder for a few years in Akron.  For his first few months on the job, 

Cardwell had to pretend he did not know what he was doing.19 

Whether they were black or white, male or female, farmers or only pretending to 

be, everyone who got work at Goodyear was lucky to have it. This remained true even 

when the job did not end up paying nearly as much or being as steady as they expected.  

Although the company had planned on building a factory so big that it would employ 

over 10,000 people, it had to scuttle such designs almost immediately after it began 

producing tires in Gadsden. In the early 1930s, tire companies responded to the onset of 

the Great Depression by slashing hours, wages, and production. In Gadsden, not only 

did Goodyear stop hiring, it almost stopped producing tires altogether. Workers who 

managed to stay on had their hours and wage rates cut dramatically.20  

                                                        

19 Waldrep interview with Gay Cardwell.  
20 Nelson, American Rubber Workers, 111-116.  
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Virgil Thompson, who had been hopping from job to job in Gadsden since 

leaving the farm in 1922, remembered that when he was first hired in 1929, the pay and 

working conditions “were fairly good compared to the cotton mill.” But, once the 

depression hit, “they started doing the same thing” as the textile industry from which he 

had escaped.  “And the competition was really increasing between all the rubber 

companies so they started in a rate cutting program,” Thompson recalled. “They would 

post a notice on the board [announcing a cut in the piece rate]. Two or three weeks later 

they would post another one. I remember one month there I got four different decreases 

under different methods.”  When cutting the piece rate was not enough, the company 

began putting the men on short time. “I worked as little as 15 hours a week for 9 

months,” Thompson claimed. Elzie Gray, another worker hired in 1929, remembered 

that during the hardest times in the early 1930s he was lucky to get six hours a day for 

three days a week.21  

The NIRA established codes with the goal of preventing overproduction in the 

industry, but the largest firms, such as Goodyear, which could make tires the cheapest in 

the first place, had no interest in limiting competition. Unsurprisingly, the company 

instituted a stretch to circumvent the NIRA production limits. In response, rubber 

workers in Akron joined the American Federation of Labor in droves. Even in Gadsden, 

a handful of workers requested a charter from the AFL. In August 1933, the federation 

                                                        

21 Waldrep interview with Virgil Thompson and E.L. Gray.  
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sent a Birmingham labor man, Virgil Finch, to Etowah County to enroll workers into a 

single industrial union, the Federal Labor Union (FLU) 18372.  About half of the workers 

signed a card, but that was as far as they were willing to go. Goodyear “just laughed 

about it,” claimed Thompson. “It just died of its own weight…cause there was nothing 

come from it…People just lost interest. Paying the dues was just a waste of money.”  In 

1935, when the United Rubber Workers (URW) of the CIO took jurisdiction over the FLU 

charter, there were only 14 workers paying dues.22 

In Akron, the story turned out differently because workers here had a different 

relationship to capitalism than workers in Gadsden. The tire and rubber industry was 

concentrated here, so when the economy began to recover in the mid-1930s, rubber 

workers were in high demand. They did not depend on a single firm for their 

sustenance, but could pick and choose where to work among businesses that competed 

with each other. For this reason, in 1936 the CIO enjoyed almost immediate success 

reorganizing Goodyear workers who had been members of the AFL. After the NIRA 

was ruled unconstitutional, President Paul Litchfield helped the union’s cause when he 

intensified his longstanding price war against other firms by cutting wages and 

lengthening the working day. Sensing its opportunity, Local 2 of the URW initiated a 

series of sit-down strikes in early 1936.  Most workers honored the picket lines. In mid-

                                                        

22 Nelson, American Rubber Workers, 117-142; Waldrep interview with E.L. Gray, Draper Doyal, and Virgil 
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February, when strikers shut down the factory with a sit-down, the mayor of Akron 

lined up police units to remove them, but 5000 workers gathered outside the plant to 

block the evictions. Litchfield demanded that the mayor round up more police officers 

and clear out the crowd, but the mayor called off the evictions altogether. After the city 

refused to take out the trespassers, Litchfield spent $15,000 to equip a local group of 

vigilantes to do the job. At the last minute, however, he thought better of it and agreed 

to negotiate. “The strike showed the futility of attempting to act…while the forces of 

disorder are in the ascendancy,” he lamented.23  

According to the historian Daniel Nelson, when Litchfield blinked, local union 

militants took control of the shop floor. Supervisors afraid to provoke another sit down 

were reluctant to impose shop-floor discipline. The cost of labor increased while the 

production of labor declined. In May, radicals on the night shift closed the factory again 

with another wildcat strike. Led by Jimmy Jones, who propped his feet up on the 

supervisor’s desk, strikers ordered foremen and nonunion members into a “bullpen” 

and held them until morning. Jones was indicted for the stunt but a labor-friendly 

Akron jury acquitted him. For Litchfield, this was the last straw. He could not produce 

tires cheaply enough to sell them at cutthroat prices if workers controlled the shop floor. 

He could not regain control over his workers if they could simply sit down and strike to 

                                                        

23 Nelson, American Rubber Workers, 181-203, quote on 208; For more on the famous Goodyear sit-down 
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get their way. And he had little choice but to negotiate with strikers if politicians would 

not order the police to evict them. But what Litchfield could do was have his tires built 

in a place where the “forces of disorder” did not reign supreme, where workers would 

appreciate the paycheck and civic leaders would provide all the protection he needed. 

That place, Litchfield concluded, correctly, was Gadsden. 24   

The residents of Gadsden had been following the labor turmoil in Akron closely. 

In spring 1936, word began circulating around town that Goodyear was going to send so 

much of Akron’s production to Alabama that it would double the payrolls. According to 

an official with the Alabama Federation of Labor, executives made a trip to town to 

inform civic leaders “that Goodyear was contemplating building another unit in 

connection with the present plant” if it could get “protection…from labor agitation and 

disturbances.” Goodyear officials anticipated that moving investment South would 

compel the URW to come to Gadsden and attempt to organize.25  

Management in Gadsden fired E.L. Gray, the President of URW Local 12, and 

another union leader, B.E. Apperson, when they began trying to drum up support for a 

union campaign that seemed imminent. While distributing copies of the United Rubber 
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Worker on the streets the day after his termination, Gray was arrested on orders from 

city leaders taking their first opportunity to prove that they were willing to give 

Goodyear its “protection.” It seems like many URW staff members in Akron assumed 

that deep down—beneath layers of fear, ignorance, and prejudice—most workers in 

Gadsden were pro-union at their core. In the wake of Gray’s firing, Sherman Dalrymple, 

the international president of the URW, perhaps figured that if he came to Alabama 

personally, he could stiffen the resolve of workers who supported the union but were 

too afraid to sign up and speak the truth directly to workers who had been misled to be 

against it. Such a campaign had worked in Akron—workers there just needed a little bit 

of leadership and prodding to join the CIO. No matter what Dalrymple thought about 

the prospects of building up Local 12, however, his union had little choice but to try. If 

tire companies could simply move production to nonunion areas of the country—if the 

industry could decentralize from Akron in response to the growth of the URW—then 

the CIO would never have the leverage to fight for workers in Akron or anywhere else.26    

Dalrymple arrived in Gadsden on the evening of Friday, June 6, 1936, to give 

what had become a much-hyped address. But only about 50 people came to the 

courthouse to hear him. As he began to speak, a large group of men came in from the 

outside and attacked him. Dalrymple tried to flee out the back door but could not get 
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away. “They grabbed my hands from behind and shoved them up between my 

shoulders, and someone grabbed me by the hair of the head and pulled my head back 

over my shoulders and began to pound me in the face, both sides,” he later testified. The 

sheriff came to the rescue, but warned Dalrymple that if he did not leave town 

immediately, “I won’t be responsible for what happens to you.” Dalrymple remembered 

one of his attackers warning his wife, “if you want him you better take him on, and if 

you don’t we will take him out and finish him up, and we won’t leave his blood in 

Alabama either.”  According to an internal Goodyear memo, “there was some talk of 

ducking him in the river and also talk of a rope.” Dalrymple’s wife drove 20 miles out of 

town before seeking first aid. Upon making it back to Akron, the union president was 

hospitalized for a week with a brain concussion.27  

Most of the men who attacked Dalrymple, it seems, were workers at Goodyear in 

an elite unit called the “squadron.” To become part of the prestigious squad, employees 

had to learn almost every job in the plant and attend company taught classes. Workers 

who became squad members were paid more and enjoyed special privileges. As the 

workers (other than supervisors) who had the closest relationship to management, 

squad members would have been the most likely to know that Goodyear was planning 
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to bring more production to Gadsden only if Gadsden workers could demonstrate their 

antipathy to the CIO.28  

The average rank-and-file worker followed the lead of squad members because it 

was they who were in a position to have insight into what the company wanted. 

Goodyear workers did not listen to E.L. Gray when he handed out union papers and 

implored them to come inside the courthouse to hear Dalrymple. But they did listen to 

squad members Pete Dunn and Louis Jones when they asked them to join the mob 

outside the courthouse because a “God damn Communist” was coming “to try and tear 

up the plant here.” When someone protested that they might get arrested, Dunn assured 

him that they had “made arrangements that nobody won’t get arrested over there; the 

whole town is for us.”29 

At the plant the Monday after the attack, a roving gang of vigilantes—what the 

company called a “self-appointed committee” to get rid of the “rats”—physically 

removed the handful of CIO members from the premises. In an investigation a year 

later, the NLRB concluded that only a “small number of the 1600 employees planned, 

led, and carried out the evictions,” but “large groups of other employees gathered 

about.”  Bill McCay, who was not a squad man but proudly participated in the assaults, 
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claimed that he was one of 75-100 men who drove out the union that day. McCay had 

been a member of the FLU in 1933.30  

Edward Ledlow, who had kept the door for the Dalrymple speech, was the first 

to go. Around 7 AM, Clyde Turner, a worker in the engineering department, 

approached Ledlow at his bench and started a fight. When Ledlow managed to hold his 

own, a group of 15 to 17 men jumped in. Before company police intervened, Ledlow had 

“got the hell beat out of him.” Turner next attacked S.W. Caudle, who tried to flee but 

was seized by Carl Dunn and thrown over the fence. F.H. DeBerry, a union member 

since 1933, was at his tire machine when a group of 10 to 12 men surrounded him. A 

fellow tire builder (not a squad member), James H. McGinty, who may have also been a 

prizefighter, hit DeBerry so hard that he fell unconscious to the floor. When A.G. Lorens, 

who was not affiliated with the union, tried to stop the assault, McGinty knocked him 

out too. Lorens testified that he heard a supervisor tell the crowd “he’s all right, let him 

alone.”  The mob gave F.D. Love, K.F. Keefner, and Draper Doyal the option to leave on 

their own volition, which they took. O.D. Lake, meanwhile, had to sprint out of the plant 

when a group of ten tried to jump him.31 
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Later that afternoon, workers chose leaders from their respective departments to 

serve on an employees’ committee to create a list of names of union supporters that it 

would ask the company to discharge. The committee submitted 20 names, including the 

seven men already evicted, to H.S. Craigmile, the personnel director, and A.C. Michaels, 

the plant manager.  Craigmile later testified that he told the committee that he did not 

think anyone on the list should be fired, but was compelled by the workers to discharge 

the ones already evicted plus five more: C.S. Holmes, L.D. Hayes, F.B. Adams, Hugh 

Milam, and L.R. Steward. According to Ledlow, Craigmile told him he could not come 

back because “the men absolutely refuse to work with you.” Craigmile was not being 

genuine. The company stood by and watched the evictions and probably knew they 

were coming. More importantly, workers would not have carried them out in the first 

place if it had not been Goodyear’s will to eradicate the union.32   

At first, antiunion workers took it much easier on the one female CIO member in 

the plant. Zella Morgan, who was serving as recording secretary of Local 12, had been a 

leader in the union since it first organized in 1933. During the Monday purge, she was 

called into the personnel office and questioned by the employees’ committee. Perhaps 

thinking she could be easily swayed to see the error of her ways because she was a 

woman, T.L. Bottoms, a squad man, pleaded with Morgan to forsake the CIO: “they 
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came down to destroy their jobs, to take their jobs away from them,” he told her. 

Morgan signed an antiunion declaration, which satisfied the committee enough to let 

her remain. Craigmile gave her a sense of how lucky she was: “I don’t mind telling you 

if you hadn’t been a lady that you would have gone out this morning like the boys 

did.”33  

In the ensuing weeks, however, antiunionism in Gadsden hit such a fever pitch 

that not even female union supporters would be spared. With Dalrymple still 

bedridden, leaders of the URW decided that they would have to return to Alabama to 

send the message that the CIO would not be intimidated by mob violence. The Gadsden 

Times described their return as an “alien invasion.” “The open and confessed purpose [of 

the organizing campaign] is to use Gadsden as a cat’s paw to drag chestnuts out of the 

fire for persons who reside hundreds of miles away,” it warned. “The injustice of it and 

the unfairness of it, as it relates to Gadsden workers, is intensified by the fact that these 

workers are peacefully engaged upon jobs that are perfectly satisfactory to them and in 

which they do not wish to be disturbed.” Almost every worker at Goodyear, Gulf States, 

and Dwight signed a public letter to “heartily endorse” the editorial position of the 

Times and to thank “the business and professional people of the city and the 

community” who “have assured us of their intention to stand by and support us in the 
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stand we are taking for the support and happiness of our families, industrial peace, 

continuous work, and the consequent prosperity of the district.”34  

Meanwhile, the three-member Board of Commissioners prepared for the 

organizers by passing ordinances designed, in the words of the Times, to “Keep Peace 

During Labor Invasion.” The intent of the commission was to effectively declare martial 

law (although a city did not have this power) and suspend habeas corpus. One 

ordinance declared it the “duty of…every policeman…to arrest without warrant any 

person whom he has probable cause to believe guilty of the violation of any law or 

ordinance of the city of Gadsden.” It further provided that officers “shall have the 

authority to enter any house, enclosure or other place in which they have reason to 

believe that any person is committing or about to commit, a violation of the city laws.”  

Commissioner Herbert Meighan explained to the Times why such powers were 

necessary: “We are not going to tolerate racketeering methods by people sent here from 

Akron… We do not propose to pull Akron’s chestnuts out of the fire.” When later 

questioned by Congressional investigators, however, the commission chairman George 

Vann, a dentist, claimed the ordinances were passed in response to “racial trouble in one 

of the adjoining counties.”35  
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To enforce its ordinances, the commission deputized 125 antiunion workers from 

Goodyear, Gulf States, and Dwight. Many of them, such as the prize-fighting-tire-

builder McGinty, had already assaulted union members. One deputy from Goodyear, 

George Acary, had helped Gray organize the FLU just three years earlier. At their 

swearing-in ceremony at the courthouse, the deputies were greeted with a speech from 

Bottoms. “Boys, we are not going to let these damned Yankees come down here and take 

our jobs,” the squad leader told them. “They are jealous because they are moving 

production here…The company and the law is behind you. If anything happens to you, 

you won’t be in jail two minutes.” Commissioner R.A. Burns, a longtime business leader 

who had served as mayor before the city changed its form of government, read aloud 

the new ordinances and called the impending battle against the CIO a “fight for 

Gadsden and Gadsden’s people.” “We are all in the same boat,” he told the deputies. 

“We are going to rise or fall with Gadsden.”36 

The streets of downtown Gadsden were practically empty on the afternoon of 

Wednesday, June 25, 1936—it was once common for businesses in the small-town South 

to close up around noon or so on Wednesdays.  Gathered on the second floor of the 
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Tolson building, where the URW rented an office, were five organizers from Akron and 

a few CIO members who lived in Gadsden. Around one o’clock, a crowd of 300 or so 

began to assemble, their presence made all the more conspicuous by the deserted streets.  

Practically the entire first shift at Goodyear had come to expel the URW from Alabama. 

One worker testified that a squad man came through the tire room that morning telling 

everyone to come along “to protect their jobs.” Company officials insisted that if they 

had tried to stop the exodus from the plant, they would have had a strike on their 

hands.37  

When the crowd began advancing, George Roberts, the lead organizer from 

Akron, called the sheriff’s office a dozen times, but the phone was busy. Roberts made 

contact with the city police, but it took over thirty minutes for a squad car to arrive, even 

though the station was a block away. The URW tried to block the door with a pool table, 

but could not hold back the mob. For the most part sparing Gadsden unionists, 

assailants dragged the Akron men into the street and beat them mercilessly with black 

jacks and brass knuckles. After watching the beatings for a few minutes, city police 

finally intervened.38  

Sheriff Leath testified that he did not know about the attack until it was too late.  

Yet someone in Leath’s office claimed that as the beating was taking place, the sheriff 
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said he hoped that “they killed every damn one of them Yankees.”  Leath’s disdain for 

the CIO was no secret. When Milam and Hayes, two of the June 8 victims, complained to 

their sheriff about receiving death threats, Leath told them to stop “fooling around 

running around here with these damn Yankees.” It was also well known that Leath had 

close ties to the company. Prospective workers would often ask Leath to vouch for them 

to get a job. Dock Adams recalled that a woman who approached Leath wanting a job at 

the plant was “propositioned” by the sheriff.  She turned him down.39  

Leath also kept in close contact with plant manager A.C. Michaels. According to 

an internal company memo, after the June 8 evictions, Leath “assured Michaels of his 

entire sympathy with Goodyear and expressed his opinion that this trouble was settled 

and that the men laid off would not be able to get any support for reinstatement.” Like 

many others who had changed their mind about unions, it seems at one time Leath had 

been a union man. Draper Doyal had voted for him because he was an “old molder.”40  

A few days later after the Tolson building was stormed, citing the fact that “their 

men folks had taken a hand in running some of the radicals out of the plant and it was 

their opinion they had not done a thorough job,” four female workers, including the 

wife of a supervisor, approached Zella Morgan in the plant and forced her to leave. One 

of her evictors later testified to the NLRB that kicking her out was “the human thing to 
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do.” When Morgan protested to Craigmile, he told her that there was a chance she could 

come back in the future, but “if you don’t go now, your service [seniority] is going to be 

broken and you will have a dishonorable discharge.” In 1937, the union activist married 

and never did another stint of public work.41 

Female workers became just as hostile to the union as their male counterparts. 

On June 25, the day of the Tolson building assault, a group of women evicted Ruth 

Christopher, whose brother was a union member. The week prior, Christopher and a 

handful of other workers refused to sign the public letter endorsing the editorial 

position of the Times. On the day of her discharge, when a fellow worker cursed the 

organizers from Akron, Christopher responded, “the rioters ought to be cursed as well.”  

Outraged at the statement, a group of women approached management and claimed 

that females in the plant would no longer work with Christopher, that “the ‘boys’ had 

‘rid’ themselves of the ‘undesirables’ and they aimed to do the same.”42 

W.S. Hullett, a Methodist preacher in East Gadsden (where the rubber plant was 

located), discovered the depth of resentment to the CIO in his community after he 

condemned the Tolson riot from his pulpit. Following the service, a squad member in 

his congregation warned him to make a retraction. Sensing he was in danger, Hullett 

fled the city. Days later, he issued a public apology. He explained to William Mitch, the 
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leader of the Alabama Mine Workers and State Federation of Labor, that a mob would 

have taken him “for a ride” if the “higher ups” had not “stopped it before any real 

damage was done.” “You can hardly imagine the torment and suffering I have suffered 

as a result…of my stand in regard to the Gadsden outrage,” he wrote. Hullett was the 

only minister in Gadsden to condemn violence against union members.  Fourteen years 

earlier, an association of ministers had released a statement in support of the BRCA, 

which declared “the spirit of industrial democracy” to be “the purpose of organized 

labor.”  But now, as Hullett explained to Governor Bibb Graves, the preachers in town 

“are in sympathy with Gadsden’s industrial lords to ‘whip out’ organized labor in 

Gadsden.” When Mitch asked Hullett to assist a new organizing campaign in Gadsden 

the following year, the minister replied that he “cannot, under the circumstances, take 

up the right for Union Labor.”  By 1940, Hullett had left the area and was ministering in 

Birmingham.43  

Just as the citizens of Gadsden had hoped, officials in Akron were extremely 

impressed by the way the community came together to run the CIO out of town. As 

company Vice President Clifton Slusser put it in an internal memo, “I think one of the 

reasons why we failed so miserably in our difficulties here in Akron and why Gadsden 

has been so wonderful is chiefly because of the different attitudes in the community.” 
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“In Gadsden,” he wrote, “I think the chief reason why they [plant managers] have been 

so successful down there is because the attitude of the community has been 100 percent 

with the company.” Slusser came away so convinced that Gadsden was a safe place to 

invest that he bet a URW organizer $100 “that no union man could organize the 

employees in the Gadsden plant of Goodyear.” “Slusser said that Goodyear was going 

to decentralize its operations and move to places where it could get protection,” the 

organizer, who smartly turned down the bet, testified.44  

Unable to step foot in Gadsden, the URW had little choice but to set up its office 

in Birmingham. It gave E.L. Gray some money to sit at the desk, but Dalrymple soon 

called off campaign entirely. With four children to feed, Gray was left to figure things 

out on his own. “I couldn’t find a job. I didn’t know what else to do. I rented a crop up 

here on Sand Mountain…I done lost everything I had.”45   

The only recourse for the URW was to file charges against Goodyear for its 

blatant violation of the National Labor Relations Act. When the Supreme Court upheld 

the constitutionally of the Act the following April, it meant that the NLRB would come 

to Gadsden to hold hearings. Correctly believing that the intervention of the federal 

government—in the form of a pro-labor NLRB—would prevent the company and civic 

leaders from blatantly violating the rights of union members, the URW restarted its 
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organizing campaign. It sent a staff member from Akron to Gadsden and hired C.S. 

Holmes, a worker who had been run out of the plant, to help him. Under intense 

scrutiny by the NLRB, and soon thereafter, by Robert La Follette’s senatorial committee 

investigating “Violations of Free speech and Rights of Labor,” Goodyear, the sheriff, and 

city commissioners did not allow a repeat of the mob violence. In anticipation of the 

hearings, the company even rehired the men who had been evicted the year prior and 

apparently gave workers strict orders not to bother them. But 1937 was not 1933. Most 

workers would not reconsider their stance on unionism just because the federal 

government said it was okay to become a union member. As their managers and elected 

officials took a step back, workers took the lead in the fight against the CIO.  

To come into compliance with the NLRA, which proscribed company unions, in 

1937 Goodyear disbanded its “employees’ committee” because it was too obviously 

enmeshed with management. Immediately, workers reorganized themselves into a legal 

union, the Etowah Rubber Workers Organization (ERWO), and maintained a close 

relationship with management while carefully following the letter of the law. The 

ERWO drew up membership cards, took monthly dues, and held mass meetings to 

adopt bylaws and elect officers. Jimmy Karam, a squadron member who had been a 

football star at Auburn University, and other workers distributed hundreds of ERWO 

ribbons throughout the factory. The ERWO chose ribbons for its flair to distinguish it 

from the buttons handed out by the URW. The ERWO had bargaining committees and 
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representatives in each department, but there is no evidence that it ever challenged the 

company. A.C. Michaels agreed to recognize the ERWO, but he rejected its request to 

become the exclusive bargaining agent for all workers. With 1300 out of the 1500 

workers in the plant signed up as members, the ERWO even requested an NLRB 

election.46 

One of the flyers handed out by the ERWO has been preserved. Titled 

“Goodyearite-Akron vs. Goodyearite-Gadsden,” it warned workers that the URW had 

come to Gadsden “to get the grapes [while] we get the pulp.” It claimed that the URW 

had plans to take “one-half of Gadsden’s production,” which “would mean 500 Gadsden 

men without a job, or three days a week as Akron is now.” Getting to the heart of the 

matter, it reminded workers, “Our gain has been their loss.” “So let’s don’t let our loss 

be their gain…Are we going to let this outside element take the bread out of our 

families’ mouths by taking this production back to Akron? Goodyear expected to find in 

Alabama men worthy of handling their own affairs—so let’s live up to this 

expectation.”47 

For the most part, Gadsden workers indeed lived up to the expectations of the 

Ohio capitalists who were sustaining them. With the discharged URW workers back at 

the plant and the union enjoying protection in town, the CIO was able to convince at 
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least a handful of the thousands of employees at the factory to sign up. But when J.O. 

Glenn, a new URW member, wore a ribbon meant to mock the ERWO to work on May 

19, the day before the purged URW members of Local 12 were set to return, three 

workers followed him home and severely beat him in his driveway. On May 31, after the 

URW courageously held a small automobile parade in East Gadsden, Jimmy Karam 

tailed one of the union cars out of the line and ran it off the road. On June 7, W.B. Loflin 

and Speedy Brock attacked B.E. Cleveland, one of the union members recently rehired, 

in the parking lot. Karam and others also attacked an official from the Molders union 

who said something negative about the ERWO. In a separate incident, unidentified 

assailants “waylaid” a national officer of the Typographical Union in the streets. 

Apparently, he was attacked in a case of mistaken identity after a rumor spread that 

representatives from the CIO’s Steel Workers Organizing Committee had come to town 

to organize Republic.48 

To egg on and celebrate the ERWO’s resistance to the new round of organizing, 

the Gadsden Times lambasted “the sustained effort of the CIO of Akron, O. to destroy the 

Goodyear Company at Gadsden” as “another of those movements whose purpose is to 

crucify industry in the South.” “The plant brought in boys from the farms, taught them 

the art of tire-making, and made better the condition of a great numbers of persons,” it 

                                                        

48 “In the matter of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company,” NLRB, 397; 395-396; 308; Unknown clipping, 6-
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reminded workers. Its continued expansion in Alabama was “not a happy situation for 

the CIO boys in Akron, who hate all things Southern.” Fortunately for Gadsden, the 

paper assured, “The boys are ‘wise’ to the fact that Akron CIO wishes to get them out of 

jobs and they firmly and positively reject the CIO.” 49    

Workers who subscribed to the view that Akron’s loss had been Gadsden’s gain 

had not been duped by the company or the editor of the Times.  Since Akron had shifted 

more production to Gadsden, they had enjoyed a steady paycheck for the first time since 

the Depression hit. With constant employment, the “boys” from the country could 

finally get themselves a house and a family and become a man in the city. Before E.K. 

Bowers got a job as a tire inspector in 1936—he took Ledlow’s job after he was beaten 

and thrown out of the plant—he was sharing a pair of shoes with his brother on Sand 

Mountain. By 1937, he had settled down in a house in East Gadsden with a wife and a 

baby on the way.  When an antiunion reporter came to Gadsden to investigate labor 

strife, Lindy Hood, a young squad member, was delighted to tell him, “I have my auto 

and furniture paid for, and am now buying a new home.” “We are happy here at 

Goodyear, and getting excellent treatment,” he added. “We can go along fine if outsiders 

will let us alone.” When an economic slowdown hit the tire industry that year, there 

were massive layoffs and a return to short time in Akron (the ERWO flyer referenced the 
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“three days a week Akron is [on] now”). In Gadsden, to the contrary, there were very 

few layoffs and workers were not put on short time.50   

In late June 1937, Governor Bibb Graves, a progressive and ardent New Dealer, 

came to a similar conclusion after undertaking a personal investigation to discover what 

was really going on in Gadsden. The year prior, after workers stormed the URW office, 

the liberal Birmingham Post blasted Graves, along with the Gadsden Board of 

Commissioners, for not doing more to stop the violence. “It is no wonder the workers at 

the Goodyear plant and two other plants felt free to quit during working hours and beat 

men who seem to have been observing the law. It is beside the point if a majority of the 

industrial employes of Gadsden prefer company unions.” The chastised Graves ordered 

Judge Disque to assemble a grand jury to punish those involved. Disque assembled the 

jury, but, unsurprisingly, it did not issue indictments.51  

As part of his investigation in response to the resumption of violence in 1937, 

Graves hosted both a delegation representing the small number of union members from 

Gadsden and one claiming to represent 6000 antiunion workers. Representatives of the 

ERWO and their counterparts at the steel mill and Dwight insisted to Graves that most 

workers in Etowah County only wanted “to continue their work and their present 

                                                        

50 Nelson, American Rubber Workers, 262-265, 279; Alabama, 7-26-1937, Vertical Files, Gadsden City Library. 
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relations without the unsought advice and interference of outsiders who represent 

different views than ours...stirring up strife and unrest which would prevent our 

providing for ourselves and our families.” Knowing that Graves had some pro-union 

tendencies, they insisted that they were only against unions “dominated by those 

outside our community who have no interest in the peaceful prosperity of this locality 

and this state.” On July 1, Graves announced his findings.  “I regret exaggerated reports 

of lawlessness,” he stated. “There has been no serious situation at all.” A relieved city 

commissioner insisted that this was what Gadsden had been “trying to tell the country 

all along.”52  

Two days after Graves made his report, however, over a dozen liberals and 

leftists convened in Gadsden to conduct a hearing at which 27 witnesses would testify to 

the abuses labor had endured over the previous two years. The event was organized by 

Joseph Gelders, a halfway-closeted communist who had worked for the release of the 

Scottsboro boys, and Hermon Nixon, who was well known as a leading liberal in the 

South. The “citizens’ committee,” as it called itself, prefaced its report by claiming that it 

came together after Graves had “reached the wrong conclusion.” The Times reported 

that the committee had come to town not because workers here were repressed, but 

precisely for the opposite reason—because they were thriving. What was happening in 

                                                        

52 Letters can be found in folder 14, SG12180, Graves Papers; Taft, Organizing Dixie, 118; Vann to Graves, 7-3-
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Gadsden, according to the paper, represented a dire threat to unions and their left-wing 

allies.  The city had become “one of the South’s most up-and-coming industrial 

centers…one of the few industrial communities of the nation where there is no strike 

and no strife,” not by embracing unions, but by forsaking them.53   

Leftist thinkers like Gelders and Nixon attached a much deeper political 

significance to their visit. By the summer of 1937, union activists and leftists throughout 

the country had begun paying close attention to what was happening in Gadsden. With 

preconceived notions about politics and class relations in the South, they interpreted 

reports of antiunion violence here as prima facie evidence that Gadsden workers were 

prisoners in an industrial dictatorship and needed outside assistance to be free.  The 

editor for the Nation, Maxwell Stewart, told his readers that it was the “well-to-do 

portion of Gadsden” that was responsible for driving the CIO out of the city. These local 

elites, Stewart argued, had kicked out the union because their dominion depended on 

Gadsden being “isolated from the rest of the United States,” immune from the forces of 

progress “which are at work elsewhere in the country.” It was in vogue in leftist circles 

to believe that before there could be a political revolution in America, the power of 

                                                        

53 “Report of a Citizens’ Committee,” preface. There is a copy available in the Vertical Files at the Gadsden 
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reactionaries in the South would have to be toppled.  But this, it was thought, would 

require that white workers and African Americans come to realize they shared a 

common interest in taking down the autocrats who trampled them under the same 

boot—something that elites in the region, it was believed, were trying everything they 

could do to prevent. Coming to Gadsden to hold hearings would be a way to break 

through the cordon that reactionaries had supposedly build around the city to keep their 

workers ignorant and sequestered from the rest of the nation.54  

This interpretation of what was happening in Gadsden was wrong on every 

point. The last thing the people of Gadsden wanted was to be “isolated” from the United 

States. They rejected unions so vehemently for the exact opposite reason: it was only 

possible to become like the “rest of the United States”—to enjoy the fruits of economic 

development and partake in America’s culture of consumerism—by staying union free. 

These rules were put in place not by southerners, but by capitalists in the supposedly 

much more enlightened North and East. To be against unions, moreover, did not make 

the people of Gadsden “reactionary.” They resented the NLRB and federal meddling on 

behalf of outside unions, but by and large they supported other aspects of the New Deal. 
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Roosevelt remained popular here his entire tenure. Throughout the 1930s, 

Commissioner Meighan helped Gadsden gobble up more federal funds than any other 

city in Alabama except Birmingham—including $900,000 to build new homes for all the 

people moving to work in its booming industries.55  

The citizens’ committee tried to claim that local workers, such as M.P. Mauney, a 

foundry man (and probably a communist), had invited it to convene.  But most workers 

interpreted the hearings in the same way as their newspaper—as a farce orchestrated by 

outsiders to malign their city and wedge open the door for the CIO. The chief of the 

highway patrol, for example, relayed to Governor Graves a report from Mauney to the 

effect that “the rubber workers and steel men all have it in for Gelders and want to beat 

him up. Said they had to call half a dozen city policemen to break up this crowd so 

Gelders could get out of the place.” Although no one who was antiunion testified, 

Jimmy Karam provided a written statement on behalf of the ERWO that declaimed 

support for “organized labor,” but not “closed shops…coercion and communism.”56 

There had been little effort to paint the CIO red in Gadsden before 1937. Most 

people would have associated communism with the defense of the Scottsboro boys in 

1931 rather than labor unions. Scottsboro was in the next county over from Etowah, and 
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the accused rapists were held in the sturdier Gadsden jail to protect them from a lynch 

mob. The historian Dan Carter contends that communists left a bad impression in the 

region, and not just because they dared to defend blacks accused of raping white 

women, but because their highly sectarian interpretation of the case led them to 

needlessly insult the people in the state.  The presence of communists (or sympathizers) 

on the citizens’ committee allowed those who were against the CIO to forge a connection 

between communists, Scottsboro, and outside labor unions. Citing the fact that “several 

of the leading spirits are widely known for their Communistic connections and 

activities,” Meighan announced that the city commission had passed an ordinance 

banning the “proselytizing of un-American doctrines.” The Gadsden Times echoed the 

sentiment (and explicitly referenced Scottsboro) by reporting on the committee under 

the title, “Leading Communists Speak Here.” Joe Starnes, Gadsden’s representative in 

Congress, picked up on the theme and ran with it. In his service on the Dies Committee 

(the first iteration of the House Un-American Activities Committee), he smeared CIO 

officers in Alabama, specifically William Mitch, as communist infiltrators.57  

Despite the committee’s best efforts to keep the focus on the repression of union 

members, the Popular Front talking point of racial solidarity popped up during the 

hearings when Mauney proclaimed, without providing evidence, “The negro is waking 
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up and realizing that he has got to unite.” But black workers in Etowah County had no 

more inclination to join the CIO than whites. When Andrew Brown, a black communist 

from Birmingham, made an effort to organize black steelworkers, ten black workers beat 

him mercilessly and dragged him to the gatehouse where two white men fired guns next 

to his head. Both the ERWO and the Gulf States Employees Protective Association had 

“colored” units for black employees.  When Otis Adams, a black worker, was asked by 

other black workers at an all-black ERWO meeting to join a “membership committee,” 

Adams agreed, but demurred at the idea of beating people up. Black workers reported 

Adams’ deficiency of hatred toward the CIO to white ERWO members. A few days later, 

a group of 8 to 10 white men jumped Adams, injuring him so severely that he could not 

return to his job for five weeks. When the United Brick  & Clay Workers attempted to 

organize the mostly black workers at Agricola’s brick making facility in July 1938, the 

four or five white workers at the shop wanted to join, but the 40 or so blacks did not. 

When the union held an off-the-record election, the vote went 5-40. The union’s 

international president decided not “to pour more money in ratthole when police and 

sheriff departments fighting him in a negro setup only four or five whites in their 

union.”58  
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Like their counterparts at Goodyear, workers at the steel mill, which was about 

25 percent black, had good reason to believe that their good fortune was the result of 

Gadsden’s hostility to unions. After languishing in a depression throughout the decade, 

in 1937, the mill was bought and expanded by the Cleveland-based Republic Steel. Tom 

Girdler, the CEO of Republic, was one of the most antiunion executives in the entire 

country. Was it a coincidence that Girdler invested in Gadsden, which had gained 

national renown as an antiunion stronghold, at the very moment that the Steel Workers 

Organizing Committee (SWOC) was about to launch a major organizing campaign in 

Little Steel? Steelworkers, black and white, certainly acted like they believed that 

Cleveland’s loss was their gain. They physically evicted at least one of their fellow 

workers who tried to organize. The breadth of Republic workers’ animosity to SWOC 

was evident when a grocer who operated adjacent to Republic’s commissary 

complained to Governor Graves that the company was trying to put him out of business 

by spreading a rumor that he was for the union. Steelworkers who had been coming to 

his shop for lunch instead of the more expensive commissary had suddenly stopped 

showing up.59  

The Textile Workers Organizing Committee (TWOC) also sent organizers to 

Gadsden in the late 1930s. While it made some headway at the smaller, locally owned 
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textile mills, it did not have any luck at the massive Dwight cotton mill, where workers 

believed they had a made a mistake when they went on strike in 1934.  In 1939, the 

TWOC formally withdrew a four-year-old petition for an NLRB election at Dwight 

because support had completely evaporated.60  

The URW hung on by a thread for one more year at Goodyear. In 1938, after 

someone attacked Cecil Holmes with a knife in the shower, the remaining members of 

Local 12 decided to make a desperate gambit.  As Virgil Thompson remembered, “they 

had made it so rough on us, we were discussing the danger we were in in the plant…We 

took a vote…to stay out of the plant until we could be guaranteed protection either by 

the governor or some organization besides local law enforcement.” On May 14, 

Thompson, Holmes, and 58 other workers walked out the gate. They traveled directly to 

the regional headquarters of the NLRB in Atlanta and filed charges against the 

company. The URW wired Holmes $50 to come to Akron, where he and the 

international president discussed the situation with Goodyear officials. After getting 

instructions from Akron, A.C. Michaels, the plant manager in Gadsden, offered the sixty 

workers their jobs back if they would return to work the following Monday. Only one of 

the 60 showed up. It was Virgil Thompson. It was a “case of absolute self-preservation” 

he explained almost fifty years later to the historian G.C. Waldrep. “The hardest part 
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was those other 59 men [there were women too] were still out and I was fearful they was 

gonna consider me a turncoat.”61  

Citing its need to finish settling the first batch of complaints against Goodyear 

from 1936 and 1937, the NLRB advised Holmes to withdraw the charges. The URW 

directed him to comply with the request. Many of the strikers were forced to leave their 

families and find work outside of Gadsden. Other than Holmes, who remained on the 

URW’s payroll, none of the other union activists would be involved in the organizing 

campaign of 1942 and 1943 that would finally sign up the plant. With their ouster, the 

CIO was a dead letter at Goodyear until World War II.62  

In an oft-cited article about the failure of the CIO to organize Gadsden in the 

1930s, the historian Charles Martin concedes that some workers were worried that the 

URW hoped to block the movement of capital to Gadsden, but dismisses such beliefs as 

a “false view of a North-South economic rivalry” concocted by antiunion businessmen 

to hoodwink them. Despite the fact that workers did not act like it, in keeping with the 

presumptions of social history, Martin insists that there was a “grass roots desire for 

genuine worker organizations” in Etowah County. By way of evidence, he points out 

that unions “grew rapidly” in the early 1940s after workers “escaped outright 
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repression.” But, as the next chapter will show, it is a mistake to infer that workers 

supported unions in the late 1930s because they joined them during World War II.63   

Certainly, if there were any workers on the fence about signing up for the URW, 

the raw display of violence against CIO members, dished out with impunity, would 

have made them think twice. Without downplaying the fact that repression against the 

CIO certainly hurt its efforts to organize, the more important point is that, for the vast 

majority of people in Gadsden, repressing the CIO seemed like the common sense thing 

to do. In the late 1910s and early 1920s, when it was possible to support unions and 

prosper at the same time, “labor violence,” by definition, meant violence committed by 

union supporters against scabs. In the 1930s, it always meant just the opposite. O.R. 

Hood, the Goodyear lawyer and longtime civic leader had it right when he said of all the 

fighting, “The unorganized or dissenting workers being in the majority, of course, the 

other fellow usually gets the worst of it.”64  

At the time of the NIRA’s passage, in 1933, unionism had been out of fashion in 

Gadsden for more than a decade. Yet the depression burdened workers with real 

grievances and, for a brief window of time, it seemed like the federal government was 

going to make it possible for workers to address them. Despite pumping a good amount 
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of money into Etowah County for relief projects, however, the New Deal did little to 

change the basic fact that workers needed capitalists more than capitalists needed them. 

Why would Dwight and Republic be willing to negotiate with a union if it was just as 

profitable—or more profitable—to shut down? Historians have criticized the Roosevelt 

administration for not doing enough to bolster the labor movement in the South. But if 

the government would have compelled companies to bargain fairly with their 

employees even when it was unprofitable to do so, it would have transformed the 

United States into something that could not be considered capitalist—a step that few in 

the federal government, least of all the President, was willing to take. Although many 

historians consider the New Deal to represent a turning point in American history, the 

New Deal was contoured by the terrain of American capitalism to a far greater extent 

than capitalism was transformed by the New Deal.65   

By 1936 most residents of Gadsden—millworkers, rubber workers, steel workers, 

managers, ministers, businessmen, black, whites, women, and men—believed that they 

were in the same boat and that the CIO was trying to sink it. Their common stance 

against outside unions, as this dissertation has shown, was not based in shared cultural 

values, but in a shared, recent history. It is indeed true that officials at Goodyear and the 
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other major industries took a very active role in fighting the CIO. But the fact that the 

people here took their cues from capitalists did not imply that they were ignorant or 

repressed—at least not more repressed than anyone else in the world who had to fight 

for capital to survive. To the contrary, it demonstrated that they had become keenly 

aware of their location in the workings of American capitalism.  

Part of this lesson they drew from their experience of losing the car shops. After 

the Tolson building riot, a Goodyear official noted, “the action of the men [the mob] had 

an excellent reaction in the town as a whole because Gadsden lost an important industry 

fifteen years ago [the car shops] because of labor trouble.” But they also learned this 

truth from the Great Depression. When they joined a union during the lean years, they 

only ended up suffering more. What pulled them out of the Depression—what allowed 

them to buy a house and start a family—they believed, was the fact that companies were 

investing in Gadsden to escape unions elsewhere. They knew that Akron’s loss was their 

gain. And they needed Akron to lose.66
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Chapter 3 
“Gadsden and the South will prosper as they have prospered in the 
North” 

  How the mind of a community was changed 
   1940-1945  
 

 

 

  

 

 

 In 1940, when industry in the United States began mobilizing for World War II, 

support for unions in Gadsden had been practically nonexistent for six years. Indeed, 

over the past 18 years, even though Gadsden was one of the most industrialized small 

cities in the South, there had only been one year (mid-1933 to mid-1934) in which a 

substantial number of workers had considered joining unions.  

Antiunionism here was an outcome of the way the people of Gadsden were 

positioned in the American economy during the 1920s and 1930s. In return for their 

hostility to unions, they were rewarded with steady jobs, tax revenue, and all the other 

fruits of economic development.  There was nothing exceptional about Gadsden 

workers. In the final years of the decade, their counterparts in the North—whom 

organizers had once considered to be more brave and liberated than southerners—had 

dropped out of the labor movement in droves. The recession that hit heavy industry in 
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1937 created substantial labor surpluses in Midwestern industrial cities such as Akron, 

compelling workers there to approach the capitalists who employed them in the same 

deferential manner as workers in Alabama.1 

When Gadsden workers joined unions en masse in 1943, they did so in unison 

with most industrial workers in the nation. It was rarely an act of defiance. In Gadsden 

and many places across the country and even the South, entire communities were happy 

to welcome the labor movement. Doing so no longer meant jeopardizing opportunities 

for outside investment. To the contrary, it was a way to put more money in the pockets 

of workers and in the registers of merchants. The residents of Gadsden—from the 

average worker to the mayor himself—did not change their minds about unions because 

the labor movement finally found the right tactic to convince them; the success of the 

labor movement was an effect of the way World War II revolutionized how capitalism 

operated in the United States.2  

When workers here first joined the CIO, they still considered themselves to be in 

the same boat with everyone else in town. But they gradually began to assert their class 

interests in a way that contravened the wishes of their employers and local elites. Once 

they discovered that the defense effort needed them more than the other way around, at 
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all three plants—Goodyear, Dwight, and Republic—they launched wildcat strikes in 

defiance of their bosses, their union officials, and the President of the United States. 

Unfortunately, there are no detailed records about the wildcats at Dwight and Republic. 

But at Goodyear, thanks to the preservation efforts of Local 12, it is possible to trace the 

emergence and development of a type of worker that had not been seen in the area since 

1922.  Like their Populist predecessors, they could be antagonistic in the first place only 

because they no longer needed the permission of capitalists to make a living.  It is 

important to emphasize that workers did not become radical because their politics 

changed; their politics could only change—they could only become radical—after their 

relationship to capitalism was flipped upside down by the war.   

Even before America officially entered the conflict, labor leaders in Alabama 

tried to take advantage of the government’s involvement in the mobilization effort to 

effect change in Gadsden. But they would not have success until Gadsden’s economy 

had actually been transformed by the war.  In May 1940, Roosevelt empaneled the 

National Defense Advisory Commission (NDAC) to regulate the mobilization of 

industry and appointed the co-founder of the CIO, Sidney Hillman, to serve on it. Labor 

leaders considered Hillman’s appointment to be an opportunity to undermine 

Gadsden’s economic rationale for being opposed to unionism. With Hillman on the 

board, it seemed possible to steer lucrative defense contracts away from companies and 
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places that violated federal labor law. But in 1940, it was not yet exigent for the 

government or corporations to help the labor movement.3  

When Noel Beddow and William Mitch, leaders of the Alabama Federation of 

Labor, discovered that the mayor of Gadsden, Herbert Meighan, was angling for a 

munitions plant, they begged Hillman to stop him. “We urgently request that you use 

your good offices in bringing this matter to the attention of the entire Commission, to 

the end that no industrial plants erected or located under the National Defense program 

shall be placed in cities where there is a history which establishes such an utter 

disregard for Federal Law and Constitutional rights and such a complete domination by 

illegal vigilante groups.”4  

Beddow and Mitch copied the letter to Senator Lister Hill. But Hill was not going 

to do the bidding of the Alabama Federation of Labor; he was already in the process of 

helping Meighan land the contract. Signing with the personal “Herbert,” Meighan had 

written to the senator on behalf of “about ten...of our friends” to ask for assistance.  Hill, 

in turn, got in touch with the War Department. Two weeks later, he wrote back with the 

                                                        

3 Steven Fraser, Labor Will Rule: Sidney Hillman and the Rise of American Labor (New York: The Free Press, 
1991), 452-458.  
4 Beddow and Mitch to Hillman, 8-14-1940, folder 98, Box 106, Lister Hill Papers, W.S. Hoole Special 
Collections Library, The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  
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good news that the Department had approved Gadsden’s request for a shell-forging 

plant.5  

 Beddow and Mitch wrote to Hill to express their disappointment. “We feel that 

for the Government to encourage Gadsden by establishing its shell loading plant 

there…would create the impression that the Administration favors those cities which 

oppose the Administration’s program.” There is no record of Hill’s response. Two weeks 

later, on October 4, 1940, when the army made an official announcement, Hill publicly 

gave credit to Etowah County’s antiunion Congressman, Joe Starnes.6  

In 1940, the federal government’s involvement with the defense effort had only 

served to reinforce, rather than undermine, Gadsden’s reason for being against unions. 

The Gadsden Times explained that the private shell-forging concern and the government 

itself had chosen Etowah County because it was the ideal place to invest capital. 

“Gadsden is not only the most efficient but the most orderly industrial community in the 

United States,” it reported.  Hillman explained to Beddow and Mitch that he had tried to 

intervene, but “the army…pointed out that for persuasive strategic reasons it was 

important to national defense that this be done.”  Nevertheless, he assured them that he 

“took steps to satisfy myself that Gadsden would observe the labor standards adopted 

by the Defense Commission.” He was referring to a pledge made by Meighan to Major 

                                                        

5 Meighan to Hill, 8-1-1940,  folder 98, box 106, Lister Hill Papers; Hill to Meighan, 8-12-1940, folder 118, box 
124, Lister Hill Papers.  
6 Mitch, Cowherd, and Beddow to Hill, 9-24-1940, folder 98, box 106, Lister Hill Papers.  
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General C.M. Wesson promising that the “city will give every cooperation toward 

maintaining efficient production and also carrying out the Defense Commission’s labor 

standards.” Historians have incorrectly cited Meighan’s pledge as a watershed moment 

in Gadsden’s labor history. But it was meaningless. Meighan was happy to make such a 

promise because he understood that it was not the interference of civic leaders that kept 

workers from joining unions.7   

When the URW sent John D. House—who had been beaten up in 1936—back to 

Gadsden in January 1941, neither Goodyear nor city officials did anything to stop him.  

When House announced a “mass meeting,” it was perfectly safe for workers to come out 

to hear him speak. Only 15 people did. In his first report back to Akron, House admitted 

that there were only five or six members in the entire factory. In the next few weeks, he 

was able to convince fifty or so workers to talk to him, but they refused to sign up. The 

organizer was convinced that workers were still too repressed to do otherwise. “I doubt 

that you have ever seen a group of native born Americans so beaten, so completely 

enslaved as most of these seem today,” he wrote. “The only thing that seems to be 

holding them back is mortal fear.”8 

                                                        

7 GT, 10-4-1940; Hillman to Beddow, 10-4-1940, USWA Box 2, File 43, Waldrep Notes.  Nelson, American 
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Hillman personally vetoed the government’s plans (315-316). This is not correct. Martin, “Labor Relations in 
Transition,” mentions the pledge, but conflates Hillman’s power in 1940 with his power in 1942 (567).   
8 Nelson, “A CIO Organizer in Alabama,” 572-575.  
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House had been in Gadsden for about a month when a group of men barged into 

his office and beat him so severely that he was hospitalized for a week. Labor leaders, 

not surprisingly, pointed to the House beating as evidence that Gadsden had violated its 

pledge to the National Defense Commission. Robert J Davidson, the CIO official in 

charge of the national campaign to organize Goodyear, informed Alabama’s 

conservative Governor Frank Dixon that the assault “will give congressional delegations 

and civic bodies from other states ammunition that will prevent location of new defense 

plants in Alabama.”9   

Civic officials did not want workers to organize, but they also did not want them 

to beat up organizers. Unlike Dalrymple in 1936, House was permitted to convalesce in a 

Gadsden hospital. When he recovered, Albert Rains, the city attorney who had 

conceived the antiunion ordinances in 1936, promised him personally that the city 

would protect him. Dixon offered a $200 reward for the capture of his assailants.  A local 

judge called a grand jury, but the men on it refused to issue indictments.10  

Despite Rains’ promise, the city could not protect House from the rage of 

workers. After recovering for a month, the courageous and stubborn organizer headed 

back to the gate at Goodyear to handbill with five other men. Less than 30 minutes later, 

                                                        

9 R.J. Davidson to Dixon, 9-20-1941, folder 3, SG12258, Governor Dixon Papers, Alabama Department of 
Archives and History, Montgomery, Alabama. For Dixon’s antilabor record, see Robert Woodrum, 
“Everybody was Black Down There”: Race and Industrial Change in the Alabama Coalfields (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 2007), 69-71. Dixon to Michaels, 11-6-1940, folder 21, SG12277, Governor Dixon Papers, 
Nelson, “A CIO Organizer in Alabama,” 576.  
10 Ibid; The meeting with Rains is mentioned in Howard, “The History of the United Rubber Workers,” 11.  
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a “large group from inside the plant came out in a body” and drove them away. House 

was able to escape, but another union member needed medical attention after the 

attack.11   

Like the city of Gadsden, Goodyear also wanted its men and women to remain 

antiunion while not committing outrageous offenses that would summon the 

intervention of the federal government. After his second beating, House made a trip to 

Washington D.C. to meet with members of the NLRB to personally press the importance 

of enforcing their past rulings against the company. The Board had decided against 

Goodyear in 1940, nearly three years after it held hearings in Gadsden, but O.R. Hood, 

the company’s lawyer (and one of the original founders of Gadsden’s Board of Trade in 

1894), had managed to delay enforcement with multiple requests for deferrals. Board 

members, perhaps feeling guilty that there was a repeat of the violence, immediately 

demanded that Goodyear withdraw recognition from the Etowah Rubber Workers. In 

House’s telling, the personnel director at Goodyear “told the leaders of the Company 

Union that the company will no longer recognize them…and…advised them to join the 

A.F. of L.”12  

Even without recognition, workers continued collecting ERWO dues at the gate. 

When a CIO member refused to pay, they did not let him enter. Goodyear could not 

                                                        

11 Nelson, “A CIO Organizer in Alabama,” 577-579.   
12 Ibid; Howard, “The History of the United Rubber Workers,” 12. 
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tolerate another round of evictions; it sent for the man and promised him protection. 

Although workers could not beat him up, they managed to harass him to the point of 

quitting. According to House, he stated that “he was G---D---- tired of being treated like 

a nigger[.]”  After five months of fruitless organizing, officials in the URW called House 

back to Akron. “To continue pouring money into that situation seems to be just like 

pouring it down a sewer,” they concluded.13   

Not two years after the URW abandoned the “sewer,” however, almost every 

single worker at Goodyear, Republic, and Dwight would become members of the CIO. 

They did not sign up because the federal government finally gave them the protection to 

go against the wishes of their companies and local elites, but because, in 1943, it 

suddenly made sense for the CIO to be in Gadsden and for workers to be in the CIO.  

The world in Gadsden turned upside down because World War II transformed 

the way capitalism worked. With the government buying everything heavy industry 

could produce no matter the cost, companies were in a position to make windfall profits 

even without keeping the price of labor low.  What the defense effort and industry could 

not tolerate were work stoppages. When intense labor shortages made it easy for the 

CIO to reorganize the workers who had fled the federation after the recession in 1937, it 

made more sense for companies to accept unions in return for “no-strike clauses” rather 

than provoke a strike wave. Indeed, after the CIO helped crush a strike at North 

                                                        

13 Nelson, “A CIO Organizer in Alabama,” 580-584.  
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American Aviation in the summer of 1941, Roosevelt foresaw the federation as an 

important safeguard against the growth of a less responsible labor movement led by 

John Lewis, as well as a potentially powerful political ally. Enmeshed within the 

bureaucracies of the war economy, the CIO helped ensure that production and profits 

were routinized for corporate America. In return, the government and industry helped 

facilitate the federation’s growth from 1.8 million members in 1939 to 3.9 million in 

1944.14  

Across 1941, corporations renowned for their antiunionism, such as Goodyear, 

Ford, Republic, Westinghouse, International Harvester, Maytag, Swift, and even some 

major southern textile firms, negotiated and signed contracts. As the historian Daniel 

Nelson describes the process at Goodyear, when defense money started to flow, branch 

managers got the message from headquarters that “their prime responsibility was to 

meet production schedules, not fight the URW.” The URW took advantage of this “new 

era of opportunity” to launch a joint campaign with the CIO to finally bring Goodyear to 

the table. In February, the company signed its first contract with workers at its 

                                                        

14 The starting point for how the war revolutionized labor relations is Nelson Lichtenstein, Labor’s War at 
Home: The CIO in World War II (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003 [1982]).  In the vein of “New 
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1935-1955, (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1997).  See also, James B. Atleson, Labor and the Wartime State: Labor 
Relations and Law During World War II (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998). For a textbook-style 
overview, see Robert Zieger, Timothy Minchin, & Gilbert Gall, American Workers: American Unions: The 20th & 
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Bowmanville factory in Ontario, Canada. Meanwhile, Local 2 in Akron, though still not 

recognized, won a wage increase and got the company to reinstate 87 workers who had 

been blacklisted in the late 1930s. In late May, Goodyear executives sat down for the 

very first time with URW representatives to negotiate a contract. Although Goodyear 

rejected union plans to hold company-wide negotiations, they did agree to negotiations 

on a plant-by-plant basis. By December, workers in Akron, Cumberland, Maryland, 

Jackson, Michigan, and St. Marys , Ohio, had won wage increases and union contracts. 

Between June 1940 and December 1941, the URW grew from 55,000 to 93,000 members.15   

Unfortunately for John House, the URW sent him back to Gadsden in early 1941, 

when the breakthrough for the union was just beginning elsewhere, rather than early 

1942, when it was an established fact.  For his part, House tried to tell workers in 

Gadsden that a new era was on the horizon in which they would no longer have to 

compete against workers at other Goodyear plants. House handed out a flyer 

advertising an upcoming national conference of Goodyear workers that would “discuss 

problems which are common to ALL FACTORY WORKERS employed in GOODYEAR 

RUBBER factories.” The flyer called the war economy a “GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY—

the first real opportunity you have ever had—TO OBTAIN YOUR SHARE,” but 

instructed that the “ONLY” way to do so was “through full COOPERATION BETWEEN 

EMPLOYEES” at all Goodyear plants. “ALL the other LOCALS” at Goodyear plants 
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“are just about READY TO DO BUSINESS!,” it noted, but Gadsden was going to be left 

out in the cold if it did not join them. “We here in GADSDEN are WAY 

BEHIND…LET’S GO!”16  

The message was clear. Because Goodyear was to be an organized company in 

short order: 1) workers at different factories could now cooperate to take from the 

company rather than compete to take investments from each other; and 2) if Gadsden 

workers did not join up, they would be left behind when it came to enjoying the fruits of 

this cooperation. This message would certainly resonate throughout Gadsden, and not 

just among workers, in 1942 and 1943. But the new order of things could not be fully 

registered as long as it remained hypothetical. Gadsden workers had heard such paeans 

to solidarity before and from many of the same mouths.  In the 1930s, fighting for 

“solidarity” translated into keeping capital and jobs in Akron. Why would they believe 

otherwise before Akron locals, much less locals at other branch plants, actually got a 

contract?  If workers read the flyer, it is likely they would have smirked at the qualifier 

“just about” in the line “ALL OTHER LOCALS are just about READY TO DO 

BUSINESS!”17  

Organizers at Republic Steel enjoyed success first, in 1941, precisely because 

workers in the North had already joined up. In February, workers at Bethlehem Steel’s 

                                                        

16 Flyer found in Local 12 Private Papers.  
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Lackawanna (near Buffalo) factory walked off their jobs and exercised their “critical role 

in defense production as a lever” to compel the company to negotiate. Sniffing which 

way the wind was blowing, the other Little Steel Companies—Inland, Youngstown 

Sheet and Tube, and Republic—formed an agreement between the Steel Workers 

Organizing Committee (SWOC) and the NLRB to certify the union based on card-check 

alone (rather than elections) and to disband their company unions.  Republic signed its 

card-check agreement with SWOC and the NLRB on July 15, 1941. In August, SWOC 

was certified at Republic plants in Cleveland, South Chicago, Massillon, and Warren 

based on card counts.18  

For steelworkers in Gadsden, joining the union no longer meant taking part in a 

crusade, but signing up for the benefits. As one SWOC flyer put it, “Let’s maintain the 

majority in Gadsden to the end that you, too, will receive” the same raises that Republic 

employees were “battling now for” elsewhere. Republic in Gadsden was already 

running at full capacity in August 1941 with “numerous defense orders...listed on the 

corporation’s log of shipments.” Employment had increased by about 1,200 men from 

3,300 in 1939 and the plant manager, I.E. Evans, informed Meighan that he expected to 

add another 2,000 in the next year. As elsewhere, SWOC used Republic’s good fortune 

to its own advantage. On August 22, claiming that 70 percent of the plant’s 4500 
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employees had signed up, SWOC called what would become the first successful major 

strike in the history of Gadsden. “We realize the importance of making every possible 

ton of steel for national defense and we hope we will be able to reach some sort of 

agreement shortly,” Beddow told the paper.  With over half of the steelworkers 

respecting the picket line, it only took Evans 18 hours to agree to a card check “in 

accordance to policies already announced in the Cleveland plant during the August 

strike.”19  

Evans, however, had not yet taken to heart the message from Cleveland to stand 

down. According to Noel Beddow, a few weeks after the August strike, “without any 

rhyme or reason Mike Self [the head of security] and his bunch started to persecute the 

men; where men were found wearing SWOC buttons they were immediately sent out of 

the plant.” Beddow believed that Self’s sudden return to his old ways was designed to 

provoke a response from union members that would demonstrate to the city of 

Gadsden, on the cusp of changing its mind about unions, that the CIO would bring strife 

and disorder. When SWOC members ousted by Self set up a picket line “without the 

knowledge or direction of this office,” wrote Beddow, there was a skirmish with 

antiunion workers. Before more SWOC members could firm up the line, three pickets 

had been beaten (one seriously) and one sixty-five year-old antiunion employee had 
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been choked. In a matter of hours, Governor Dixon had the State Guard in Gadsden to 

clear pickets from the factory gates. It was the fact that the antiunion governor 

immediately “had Gadsden full of tin-horn soldiers” that led SWOC leaders “to believe 

that someone on the inside had a big hand in this walk out.” In a thank you note to the 

governor for sending the troops, Evans told Dixon, “It is devoutly to be hoped that other 

high public executives in this country will be encouraged by your forthright policy to 

take a firm stand for law, order and the freedom of people to work.” 20    

If Evans fomented the brouhaha as a gambit to reignite old passions against the 

CIO, his plan backfired. On the night of the walkout, unknown persons shot into the 

home of local SWOC leader William Dunn (whose teenage daughter was home but not 

hit) and also shot up the electric SWOC sign at union headquarters in downtown 

Gadsden. In the 1930s, such antiunion vigilantism had been regarded as something akin 

to a community service. Then, the editor of the Gadsden Times, J.R. Hornaday, cast every 

instance of labor strife as proof that the CIO was bringing violence to the community, 

even though all of the violence was directed at the CIO. But by late 1941, violence 

directed at an institution that was fast becoming nationally established and politically 

influential no longer seemed to be good for Gadsden. Hornaday, who was a friend of 

Governor Dixon, nevertheless felt compelled to lash out against the “inexcusable 
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lawlessness” perpetrated against a SWOC leader. Meanwhile, Herbert Meighan offered 

a $100 reward for information leading to the arrest of the culprits and ordered 24-hour 

police protection of SWOC headquarters.  “No expense will be spared to find out who is 

responsible,” Meighan resolved. Upon reaching Gadsden, Beddow was relieved to 

discover “the movement is growing in momentum in place of slipping as I feared when 

the militia was brought in.”  Not only did most workers respect the picket line, even 

after the State Guard reduced the number of pickets to three at each gate, the 

membership of SWOC “increased considerably.” Three days after the wildcat began, 

Evans was back at the bargaining table. Meeting in the law offices of O.R. Hood, of all 

places, he worked out a written grievance procedure with SWOC and agreed to 

recognize the union in return for the disbandment of picketing.21  

As a city commissioner in the 1930s, Meighan had helped lead the community’s 

effort to keep the CIO out of Gadsden. Now, like most of the rest of the city, his position 

on unions teetered in a state of transition. Meighan had requested the State Guard from 

Dixon in the first place. After the strike ended, he wrote the governor to give thanks. 

Dixon responded, “If we attempted to administer our jobs in line with the thought of 

“The News Digest” [a labor paper out of Birmingham], the people of Gadsden…would 

certainly be sold down the river very effectively.” Yet Meighan’s public response to the 
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vigilantism signaled a new direction for the leadership of the city. What was most 

notable about Meighan’s denunciation of violence was that he directed it only at 

antiunion men, even though union pickets had also acted violently.22  

Even after winning the recognition strike, steelworkers did not receive an actual 

union contract here until 1943. In January 1942, SWOC was attempting to forge a 

national agreement with Republic in which all plants would be covered under a uniform 

contract. Certainly, such a nationwide contract would have been a tremendous 

improvement for Gadsden workers over a local contract that would maintain regional 

differentials. There was evidently no rush from either steelworkers or their organizers to 

certify. Republic in Gadsden already behaved as if SWOC was the bargaining agent. 

Most workers paid union dues without an automatic checkoff.   

In an ironic twist, in late 1942, certification was further delayed because SWOC 

insisted on holding an NLRB election rather than a card check. Beddow may have felt a 

big victory at Republic would help SWOC in a raiding campaign it had launched against 

the AFL at Agricola’s furnace earlier in the year (it did not). The company protested 

SWOC’s petition for an election and demanded that a card check be held according to 

the agreement it signed with the union and NLRB in 1941. “Republic entered into this 

stipulation for the express and important purpose of avoiding the confusion and feeling 
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which is incident to elections and which in many cases have an injurious effect upon 

production,” it explained. “This plant is producing vital war materials, and we are 

fearful that all of the hullaballoo incident to an election may adversely affect such 

production.” The NLRB granted the election. On March 6, 1943, SWOC won 2234 to 

447.23  

At the third largest employer in town, the Massachusetts-based Dwight 

Manufacturing Company, the women and men seemed content with the company 

union, the Dwight Employees Association (DEA). In June 1942, they took the chance to 

prove their loyalty by voting down an attempt by the Textile Workers Union of America 

(TWUA) to take over the DEA from the inside by running a member for its presidency.  

Perhaps emboldened by its workers, Dwight management even fired four CIO 

members. This was too much for the NLRB, which ordered the disestablishment of the 

DEA and a certification election. Because Dwight was devoting 90 percent of its 

operations to war contracts, the company quietly consented.24  

Across Gadsden, the tide started to turn all at once. In August 1942, Carey 

Haigler, the director of the Alabama CIO, reported to Beddow that even the city police 

were  “anxious to get Honorary Cards in the Steelworkers.” Haigler was less excited 
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about another group of workers that were “showing interest”: the “Colored School 

Teachers of Etowah County.”  “I am delaying any effort to organize them for fear the 

effect on the County Officials will be bad for Steel and Textile,” he explained.25  

Even in the face of such discouragement, the position of African-Americans 

towards unions moved in the same direction as the rest of Gadsden. In July 1942, 

Governor Dixon “took a stand” against the federal government by rejecting a 

government contract to make yarn in an Alabama prison because it contained a non-

discrimination clause. Among the swale of congratulatory letters he received was one 

signed by twelve black leaders from Gadsden, including the minister E.M. Wilson.  “Our 

past and present relations with our white people are satisfactory and we do not want 

any strife to mar our pleasant relationship,” it read. When their letter was published in 

the Times, however, “workers affiliated with the CIO in Wilson’s church threatened him 

to the point where he came to the sheriff and got a permit to carry a gun.”  As the 

chastened minister put it in a letter to Dixon, standing up for the antiunion governor 

“will cause me to lose my church.” Black workers in Gadsden were following the white 

leadership of their union rather than the black leadership of their churches.26  

Tellingly, organizers made the same appeal to the professional class as they did 

to workers: that unionism was going to bring them the prosperity that was being 
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enjoyed by the American people elsewhere.  In a September 1942 letter addressed to 188 

merchants and lawyers, Beddow contended, “each and every increase in wages that” 

workers would get from joining the union “will mean more to you and your business or 

profession, regardless of what it is.” The union was an “American institution,” Beddow 

proclaimed, and embracing the CIO would make Gadsden more like the rest of the 

country. “We seek and want your friendship to the end that Gadsden and the South will 

prosper as they have prospered in the North.” In his letter, Beddow was careful to 

clarify that bringing northern prosperity to Gadsden in no way entailed bringing 

northern racial practices. “In the South, all [SWOC] directors are southern men, knowing 

the southern problems,” he assured.27   

With thousands of Gadsden workers joining unions, Haigler wrote to the United 

Rubber Workers in August 1942 telling them they would do well to send an organizer. 

When Jimmy Jones finally made it to town, organizing the rubber workers into the CIO 

was a matter of picking low-hanging fruit. When workers at Goodyear decided to sign 

up for the union, it was not at the urging of the activists who had been attempting to 

organize them for years. They continued to take their cues from the same men who had 

commanded their respect in the 1930s—men who looked out for what they considered 

to be the good of the company. Men like Lindy Hood, the All-American basketball star 

and proud member of the squadron, who, during the URW organizing campaign in 
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1937, had told the antiunion Alabama Journal, “We are happy here at Goodyear, and 

getting excellent treatment. We can go along fine if outsiders will let us alone. I have my 

auto and furniture paid for, and am now buying a new home.” According to E.K. 

Bowers, who would serve as President of Local 12 for three decades, “When Lindy 

decided the union was the thing to do, he brought people in.” In 1943, the people Hood 

brought into the union elected the former squad man as the very first president of the 

local.28  

 “Old man” Henry Gilbert, who had been at Goodyear since it opened and was a 

leader in ERWO, also had a change of heart about the CIO. According to Bowers, Gilbert 

“carried a lot of reputation in that plant” and signed up more workers than anyone else. 

As Bowers recalled, Jimmy Jones “went up to [Gilbert’s] house one night and turned the 

lights off and set around the fire and talked.” Jones’s mission was not to awaken 

Gilbert’s latent proletarian consciousness, but to “convinc[e] old man Henry it would be 

good for Goodyear to have a union.” As Bowers put it, “the old man loved Goodyear 

and…[had] thought the union was out to kill Goodyear.”29  

Bowers himself was one of the men whose embrace of the URW paved the way 

for other workers to accept it. Bowers was hired in 1936 to replace Edward Ledlow after 

he was beaten and thrown out of the plant for supporting the union. In many 
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interviews, Bowers denied knowing anything about unionism before he became a 

supporter, but in fact he served as a department representative (which would become a 

major position in the URW) for the Etowah Rubber Workers. Bowers crafted an origin 

story about his conversion to the CIO that elided his leadership role within the ERWO.  

“It was bondage [before the union], that’s what it was,” he told the author John Dos 

Passos in the late 1940s.  “You didn’t have any dignity,” he relayed to the historian G.C. 

Waldrep in the early 1990s. “You couldn’t talk back. Couldn’t say nothing.” The last 

straw, he claimed, came when a supervisor screamed at him for sitting down on the job: 

“resting hell, you been off the whole weekend. Get up and stand on ya feet!” The next 

morning, Bowers recalled, he called for Jimmy Jones and got enough cards to sign up his 

department.30  

There is no reason to dispute Bowers’ story about the supervisor yelling at him 

for sitting down. But it is very likely that Bowers and other workers reinterpreted their 

feelings about the company before the union existed through a lens that simply did not 

exist before the union was established. For Bowers in particular, whose union 

consciousness was developed at least in part under the purview of Miles Horton at the 

Highlander “CIO School” in Monteagle, TN, it is hard to imagine that he could think 
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about life without a union in a way that was unaffected by what he came to know about 

unions later in his life.31  

When Hood, Gilbert, and Bowers came to see the union as an institution that was 

no longer a threat to their livelihoods, it opened the door for workers who had been 

downright hostile, on the fence, or apathetic, to get involved themselves. J.L. Hare, who 

had previously turned away CIO organizers, became a charter member and a lifelong 

union partisan. Gay Cardwell, who joined the executive board in 1944 and served the 

union for many years thereafter, admitted that he avoided the union and refused to give 

it “one penny” until after “we became organized.” When asked if “fear” had kept the 

people from joining beforehand, Cardwell denied it: “they just went a long with 

Goodyear,” he explained. When it came to the union, most workers at Goodyear moved 

in the same direction, and all at once.32  

Ernie Hayes, who helped Bowers run the union for thirty years before becoming 

president of Local 12 himself, had “hated the union with a vengeance,” Bowers recalled. 

In 1937, Hayes was working at the Samoset Mill in Talladega when striking union 

members killed one of his family members in a gun battle at the picket line. According to 

the sheriff of Talladega County, the violence began when Homer Welch, an organizer 

with the UTW, instigated a fight by cursing Harvey Hayes, a first cousin of Ernie’s, at a 
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pool hall. When law enforcement followed Welch back to the picket lines to arrest him, 

Welch ordered the hundred or so men and women on the line to shoot. In addition to 

killing the deputy, the strikers mortally wounded Joe Hayes, Harvey’s brother and 

Ernie’s first cousin. Nevertheless, when everyone else joined the CIO, Ernie joined too. 

One of his sons, David Hayes, would, like his father, also serve as president of Local 12. 

Another son, James, became sheriff of Etowah County in the 1980s thanks to strong 

union support.  Had Ernie stayed in Talladega, the Hayes family would have probably 

never stopped despising unions.33  

When discussing why workers finally accepted Local 12, many of the early 

leaders gave the credit to Jimmy Jones, a veteran union militant from Local 2 in Akron 

who was sent by the URW to restart the Gadsden campaign more than a year after 

House was run out of town. Hare insisted that Jones was a more skilled and likeable 

organizer than his predecessor, John House. Unlike House, whom Hare accused of not 

protecting the identities of potential union supporters, the more taciturn Jones could be 

trusted because he “wasn’t getting out there and broadcasting it.” “Southern people and 

Yankee are two different groups of people,” Hare explained. “You can’t get out here and 

blab.” Bowers, meanwhile, credited Jones’s success to his courage. “Just a little bandy 

rooster…as cocky as he could be and he wasn’t afraid of nothing and he give a lot of 
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people a lot of courage.” What particularly impressed Bowers was the way that 

Goodyear seemed to back down when confronted with Jones’s boldness.  “He wasn’t 

afraid of none of ‘em. And he walked through the plant with a little satchel in his hand” 

without interference from the company.34  

Jones may have indeed been a better organizer than House. It was certainly 

smart of Jones to target to Gilbert, Hood, and Bowers, whom the other workers 

recognized as leaders. But Jones could be a more successful organizer than House 

because much had changed since House left town. House was far from a coward. He 

persevered in Gadsden even after being beaten up three times (once in 1936 and twice in 

1941). Jones might have seemed more courageous for walking through the plant, but by 

1942 Goodyear gave him free reign in the factory because it was no longer giving the 

union “any opposition at all.”  Moreover, if House seemed more willing to have workers 

stick their necks out, it was because supporting the union in 1941 was actually a matter 

of sticking ones neck out. Poor House, who suffered through the worst of times in 

Gadsden, could not even be remembered as the southerner he was. Like Jones, House 

came to Akron by way of Georgia.35   
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At the time, workers understood that Goodyear’s change of heart was dictated 

by the political and economic realities of the war. In July 1942, the Fifth Circuit Court of 

Appeals in New Orleans finally adjudicated Goodyear’s appeal to the NLRB’s decision 

from 1940. The court ordered Goodyear to pay the workers it fired in 1936 wages for the 

year they were out.  The company posted a decree in the plant promising it would not 

interfere with the CIO. It even removed A.C. Michaels, the longtime Gadsden 

superintendent, and temporarily replaced him with someone friendlier to labor. 

Workers interpreted the removal of Michaels as a green light from Akron to join the 

union.  When asked directly by G.C. Waldrep why things changed all of a sudden, E.K. 

Bowers stopped gushing about Jones to clarify that in “the first place the company 

changed management. They took A.C. Michaels who headed up this goon squad and 

moved him.” Gay Cardwell, who explained to Waldrep that workers “just went a long 

with Goodyear,” also cited the company’s transfer of Michaels.36   

Virgil Thompson recalled hearing from the president of the East Gadsden Bank, 

who was a member of his church, that “Goodyear was informed by the government it 

had to straighten up and fly right if wanted any orders from the government.” This was 

why Jimmy Jones “had free reign in the plant” and could just “line everybody up” to get 

their two-dollar initiation fee. With workers thinking a CIO-organized plant might mean 

more government orders and more government investment for Gadsden, it is no wonder 
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why old man Henry Gilbert, “who loved Goodyear” could be convinced by Jones that 

“it would be good for Goodyear to have a union.”37  

In March 1943, mayor Herbert Meighan and state congressman/former city 

attorney Albert Rains, both longtime antagonists of the CIO, spoke at a rally for rubber 

workers at the city auditorium to encourage them to vote for the URW in an upcoming 

NLRB election. Gadsden had changed so much that the only thing Jimmy Jones could 

complain about was the “girl” and “drink” situations (Gadsden was a dry city and Jones 

was an alcoholic, according to Bowers). In a letter to Akron, Jones noted that although 

there were “a few thugs left,” they were not getting a lick of help from the sheriff or 

company officials. “Within a very short time, the City of Gadsden will be an organized 

city,” he wrote. On April 7, the URW won the election at Goodyear in a 4-1 landslide.  

Two weeks later, the TWUA performed even better in an election at Dwight, winning by 

a margin of 8-1 (1629 to 205).  With this, the workers at the three largest and most 

important plants in the county had become CIO members.38  

The CIO demonstrated its value to the city almost immediately. In 1943, as a 

favor to Herbert Meighan, union leaders pushed their contacts within the War 

Manpower Commission (WMC) to revoke Gadsden’s designation as an “acute labor 

area.” The city’s classification as a “Group 1” area meant that the WMC considered labor 
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shortages in the region to be so extreme that they might jeopardize the fulfillment of war 

contracts. While the population of Etowah County would grow by 23 percent during the 

decade, in 1943 it could not keep up with the quickening rate of job openings.  Thanks to 

“strong support” from unions, the paper reported, the WMC reclassified the area as 

“Group 3,” making it “eligible again for new war contracts.”39  

Labor unions further earned their stripes by helping the community surpass its 

quota for war bond purchases. In September 1943, the CIO could already boast in a 

newspaper advertisement that it had raised over $50,000. “We only wish for everyone to 

know that Union Labor is consistently buying Bonds month after month,” the ad 

claimed. Not to be outdone, the AFL also bought an advertisement to brag how its 

members were buying more than 10 percent of their wages in bonds every month. In 

1944, Local 12 proved its ultimate worth by helping Goodyear-Gadsden win the coveted 

Army-Navy “E” award, a distinction that was only given to 4283 of the approximately 

85,000 plants producing for the defense effort. 40 

Unions also made it clear to the community that their presence would not 

challenge the basic premises of White Supremacy. The first contracts at Goodyear and 

Republic put labor’s stamp of approval on the racist job designations of their companies. 

At Republic, seniority would proceed by two separate and unequal “lines of 
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progression”: one for white jobs, which paid more and were less dangerous, and one for 

black jobs. At Goodyear, where several hundred white women (but not black women) 

worked, there were three separate and unequal seniority lines. Local 12 never 

challenged job segregation in the plant, but it did try to get more money for its black 

members. It protested their low pay to the company and the War Labor Board. As early 

as 1944, the international URW took a stand for the Fair Employment Practice 

Committee (FEPC) and publicly called for the end of job discrimination in rubber plants. 

But at this early stage, the URW had no intention of forcing locals, especially Local 12, to 

comply. There is no record of black workers from Gadsden filing a complaint with the 

FEPC.41  

The CIO made such a good impression in its first year that in 1944 boosters asked 

local union leaders to take part in the creation of a “postwar planning committee.” It is 

unclear whether the planning committee ever made any plans. But what matters is that 

its founders considered the union to be essential for the committee to realize its goal, 

which was to fulfill Etowah County’s “destin[y]” of becoming “a place in the South’s 
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industrial sun.” Unions described their mission in exactly such terms. The AFL released 

a Labor Day ad promising to “continue to Build for a Great Gadsden [so] that this will 

be one of the leading industrial cities of the Southland.” The CIO made the same point: 

“Let’s all pull together and make Gadsden and Etowah County the garden spot of the 

South.”42 

But beneath the surface of this consensus about the proper role for unions in the 

community, not yet visible to the public, rank-and-file workers were beginning a process 

of metamorphosis. Voting for the CIO in 1943 had not been very different than signing 

up for the company union. Civic leaders had cheered them on and even their companies 

had signaled that it was the right thing to do. Just two years later, however, these very 

same workers did not hesitate to assert their interests in a way that directly contravened 

the desires of outside capital, business leaders, and even their own unions. For really the 

first time since the early 1920s, workers came to believe that it made sense to fight 

against capital, not for it.  

The transformation of the rank and file was a slow process. Like other places in 

the country experiencing labor shortages, in Gadsden the absentee rate began to creep 

up as workers began to calculate—perhaps in a warm bed after the alarm clock rang—

that their companies would be more forgiving if they took a day off. In May 1944, the 

general manager of the Agricola Furnace Company and three-time president of the 
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Chamber of Commerce, Clifford Ackerson, created the “On the Job Committee” to help 

rectify the problem. From the beginning, the campaign enlisted the area’s major labor 

unions “in order that the workers of the community would support the program.” Its 

executive committee included representatives from both the AFL and CIO. H.S. 

Craigmile, the personnel director at Goodyear, served jointly on a subcommittee with a 

representative from the URW. The tagline of the campaign was “God Bless the worker, 

~~~~~ the shirker!”43 

The On the Job campaign spawned a level of community mobilization and 

togetherness that was rare even for Gadsden. A crowd of 11,000 attended a rally to 

launch it. The radio station ran 40 spots from the Committee and the newspaper carried 

articles every day stressing the importance of defense production. All seven theaters in 

town (including the one designated for blacks) ran trailers displaying a plea from 

General Eisenhower for more production. Banks, utility companies, and retail 

establishments changed their hours to better accommodate the schedules of working 

people. Hospitals provided preventative health care services, for free, to help workers 

avoid getting “sick.”44   

Unions jumped at the chance to join business in its effort to guilt-trip and 

otherwise pressure workers to produce. They sent over 5000 postcards to their members 
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and encouraged them to sign production pledges by displaying the names of everyone 

who signed (and thus everyone who did not).  Local 12 mailed letters addressed “to 

fellow workers” reminding each that he or she was “the man [sic] behind the man 

behind the gun.” At Goodyear, where the absentee rate had crept up to 9 percent (12 

percent during the holidays), the union and management created a joint committee in 

which two representatives would “interview” derelict workers upon their return to the 

plant. “We think any men will think twice before laying off from work again,” the 

committee stated. When workers stayed out too long, the committee even made house 

visits. Not all shirkers were intimidated. By November 1944, the group had already 

made eight visits to the home of a man who had missed 82 days. On two of the trips, the 

committee discovered that the man had not even stayed home from work, but had gone 

out drinking. Goodyear would have fired him for much, much less in 1941.45  

Absenteeism only began to decrease when companies started making it worth 

the while of workers to show up.  Goodyear, for example, began handing out incentive 

bonuses to workers just for coming to work on a regular basis. The company also started 

paying more. Because the War Labor Board’s “Little Steel formula,” as an inflation-

fighting device, severely restricted how much companies could raise wages, Goodyear 

increased compensation by creating loopholes in its piece rate system.  
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All of the effort expended in the community and at the plant to keep employees 

at their jobs and working hard had the ironic effect of demonstrating to workers just 

how desperately they were needed. The same bare-footed boys lucky to be working in 

the Depression were all of a sudden the “war workers of America,” as a joint United 

Steel Workers (USW) and URW newspaper advertisement labeled them. Even though 

many did not vote, even the most antiunion politicians were crawling over each other to 

salute working people and their unions. At a Labor Day rally in 1943, where Herbert 

Meighan acted as the master of ceremonies (and was introduced by Jimmy Jones), 

“speaker after speaker cited from the records that the working men and women of 

Gadsden and Etowah County” were doing their parts to help win the war. Even Joe 

Starnes claimed that he would not have cast his recent vote for the anti-union Smith-

Connelly Act if workers in other parts of the country had been as patriotic as those in 

Gadsden. Starnes had come over to the side of the union too late. The following spring, 

workers and almost everyone else in Etowah County voted out the five-term incumbent. 

In his place they elected the Gadsden native Albert Rains, the former city attorney who 

had urged workers to vote for the CIO on the eve of the election.46  

Workers at Goodyear first began asserting their newfound leverage—and testing 

the waters to see how much things had really changed—in October 1943, six months 

after joining the CIO. Employees on the first shift initiated the first strike in the history 
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of the plant when their supervisor, Shorty Willingham, taunted workers who had just 

been drafted. According to a union report, “Willingham went around bragging about 

Goodyear taking care of him and saluting men who were to go into the armed forces.” 

Such disrespectful treatment may have been put up with before the war. But it was 

certainly not going to be brooked by people who had begun to think of themselves as 

“war workers of America.” When Willingham fired someone a few months later, 

workers went out again. This time they had the audacity to demand that the company 

fire their supervisor. Goodyear objected, claiming “that they could not afford to fire 

Willingham while under pressure by the employees for fear of establishing a precedent 

[sic] that no one could live with.” To save face, the company quietly allowed 

Willingham’s deferment to expire in return for the union dropping its formal 

complaint.47  

But once workers tasted the fruits of their collective power on the shop floor, the 

façade of the company’s authority during wartime came crumbling down and there was 

no putting it back together again. In late 1943 and early 1944, there were multiple work 

stoppages (the exact number is not known). A few of these earliest wildcats were 

directed at the Regional War Labor Board because it was holding up a three-cent per 

hour raise that, even under the Little Steel formula, was due the entire rubber industry. 
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“After reading the last edition of the United Rubber Workers paper” about the raise they 

were owed, “membership here feels the Regional Board is tying up our wage increase 

unnecessarily,” the President of Local 12 wrote to Dalrymple.48  

But workers realized that there was a better way to make more money than 

demanding a penny here and there from the stingy War Labor Board. Rather than ask 

for increases in the rate of pay, which was regulated by the Board, workers would 

squeeze more pay out of their piece rates. By “loosening” the rate, workers could get 

more money without a corresponding increase in effort even though the rate stayed the 

same. As early as January 1944, men in the tread room were making ten dollars a day on 

a seventy-five cent base rate, and only working six hours to do it. When their supervisor 

told them, “You are not spending enough time [working]…and you will have to spend 

the full amount of time as allowed in the piece-work rate,” the men wildcatted.  When 

management tried to change some jobs from piece rates to more standardized rates that 

the company could control, workers responded by wildcatting until the decision was 

reversed. Goodyear acquiesced to this loosening because it helped reduce absenteeism, 

and because it was simply easier to pass the increased labor costs to the government 

rather than fight workers in the trenches where, during the war, it would lose. Goodyear 

was no anomaly; piece-rates became loose in defense plants across the country.49  
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Goodyear had few weapons at its disposal to fight wildcats. Suspending workers 

was not a viable strategy when labor shortages were dire. Between 1943 and 1945, the 

plant added 1203 employees (from 2105 to 3218). The company had a particularly 

difficult time attracting black workers. White workers would not work “black jobs,” and 

if Goodyear had raised the wages of black jobs to attract more help, it would have had to 

give whites the same increase, which would have violated the Little Steel agreement. 

The company tried to crack down on wildcats by suspending four white workers in 

1944, but realized this was not a feasible response after black workers launched their 

own wildcat. When management demurred at giving them the same punishment as the 

white wildcatters, citing a “shortage of colored help,” the union demanded that it 

suspend the black workers too, because showing favorable treatment to blacks might 

cause “racial trouble.” This may have been the case—it was no thanks to cross-racial 

solidarity that unionism grew strong in Gadsden—or the union may have realized that if 

the company could not suspend blacks, it would not be able to suspend whites either.50   

Just as the union had hoped, management had little alternative but to seek relief 

from the CIO. The minutes of the labor-management committee set up to facilitate 

cooperation between Local 12 and Goodyear indicate just how completely the company 
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had lost the respect and fear of its employees. Management incessantly bemoaned that it 

could not stop workers from gambling, from washing up early, from quitting work after 

they hit their production levels, or from visiting “their buddies” in other departments. 

There is no evidence that the union tried to combat any of these practices. In fact, many 

of them, such as quitting early after making production, would not be eliminated from 

the plant until the 1980s.51  

Goodyear nonetheless had good reason to think the URW would help it stop the 

wildcats. Sherman Dalrymple, the international president, was genuinely disgusted by 

them. “I am fearful of what some of these members, who will return maimed and 

afflicted, will think of our members instigating or taking part in these stoppages of 

work,” he wrote in 1943. Dalrymple gained authorization from his executive board to 

“remove any URWA member if they instigated a strike or slowdown.”  In 1944, he used 

this power to personally fire 72 workers at U.S. Rubber in Detroit and fine hundreds 

more. According to the historian Nelson Lichtenstein, the War Labor Board granted the 

URW a union shop precisely so its leadership would have the authority to, practically 

speaking, fire its members who instigated wildcats.52  
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The President of Local 12 was a Dalrymple man. J.P. Taylor, a Californian and 

former international staff member, had taken the office from Lindy Hood in November, 

only a few short months after Hood had assumed it (Hood would remain an officer). 

When Goodyear asked for his help, Taylor wrote a lengthy article in the Wingfoot Clan, 

which was in the in-house newsletter, emphasizing “the fact that [wildcatting] is a direct 

violation of the contract and our No-Strike Pledge.” Taylor also convinced the company 

to order the printing of 7,000 copies of the contract in booklet form so the union and 

management could jointly educate the workers. “I don’t believe there will be any further 

reoccurrence of work stoppages here,” he wrote Dalrymple in January.  It must have 

been with some awkwardness that Taylor informed his boss in April about another 

outbreak of wildcats. “I might add, that every one we’ve had in this plant was in 

violation of our agreement…as the employees have not followed the grievance 

procedure,” he claimed.53  

Despite the admonition of their leaders, workers at Goodyear continued to 

wildcat. In January 1945, truck-tire builders (perhaps the most important workers in the 

plant as far as the defense effort went), struck to protest what they called a stretchout. 

Even after supervisors agreed to adjust the piece rates, workers “refused to return to 

work until the management offered some inducement.” In March, black workers in the 

reclaim room, who were not privy to piece rates and depended on pay increases 
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authorized by the War Labor Board, struck to protest the company’s delay in 

implementing an increase from 56 cents to 61 cents per hour. The reader will remember 

that some white, male workers on piecework were making ten dollars for six hours of 

work as far back as 1943.54  

Nevertheless, until the middle of 1945, wildcats at Goodyear-Gadsden had not 

been serious enough to drastically curtail production like they had in many rubber 

plants in Akron. Gadsden’s winning of the “E” award in November 1944 was proof that 

workers here were willing to work hard in return for loose piece rates. But in the spring 

of 1945, workers in Gadsden began to emulate the behaviors of their brothers and sisters 

in the North. On April 30, for the very first time, a wildcat in one department 

mushroomed to other departments. What started as a protest of a piece-rate cut in the 

militant tread room spread like wildfire when workers elsewhere refused to work until 

the tread room started back up. Before long, the entire plant was out. Workers only went 

back when an officer from the Fourth Service Command ordered them to do so, 48 hours 

after the strike began. Every union member in the plant struck again a month later in 

support of wildcatters in the mill room.  Among the last white, male employees in the 

plant to be working on base rates, workers in the mill room had spent the previous eight 
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months going through proper union channels to get on piece work. When they finally 

got it, it was a far tighter schedule than they expected. So they struck.55  

With the demand of tires already slipping and the end of the war in sight, leaders 

of Local 12 considered these massive wildcats to be ill timed.  When the mill-room strike 

started in May 1945, Local 12 President J.P. Taylor was in Akron conferring with other 

URW officials about how to convince the company to sign a single, “master” contract 

that would cover every plant so Gadsden could not be isolated. When Taylor received 

the telegram about the strike, he suspected that Gadsden management was “deliberately 

trying to provoke” the wildcats to derail the URW’s plans. “For the sake of all that’s fair 

and decent,” Taylor wrote to Lindy Hood, “I ask that each member study his or her 

constitution.” “I might say right here,” he begged, “that for the past two years your local 

union officers have [promised] not to strike for the duration of the war. I say that we 

must realize our commitments and live up to their pledge, otherwise what we have 

spent years to get in the form of job security, increased wages, and better working 

conditions will be eventually taken away from us.”56   

When management announced it was suspending four of the instigators of the 

mill room wildcat, Local 12 interceded with an offer to discipline the union members 

itself. The local set up a trial with a jury of union members, but the jury exonerated three 

                                                        

55 Petition for Reconsideration, Regional Labor Board, Case No. 111-12417-D, Box 2724, Folder 5, GSU Local 
12.  
56 Ibid.  
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of the accused. It found the department representative at fault, but rather than suspend 

him from the union (and therefore his job), it only suspended him from his role as a 

department rep. It is hard to know for sure because details about the trial have not been 

preserved, but the jury’s ruling probably contravened the wishes of Local 12 leadership. 

The company, unsurprisingly, found the outcome “not satisfactory.”  

 As Taylor had feared, the wildcats (and the jury’s refusal to punish the 

instigators) provoked Goodyear to take retaliatory action against Local 12. The company 

filed a formal request with the War Labor Board to revoke the local’s maintenance of 

membership rights—which prevented workers from leaving the union after they had 

joined. Although most employees would have continued to stay in the union and pay 

dues, Goodyear filed the charge to send the message that it was now ready and willing 

to do battle if Local 12 could not get its members under control. The Board rejected the 

request with one member, Frank Constangy, dissenting. Perhaps the most renowned 

anti-union lawyer in the history of the South, Constangy explicitly warned that the 

workers in Gadsden were beginning to act a lot like their counterparts in Akron.57 

When community leaders had welcomed the CIO to town, they hoped that 

workers would begin making the same money as union workers in Akron and 

Cleveland so that Gadsden would “prosper as they have prospered in the North.” They 

did not predict that workers would use their unions to assert their class interests in a 

                                                        

57 Ibid. 
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way that hurt the defense effort and damaged the relationship with their employers. But 

by the end of the war, it was clear that workers had become very different than they had 

been just a couple years earlier. It must have been quite the disappointment for 

executives, like Craigmile and Michaels, who had been at the plant since it opened in 

1929. For over a decade, they had enjoyed the luxury of getting production out of 

southern workers who were just grateful for the chance to be exploited. Now, all of a 

sudden, it was as if the URW had imported thousands of Akron workers into their 

southern factory.  

Workers in Gadsden could now be like northern workers because, during World 

War II, capitalism began functioning basically the same way in the South as it did in the 

North.  Their companies profited by getting out production any way they could, not by 

pitting workers in their branch plants against each other in a race to the bottom. For the 

first time, it was possible for workers in Gadsden to see their counterparts in Akron as 

members of a common, national working class, as union brothers and sisters rather than 

economic competitors.  
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Chapter Four 
“Now let’s see why the rubber workers must have a wage increase” 

  Gadsden becomes a Union Town 
   1946-1954  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the years following World War II, most people in Gadsden began to think of 

the CIO in a similar way as they used to think of businessmen: as the source of their 

town’s good fortune. In the 1930s, they had believed that they benefited at the expense 

of workers and communities elsewhere, when Ohio capitalists shifted investments from 

Ohio to Alabama. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, they were convinced that precisely 

the opposite was true, that their prosperity was due to the capacity of the CIO to raise 

the standard of living for unionized workers everywhere in the country by fighting 

corporations for a fair share of the nation’s wealth.  During the war, workers at 

Goodyear, and to a lesser extent, Republic, had done well for themselves by wielding 

their extraordinary leverage on the shop floor, often against the orders of their unions. 

But in the years immediately following the war, they won tremendous wage increases at 
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the same moment and for the same reason as other unionized workers in other cities—

because the CIO was able to negotiate beneficent, nationwide contracts with their 

companies. In turn, Gadsden boomed because thousands of its blue-collar workers 

became affluent enough to join the middle class, buy homes, and start bank accounts. By 

the early 1950s, it was such common sense that unionism was great for the community 

that about one out of every six people who worked in Etowah County belonged to one, 

even though Alabama was an “open-shop” state and they were not legally obliged to do 

so. Although some businessmen and politicians believed differently, they knew better 

than to voice such skepticism publicly.  

While southerners in general became more conservative in the postwar era, 

residents of Gadsden took their political cues from the CIO. Because most workers here 

considered their interests to be aligned with a working class that was national in scope, 

they subscribed to the tenet of liberalism that the federal government should have the 

power and the initiative to protect and promote the wellbeing of workers everywhere. 

Even after President Truman began overtly supporting the Civil Rights Movement, 

white people in Etowah County rejected politicians who insisted that southerners 

should bolt the national Democratic Party. Embracing liberalism certainly did not entail 

abandoning White Supremacy. But it did mean that the people of Gadsden prioritized 

White Supremacy far less than the vast majority of whites elsewhere in the South.  
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National leaders of the CIO were so impressed by Gadsden that they envisioned 

it as a City on a Hill in the South, a shining light that would illuminate what they 

considered the gospel truth, that unionism and liberalism were good for workers and 

communities. They began to think about workers elsewhere in Dixie who would not 

follow Gadsden’s example the same way they used to think about workers in Gadsden 

who would not follow Akron’s example: as repressed. But the reason Gadsden could be 

so different—the reason many of its residents could embrace the CIO and its political 

vision—boiled down to the way postwar capitalism worked differently here than it did 

in a typical mill town or Sun Belt suburb.    

For the first few decades in the postwar era, most companies in the capital-

intensive, “heavy,” sectors of the industrial economy, such as rubber and steel—but 

certainly not textiles—continued to grow even while their workers enjoyed high wages 

and respect on the shop floor. These companies would no longer tolerate the incessant 

wildcat strikes that they had put up with during the war, but they could accommodate 

institutionalized bargaining—as long as it affected the entire sector equally—and even 

the occasional strike. In the tire industry, there were only five major concerns (United 

Rubber, General Tire, B.F. Goodrich, Goodyear, and Firestone) and all were based in the 

United States. Beginning in 1946, these companies basically copied each other’s labor 

contracts. This pattern more or less held as long as a growing, vehicular-based economy 
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kept the demand for tires high and there was no foreign competition to undermine the 

oligopoly.1  

Although historians sometimes deplore the way institutionalized bargaining 

removed the locus of unionism away from the factory floor, most workers at Goodyear 

did not have to trade away their control over the shop floor for routinized pay increases. 

They stopped wildcatting, in part, because doing so was no longer necessary to maintain 

the workplace practices they had established during the war. Female workers, however, 

largely did not benefit from this development. At Goodyear, which was one of several 

companies to cut female jobs following the war, women resorted to a wildcat to stop the 

practice, but both their union and their company made it clear to them that wildcats 

would no longer be tolerated.  Although Local 12 filed a grievance on their behalf, an 

arbitrator ruled that it was management’s prerogative to eliminate the jobs. And that 

was that.2  

                                                        

1 Although much has been written about the “exceptional” nature of postwar capitalism, historians have not 
been overly attentive to the fact that capitalism only became exceptional for a handful of industries. See, for 
example, Jefferson Cowie, The Great Exception: The New Deal & The Limits of American Politics (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2017). On the growing importance of macroeconomics, see Robert Collins, More: 
The Politics of Economic Growth in Postwar America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000). For a case 
study of the global automobile industry, see Steven Tolliday and Jonathan Zeitlin (eds.), Between Fordism and 
Flexibility: The Automobile Industry and its Workers (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992). For the rubber 
industry, see Bruce Meyer, The Once and Future Union: The Rise and Fall of the United Rubber Workers, 1935-
1995 (Akron: Akron University Press, 2002), 84-88. On management’s effort to recoup some of the shop floor 
control it had ceded during the war, see Howell John Harris, The Right to Manage: Industrial Relations Policies 
of American Business in the 1940s (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1982). 
2 The classic iteration of this interpretation is Nelson Lichtenstein, “From Corporatism to Collective 
Bargaining: Organized Labor and the Eclipse of Social Democracy in the Postwar Era,” in Steve Fraser and 
Gary Gerstle (eds), The Rise and Fall of the New Deal Order: 1930-1980 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
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Except for the female workers who lost their jobs, the workers who suffered the 

most from the functioning of postwar capitalism were those who were not lucky enough 

to have their unions institutionalized. Because such workers did not receive pay raises 

with their counterparts in heavy industry, they would ultimately be forced to subsidize 

increased labor costs when companies increased the prices of their products. In the late 

1950s, moreover, when capitalists once again began disinvesting from the community to 

avoid its unions, many residents in Gadsden would come to consider the CIO to be a 

curse rather than a blessing. 

For the time being, however, it was possible for unions to elide such 

contradictions and convince most people that what was good for the CIO was good for 

the community. In early 1946, about 10,000 steelworkers and rubber workers in Gadsden 

received an 18.5-cent-per-hour raise and a new contract. It was exactly the same increase 

received by most American workers in heavy industry. And it was easy to track down 

the source of it. On January 14, 750,000 United Steel Workers (USW) of the CIO, 

including thousands of Republic workers from Gadsden, struck U.S. Steel and Little 

Steel to demand a raise from their companies that went far beyond what was legally 

permitted by President Truman’s Wage Stabilization Board, which had been established 

                                                        

 

1989), 122-152. For a rejoinder to Lichtenstein, see Kevin Boyle, The UAW and the Heyday of American 
Liberalism: 1945-1968 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1995).  
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to continue the War Labor Board’s role of fighting inflation by regulating wages. The 

steel industry was not disappointed by the strike. Companies had been caterwauling for 

price relief (their right to legally raise prices) for months. Now, they claimed that they 

could only sign contracts and grant their workers raises—and therefore end the strike 

and provide the nation with steel—if the government would allow them to increase their 

prices.  Unlike the more social-democratic United Autoworkers (UAW), which insisted, 

for the moment, that companies keep the price of cars low, the USW made it clear that it 

would be happy for corporations to get price relief if it meant wage gains for workers.  

After a month without steel, Truman relented and gave price and wage increases. The 

steel strike established a precedent that would take hold in every capital-intensive sector 

of the economy: companies and workers would prosper together in the postwar era by 

passing increased labor costs on to consumers. Many companies, including Goodyear, 

had delayed in signing their first postwar contracts until they had the green light from 

the government to raise prices. 3 

Thousands workers in Gadsden won an 18.5-cent raise and a renewed union 

contract because, structurally speaking, they now squarely belonged to an industrial 

working class that was national in scope.  Working class “solidarity” was no longer an 

abstract concept. Republic workers won a raise because they participated in a month-

                                                        

3 Barton Bernstein, “The Truman Administration and the Steel Strike of 1946,” JAH Vol. 52, No. 4 (March, 
1966): 791-803 
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long strike with 750,000 other American steelworkers. And rubber workers received it 

thanks to the collective action taken by fellow CIO members. Merchants and civic 

leaders, who had long insisted that Gadsden workers needed to look out for Gadsden 

workers, could now help bolster cross-community working class solidarity because 

Gadsden now stood to benefit when the CIO succeeded.  During the steel strike, local 

merchants contributed $600 worth of merchandise and $263 in cash. All told, the 

residents of Gadsden gave over $2000 to the cause.4 

If it had been up to them, local managers at Republic and Goodyear would have 

probably preferred to fight their unions and restore the same level of control they had 

over their workers in 1942. When Goodyear executives signed the 1946 contract with the 

URW, management in Gadsden insisted that it did not apply in Alabama because Local 

12 had not been involved in the negotiations. In response, E.K. Bowers, Virgil 

Thompson, and three other officers drove directly to corporate headquarters in Akron. 

Bowers remembered the meeting vividly. It took place in the office of Fred Climer, the 

very same vice president who was instrumental in bringing Goodyear to Alabama in 

1928. “How you boys traveling?” Climer asked. When he heard they came by car, he 

promised to charter a private jet and beat them back to Gadsden to personally set 

                                                        

4 Box 1717, case 452-3357, RG 280, Waldrep Notes.  
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management straight. Despite what local bosses might have desired, out-of-state 

capitalists had decided that unions were here to stay.5 

It is important to stress that Akron may not have come to this decision if it would 

have been easy to deracinate the CIO from Gadsden. The tire industry had been capital 

intensive for decades, but in the 1930s, Goodyear had even refused to participate 

oligopolistically with its competitors when given permission by the federal government 

to fix prices and limit production. It certainly would not have agreed to accept the CIO 

at this time just because other tire firms had made such a decision. Had workers in 

Gadsden not been transformed into militant unionists during the war, then what would 

have stopped antiunion executives in Akron and Cleveland from using Gadsden as they 

always had—as a means to extort their northern workers and undermine their unions? 

And if the largest tire company and one of the largest steel companies would have been 

able to operate nonunion or with weak unions, then their competitors would have also 

been compelled to fight their own unions. It is not a stretch to suggest that the labor 

movement in the United States may have been jeopardized.  

It seems as if Akron may have tried to test the waters in Gadsden to see if it 

would be possible to go a different route. Following the war, the company reinstalled 

A.C. Michaels as plant manager, the boss who had been at the helm during the CIO 

purges in the 1930s.  In October 1945, when it came time to reopen contractual 

                                                        

5 Waldrep interview with Bowers; Thompson.  
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negotiations for the first time since 1943, Michaels refused to bargain with Local 12. To 

the contrary, managers went on a mission to abolish the workplace practices that it had 

no choice but to put up with during the war.  Because they attempted to do so 

unilaterally, without consulting the union, they signaled their eagerness to once again 

operate union free.6  

Whether or not Akron had any intention of trying to restore the prewar order in 

Gadsden, workers here made it clear that doing so would not be easy or cheap.  That 

they resisted management’s attempt to roll back their wartime gains was documented 

by Alton Brown, the division representative of Department A, the only such officer (out 

of four divisions) to preserve his files. The post-VJ Day excitement began for Brown 

when he was called into the plant at 12:30 AM on October 6, 1945. Brown learned that a 

department rep (similar to a shop steward), D.W. Howard, had told the division 

foreman that his crew was “not going to work, because the company replaced their 

normal supervisor, Dave Long, with another man, Louie Jones. Howard refused to 

explain why they would not work for Jones. Like many workers during the war, they 

had probably worked out an informal truce with their normal supervisor, Dave Long, 

whereby they received special privileges and “loose rates” in return for getting Long his 

tires. For three hours, Brown begged them to get back to work. At 3:45 AM, the men 

signed a letter acknowledging their refusal to do so and left the plant. The company 

                                                        

6 Taylor to Buckmaster, 11-13-1945, Box 2615, Folder 4, GSU Local 12.  
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suspended D.W. Howard and three other workers for a week, which provoked yet 

another wildcat in the department. This time, Brown was only able to convince the men 

to return by warning them that they might be fired if they did not. Workers relented, but 

“questioned the fact that the union had signed such an agreement.”7  

In February 1946, management made its boldest assault yet by declaring that 

workers would no longer be able to quit early even if they had hit their production 

quotas for the day. Although the practice of “quitting early” had been around since 

before the war, it did not become onerous for the company until the loosening of rates 

made it easier for workers to make more money faster with less effort. By the end of the 

war, some employees could work hard enough to “make out” their daily production in 

six hours or less, meaning they would get paid for the final two hours whether they 

worked them or not.8  

When workers in the tire room, who had the loosest rates and would thus be 

most affected by the new policy, quit work early like they always did, the company put 

its foot down and immediately suspended them. At 6:00 AM the next morning, Alton 

Brown got the call that men in his department (not the tire room), “had walked off the 

job as a result of the lay-off of men in the tire room and pit for violation of the quitting 

early rule.” The supervisor told Brown that his men wanted to keep working (perhaps 

                                                        

7 Supervisor’s report, 10-6-1945, and 10-9-1945, both Box 2639 Folder 15, GSU Local 12.  
8 “In the matter of Arbitration Between Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of Alabama and United 
Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers of America, Local No. 12,” Supplemental Opinion and Award, 
October 8, 1946, Box 2613, Folder 13, GSU Local 12.  
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they had even resented how much money the tire builders were making), “but they 

were told by a large group of men who came from other departments, to shut down as 

fast as possible – that this was a sympathy strike in behalf of the men that were laid off.” 

“When I reported in on first shift,” the supervisor continued, “I found the majority of the 

labor had not even changed their clothes to go to work…Some of the men asked what 

the stoppage was and we advised them there was work to be done and that it was up to 

them to go to work. They stood around a while and then walked out.” The tire builders 

had managed to shut down the entire factory.9  

The union got everyone back to work by promising to protest the suspensions 

and the company’s policy before an arbitrator. At the arbitration hearing, held almost 

immediately thereafter, Local 12 made the case that the wildcat happened precisely 

because the plant was working without an updated contract that would have allowed 

the union to bargain over the “quitting early” policy. The arbitrator agreed. Workers had 

no choice but to wildcat, he ruled, because, by refusing to bargain, the company was 

denying them the chance to resolve their grievances through proper, undisruptive 

channels. This was exactly the message that the URW hoped to send to Akron.10  

When E.K. Bowers, the tenant farmer who once shared a pair of shoes with his 

brother on Sand Mountain, began his first of fourteen terms as Local 12 President 

                                                        

9 Supervisor’s Report, 2-6-1946, Box 2639, Folder 15, GSU Local 12.  
10 “In the matter of Arbitration,” Box 2613, Folder 13, GSU Local 12. 
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following the signing of the 1946 contract, he came to the job on a mission to stanch out 

the wildcats for good. Officials in the URW had been grooming him for a position of 

leadership. In 1944 and 1945, they sent him to workshops at the Highlander “CIO 

school” in Monteagle, Tennessee, where he was taught, among other things, how to 

dissuade workers from wildcatting so as to not interrupt the war on fascism. Not 

surprisingly, Bowers imbibed the truism held by practically all CIO higher ups that the 

rank and file would be best served if it were led by responsible officials who could 

create stable relationships with their companies. “We tried to show [Goodyear] that we 

were responsible citizens of the community,” Bowers explained to Dos Passos in the late 

1940s. “We cut our wildcat sitdowns. We showed the company that if they’d stick by 

their word we’d stick by ours.”11  

But wildcats continued to be a problem. As one rank-and-filer described the era, 

“We was having one wildcat strike after another…if the rep hadn’t gotten a cuss spot 

with the supervisor within the first two hours he wasn’t doing his job…Somebody 

would come down and say sack up your tools and we’re going home. Sometimes you 

wouldn’t find out why you went out until the next day.” According to Bowers, wildcats 

                                                        

11 Catherine Winston to V.W. Thompson, 5-4-1944, Box 2613, Folder 1, GSU Local 12; Jean Krainock to 
Bowers, 2-15-1949, Box 2691, Folder 2; Summary of Local Union Activities, November 1946-May 1949, Box 
2612, Folder 10, ibid. On Bowers’ activities in the international union, see Meyers, The Once and Future Union, 
82, 121.  
John Dos Passos, The Prospect Before Us, 337 
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could start when “somebody over there would decide they wanted to go fishing…they’d 

say come on let’s go.”12  

Bowers had only been on the job for a month, when, for reasons that have been 

lost to history, tire builders brought the entire plant down for the second time in a year. 

In Alton Brown’s Division A, where wildcats had also continued after the contract, the 

company’s attempt to get the men back to work ran into a brick wall of solidarity: “Each 

individual that I talked to said he wanted to go to work but would not start his job 

before the other men in the department started,” a supervisor wrote. Two days after 

workers went back, the tire builders brought them out again. This time, A.C. Michaels 

demanded that Local 12 uphold its end of the quid pro quo that union and company 

officials both believed had been built into the contract. “Our contract…is designed to 

outmode the practice of abrupt work stoppages, with their attendant chaos, and to 

provide a basis of stability on which management can make and carry out plans for post 

war production,” he declaimed. “We simply cannot operate in the future, under 

conditions of such uncertainty as have prevailed in the past.”13   

Bowers agreed. In early 1947, Goodyear and the URW were in discussions to 

include Gadsden in the bargaining process with other Goodyear locals for the first time 

ever. But just a day before negotiations were set to begin, wildcatters in Gadsden shut 

                                                        

12 For summaries of the wildcats in 1946, consult Box 2639, Folder 15, GSU Local 12; Soar Retirement Dinner; 
Waldrep interview with Bowers.  
13 Report of 2nd shift foreman, 7-29-46, Box 2639, Folder 15, Local 12 GSU; Michaels to Bowers, 12-16-1946, 
Box 2613, Folder 21, GSU Local 12.   
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down the factory once again. Horrified, the international President of the URW, Leland 

Buckmaster, wired Local 12 to warn how the wildcat “may serve to hamper and 

interfere with our efforts beginning tomorrow to negotiate a general wage increase for 

all our people.” With Bowers participating in the out-of-town negotiations, Vice 

President Virgil Thompson, who had been the only person out of 59 strikers to cross the 

picket line in 1938, immediately convened a mass meeting. Perhaps because it was the 

only way to get them back to work, Thompson asked the members to take a vote to end 

the stoppage. And they agreed.14 

  Over time, as the union continued to win major gains away from the shop 

floor—at the bargaining table and in the office of the personnel director—most men in 

the rank and file began to agree with their leaders that wildcats were indeed 

unnecessary. Between November 1946 and May 1949, Local 12 filed 685 grievances with 

the company and, astonishingly, won 418 of them. It is unclear how many of these 

complaints went to arbitration, but Local 12 must have won enough arbitration cases to 

encourage the company to keep settling in house. Goodyear may have also been quick to 

settle because it too had a stake in proving that the grievance process “outmoded” 

wildcat strikes. Many of these decisions concretized the “looseness” of the piece rates 

that had been established—under the threat of wildcats—during the war, meaning that 

                                                        

14 Buckmaster wire to Thompson, 1-26-47, Box 2617, Folder 15; Thompson telegram to Buckmaster, ibid.  
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certain workers, such as tire builders, would continue to earn far above the minimum 

base rates.15  

More significantly, during the 1947 negotiations, in which Local 12 was allowed 

to participate, the URW won for workers in Gadsden what has remained, 

proportionally, the largest pay raise in the history of the tire industry. The only thing 

Gadsden workers needed to do to get it was show a willingness to strike and let their 

leaders do the rest. When they voted to authorize the strike, they did so in latent 

solidarity with rubber workers at all of the Big Five tire companies. As it worked out in 

Gadsden, the 1947 contract increased the minimum hourly wage for white males from .75 

to 1.05, for white females from .65 to .85, and for black males from .65 to .90. Corporate-

wide bargaining did not completely abolish regional differentials—even white males 

made less than workers in Akron—but it certainly brought the goods.16  

With the bacon delivered, Bowers was in a much better position to take a firm 

stand against the wildcatters. When workers in the mill room shut down the plant in 

April 1947 after one of them was fired, Bowers publicly threatened to have the 

instigators fired too. “We are now operating under a union maintenance contract 

clause,” he told the Times, “and if we find it necessary to expel any person from the 

union the company will have to fire him…We hope we won’t have to do that but it may 

                                                        

15 Summary of Local Union Activities, November 1946-May 1949, Box 2612, Folder 10, GSU Local 12. 
16 Ibid; Bowers to Buckmaster, 2-26-47, Box 2617, Folder 6, GSU Local 12. 
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be necessary in order to protect the jobs and families of the majority of our members.” 

There would not be another plant-wide walkout until 1952.17  

It does not appear that Bowers lost substantial support from the membership for 

making such a threat. He won reelection in 1947 and again the following year. In his 

own estimation, members kept voting for him precisely because he did so well at the 

bargaining table. Workers were indeed making more money than ever. They were 

buying new homes, filling them with new appliances, and leaving them when they 

could to take their families on vacation. According to Oliver Barksdale, who studied 

unions in Gadsden in the mid-1950s for his Masters thesis, “at least 75 percent of union 

members in Etowah County live in their own homes.” “With the feeling of permanence 

that the union provides, the worker…is less afraid of contracting for debts resulting in 

the workers of Etowah County being heavy home owners,” Barksdale explained. Dos 

Passos was also impressed by the middle-class lifestyle enjoyed by union members 

when he visited Gadsden in the late 1940s. “Most of the homes are one story, or story 

and a half, small but sparkling new,” Dos Passos wrote. “Some have gardens or a peach 

orchard of a couple of cultivated acres of which cotton has been recently worked.”18  

Some workers used their union money to move back to the country and buy a 

small farm. The number of farmers in Etowah County who reported working “off their 

                                                        

17 GT, 4-5-1947. 
18 Meyers, The Once and Future Union, 84-85; Barksdale, “Organized Labor,” 20, 83-84; Dos Passos, The 
Prospect Before Us, 344.  
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farms” jumped from 1,265 in 1944 to 1,796 only five years later. Meanwhile, between 

1945 and 1950, the number of farms in Etowah County increased while their average size 

decreased. Both developments bucked the trend in southern agriculture and the state of 

Alabama. Many of these workers were the sons of tenant farmers. E.K. Bowers’s father 

had been able to purchase his own farm, only to lose it a few months later when the 

Great Depression hit. Bowers himself would have more luck; he bought a small cattle 

farm outside of the city limits and operated it for decades.19 

Gadsden’s emergent blue-collar middle class was, by and large, not open to the 

15 percent of the community that was black. To be sure, black steelworkers and rubber 

workers enjoyed a higher standard of living thanks to the union. One black man told 

Dos Passos in the late 1940s, “It’s nicer now…we make better money. About a third of 

our people own their homes. Before the union hardly any of ‘em did.” Such high-paying 

jobs were limited, however. Only two AFL craft unions in the county even admitted 

blacks. For the most part, black women could only find work as domestics.20 

Because the vast majority of workers who received more money in their 

paychecks were men, postwar capitalism significantly strengthened Gadsden’s male-

dominated “breadwinner” culture.  At Goodyear, as white and black men alike were 

making more money than ever, hundreds of women lost their jobs altogether. Following 
                                                        

19 U.S. Department of Commerce, 1950 Census of Agriculture, V1, “Etowah County,” 
https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/decennial/1950/agriculture-preliminary-
reports/41632338v1.pdf 
20 Dos Passos, The Prospect Before Us, 338; Barksdale, “Organized Labor,” 87.  
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the war, due to competition from cheap foreign imports, the company had shed its less 

profitable heel and sole division and by the mid-1950s it began to reduce its production 

of tubes. Yet even as women with up to nine years of seniority were being eliminated, 

the company continued to add male-designated jobs and hired men right off the street to 

fill them. When the cuts began in 1946, female workers had wildcatted in an 

unsuccessful attempt to prevent supervisors from understaffing them. Two years later, 

Local 12 filed a grievance on behalf of women who had taken jobs during World War II 

only to see them both redesigned and redesignated as “male” jobs afterward. The 

grievance went to arbitration, but the umpire ruled against the union, reasoning that the 

capacity to change jobs was a prerogative of management.  In 1954, 112 women 

petitioned Bowers demanding that he do something to preserve female union members, 

and even suggested that he convince the company to allow women to “bump” men with 

less seniority. “We are being very considerate and cooperative…but if this fails, we will 

feel justified to take action of a different nature,” the women warned. In a response 

signed by all Local 12 officers, including the female secretary-treasurer Imogene Jackson, 

Bowers retorted that there was nothing the union could do. As far as Bowers could see, 

it was a fact of life that some jobs were for men and some were for women, and if the 

female jobs were phased out, it “was unfortunate and undesirable,” but “beyond the 

control of the company or the union.” Letting women “bump” men with less seniority to 

work male jobs was out of the question. “If it be fact that it would be unwise and or 
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injurious to the female’s health and well-being if she were placed on the job, it is not 

within the local union’s power to prevent the company from making such changes in the 

operations,” Bowers explained.21  

White females also worked union jobs in the area’s textile mills, but these jobs 

paid far less than Republic or Goodyear, and, as we will see, they also began to 

disappear. Nevertheless, while female workers had reason to be dissatisfied, a new type 

of woman emerged out of Gadsden’s postwar order and became its biggest cheerleader: 

the union wife. Goodyear and Republic workers made so much money that most of their 

wives did not have to work at all. Identifying  “as women who have the privilege of 

spending good union money,” the leadership of Local 12’s women’s auxiliary explained 

why women needed to be active supporters of the union, even if they themselves did 

not belong. 

“Next to God and your country, your union is the most important organization 
in your life. If it were not for union wages, we could not support our churches 
and our public charities…it has given you a way of life in which you may have 
better homes, better food, better clothing, and better opportunities of education 
for your children than any other people on this earth…American workers are the 
only workers who can travel, own an automobile, maintain their homes better, 
have televisions, radios, washing machines, refrigerators, and all the comforts of 
life.”22  

                                                        

21 Bowers to all Local 12 members, 11-29-54, box 2628, folder 17, GSU Local 12. The arbitration case file is in 
box 2678, folder 14, GSU Local 12. On women in the postwar era, see, among others, Elaine Tyler May, 
Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era, updated ed. (New York: Basic Books, 1999); Joanne 
Meyerowitz, ed, Not June Clever: Women and Gender in Postwar America, 1945–1960 (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1994).  
22 “Why you should join Ladies Auxillary,” box 2694, folder 5, GSU Local 12.  
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The fact that union members and union wives were buying so many homes, 

televisions, and other “comforts of life” gave local merchants and civic leaders a solid 

reason to be union partisans themselves. Between 1943 and 1953, there more telephone 

hookups, more natural gas connections, more water and electrical connections, and 

more bank deposits made in Gadsden than anywhere else in Alabama. The growth of a 

middle class of blue-collar workers did more for the community than fill up the cash 

registers of its merchants. “These families are a great stabilizing influence in the 

community,” the Gadsden Industrial Council (a federation of local unions) wrote in an 

advertisement for “Progress Week” in the Times. “They participate in civic affairs, in 

school affairs, and the social life of the area. They support the churches and the good 

movements that are making Great Gadsden an outstanding place in which to live and 

work…The CIO strengthens our way of life by producing capable, willing, and efficient 

workers who are interested vitally in their jobs. Men who want to see the business of 

which they are a part succeed.” Union leaders and members contributed tremendously 

to almost every charitable organization or drive that was held in the county. “The union 

member is invited to be a part of public affairs,” wrote Barksdale, “because his influence 

is necessary in order to make the program a success.”23  

Even managers at some, but not all, of the major plants came to be union 

supporters. When A.C. Michaels, who was superintendent of Goodyear in the 1930s and 
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partly responsible for the goon squads, retired, Local 12 held a banquet in his honor and 

presented him with a bible, the same gift that union members received upon retiring. 

One personnel manager (probably Craigmile) told Barksdale “that he did not blame 

workers for joining the union, and that he would also if he were working on 

production.” “One could not but be impressed with the apparent willingness of both 

management and labor to accept the other, and make a positive effort to ‘get along,’” 

wrote Barksdale. With workers at Goodyear earning enough money to live like members 

of the middle class, many of the social distinctions between management and labor 

began to fade. Barksdale noted how management and white laborers shared “company 

sponsored golf courses, lakes, and other recreational facilities” and joined together for 

“dances and social functions.”24 

In the 1920s and 1930s, businessmen in Gadsden had been able to convince 

almost everyone that the community prospered when out-of-town capitalists could 

make enough money to justify investing here. Now it was labor’s turn to generate the 

propaganda. In 1947, when it seemed like a nationwide strike was imminent in the 

rubber industry, Bowers took to the radio waves to explain that the community would 

prosper only if strong unions could prevent capitalists from sucking too much wealth 

away from it. “Now let’s see why the rubber workers must have a wage increase. And 

                                                        

24 The banquet was in 1966. There is a copy of the transcript in Local 12 Private Papers; Barksdale, 
“Organized Labor,” vi, 41. 
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let’s see how that ties in with the welfare of the country generally and with the city of 

Gadsden,” he declared. In making his case, Bowers argued that the social function of 

unions was to redistribute corporate profits to society at large. Unless workers could get 

a raise, the purchasing power of everyone would decrease because companies would 

keep “piling up profits and piling up reserves” until “there will be no effective demand 

for the increasing supply of goods from our factories.” Growth would not come from the 

top down, when capitalists decided to toss a few coins in Gadsden’s direction, but from 

the bottom up, when unionized workers got the pay they deserved and reinvested it into 

city.25 

Leaders in the CIO were so impressed with Gadsden’s transformation that when 

the federation launched its massive effort to unionize the South in mid-1946—dubbed 

“Operation Dixie” by the press—its planners took Gadsden to be prototype for what 

they hoped the South would become.  Van Bittner, the veteran UMW official in charge of 

the campaign, believed that Gadsden’s story would inspire other southern workers and 

civic leaders to embrace unionism. “We went down into the town of Gadsden, Alabama, 

which a few years ago was an absolutely non-union town,” he told a meeting of the 

CIO’s Executive Board. “There we have been able to get not only workers and their 

wives, but businessmen, preachers, the postmaster and a judge in the county and other 

                                                        

25 Radio talk by Bowers over WJBY in Gadsden, 2-20-1947, box 2617, folder 11, GSU Local 12.  
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people, the sheriff, to say what a great change for the good the CIO has brought to 

Gadsden.”26   

The CIO put together a pamphlet called “One out of every six: The story of 

Gadsden Alabama and the CIO” for organizers to “distribute throughout the South.” 

Mayor Meighan, the president of the Ministerial Association, and merchants went on 

record to vouch for how the CIO had become a pillar in the community. Numerous 

workers made the case for the union by citing their paychecks—and the goods they 

could buy from it. The plot line in “One out of Every Six” went like this: In the 

beginning, “the people of Gadsden listened to false charges made against the [CIO] and 

believed what they were told.” Then they gave unions a chance and realized they had 

been wrong all along. “Booming Gadsden today provides strong evidence that there is 

soundness to the theory that a community really prospers only when its workers are 

paid well and treated fairly,” the story concluded.27   
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Because the pamphlet was written to convince southerners to join the CIO, it 

provides some insight into what Operation Dixie planners thought their audience 

wanted to hear. There was absolutely no mention of how black workers had supported 

and benefitted from the union in Gadsden. Although Bittner had a proven track record 

of fighting for blacks, he told his Operation Dixie staff to keep racial issues out of the 

spotlight. According to one Gadsden-based organizer dispatched to the textile mills in 

the Chattahoochee Valley (on the Georgia-Alabama line) who wrote back to his friends 

at Local 12, not all of the organizers were following Bittner’s advice. “It is difficult to 

work with these Yankees they haven’t a damn bit of sense about the south and we have 

a hard time trying to explain.” The organizer attached a clipping from a Valley paper 

explaining that the union was having no success because it was “advocating racial 

equality” and that “the white sympathizers…were objecting to Negroes being taken into 

the union on the same basis as the whites.” “The paper is telling the truth,” he wrote.28 

Historians have criticized Operation Dixie for its failure to confront racism and 

for the way it largely ignored black workers altogether. Interestingly, even though the 

textile industry was almost half female, the gendered aspects of the campaign have not 

received as much scrutiny.  Although there were 2300 female members of the TWUA in 

Gadsden and three out of ten CIO members here were female, the pamphlet emphasized 

                                                        

28 Letter to Local 12 from unsigned, 6-26-1946, Box 2616, Folder 7, GSU Local 12. On Bittner, see Ronald 
Lewis, Black Coal Miners in America: Race, Class, and Community Conflict, 1780-1980, (Lexington: University 
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that unions would give men an opportunity to fulfill their roles as breadwinners. It did 

not quote any female textile workers, only the wife of a male TWUA member who 

rejoiced at all the things she could now buy with her husband’s paycheck, thanks of 

course to the union. “The wives of union members are among the most enthusiastic 

supporters of the CIO,” the pamphlet noted. There was also an entire column devoted to 

the fact that “Family Men Head the CIO Unions.”29  

Optimists within the union were not the only people to think that Gadsden gave 

a glimpse of the region’s future. After a tour in 1946, a reporter from the Atlanta 

Constitution ventured, “It seems prophetic of what is sure to come eventually all over the 

South.” Yet if Gadsden was a city on the hill, something was preventing most southern 

residents (workers and otherwise) from seeing it. If the key to replicating Gadsden’s 

prosperity was only a matter of embracing the CIO, it is likely that more communities 

would have done so. But the people of Gadsden did not accept unions because they had 

a sudden epiphany about the matter. They changed their minds—or rather, their minds 

were changed—when Gadsden’s place in American capitalism changed. 30  

When Operation Dixie planners arrived in Gadsden, the city was moving in a 

different orbit, historically speaking, than most places in the South. At the moment that 
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Gadsden was becoming a “union town,” even cities that were pro-labor during World 

War II were turning against their unions. Following the war, the decentralized, labor-

intensive textile industry experienced a sharp decline. Mill owners tried to restore 

profitability by attacking the unions that had established a foothold during the war. 

Without a prospering industrial base like Gadsden’s, many cities had little choice but to 

try to attract outside capital in the same way that Gadsden had done in the 1930s. Not 

coincidentally, the northern firms most looking to move south in the immediate postwar 

era were textile companies trying to escape unions that they could no longer 

accommodate. By the end of the 1950s, there would be very few textile unions left in the 

entire region—and the ones that remained were extremely weak.31  
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While most other places in the South, from fast-growing Sunbelt cities to textile 

towns, were once again looking to businessmen to direct their future, Gadsden was 

looking to its union leaders. Local 12 did not become more insular and less community 

minded after its embrace of “bread and butter” unionism. To the contrary, under the 

direction of Bowers, the union made it a mission to bring bread and butter to everyone. 

In May 1947, just a few months into Bowers’ first term, the union intervened in its first 

community labor dispute when the owner of the Star Laundry fired 11 workers for 

unionizing. The month prior, the laundry workers, who were mostly black, had joined 

forces with the labor lawyer George Hawkins and Local 12 to take on the community’s 

loan sharks.  The laundry workers passed a resolution calling the predatory lenders “a 

menace to the working men and women of Gadsden.”  Speaking to the direct concerns 

of black workers, Hawkins claimed, “A study of a great number of loans proved the 

report that Negros are charged almost twice the amount of interest that white clients are 

charged.” The campaign against “financial vultures” was a union-led effort directly on 

behalf of black residents.32  

Star Laundry’s firing of the union activists precipitated a strike, yet the company 

received an injunction against picketing and was able to operate the laundry at half 

capacity with scab labor. Just when the strike was about to be broken, however, Bowers 

rode in on a white horse to save it. As Bowers dramatized the tale, the “unreasonable 
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and radical Rubber Workers of Local #12 appeared on the scene which resulted in the 

laundry owners closing down temporarily.”  The owners tried to get the police to 

enforce the injunction against “mass picketing,” “but [were] very unsuccessful” in 

receiving their cooperation. The police had good reason for siding with Local 12.  The 

local had recently pressured Mayor Meighan to increase the pay of fireman and city 

police by $50 a month. With Local 12 manning the picket lines and financing strike 

benefits, Star Laundry soon rehired the workers and signed a contract granting pay 

increases, vacation pay, and the dues checkoff.33  

Local 12 came to the rescue again when women at the Betty Gay Bakery 

organized a local of the Retail, Wholesale, and Department Store Workers (RWDSU) and 

struck for recognition.  Local 12 members manned their picket lines and raised money 

for the strikers. When two rubber workers (one male and one female) crossed anyway, 

their fellow workers filed formal charges against them and they were tried by the union 

for “conduct unbecoming a union member.” After leading the strike effort for seven 

months, Bowers wrote to the international president of the RWDSU in New York City 

pleading for funds. “If we are able to bring this strike to a successful conclusion, we can 

organize practically everything in this town that comes under the jurisdiction of your 

union, which will consist of 1,500 or 2,000 members,” Bowers claimed. It is unclear if 
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RWDSU sent funds, but it did send a thank you note after the strike was finally won 

which attributed the victory to Local 12.34  

Local 12 did not do everything by itself. Most local unions belonged to the 

Gadsden Industrial Council, which was affiliated with the Alabama CIO. One of the key 

functions of the Council was to raise money for strikes, particularly those of less 

fortunate CIO members, like textile workers. The Council also pressured businesses to 

accept unionization. In 1950, when Brewery Workers Local 34 struck the local Coca Cola 

bottling plant for 112 days, Council members made sure that not a single merchant in 

town was selling Coke, at least not openly. “Only a few cokes bootlegged from other 

places have been sold in Gadsden,” the state’s CIO bulletin reported.35  

Even merchants uncomfortable with the power of labor in Gadsden listened to 

the Council because they did not want to end up on its dreaded “unfair list,” which was 

followed religiously by many union members and their families. Some business owners 

only carried “union made” goods to demonstrate their support. When the steel or 

rubber workers struck, they could expect literally almost every business in Etowah 

County to make some sort of donation to the strike fund. If a business “work[ed]” with 
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the Council, the local unions would “work” for the merchant by posting its name in the 

union hall or on handbills.36 

Such economic power kept the political opinions of antiunion businessmen 

muted.  Barksdale discovered this much when he came to Gadsden in the early 1950s to 

complete research for his Masters. “A question such as, ‘In your opinion, do you feel 

that the well-known strength of organized labor in Etowah County discourages new 

industries from locating here?’ can draw only a half-amused, half-afraid stare from a 

businessman,” Barksdale lamented. “His position is understandable, since one remark 

against the union, even though made innocently to assist a graduate student in his 

research, could easily lead to a heavy reduction of his trade.” “The workers seem to have 

attached the same fervor toward loyalty to unions as they once exercised in opposition 

to them,” Barksdale thought. “It is as if the people have to feel strongly for something. 

At one time this strong feeling was directed toward loyalty to the company…Today, the 

same degree of energy is demonstrated in completely loyalty to unions. Insofar as the 

workers are concerned, it appears that the union can do no wrong.”37 

In 1951, a conservative New York City-based foundation called the Committee 

for Constitutional Government distributed an anti-labor mailer throughout Gadsden 

that contained the names of local businessmen who supposedly endorsed it. When Local 
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12 caught wind of the letter, it passed a resolution condemning the “unholy alliance of 

local business men and a powerful lobby with headquarters in New York,” which 

“threatened…[t]he friendly relation between labor and industry in Gadsden.“ The union 

requested that “members and friends of organized labor refrain from spending their 

wages with those who endorse and support the enemies of labor and the traitors to our 

country’s welfare and security” and pinned a list of the offenders on a bulletin board in 

the union hall. The Industrial Union Council followed suit by placing the merchants on 

its “unfair list.”38  

John Thomas, who owned a Ford dealership, tried to make amends by writing a 

letter to the foundation demanding “that our name be erased in every respect from your 

files.” Thomas forwarded the letter to the unions. “Several weeks ago when your 

representative was in Gadsden…I was very busy with the construction of our new 

building and was unable to see her,” he explained. “She asked permission to use my 

name on a wire which she proposed to send out soliciting funds for the work of your 

committee.” Thomas claimed that when he asked for more information, the woman told 

him “that your work was Education Bulletins, etc. –designed to help control inflation 

and to combat Socialism and Communism.” “I very emphatically do not subscribe to 

your attacks on organized Labor,” he declared. “We have always enjoyed excellent 

relations with and have many good friends in the Labor movement and propose, as we 
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have always done, to do everything possible to strengthening our friendship.” If the 

Committee continued to cite him as a supporter, Thomas promised to sue.39  

When Bowers discovered the name of the Vice President of the First National 

Bank on the mailer, he immediately closed Local 12’s savings account at the bank. The 

banker responded by flatly denying that he ever authorized the use of his name in the 

communication. As a matter of fact, he claimed, “the circumstances are that the 

representative of that Committee left our office highly indignant because I would not 

cash a personal check.” He did concede that his bank opened a deposit account for the 

Committee to hold its local subscriptions, but refused to apologize “for our conduct 

since it is our business and responsibility to accept deposit accounts.” In order to clear 

up “the misconception of our motives that see[m] to exist in the minds of some of your 

people,” the banker asked Bowers to post his letter beside the Committee’s mailer that 

was up in the hall. It is unclear if Bowers posted the letter, but he did not reopen the 

account. Two years later, Local 12 built the very first credit union in Gadsden for its 

members. And it was unionized.40  

By the mid-1950s, according to Barksdale, there were 14,266 union members who 

worked in the county, not counting members of the railroad unions. All but 3500 

belonged to the CIO. The only manufacturing establishment not unionized was a small 
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textile plant in the town of Attalla, and the CIO Industrial Council was working to 

rectify that. About 800 retail workers were union members. CIO unions represented six 

dealerships, twenty-one barbershops, two laundries, two drug stores, two dairies, four 

grocery stores, a department store, a drive-in café, two drug stores, two bakeries, a 

coffee company, a cab station, an ice cream company, three service stations, and two tire 

shops. About 400 government employees also belonged to unions, but not police, 

firemen, or teachers. Kent Henslee, a development official and lawyer who today works 

to keep unions out of the county, remembered Gadsden at midcentury like this: “You 

could go walk down Broad Street here and there was a bunch of shops with two or three 

employees with a union. And there was always a strike going on…over at the union hall 

they had a blackboard over there they could put your name up there and nobody would 

trade with you.”41 

With so much support for unionism in the city, labor leaders such as Bowers had 

great success pushing politics in Gadsden to the left. Local politicians had little choice 

but to seek endorsements from the Council. “Any candidate running for public office 

who does not bear union approval may as well spare himself the time spent in filing 

qualifications,” Barksdale wrote. The Council also passed multiple resolutions to 

publicly demonstrate its support for national, liberal policies such a national health 
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insurance, federal subsidies for low-cost housing, and even a national law for a 6-hour 

day.42  

Because Gadsden had become the third largest city in Alabama (behind 

Birmingham and Mobile), the firm support of its residents for liberal politicians helped 

make Alabama’s Congressional delegation perhaps the most liberal (except on racial 

issues) in the nation at midcentury. Under the auspices of its political action committee 

(PAC), in 1946 the CIO publicly endorsed the campaigns of three candidates who would 

appear on the ballot in Gadsden. In the Fifth District House race, PAC supported Albert 

Rains in a reelection bid against Joe Starnes, the five-term incumbent Rains had deposed 

in 1944. For governor, the union picked a dark horse that none of the state’s political 

analysts predicted to even make the runoff in the Democratic primary, “Big” James 

Folsom. And in a special US Senate race to fill the seat of the deceased John Bankhead, 

the CIO came out for John Sparkman against James Simpson, the Big Mule lawyer who 

defeated Lister Hill in Gadsden in 1944 by 18 votes.  All three PAC candidates won their 

races. In Etowah, they racked up some of their biggest margins in the state.43 

In the Fifth District race, Joe Starnes made a tremendous mistake by launching a 

frontal assault on his longtime enemy, the CIO. Starnes published a number of ads, 
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which on first sight, appeared to be paid for by PAC itself. Headlined “C.I.O. Political 

Action Committee Indorses Congressman Rains for Re-Election,” the ads printed news 

summaries of PAC’s plan to spend $6,000,000 to influence elections across the country, 

including Alabama. Then came the crux of the matter. “Does the national C.I.O. P.A.C. 

in Washington think the voters of the Fifth Alabama Congressional District are for sale? 

Does Russian born and Russian educated Sidney Hillman think he can dictate the choice 

of the free voters of the Fifth Alabama Congressional District. Vote for Joe Starnes as 

your Representative. He has fought to protect and safeguard the ballot for a free people 

in the halls of Congress and on the battlefields of two World Wars.”44  

Starnes hoped to win the votes of union members by driving a wedge between 

them and the CIO. In the same ads that redbaited Rains, Starnes presented himself as a 

progressive who would protect such rights as “collective bargaining,” “minimum wages 

and maximum hours,” “Social Security with Old Age Pensions,” “T.V.A,” and the “G.I. 

bill of Rights.” This tactic deeply worried the international president of the URW, Leland 

Buckmaster. In April, Buckmaster wrote to Taylor that someone from PAC had 

informed him that “Starnes is attempting to fool your people with claims of having had 

a change of heart or a change of mind in respect to organized labor” and “that it is now 

evident that a few of our more gullible CIO people are apparently being taken in by 

Starnes’ hypocrisy.” The officers of Local 12 made sure the membership heard a 
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different message. When the local celebrated its third year of bargaining rights, Carey 

Haigler spoke on “the detestable record of Joe Starnes in Congress.” Albert Rains also 

appeared at the banquet.45  

For the most part, Rains tried to keep PAC’s endorsement out of the spotlight 

and let unions do the work of mobilizing the votes of their members. This was prudent. 

Although Etowah County was the largest county, by far, of the Fifth District, the district 

itself remained overwhelmingly agricultural. The worsening of inflation had opened a 

chasm between the small farmer and the industrial worker that Starnes was attempting 

to exploit. “I am hopeful that by the time you make the race for Congress again we will 

have been able to better inform our farmer brothers in this district of our aims and 

objectives,” Taylor told Rains after the election. “I believe an educational program 

during the next two years will eliminate a considerable amount of the farmers animosity 

toward the CIO.”  As a first term Congressman, Rains had made it clear that while he 

was happy to get the vote of the CIO, he was not going to be a “rubberstamp” for the 

union. Rains had helped Republicans and other southern Democrats pass the antiunion 

Case Bill, which authorized the federal government to enforce “cooling off” periods 

before strikes. The race was a close one, but Rains won thanks to the huge majority he 
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piled up in Etowah County, where he received 7,416 votes compared to 3,676 for 

Starnes.46 

For governor, PAC endorsed “Big” Jim Folsom, a six-foot-eight-inch-tall 

nightmare for the Big Mules. An honest-to-God populist, Folsom promised to tear up 

the 1901 constitution, eliminate the poll tax, repeal anti-union laws, and reapportion the 

state legislature so that the people of North Alabama would have equal representation 

with the plantation owners in the Black Belt. He also promised free textbooks for every 

high school student in the state and a free college education to qualified applicants. 

Folsom had the political skill to package his message in a way that the “little people” 

could appreciate. Why was Alabama so poor despite its natural resources and abundant 

factories? “Somebody has been getting our biggest ears of corn out of the 

crib…somebody has done been in our smoke-house and gotten our biggest hams…It’s 

Chicago and New York,” he explained in the speech that opened his campaign. But 

Folsom was no demagogue. He refused to race bait and, remarkably, actually sought out 

the votes of black Alabamans, including those in Gadsden.47  

Folsom’s shocking first-place finish in the May primary compelled the state’s 

Democratic establishment to circle the wagons. Handy Ellis, the second-place finisher 
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and Folsom’s opponent in the runoff, had entered the race as the “progressive” 

candidate, running on the legacy of Bibb Graves. But Graves’s style of progressivism did 

not seriously challenge the prerogatives of the Black Belt-Big Mule coalition. In the 

runoff, the Big Mules and the remnants of the Graves machine presented the CIO to the 

people of Alabama as an outside force that had come to undermine the sovereignty of 

the state for the benefit of people elsewhere. In words that had been heard before in 

Gadsden, Ellis boiled the conflict down to “the people of Alabama versus the CIO.” If 

the CIO “seizes the sole power,” he warned, “it will wreak all other unions in our state, 

destroy our traditions, and disrupt our fine and wholesome race relations by breaking 

down our segregation laws.”48  

Perhaps worried about the farm vote, Folsom did try to distance himself from the 

CIO. But otherwise he refused to change his Populist tune. “They can’t stop us by trying 

to divide race and race, class and class, or religion and religion,” he insisted. It was a 

sentiment that had not been expressed in the mainstream of Alabama politics for 50 

years. To castigate the Big Mules for trying to “divide” the races implied that there was a 

substrate of common interest between them, at least when it came to toppling the power 

of elites in Alabama.49  
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On May 30, five days before the runoff, Folsom and Ellis made a same-day visit 

to Gadsden, which had established itself as the CIO stronghold in the state, to give 

speeches at the courthouse. Ellis began by establishing his progressive credentials—

citing his support for organized labor, salary increases for teachers, and so on. He 

brought up how Folsom, as a member of Alabama’s delegation to the Democratic 

National Convention in 1944, had endorsed Henry Wallace for vice president rather 

than the state’s very own Senator John Bankhead. He then got to the target of his 

campaign: the CIO.  Being in Gadsden, however, Ellis put an important twist on his 

fugue. He did not mean to impugn the character of  “the good men in the CIO in 

Alabama,” he assured. His problem was with the “left-wing bunch of those 

organizations”: the communists. “My opponent doesn’t represent the CIO-PAC,” Ellis 

clarified, but the “left-wing communistic bunch of labor racketeers…who caused 

Congress to become obnoxious to the South.” In his concluding remarks, Ellis 

summoned the ghosts of Reconstruction, damning the communist infiltration as 

“another carpetbagger invasion from the North.”50  

As usual, Folsom brought his country band, the Strawberry Pickers—of which 

Hank Williams was an occasional member—along for the visit. The crowd was much 

larger for Folsom’s appearance. Some in the audience were most impressed by the 

Pickers’ newest bass player. “If he’d had that there bull fiddle before the primary there 
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wouldn’t have been a runoff!” one man told a reporter from the Times. In his speech, 

Folsom decried the “lies and rumors” spread by “the political racketeers who are now in 

full charge of the campaign against me.”  He blasted Ellis with both barrels. “He is 

groggy. He’s in a daze…because the farmers, working people, veterans, housewives, 

small businessmen, and school teachers of Alabama are now ready to free the state from 

all that he stands for.”51  

In the runoff, the people of Alabama elected Big Jim with 58 percent of the vote.  

In Etowah County, Folsom received 7,887 votes, or 74 percent, compared to 2,766 for 

Ellis. Folsom did better in Etowah than all but five other counties out of the 67 in the 

state. A look at the boxes in the county shows that Folsom did best in East Gadsden, 

where many rubber workers lived, and Alabama City, where the steelworkers, textile 

workers, and black voters were concentrated. Folsom won one Alabama City box with 

89 percent of the vote and another with 88 percent.52  

Although Congressman John Sparkman was born to a tenant farmer in the 

Tennessee Valley, he was not cut out of the same populist cloth as Jim Folsom. In make 

and model, Sparkman came closest to Albert Rains: both were very much establishment 

liberals who understood the federal government (not capital or labor unions or “the 

people”) to be the force that would uplift the residents in their jurisdictions. 
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Nevertheless, in the July 30 primary to fill the seat of the deceased Senator John 

Bankhead Jr., Sparkman adjusted to the political climate and wound himself tightly in 

the coattails of Big Jim. Borrowing the rhetoric and style of Folsom, Sparkman 

positioned himself as a sentinel for Democracy against a conspiracy of elites, describing 

his opponent James Simpson as a “life-long corporation lawyer [who] has made a 

specialty of obtaining favors for the Big Mules.”  The strategy worked. Sparkman 

crushed Simpson. In Gadsden, where just two years earlier Simpson had defeated Lister 

Hill, he only received half as many votes as John Sparkman.53  

The best evidence in 1946 that the CIO had changed the political nature of 

Gadsden came when the “Boswell Amendment” was rejected by 75 percent of the voters 

in Etowah County, despite being ratified across the state. Conceived by the Dixiecrats 

Frank Dixon and Gessner McCorvey, Boswell amended the Alabama constitution to 

circumvent Smith vs Allwight, the Supreme Court decision that opened the Democratic 

Primary to blacks, by letting county registrars decline to register voters if they could not, 

in their opinion, correctly interpret passages of the constitution. As with the campaign to 

ratify the Alabama constitution itself, framers of Boswell did not try to hide the fact that 

its purpose was to preserve White Supremacy by disenfranchising black voters. The 
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state NAACP campaigned vigorously against the amendment, as did the CIO and 

Governor Folsom. Sparkman and Lister Hill also expressed their opposition.54  

Like the 1901 constitution, Boswell received the most support in the Black Belt 

and the least in the white, northern counties. It was no surprise that the amendment 

performed poorly in counties with very few blacks. But there were thousands of black 

voters in Etowah County that Boswell could have helped to keep disenfranchised. When 

Boswell nevertheless received less support in Etowah than all but two other counties in 

Alabama, it signaled a subtle but significant shift in the nature of White Supremacy. 

Because of the influence of the CIO, white unionists in Gadsden began to consider the 

black worker to be an ally, albeit a junior partner, in their political struggles.  

Historians who do not believe that the CIO made Alabamans deprioritize White 

Supremacy have pointed to Boswell as a point of proof. Robert Norell concludes, based 

on the fact that Boswell received a “substantial margin” of support in three working-

class Birmingham precincts, “that support for black political participation [in Alabama] 

existed primarily among the white leaders of labor [and not, therefore, the rank and 

file].” With Norell as his sole reference, in a book chapter sardonically titled “An Oasis 

of Liberalism?” Glenn Feldman asserts, “most of [the] rank-and-file favored” the 

Boswell Amendment.  But Gadsden makes a far better sample than Birmingham. For 

one, Birmingham was a much larger city with a growing white-collar middle-class and a 
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diversifying economic base. Although the CIO had pockets of strength around the steel 

mills, Birmingham was not a union town. Union density in Gadsden was much higher; it 

may have had more CIO members per capita than any medium-sized city in the history 

of the world. In Gadsden, where it was common sense that unions deserved credit for 

the community’s postwar prosperity, union members and nonmembers alike were more 

likely to take their political cues from the CIO than the steelworkers in Birmingham.55 

In 1948, E.K. Bowers undertook one of the most audacious political gambits in 

the history of the South by going after the congressional seat of Albert Rains, the same 

politician that the CIO PAC had endorsed just two years prior. Rains, who described 

himself as a “proud liberal,” supported national legislation for “full employment” and 

federal aid for housing and education (as long as it was locally-distributed to preserve 

segregation). But Rains was politically ambitious and tried to assume the role of a 

statesman. His first speech in Congress was a rousing defense of Bretton Woods. A 

reporter in 1946 noted that the “internationalist” and “progressive southern” was 

“already better known in Washington and abroad than many who have been on the Hill 
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for a decade or more.” Rains was certainly not going to let himself be considered a 

rubber stamp for labor, even if unions were extremely popular in his district.56  

By 1947, public opinion in the country had shifted against unions. In the mid-

term elections of 1946, Americans had given Republicans their first congressional 

majorities since 1931, in part because they had grown weary of strikes and in part 

because they blamed labor for inflation. Taking full advantage of the prevailing 

sentiment that labor had gotten too big and that something needed to be done to curb its 

influence to protect the general public, Republicans in the House and Senate began 

formulating plans to weaken unions by rewriting the National Labor Relations (Wagner) 

Act.57 

Leading the charge in the House, Fred Hartley of New Jersey drew up a bill that 

almost completely eliminated the labor law. Several hundred members of Local 12 

petitioned Rains to demand that he fight off Hartley’s efforts. The equivocating response 

from their Congressman must have been worrisome. While Rains thought that Hartley’s 

bill went too far, he told Local 12 there was a “need…to bring more nearly into balance 

the relative position of labor and management,” and warned that he might vote to 

amend the Wagner Act if the final version of the bill was appropriate.  The Senate’s 

version of the bill, sponsored by Robert Taft of Ohio, was far more moderate than 
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Hartley’s. The Taft-Hartley Act, as the conferenced bill would be known, kept the basic 

premises of Wagner intact, including its affirmation of the principle of collective 

bargaining. Nevertheless, the stated purpose of Taft-Hartley was to rein in the influence 

of unions.58  

Most southern Democrats joined their Republican colleagues to vote for the law, 

and then to override Truman’s veto of it. This included both reactionary southern 

Democrats and dyed-in-the-wool liberals like Albert Rains. The only member of 

Alabama’s mostly-liberal congressional delegation to vote against Taft-Hartley was 

Lister Hill. Sparkman voted for Taft-Hartley, but then changed his mind and voted to 

sustain Truman’s veto.   

The law made it more difficult for unions to organize industries where 

employers and employees were more resistant to unionization—such as textiles—but it 

did little to hurt established, non-communist unions such as Local 12. But the mind of 

E.K. Bowers was no longer only oriented to the concerns of his own local. The number 

one priority for the CIO coming into the 1948 midterms was to vote out the supporters 

of Taft-Hartley so the law could be repealed. And so it would be the number one 

priority for Bowers, who genuinely believed that what was best for the CIO was best for 

working people everywhere. Bowers also considered Rains’ vote for Taft-Hartley to be 
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both a betrayal and something of a personal challenge to his status as a leader in the 

community.  

Rains’ challenger was virtually unknown. Theo Steed, a small farmer from 

Cleburne County, had served as a court clerk in Cherokee County, but that was the only 

office he had ever won. As far as Bowers was concerned, Steed had the one qualification 

that mattered. “Steed…is a very good friend of labor…who will vote to repeal the Taft-

Hartley law and will support any legislation considered favorable to labor,” he 

explained in a request for funds to the URW. Ultimately, the contest was not between 

Rains and Steed, but between Rains and Bowers.59  

Even before Steed had put his hat in the race, Bowers was preparing for the 

battle by raising money and getting union members registered.  In November, he 

informed the publicity director of the URW that he had deputized his 100 department 

representatives as “Political Action Committeemen” with the responsibility of collecting 

the $1 PAC contributions and prodding members to pay their poll taxes and register. It 

seemed to be working. A thousand Local 12 members had already paid up. “So many of 

our members and the members of other organizations in town are registering that the 

Board of Registrars is asking that we furnish a typist to help fill out the forms,” Bowers 

boasted. Incredibly, for the next two months, the secretary of Local 12 spent part of her 
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time helping the county registrars process applications.  To drive home the point that 

organized labor was against Taft-Hartley, Bowers scheduled an official “union shop” 

vote for Local 12 just a few days before the election, which would have made it 

impossible for a production worker to be employed at Goodyear without being a 

member of the union. The local already had such an agreement with the company. 

Nevertheless, the membership came out in droves to support the political point Bowers 

was trying to make. The local won the vote 2880 to 10.60 

It wasn’t until early April, a month before the primary, that Bowers introduced 

the world to Steed and unleashed his pent up anger towards Rains. At Local 12’s annual 

community banquet, Bowers lambasted Taft-Hartley as a “slave-labor bill” and warned 

his audience, “Our problems are your problems. If our unions are broken your cash 

registers may quit ringing.” That same day, a local group formed by Bowers and like-

minded labor leaders (including some in the AFL and Farmer’s Union) announced its 

endorsement of Steed. “When Albert Rains voted for the Taft-Hartley Bill he voted for a 

bill designed to weaken and destroy labor unions, reduce wages, and thus reduce the 

sales of every merchant in Etowah and adjoining counties,” the group declared.61  

But organized labor was far from united. Multiple AFL members (including the 

president of the AFL Central Labor Union in Gadsden), along with members of the 
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Railroad Brotherhoods, formed a rival group called the “Citizens Labor Political 

Organization” to support Rains. W.L. Wilkinson, a machinist who acted as the group’s 

spokesman, told the Times, “Personally, I have no love for the Taft-Hartley Bill, but I 

have a firm belief in our traditions of freedom and democracy…Maybe it will stop John 

L. Lewis, he needs it.”62  

Significantly, the public battle between Rains and Steed revolved around who 

was the most progressive candidate. Their positions on such things as Social Security, 

education, veteran rights, and farm parity were so similar that Steed took to calling 

Rains the “Me too” candidate, summing up his opponent’s platform as “Me too, I am for 

the Steed Program too.” The difference between them, Steed claimed, was that he 

actually meant it. In ads financed with the $7,500 raised by Bowers and PAC, Steed 

asked Gadsden residents if they were “tired of slick tongued speeches, but nothing 

else…tired of having a Congressmen only represent and serve a few professional 

politicians, big mules, and big corporations, tired of being neglected and ignored 

between election years?” Steed promised to “come home from Washington and go into 

the fields, the mills, the small shops and country stores.” Rains countered by pointing to 

his progressive record in Congress. “The district and the nation need performance, and 

not promises,” he declared. In regards to labor, Rains claimed, with some justification, 

“Only a few members of Congress from the entire south have a record as friendly 
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toward the working men and women as I have.” He voted for Taft-Hartley, he stated, 

“simply because it was necessary to have some curb and restraint on certain labor 

leaders who seem to put selfish interests above the general welfare of the country.”63  

A campaign fought over the progressive credentials of candidates would have 

been remarkable in any year in the South. But in the spring of 1948 it was waged in the 

shadow of the national Democratic Party’s public endorsement of the Civil Rights 

movement. In February, the President had stunned the party faithful in the South by 

instructing Congress to implement the bold policy proposals formulated by his 

Commission on Civil Rights. “We cannot be satisfied until all our people have equal 

opportunities for jobs, for homes, for education, for health, and for political expression, 

and until all our people have equal protection under the law,” Truman declared. Across 

much of the South, Truman’s message triggered a long-brewing exodus from the 

Democratic Party. In Alabama, this “Dixiecrat” movement was led by Gessner 

McCorvey, Folsom’s biggest political rival and the chair of the state Democratic 

Committee. With the help of former Governor Frank Dixon, McCorvey ran electors in 

the May primary who pledged not to vote for Truman if he were to be the Democratic 

nominee. But the Dixiecrats barely made a blip in Gadsden. All of the district candidates 

for elector, including Meighan, refused to take the bolt pledge. Although Meighan gave 
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the obligatory caveat that “I believe in states’ rights,” he was an admirer of Truman who 

even kept a picture of the President in his office. 64   

If there was an elephant in the room during the 1948 primary in Gadsden, it was 

not race, but communism. In a bizarre twist that historians have not yet been able to 

explain, in 1948 Government Folsom came out forcefully against the Marshall Plan and 

supported a primary campaign against his erstwhile ally, John Sparkman. It was the 

same line taken by all the communist-led unions in the CIO, who considered the 

Marshall Plan to be an attack against the Soviet Union. The communist strategy to fight 

the Marshall Plan entailed backing candidates to run against establishment Democrats, 

including Henry Wallace’s campaign against Truman. When Theo Steed, the farmer 

from Cleburne County, began pontificating about “too much military and selfish trading 

in our foreign aid program to Greece and Turkey,” it would have not have made a 

positive impact on those already leery about communism, such as the steelworkers, 

whose union was at that very moment battling the communist Mine Mill union in 

Alabama.  Although it does not seem like Rains publicly red-baited Steed, there was 
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enough chatter about Steed’s communist sympathies that the candidate had to address 

it, which probably only intensified the rumors.65  

When the returns came in, Rains won the largest majority heretofore ever won by 

a Congressional candidate in the district. Even in Etowah County, where observers 

expected Steed to win, Rains ended up with an 800-vote lead. Less than 8000 people 

voted although over 20,000 were registered and paid up to vote in the county. Bowers 

blamed the defeat on the lack of participation of the steelworkers. A good number of 

CIO members either voted for Rains or stayed home on election day. Yet from the 

perspective of history, it is quite shocking that Steed came within 800 votes of winning 

Etowah County. Rains was from the county; Steed was not. Rains had spent many years 

serving Gadsden as a city attorney and as a representative in the Alabama state 

legislature even before he entered Congress, where he had already won national esteem; 

Steed was a small farmer that most people had never heard of. Yet, even in a year of 

reaction, and even without the active support of the largest union in town, the 

steelworkers, Local 12 almost singlehandedly won the county for someone touting the 

talking points of communists.66   
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E.K. Bowers in 1948 may have been flirting with radicalism. As director of the 

Fifth District PAC, Bowers hired J.P. Mooney to run Steed’s campaign in the southern 

part of the district. Long associated with Mine Mill (which the USW was raiding in 

Alabama), Mooney was very likely a communist. In 1948 he was working with the 

Textile Workers Union of America (TWUA), but he was fired from that position as part 

of a purge of communists that the TWUA had undertaken across the country and in 

Canada. In August, Mooney got the job of leading Henry Wallace’s ill-fated journey 

across Alabama. Mooney planned to stop in Gadsden, most likely because he thought 

Bowers and the rubber workers would come out and show support.67  

As a CIO man at heart, however, Bowers turned sharply from radical politics 

when the CIO purged its communist-led unions and forbade its presidents from 

supporting Henry Wallace. When J.P. Mooney and Henry Wallace made their campaign 

stop in Gadsden in early September, Bowers and Local 12 did not come out to support 

them. Most of the two thousand people who showed up did not come to cheer. Mooney 

tried to introduce the candidate, but was drowned out by “roaring boos.” Wallace did 

not even get out of the car. He “sat slumped…looking neither left nor right,” according 

to the Times. Reportedly, after the negative reaction at Gadsden, he told fellow 

passengers, “And now I’ve seen the eyes of fascism.” Unable to comprehend why any 
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truly free workers might not support him, he chalked up his poor reception to the fact 

that the city was “dominated by Northern steel corporations.”68 

For the next several years, Bowers spent his political capital fighting the 

Dixiecrats. In 1948, he personally sued the State Democratic Executive Committee for 

not giving Alabamans an opportunity to vote for President Truman in the general 

election. In a letter to Truman, Bowers declared, “The officers and members of the 

United Rubber Workers of America…as well as the majority of the citizens of the state of 

Alabama very vigorously resent the fact that a few politicians of this state deprived us of 

our constitutional and god-given right to cast a free ballot.” In 1949, Local 12 passed a 

resolution calling “the policies and objectives of this reaction group [the Dixiecrats]…a 

detriment to the welfare of the American Public.” The Etowah County Democratic 

Committee agreed, and officially “condemned and censured” Gessner McCorvey.69  

Local 12 began publishing a newsletter, called The Sentinel, to make sure that its 

members knew that the Dixiecrats were their enemies. It delivered its political messages 

in a folksy and comedic style that most readers—many of whom had come from the 

country—would have appreciated. A writer with the pen name “lespedeza,” who was 

said to be from “frogs holler,” introduced himself as a man who had “come from a long 
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line of onest and onerable plowboys.”  With his bona fides established, lespedeza, or 

“les” for short, could spout his political opinions freely: “I notice the dixiecrats is still 

trying to rack mister trumans progress program. The publican party is giving thim all 

the hep they kneed I guest,” he wrote. Les never pushed the issue of black equality, but 

made the point that black and white workers had a common friend in “big jim folsom” 

and a common enemy in the “selfish dixiecrtats…the slave drivers, the price 

guagers…the reel estate lobbyests, [and] the inflashunists.” In an editorial supporting 

Folsom’s effort to repeal the poll tax, he defended the rights of blacks to vote because 

they would vote against the Dixiecrats: “Some they say that to repeel the pole taxis 

woud give to many pore white foks an colored chance to vote—thet thay are not capable 

of voting with any intelligence. Frum the looks of the dixiecrats rekords do you think 

they kan either?”70  

Personally, E.K. Bowers, who may have been Les, was quite liberal on racial 

matters. According to David Bowers, one of E.K.’s sons and a future officer of Local 12 

in his own right, his father often partnered with a black officer of the international URW 

on business trips that required them to drive around the country and stay in the same 

hotels. In 1952, President Buckmaster asked Bowers to be an official URW representative 

at a civil rights conference, cosponsored by the NAACP, designed to “establish a better 

relationship between different groups of our members.” Bowers accepted the position. 

                                                        

70 The Sentinel, undated, Box 2699, folder 3, GSU Local 12.  
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More than once, blacks in Gadsden requested funding or other assistance from Local 12. 

In the early 1950s, the union helped finance a daycare for black parents.  Remarkably, in 

1953, the members of Local 12 voted to give the 200 black workers at the plant a raise, 

following an inequities adjustment, that was “taken from [their] own pocket.” “We 

haven’t quite closed the gap in wages yet, but we hope to do it,” Bowers told Dos Passos 

when he toured the plant.71 

It was nevertheless unlikely that any white officer or member of Local 12, 

including Bowers, believed that black members should have the same rights and 

privileges as whites. The URW had been telling its locals to desegregate the jobs in their 

plants since 1944, but no one at Local 12 even pretended to listen until the early 1960s, 

when the federal government forced the issue. Very likely, if blacks could not have been 

counted on to vote for the same pro-labor candidates as unions, Local 12 would not have 

been pushing for their enfranchisement. When the cumulative poll tax was replaced by a 

two-year poll tax in 1954, the number of black voters in town tripled from 582 to 1445, 

meaning there would be far more voters to cast the same ballots as union members.72 

But just because Gadsden remained a racist city, it was significant that White 

Supremacy did not have the same political potency it did here as many other places in 

the South and nation.  After Folsom defeated Gadsden’s own James Allen in the 

                                                        

71 Author interview with David Bowers; Buckmaster to Bowers, box 2711, folder 1 GSU Local 12; Dos Passos, 
The Prospect Before Us, 338.  
72 GT, 5-1-1954. 
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governor’s race that year, by a margin of 12,307 to 5,859 within Etowah County, he 

appointed registrars in Gadsden that were personally recommended by a local civil 

rights leader, Q.D. Adams. George Hawkins, the Gadsden labor lawyer and Folsom’s 

floor leader in the state legislature, wrote the governor that Adams was “giving 

intelligent direction to the political understanding and the voting habits of some 1700 

Negro voters of Etowah County.”73 

The fact that civil rights leaders in Gadsden, with labor’s support, were picking 

the registrars in 1954 was a remarkable testament to how profoundly the CIO had 

influenced politics in Etowah County. Most workers here followed the political 

guidance of the CIO, at least most of the time, because it seemed like the common sense 

thing to do. This did not mean that everyone in Gadsden benefitted from it equally, or 

even at all. The ten thousand or so CIO members in the county and their unions put in 

the ideological and political work to make sure their neighbors were on the same page. 

But the CIO’s success here was not just an outcome of activism. Gadsden could be so 

different from most places in the South in the first place because, and only because, its 

location within the framework of postwar capitalism was different. Its two largest 

employers were national corporations that participated in an oligopolistic, growing, and 

protected market. Even after the war, Republic Steel and Goodyear were able and 

willing to routinely bargain with the CIO and prosper together with their employees. As 

                                                        

73 F. Etowah County, QD Adams Papers, Alabama State University, Montgomery, Alabama.  
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a result, Gadsden and its people had far more in common with residents in industrial 

cities in the Midwest than they did with those from nearby textile towns or Sunbelt 

metropolises.
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Chapter Five 
“Where has it gotten us except at the bottom of the ladder after 30 years?” 

Economic Transformation, Civil Rights, and the Rise of 
Conservatism 

   1954-1972 
 

 

 

  

  

 

 In the late 1940s and early 1950s, being so different from the rest of the South 

seemed like a blessing for Gadsden. With Goodyear and Republic anchoring the local 

economy, it appeared that the city could have the best of both worlds: thriving workers 

and thriving businesses. Unions could, with some validity, make the claim that when 

thousands of CIO members in Gadsden’s heavy industries earned more wages, 

everyone else in the community benefitted as well. As early as the mid-1950s, however, 

this assertion was becoming harder to sustain and enforce. Although Goodyear and 

Republic continued to do well, not a single other industry had relocated to Etowah 

County since the late 1940s, even as neighboring places in Alabama and the South were 

booming with new investments. To the contrary, companies within Gadsden were 

leaving, just as they were fleeing northern cities, to set up shop in communities that 

more closely resembled the rest of the South.  
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 Gadsden was being left in the shadows of an emergent Sunbelt because its high-

paying industries and unionized workers were scaring away capitalists. Local 

businessmen, many of whom had long been uncomfortable with labor’s influence, began 

voicing their concerns publicly in 1954 after Bowman Transportation relocated during a 

labor dispute. At the time, most people refused to listen to them—they continued to 

support unions and the politicians that unions endorsed. By the end of the decade, 

however, when the Dwight Cotton Mill (now owned by the Cone family), also fled the 

city during a strike, the problem could no longer be ignored. With unemployment 

soaring near twenty percent, even union leaders like E.K. Bowers began to accept the 

analysis of boosters: Gadsden would have to change so that capitalists would once again 

invest there. As in the 1920s after the car shops relocated, businessmen took the lead in 

transforming their city to make it desirable for capital. It was not just unemployed 

workers who needed them to succeed. Even those ensconced in high-paying jobs at 

Republic and Goodyear could not afford for Gadsden to continue withering away. 

Everyone who owned property in the area, or who were otherwise materially or 

emotionally invested in Gadsden’s future, needed to be in the same boat on the 

question.  

With unions already in the process of being displaced from their position of 

leadership in the community, in the early 1960s, the international presidents of the URW 

and the USW joined forces with Goodyear, Republic, and the Kennedy Administration 
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to help black workers break down the barriers that had kept them out of the highest 

paying jobs in Gadsden. To an important extent, outside union officials and outside 

capitalists helped to encourage and stimulate the Civil Rights Movement in Gadsden 

itself. In 1963, many of the hundreds of black residents who filled up the local jails to 

protest segregation were black workers who had been forged into civil rights activists by 

their struggles at Goodyear and Republic. The USW even put up the bail money so 

many of them could protest and make it back to work.  The URW, for its part, canceled a 

district convention in Gadsden because of its segregated facilities. Many white rank-and-

file unionists were disgusted with their union officials. Although they continued to 

believe that workers needed unions to make the money they thought they deserved, 

they stopped endowing their unionism with any broader political significance.1 

In 1964, the people here did what would have been unthinkable ten years earlier: 

they elected the president of their Chamber of Commerce, Jim Martin, to the House of 

Representatives and Barry Goldwater for President. Despite the fact that local unions 

leaders—including E.K. Bowers—insisted that they not, a majority of rank-and-file URW 

and USW members voted for the Republicans. Because it corresponded with the apex of 

the black freedom movement in the South, the rightward shift in Gadsden’s politics may 

                                                        

1 In the summer of 1963, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) orchestrated major protests in the city that 
resulted in the arrest of over 1000 people (the state police employed electric cattle prods in the process). 
Suits were filed to desegregate all public accommodations. Even King came to town.  For more on the 
demonstrations see GT 6-11-1963, 6-13-1963, 6-14-1963, 6-17-1963, 8-1-1963. Author interview with Robert 
Avery.  
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appear like a simple case of “backlash”—the concept some scholars have used to 

describe the exit of white workers from the New Deal coalition after mainstream 

Democrats began fighting for black civil rights.2 

The civil rights movement may have accelerated Gadsden’s shift to the right, 

especially among its white union members, but it did not cause it. Political realignment 

here was the product of something even more fundamental: when Gadsden’s 

relationship to American capitalism returned to normal (the way it was before the war 

and the way it has been since) in the postwar era, it no longer seemed that liberalism 

could help the city and its white people grow and prosper. In 1956, before this 

transformation was complete, the people here voted for a Dixiecrat just to rebuke 

Governor Jim Folsom for abetting civil rights activists, but then they went right back to 

being as liberal as ever. After 1964, they would never (as of 2020) vote for a liberal again, 

even long after they had come to terms with the implications of the civil rights 

movement.  

                                                        

2 Historians who have used the concept of “backlash”—some in a more complex and nuanced way than 
others—include Thomas Edsall and Mary Edsall, Chain Reaction: The Impact of Race, Rights, and Taxes on 
American Politics (New York: WW. Norton & Company, 1991); Jonathon Rieder, Canarsie: The Jews and Italians 
of Brooklyn against Liberalism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985); Kevin Kruse, White Flight: Atlanta 
and the Making of Modern Conservatism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005); Michelle Brattain, The 
Politics of Whiteness: Race, Workers, and Culture in the Modern South (Athens: UGA Press, 1992); Dan Carter, 
The Politics of Rage: George Wallace, The Origins of the New Conservatism, and the Transformation of American 
Politics (Baton Rouge, LSU Press, 1995).  For a good overview on twentieth-century racism in the “North,” 
see Thomas Sugrue, Sweet Land of Liberty: The Forgotten Struggle for Civil Rights in the North (New York: 
Random House, 2008).  
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Even at the height of the civil rights struggle in Gadsden, the rightward shift in 

politics was shaped far less by “backlash” than it was by the need to attract new 

industry. White people here may have voted for a White Supremacist in the 1950s, if the 

conditions warranted it, but they certainly would not have voted for the President of the 

Chamber of Commerce and one of the leading spokesmen for business in Alabama. 

While Jim Martin gave proper lip service to defending segregation, he based his 1962 

and 1964 campaigns on the failure of liberalism to prevent Gadsden from dying. What 

the area needed, he asserted, and even union leaders came to believe, was pro-business 

leaders who could signal to outside capitalists that they could operate in Alabama 

without high taxes, high labor costs, and militant unions.  

For the most part, union members agreed with this analysis. In the late 1940s and 

early 1950s, they had thought that voting for liberals was essential to protect their 

unions. But in their minds, that connection had long seemed to be severed. Liberalism, 

they believed, had come to be the political movement of blacks and feminists, not the 

white working man. If they were making good money, they thought, it was of course 

thanks to their unions, but also thanks to the fact that their companies were making 

profits and that they got off their butts and worked for it. By the late 1960s, they were 

interpreting their blue-collar affluence to be a product of the “free enterprise system,” 

not an outcome of liberalism. Astute anti-liberal politicians, like Wallace and Nixon, 

both exploited this trend and fueled it.  
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When E.K. Bowers ran for mayor in 1970, the former spokesman for labor ran on 

a pledge to work with the Chamber of Commerce to help the city diversify its economic 

base. He lost anyway because his opponent could depict him as not pro-business 

enough. Even though thousands of union members continued to call Etowah County 

home, by the 1970s, Gadsden seemed a lot more southern than it did just twenty years 

earlier. To understand why requires tracing the dismantling of the type of capitalism 

that had made Gadsden so different to begin with.  

In early 1954, for the first time since the car works burned in 1923, a sizeable 

company left Gadsden after a labor dispute. Bowman Transportation, Inc., a freight line 

that owned 125 tractors and 200 semi-trailers and employed 125 people, had been one of 

the few holdouts in town to remain unorganized. It was a wonder that the company 

could operate on such an island for so long. With practically every other blue-collar 

worker in Gadsden belonging to a union, it would seem like the common sense thing to 

do for truckers at Bowman to turn to unionism at the slightest provocation from their 

company. In late 1953, when Bowman fired a trucker for ripping off the roof of a trailer 

in an underpass, the driver did what many other wronged Gadsden workers would 

have done: he set up a picket line with a few of his friends. About 40 of the other 125 

workers refused to cross. Teamsters Local 612 began an organizing campaign.3  

                                                        

3 Facts about the Bowman strike are taken from Jim Hoffman, “Remembering Gadsden, Alabama During the 
Decade of the 1950s with a Review of State Politics,” (Gadsden Alabama, 2013), hardbound copy in Gadsden 
library, 55-90; Author interview with John Johns. Birmingham News, 2-14-1954, in Vertical Files, Gadsden 
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Rather than negotiate with the Teamsters, company president Ralph Bowman 

decided to break the strike. Even though a majority of Bowman workers did not honor 

the picket line, organized labor in Gadsden came to the defense of the Teamsters. For a 

few days in mid-January, hundreds of workers descended on Bowman to physically 

block trucks from leaving or entering the terminal.  The city police were not much help 

to the company. Although it would go through the motion of clearing the streets, it 

would “leave immediately” after doing so, according to Bowman. In February, the 

company was finally able to get an injunction to limit picketing from the liberal Lister 

Hill partisan, Judge Virgil Pittman (who in 1966 would be appointed by Lyndon 

Johnson to a federal judgeship). Among Teamsters in Gadsden, Pittman earned the 

appellation of a “stooge” of the antiunion Governor Persons, who put him on the bench, 

for his role in trying to break the strike.4  

 Because it was a trucking company, many of the strikebreakers may have lived 

outside of Gadsden if they did not have to drive to the terminal every day. It would 

have been very difficult to reside in the city with a reputation of a scab. It was dangerous 

enough to continue hauling freight. Because much of Bowman’s business entailed 

delivering tire cord produced by Goodyear in textile factories in Cedartown and 

                                                        

 

Public Library; “Gadsden Aroused to Action as Union Violence Drives out Business, Scares Prospects,” 
Alabama: The News Magazine of the Deep South, 2-19-54, box 2685, folder 5, GSU Local 12.   
4 BN, 2-14-1945, Vertical Files, Gadsden Public Library.  
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Rockmart, Georgia, to the tire plant, the only way to make the trip was through the rural 

back roads that connected the communities. The backwoods borderlands of Georgia and 

Alabama, infamous for moonshining and other ways of living outside the law, was not 

the safest place for scab labor to operate. On multiple occasions, strikebreaking truckers 

had their tires and headlights shot out by snipers hiding in the woods. Even more 

daunting were the drive-by pickets, “night riders” as the press called them, who 

ambushed the moving trucks on the road with a barrage of bullets, and, at least on one 

occasion, a Molotov cocktail. Parked trucks were no safer. A driver having a meal at a 

truck stop in Rockmart watched as a bomb destroyed his cab in the parking lot.  

Someone even managed to dynamite a rig as it sat parked inside the terminal in East 

Gadsden (after this, even E.K. Bowers released a statement deploring the violence on 

behalf of organized labor).  Amazingly, there was only one report of bodily harm to a 

strikebreaker—a driver claimed he was assaulted in a café in Gadsden.5  

Nevertheless, it still seemed to come as a surprise when Ralph Bowman 

announced he would be relocating his terminal to Georgia and taking his $750,000 

payroll with him. Bowman specifically cited the lack of police protection for the reason 

he was leaving. News articles about labor driving away industry in Gadsden popped up 

from Chattanooga to Birmingham. One of the preeminent business journals in the state 

                                                        

5 Bowers statement is printed in Hoffman, “Remembering Gadsden.”  
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ran the Bowman incident as its cover story under the headline, “$750,000 Payroll Lost to 

Georgia As Labor Terror Shakes Gadsden.”6  

Bowman’s departure aroused the long-dormant business class in Gadsden like a 

firebell in the night. Losing the $750,000 payroll in itself was not the issue. Boosters 

interpreted Bowman as a symptom of a much more profound malady that they could no 

longer keep quiet about: in the postwar era, scores of northern companies had been 

relocating to the South and to Alabama, but none of them were setting up shop in 

Gadsden.  As they had done after the car shops closed thirty years earlier, when 

Bowman relocated, businessmen reacted by organizing a “Citizens’ Committee.” The 

Committee’s first act was to go before the city commission to decry the lack of police 

protection that Bowman cited as his reason for leaving. Frank Halderman, the editor of 

the Gadsden Times, used the paper to amplify the Committee’s alarm and to convince the 

public to rally behind it. In a front-page letter to “John Q. Average,” Halderman begged 

his readers “to see ourselves as others see us.” “Neither you or we like to see our town’s 

name smeared on front pages of newspapers from Maine to Florida in connection with 

strikes marked by violence. Neither of us likes to hear our town called ‘lawless’ or 

‘dominated,’” he wrote.7  

                                                        

6 Alabama, 2-19-1954, GSU Local 12.  
7 Hoffman, “Remembering Gadsden.”  
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The Citizens Committee spent a month investigating before holding a town 

meeting to announce its recommendations. Over 1000 people packed the city 

auditorium. Jim Martin, a successful oil distributor, called the meeting to order. Without 

daring to blame labor by name, speakers decried the negative image that the town was 

developing and lamented the fact that “industry was moving South and had located in 

surrounding areas and cities but not Gadsden.” Tellingly, as part of their research for 

how to address the problem, businessmen did not travel to other Sunbelt cities that were 

starting to shine, such as Atlanta or Charlotte, but to Toledo, Akron, Cleveland, and 

Milwaukee. In Toledo, they discovered that local unions and management had formed 

an organization to help recruit new business and that the cooperation was paying off.  

They recommended the same for Gadsden, and sought official pledges “from the City, 

Labor, and the Chamber of Commerce, promising each would work in the future for the 

good of the city.”8  

Labor leaders were not placated by the euphemistic language and calls for 

cooperation. H.L. Knowles, president of the Industrial Labor Council, protested that 

unions were being represented as “bad folks” and reminded the audience, “85 percent of 

the population of this area was ‘union people.’” Within the next decade, union leaders 

would too begin to worry about Gadsden’s reputation as a place unfriendly to capital, 

but in 1954 they understood the greatest danger to their community’s future to be what 

                                                        

8 GT, 5-4-1954.  
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seemed like an attack against organized labor. And in 1954, many people continued to 

believe what the union wanted them to believe.9  

Local unions responded to the provocation by concentrating their return fire on 

John Thomas, the owner of a Ford dealership, whom the Council had put on its unfair 

list in 1951. Thomas had spoken on behalf of the Citizens’ Committee before the city 

commission in February to ask for police protection during the Bowman strike. “We are 

trying awfully hard to bring new businesses to Gadsden so that our children will have 

jobs at home when they grow up,” he had testified. “Industry is no different from the 

individual. If you gentlemen were looking for a community in which to establish a new 

home, you would look for a well-behaved, peaceful, law-abiding community in which to 

establish that home. I’m neither pro-labor nor pro-management, I’m pro-Gadsden. We 

want protection that will enable us to go about getting industry for Gadsden and to hold 

what we have.” 10 

After spending three more months on the unfair list, however, Thomas decided 

he was “pro-labor” after all. “The financial losses which we have borne during this 

period have been terrific,” he wrote to the Labor Council.  Thomas even opened his 

books to prove it. In the three months after he spoke before the city commission, his 

dealership lost $11,823; in the same timeframe the year before, it had amassed a $21,759 

                                                        

9 Ibid.  
10 “Appeal Before City Commission,” 2-2-1954, by John Thomas, box 2628, folder 1 GSU Local 12.  
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profit  (a $33,582 difference). “We have seen some of our best Ford owners who really 

wanted Fords, trade for Chevrolets and others…We and our employees, and we alone, 

have paid a terrific price during the past three months for this experience.” As for his 

speech to the commission, Thomas explained, “It was only after the failure of the elected 

spokesman to show up and after an embarrassing silence from the group when the 

Mayor called for the spokesman that I volunteered to speak.”  Thomas reminded union 

leaders that his service employees belonged to the CIO, that Ford itself was a union 

company, and that the Ford factory in Atlanta bought most of its tire from Goodyear in 

Gadsden. Thomas even published a pro-union ad in the Times in a desperate effort to get 

off the list.11   

The spectacle of the de facto chairman of the Committee publicly begging for 

union forgiveness spoke to the failure of business to reassert its position of leadership in 

the community. In July, when Goodyear workers participated in their first nationwide 

strike, practically every business in town took the opportunity to support them. Bankers 

extended credit, grocers gave food, and theatres offered free passes. When Bowers 

addressed a mass meeting two months into the strike, WGAD aired it “alive” for free 

and rebroadcast it the next day when a local merchant paid them to do so. “The 

                                                        

11 Thomas to Alton Brown, 5-12-1954, box 2628, folder 1 GSU Local 12; Ads were published in GT on 5-7-
1954 and 5-8-1954.  
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businessmen are still backing us up,” Bowers wrote to URW headquarters, with great 

understatement, at the end of the strike’s third month.12 

Yet although labor maintained enough prowess in the mid-1950s to keep 

individual businesses in line, it could do nothing to stanch the larger economic currents 

that were eroding the foundations of its standing in the community.  Gadsden had been 

able to come to resemble a place like Toledo or Akron only because World War II had 

temporarily reversed the normal dynamics of capitalism in the twentieth-century South, 

whereby capital-starved communities competed against each other to attract business. In 

the postwar era, the imperative of southern cities to “sell” themselves to the lowest 

bidders not only remerged, it intensified as textiles and other traditional southern 

industries confronted a series of crises. With its massive number of unionized workers, 

based in very high-paying “northern” industries, Gadsden was a hard enough sell in 

such a climate. To make matters worse, boosters throughout the region began to 

weaponize news of labor trouble in Gadsden to sway any recruits who might still 

consider it.  “The bad newspaper publicity we were getting throughout the nation and 

particularly in our neighboring cities was, in my opinion, seriously handicapping our 

efforts…to build Gadsden,” John Thomas explained in his letter to the Labor Council. “It 

was with the thought of getting Gadsden’s name out of the newspapers of other cities 

                                                        

12 Oliver Barksdale, “Organized Labor in Etowah County, Alabama,” 78; Bowers letter in Local 12 Private 
Papers.  
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which were smearing us for their selfish gain that I made the appeal to our City Council 

and for no other reason.”13  

Unions had good reason to be skeptical about this type of excuse. Businessmen 

too cowardly to say what they really thought were known to ventriloquize their feelings 

about organized labor by quoting outsiders. They would then lament the “reputation” 

Gadsden was developing rather than criticize unions directly.  During the Bowman 

strike, for example, the Chamber published an advertisement in the Times that consisted 

largely of quotes, including a full editorial from a paper in Chattanooga. “It’s a bad 

thing for a community when it gets a reputation for lawlessness and labor union 

gangsterism,” the Tennessee editor wrote about Gadsden. “This community also has 

gained a reputation as one in which labor union gangsters rarely are arrested, but when 

caught and tried, are given penalties far too light for their offenses…If labor union 

hoodlums are able to drive one firm out, they may use their illegal powers of coercion 

against others.” The Chamber advertisement also quoted a Birmingham businessman’s 

quip that “any industrialist with a desire for a series of headaches should make up his 

mind to move to Gadsden.”  Halderman also found it prudent to cite others when he 

criticized unions rather than risk a boycott of the Times. “Gadsden has reached a turning 

point in its life. The city has suffered from ridicule. It has suffered from editorials and 

                                                        

13 Thomas to Alton Brown, 5-12-1954, box 2628, folder 1 GSU Local 12.  
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stories written by papers in other cities. It has been likened to a town under Soviet 

Control,” he wrote in the lead up to the town meeting.14  

Even though organized business did not dare impugn labor with its own voice, 

Bowman’s departure soured the atmosphere in a way that put labor on the defensive. 

Though he was just a child at the time, the local historian Jim Hoffman recalled a 

“gloomy atmosphere resulting from the Bowman situation that seemed sinister and 

difficult to express” that “lingered” until the end of the decade.  “The air was so thick 

with the pervading influence or spirit of the union issue, you could almost cut it with a 

knife.” By introducing an interpretative framework that associated Gadsden’s decline 

with “labor trouble,” business managed to reshape public discourse in a way that 

workers who engaged in a wildcat or a disorderly picket could be regarded as an 

existential threat to the city. This had little effect on steelworkers and rubber workers, 

whose strikes were regimented and ritualized and whose companies had no intention of 

trying to work without a union. But workers outside of heavy industry, workers who 

were unable to trade away their wildcats for a middle-class lifestyle, found it much more 

difficult to organize or maintain their strength.15  

Even as they fought back against the Chamber’s smear campaign, established 

unions did so in a way that reinforced the association that business was attempting to 

                                                        

14 Alabama, 2-19-1954, Local 12 Private Papers; Halderman quoted in Hoffman, “Remembering Gadsden.”  
15 Ibid.  
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forge in the mind of the public. The insinuation that Gadsden union members were an 

impediment to corporate profitability was so patently untrue at places like Goodyear 

that labor leaders jumped at the chance to prove it. Local 12, for example, enlisted their 

old foe A.C. Michaels—the superintendent at Goodyear—to vouch for them. In a full 

page advertisement following the mass meeting, Local 12 published a letter from 

Michaels that gave credit to “labor-management cooperation” for the “steady march of 

progress” in the area.” “That this has aided the general economic picture in Gadsden 

and surrounding territory is evident to the most casual observer,” Michaels wrote.  

Bragging about how well they got along with management was an easy way to refute 

the charge that Gadsden had a reputation as a bad labor town. But in doing so, Local 12 

made activism more difficult for workers who could not enlist their managers to brag 

about them.16 

A few months after the Bowman strike, 14 employees at Borden, a New York-

based dairy company, suffered the consequences when the Times publicly lambasted 

them for wildcatting.  The paper published the names of the workers, the “ringleaders,” 

it called them, and quoted an arbitrator from Atlanta who claimed they “should be 

condemned in the strongest terms.” In line with the arbitrator’s ruling, the 14 

                                                        

16 GT, 4-4-1954, clipping in box 2719, folder 21 GSU Local 12.  
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“ringleaders” were fired. Tellingly, Gadsden labor did not protest the firings by 

boycotting or picketing the ice cream plant.17  

The following year, during a region-wide Southern Bell strike, when persons 

vandalized the company’s downtown office, the paper excoriated the “destruction” and 

claimed that it had generated “irate public opinion” that was not helpful to “labor’s 

cause.” Labor leaders did not write to the paper to refute the charges. By the mid-1950s, 

they too were coming to believe that wildcats and vandalism were not good for the 

community, or for “labor’s cause.”18  

Even labor disturbances that took place outside of the city could negatively 

impact Gadsden’s reputation and reinforce the Chamber’s analysis. In 1957, a gun-battle 

erupted in Guntersville, a Sand Mountain community just up the road from Etowah 

County, when scabs attempted to cross a United Mine Worker District 50 picket line to 

build a feed mill for the Gulf States Construction Company. An itinerant Baptist 

preacher manning the line and a strikebreaker were killed. Seven others were wounded. 

The superintendent of the mill was shot four times in the chest, abdomen, arm, and 

back, but survived. The problem for Gadsden was that the organizer from District 50 

was Ed Peyton, a former police officer who lived in the city. Peyton was arrested for 

murder and attempted murder. Fay Bowman, the acting police chief of Gadsden, 

                                                        

17 GT, 5-17-1954 
18 GT, 4-28-1955. 
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testified as a character witness on his behalf. His prosecutor was none other than Joe 

Starnes, who had lost his Congressional seat in 1944 thanks to the efforts of organized 

labor in Gadsden. Perhaps owing to Guntersville’s close proximity to Etowah, the jury 

only gave Peyton a ten-year sentence.  “Labor trouble, beatings, and riots were things 

that happened elsewhere,” i.e. Gadsden, the Guntersville paper lamented.19  

In 1956, it seemed as if labor’s retreat from a position of community leadership 

and assertiveness was beginning to hinder its capacity to fight the Dixiecrats. That year, 

Etowah County voters gave a small majority to a bona fide Dixiecrat, Charles McKay, in 

a primary election to represent Alabama at the Democratic National Convention, where 

the party would select its nominee. One of the candidates McKay defeated was the 

current governor of the state, and one of the most popular politicians in Etowah County 

in the twentieth century, Big Jim Folsom.20  

Although Folsom supported segregation, he refused to give in to what he called 

the forces of “blind prejudice and bigotry.” Like many other state legislatures, 

Alabama’s responded to Brown v Board of Education and Brown II by passing a variety of 

laws designed to skirt federal integration edicts. When Folsom could muster some 

legislative support, he vetoed or pocket vetoed all of them. When he could not, he let 

them go into effect without signing.  In late 1955, the Civil Rights movement arrived in 
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Folsom’s capital when Rosa Parks and other activists launched a massive boycott of 

Montgomery’s public bus system. Folsom tacitly supported the demonstrators and tried 

to goad city officials to treat with them. When the black Congressman from New York, 

Adam Clayton Powell, came to bolster the boycott, to the abhorrence of white 

Alabamans, Folsom invited him into the Governor’s mansion to have drinks. In the 

midst of the turmoil, Charles McKay introduced a “nullification resolution” into the 

Alabama Senate that declared the Brown rulings unenforceable in Alabama. Folsom 

publically declared the resolution “hog wash.”  With tensions still simmering, in 

February Autherine Lucy became the first Black student to be admitted at the University 

of Alabama. Her attendance of one class brought hundreds of rioters to campus 

(including, perhaps, URW members from Tuscaloosa) and fanned the flames of 

segregationist sentiment in the state. Folsom did not comment during the three days of 

rioting. He was probably in an alcoholic stupor in Florida, where he had absconded on a 

“fishing trip.”21   

As elsewhere, in Etowah County McKay ran a campaign that was explicitly 

racist. He labeled Folsom the “darling of the NAACP” and called upon voters to show 

the governor “how you feel about Segregation and mongrelization.” While McKay’s 
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victory was indeed a rebuke to Folsom, it did not signal a fundamental political 

realignment within the community. Labor here divided its support between Folsom and 

Roy McCord, a Gadsden lawyer who had long been a friend to unions. Together, Folsom 

and McCord received a little less than 5000 votes to McKay’s 5,323.  Across the state, 

McKay defeated Folsom by a 4-1 advantage. Even with labor’s vote divided in Etowah, 

he only beat the governor 2-1. Moreover, McKay’s 5,323 votes were enough to win only 

because turnout was abysmally low. If the Dixiecrats had a base in the county, it was a 

very small one.22  

As it turned out, McKay’s win was an aberration. In the 1958 election for 

governor, Etowah County gave 9874 votes (almost twice as many as they gave McKay) 

to the labor lawyer George Hawkins, Folsom’s former floor leader who had helped 

register black voters in Gadsden. John Patterson came in second with 4619 votes while 

George Wallace finished in a distant third, with 2913. In the state at large, Patterson 

came in first, Wallace came in second, and Hawkins finished sixth. While Wallace and 

Patterson based their campaigns on who could most effectively defend segregation, 

Hawkins ran on an extremely progressive platform that called for reapportionment, free 

in-state tuition, and the replacement of right-to-work with something he called the 

“industrial peace act.” Hawkins claimed that he too would defend segregation, with a 

“common sense” approach, but he significantly downplayed the topic. Indeed, the 
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White Citizens Councils attacked Hawkins for his moderateness. Meanwhile, the liberal 

Albert Rains won reelection by garnering an astonishing 17,733 votes in Etowah County. 

His opponent, R.H. Hardin, only received 2788. Hardin tried to paint Rains as soft on 

civil rights by emphasizing that the congressman had not taken the chance to vote 

against funding Eisenhower’s Civil Rights Commission, but this approach did not 

resonate. Most significantly of all, in the contest for the Fifth District’s eight available 

spots in the State Democratic Executive Committee, the group that determined the 

state’s Democratic nominee for President, 15 out of the 16 candidates favored keeping a 

loyalty oath that disallowed Dixiecrats from serving. Despite years of economic decline, 

in 1958, the people of Etowah County had been able to resist the siren songs of 

demagogues like George Wallace and John Patterson, not to mention R.H. Hardin.23  

But just as it seemed that labor had regained its political clout in the community, 

on April 10, 1959, the textile magnate Ceasar Cone announced he was closing the 

Dwight cotton mill permanently because he could not reach a contractual agreement 

with TWUA Local 567. Twenty-one hundred CIO members lost their jobs and Gadsden 

lost a mainstay that had been in the community since 1895. According to the historian 

Beth English, “An estimated ten thousand people living in Etowah County who were 

‘fed, sheltered and clothed with mill money’ lost their primary means of subsistence.” 

“That’s when Gadsden died,” a former worker told English. A good chunk of the 
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workers had to move away from Dwight Village for the first time in their lives. Many 

could not find work elsewhere. And many former CIO members blamed the union for 

it.24  

The Greensboro-based Cone family had bought the Massachusetts-owned mill in 

1951 to help alleviate some of the increased competitive pressures the industry was 

facing in the postwar era. Unlike many other textile executives, Cone was not bothered 

that Dwight was unionized. “We thought we knew something about dealing with 

unions,” he explained in an interview in 1983. Even as late as 1958, eight of the nineteen 

factories owned by the Cone family were union. But the Cones found out right away 

that “the union down there was an entirely different breed of pup.” In 1951, during an 

ill-fated general strike called by the TWUA to increase wages in the South so that 

northern textile companies would stop moving there, the textile unions at Dwight and 

others in Gadsden were some of the only locals in the entire South to remain steadfast. 

When asked why Gadsden workers were staying out while TWUA members 

everywhere else were crossing picket lines in droves, Joint Board President Louie 

Hathcock reported, “Scared—won’t go in because they’re afraid they’ll get the hell beat 

out of them.” While strikers across the South were demanding the TWUA vastly 

increase weekly strike benefits if the union wanted them to stay out, those in Gadsden 

were not taking anything except food from the commissary. “It is my opinion that you 
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can’t buy a man—he has to be that to hold out. I don’t think if you put $300,000 a week 

there you would not get anything because they have not got the heart,” Hathcock said of 

union members elsewhere. Hathcock conceded that another factor, in addition to the 

strong union culture and heart of Gadsden members, was keeping up their resolve: “On 

the debts, the merchants have told us ‘You people forget your debts until after the strike. 

After that, start back paying.’” Members asking for increased strike benefits in other 

southern cities did not enjoy such union-town hospitality. And they must have also 

understood that the TWUA was asking them to make such sacrifices in the first place so 

that northern union members would not lose any more investments.25 

Local 567 did more than hold the picket line; its members took the extraordinary 

step of expanding it to the railroad to prevent the company from shipping stock that it 

had accumulated in anticipation of the strike. Attorneys for Cone were able to get an 

injunction because the picketing amounted to an illegal secondary boycott. When 

workers and police ignored the injunction, the TWUA itself had to resort to begging the 

local to follow the court order. A year after the general strike, Dwight workers gave 

more headaches to the TWUA and to Cone when they launched a series of wildcats (one 
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shut down the plant for two weeks) to protest workload increases that were becoming 

standard across the suffering industry.26 

By the late 1950s, increasing amounts of imported textiles exacerbated the usual 

problems of overcapacity and competition in the industry. Confronting a major 

recession, most textile mill owners either rid themselves of unions or, if they were 

indulgent, continue to recognize unions that displayed the appropriate amount of 

subservience. Dwight workers did not fit the bill. Although wages and working 

conditions were far better at the Gadsden plant than average, when negotiations began 

in 1958, Local 576 called for a new contract that included substantial wage gains. The 

company, to the contrary, demanded a nine-cent per hour decrease in pay and for the 

elimination of arbitration for disputes concerning workloads and wages. Perhaps 

knowing that any self-respecting union could never agree, Cone released a public letter 

ten days before the contract expired warning, “Even if the committee and the employes 

represented by it agree to the terms of our proposed new contract, this in itself is no 

guarantee that the future of the Dwight Plant is assured.” Predictably, Cone’s letter 

stirred the business community to put intense pressure on textile workers. “Gadsden 

cannot afford to be known as a city which loses business and industry instead of gaining 

them. It is the hope and prayer…that Cone management and personnel will safely reach 
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the cooperative spirit necessary for the healthy and profitable results at the plant, and 

with proper regard for our fellow man at all levels for community life,” the Times 

editorialized.27  

At the encouragement of their local union leaders, textile workers defied Cone’s 

warning and voted to strike. Almost immediately thereafter, Cone announced he was 

closing the plant. With its tail between its legs, the TWUA promised to drop all its 

demands and continue working on the old contract, but Cone had made up his mind 

before the negotiations had even begun. “We were losing money on the thing,” he 

explained. “We just couldn’t run it…We’d had problems just changing the product mix, 

you see. ‘We’re not supposed to work on this and that’ [union members would say]. I 

mean, it was just every little detail, just terrible. I won’t go into the details, except that 

we just finally decided we’d close the thing, and we did.”28  

What made Dwight workers so different than other millhands in the region was 

that they actually lived among blue-collar workers who enjoyed high wages and good 

working conditions. Since it was common knowledge in Gadsden that unionism was the 

reason that rubber and steelworkers enjoyed a middle-class lifestyle, it made perfect 

sense for hands at Dwight to believe that their best bet was to double down on the 
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union. Cone attributed their militancy to this reason. “Gadsden, Alabama, had three big 

employers: Cone Mills (this Dwight Manufacturing), Goodyear Tire and Rubber, and 

Republic Steel, both of them highly unionized…They’d call a strike periodically when 

they weren’t getting together with Akron or Pittsburgh or wherever. Then they’d all go 

back to work after a month’s strike, with higher wages, etc...We had the Textile Workers’ 

Union, and they felt like they were just as strong as these others. Well, they weren’t.”29  

No matter how strongly the workers supported the union, in the United States in 

the twentieth century, a union could only be as strong as the company it worked for. 

Goodyear and Republic workers could be pugnacious only because their companies 

could afford for them to be.  “Look, I don’t fault you folks in this community for 

thinking that you can get out of us what your friends across the street are getting out of 

steel and rubber. But textiles are different,” Cone recalled telling Dwight employees. J.L. 

Hare, a charter member of Local 12, remembered telling millhands the same thing: “Ya’ll 

fellows shape up there. They trying to help you.” “They couldn’t pay them what the 

steel plant was paying them and Goodyear was paying them,” Hare explained. Bowers 

too blamed the weakness of “the local over there” on the fact that “they never did make 

any money.”30  
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After the announcement to close the mill, the union had little choice but to switch 

from negotiating to begging. At a mass meeting, one official told the workers that since 

they would be employed until the existing inventory was exhausted, they still had a 

chance to “show the company that they can operate this mill profitably.” Although Cone 

insisted the decision was final, the union spokesman claimed, “there is a great 

possibility it will not close down.” “A lot depends on us and how we conduct 

ourselves,” he lectured. “From this day forward we must give eight hours’ work for 

eight hours’ pay… When this mill reopens, I hope every person will remember what I’ve 

said…if you fail the test, the mill will go down…They say it has not had an opportunity 

to profit in Gadsden. We will give it to them.” There would be no test—no opportunity 

for Cone employees to prove that they could be like other southern hands. When their 

jobs did not return, Cone workers were the first proud union members in Gadsden to 

learn that the only thing worse than being exploited by a company was to not have a 

company interested in exploiting them. Republic and Goodyear workers would learn 

the same lesson in the ensuing decades.31 

As they had done after the failure of the strike in 1934, a sizable number of 

workers changed their mind about unions. Mrs. Elzie Hamrick, a former Cone worker, 

even wrote to the paper to publicly declare it. “Labor leadership has dominated ever 

phase of the city… [and] it’s time that us Gadsden people that wants new industries and 
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to see Gadsden grow step out, express our feelings and admit our mistakes, face facts, 

then our fair city of Gadsden will grow, “ she implored.  In Hamrick’s understanding, 

Cone workers only had themselves to blame for not working as hard as they could and 

not appreciating the chance to do it. “If we the people of Cone mfg. co. had put out more 

sweat and less griping and had not listened to those few percent, we would still be 

working,” she declared. Hamrick even implied that losing the factory was something 

like divine retribution. Referencing Genesis 3:19 (“In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat 

bread, till thou return on unto the ground”) the ex-Cone employee instructed her 

Christian readers that they could follow the union or they could follow God, but not 

both.32 

Conducting interviews with former workers still living in Dwight Village in the 

early 1990s, the historian G.C. Waldrep discovered that many had still not let go of their 

animosity to unions. Fulton Hinkle, a hand who went to other mills after the closure, 

claimed that Dwight was the best he had ever worked at. “We had better working 

conditions…you didn’t have no problems, other than union trouble.” When approached 

by an organizer at a mill in Anniston, Hinkle made it clear that “I’m not gonna give my 

money to them fellows to tell me what to do, I said I’m a man of my own.” Although 

Laura Beard conceded that “the company wanted too much for nothing” and that by the 

time of the strike she was working so hard that she “doubled over so much I couldn’t 
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tell what I was doing,” what stuck out in her memory about the experience was the time 

her boss threw a big barbecue for his employees. “Cone was nice, but he wouldn’t be 

walked over,” she decided.33  

When 2100 hundred workers lost their jobs at Cone, it was no longer possible to 

ignore the fact that Gadsden was in trouble. Between 1948 and 1960—but mostly after 

1956—approximately 21 percent of the jobs in Etowah County had vanished. The 

number of manufacturing establishments employing over 100 people had declined from 

18 to 10. In addition to Dwight and other textile mills, companies that closed their doors 

included several iron foundries (where many black people worked), which had become 

antiquated when the soil pipe industry adopted plastics. Such trends may have been 

tolerable if new companies were coming to Gadsden. But not even a swelling pool of 

surplus labor was enough to attract them.34 

After growing from 72,580 to 93,892 people between 1940 and 1950 (a 29.4 

percent increase), the county only added 3,000 more people in the subsequent decade (a 

3.3 percent increase). Because most plants closed near the end of the decade, the census 

of 1960 could not fully capture the decline in population. Even though the economy 

recovered in the late 1960s, the decade actually saw a 2.9 percent population decrease. In 
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1961, the unemployment rate in the city hovered in the upper teens. The boomtown of 

World War II had gone bust.35  

As thousands of workers lost their jobs in the late 1950s and found few 

opportunities to replace them, their counterparts at Goodyear and Republic continued to 

enjoy increases in their wages and benefits. High unemployment rates may have exerted 

downward pressure on the wages of workers who had lost their jobs, but they had no 

impact on workers who were ensconced in heavy industry. According to a study by the 

Southern Research Institute (SRI), which was commissioned by the city to figure out 

how to pull Gadsden out of its depressive spiral, per capita income actually increased 

between 1947 and 1961 at a rate “considerably in excess of the growth in the United 

States and major cities in Alabama.” The study attributed this trend “directly or 

indirectly to high wages which continued to rise during this period.” In other words, 

rubber workers and steelworkers were moving up as the city itself declined.36  

For the past fifteen years, unions had been able to claim with some validity that 

what was good for the CIO was good for the community. In 1960, however, it seemed to 

some that the success of union members actually made it difficult for other workers to 

find jobs and for the city itself to grow. As the SRI researchers put it, although Etowah 

County’s rise in per capita incomes “was an enviable record for the South,” it was also 
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“perhaps…one that both helped and hurt the community.” Citing the “intensity of 

competition in other areas in the South,” the study claimed that a “high-wage area” like 

Etowah was simply not going to be able to attract or retain “low-wage industries.”37  

The SRI study rooted Gadsden’s troubles in its unique industrial development 

rather than blaming them on labor unions. The “unsatisfactory labor conditions” were 

“particularly harmful only after the community started its decline,” it claimed. Etowah 

County “had enjoyed its heyday of growth decades earlier, during which time it had by-

passed the South and Southeast.” But now the trends had reversed. Since the late 1940s, 

“even as the South and Southeast grew and prospered,” Gadsden had been left behind. 

The city’s “rise as an industrial center in the first half of the present century was based 

primarily on national industries which have shown signs of stabilizing or declining,” it 

reported. The crux of the matter was that the economy was changing, but Gadsden was 

not: “The crisis reflects...a failure to evolve a sufficient number of permanent new jobs 

requiring more up-to-date skills during an era when our national economy and national 

employment levels reached unprecedented heights.”38  

The SRI did not attribute such “failure to evolve” to lack of trying, but to the way 

the sediments of history had created structural impediments to change. As already 

mentioned, it pointed to barriers erected by the high-wages paid by Goodyear and 
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Republic. Researchers also blamed the high-paying blue-collar industries for keeping the 

educational status of workers low. The median number of years spent in school by 

workers 25 and over was only 9.3, which was drastically lower than the national average 

of 11, and even lower than most places in the South. Such a low number was “doubly 

significant in view of Etowah County’s limited proportion of Negroes,” they claimed.39  

The presence of high-paying jobs that required no post-secondary education had 

certainly allowed many people to start their working lives and families at a younger age. 

But the lack of educated citizens did not explain why Gadsden could not attract 

businesses that employed scientists and other experts. Huntsville, Alabama, the 

prototype of the mid-twentieth century southern city that was transformed almost 

overnight by high-tech growth, had not attracted investors due to its repository of 

overly-educated workers. Huntsville had been a textile town with very few unions. Its 

educated workers had to be imported, just like its capital. Indeed, as historians have 

shown, most places in the South that have attracted high-tech industry, such as the 

Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, have needed to recruit workers educated 

elsewhere. Huntsville was able to take off like a rocket ship in the postwar era precisely 
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because it had slumbered in the prewar era. If boosters there would have landed 

Goodyear in the 1920s, they might not have landed the aerospace industry.40 

In 1950, the idea that large employers like Goodyear might be detrimental to the 

local economy would have been unthinkable. Just ten years later, however, it was 

becoming common sense. In the midst of the depression, when a few hundred workers 

were temporarily laid off at Republic, the Times editorialized that the event “emphasizes 

anew a serious employment problem which exists in Gadsden and that is, of course, the 

concentration of workers in big industry, and subsequent effect on the economy of this 

city.” Lighting a new path forward, the paper pointed to the “need…[for] a number of 

small industries not only to take up the slack of employment but to provide jobs on a 

broader cross section so that any work stoppage in the ‘big three’ will not so aversely 

affect our economical structure.” Many other cities had found success with such an 

approach, it argued, “rather than putting all of their industrial eggs in one big basket.”41  

To be sure, boosters insisted that Gadsden’s reputation of having “unsatisfactory 

labor conditions” would have to change if it wanted any new eggs. The SRI documented 

a strike-participation rate 75 percent higher here than the nation at large. Even when 

researchers discounted strikes that were regional or national in scope, the “result would 

still present the Gadsden area in a poor light relative to that of other southern areas 
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avidly in search of new plants.” Boosters from other communities, predictably, did what 

they could to worsen Gadsden’s bad reputation, both to make sure it did not get new 

plants and to warn workers in their own towns not to make the same mistake as 

workers in Etowah County. A few months after Dwight’s closure, the Anniston Star ran a 

front-page editorial about a Gadsden-based organizer who was signing up workers in 

Anniston’s decimated soil pipe industry.  “It is no concern to him if Anniston becomes 

another Gadsden, a city that has been all but wrecked industrially by ambitious labor 

adventurers,” it declared.  “In the town and out of town,” the Gadsden Times warned, 

“‘what’s wrong’ with Gadsden’ is lain on labor’s doormat, and deserved or not, this 

damaging reputation is getting too hot to handle.”42  

Labor leaders themselves had little choice but to acknowledge the problem. In a 

1962 resolution, the Gadsden Labor Council condemned “the out of county news 

mediums and other parties that have slandered the good name of our community” by 

spreading “false rumors…concerning the labor-management relations.” But it also 

conceded, “we must prepare ourselves to be more competitive with other communities 

in our offerings to new industry.” From here on out, helping business groups recruit 

industrial prospects became one of the most important civic roles for labor in Etowah 

County. While never failing to insist that unions were essential to the wellbeing of the 
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community, labor leaders too accepted the analysis of the business class—that invested 

capital, not union wages, was the life-blood of the city.43  

What became the new common sense approach to community development was 

laid forth by W. Owen Leach, the president of a revitalized Chamber of Commerce, in a 

letter to the public in 1962 titled “Industries seek Community with Ideal Business 

Climate.” Leach’s premise was straightforward and irrefutable: “We must remember 

that plants will not and cannot come to Gadsden just because Gadsden wants them.” 

Capital was something that had to be “entice[d].” Leach had a laundry list of 

characteristics that corporations needed to check off before they would ever consider 

breathing new life into Etowah County. “They look for good working relationships 

between employers and employees as evidenced by an absence of unwarranted strikes 

and slowdowns, also, a constructive fair union leadership which acts as the servant 

rather than the master of its membership… for impartial law enforcement 

agencies…[for] an adequate supply of employes who have a good work attitude…and 

who have an understanding of how our business system operates is essential.” Above 

all, Gadsden would need to take on “a progressive attitude…toward sound community 

growth…and an understanding of community and business problems.”  “We must keep 

consistently alert as to how we measure up on this yardstick,” Leach warned. Although 
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a majority of Gadsden workers remained union members, the town would never again 

be a “union town” in the sense that it was in the late 1940s and early 1950s. The quality 

of Gadsden’s “business climate” would from here on after be the standard in which the 

health of the city itself would be judged.44 

Gadsden had to compete for capital—for its life—against other cities because, 

outside of a war emergency, the United States government lacked the capacity and the 

will to fundamentally disrupt the normal functioning of American capitalism. When 

Gadsden’s unemployment climbed into the high teens in the early 1960s, the only help 

from the Kennedy Administration (which Etowah Countians had voted for) was to 

make the region eligible for funding under the Area Redevelopment Act (ARA). The 

problem was that the ARA, and virtually every “New Frontier” and “Great Society” 

economic development program that followed it (such as the Manpower Development 

and Training Act and the Appalachian Regional Commission), was designed to help 

distressed communities by making them more competitive in the race for industry. 

What the government was willing to provide—vocational training, grants for industrial 

expansions, loans to modernize infrastructure to attract new companies—was exactly 

what the business community in places like Gadsden was calling for.45   
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Roy McCord, the longtime union supporter and Democratic Party loyalist, wrote 

to an advisor of JFK (an old friend) requesting that the administration do something 

more in return for the support Gadsden had given national Democrats. “I am a staunch, 

loyal Democrat and I do not propose to walk out on my party,” he wrote. But “I believe 

that John F. Kennedy owes me something, or rather, I believe that he owes this area 

something. The Fifth Congressional District has never gone Republican. I believe 

that…with the Kennedy’s help we can land or have placed in Etowah County another 

large industry that will tend to snap us out of the financially distressed condition that 

we are in.” Such help never came.46  

In 1962, thousands of people in Gadsden did something that would have been 

unthinkable in the 1950s: they voted for a Republican businessman, the Gadsden 

resident Jim Martin, for U.S. Senate against one of the most-pro labor politicians in the 

history of the South, Lister Hill. Martin had been president of the Gadsden Chamber of 

Commerce and chairman of the Associated Industries of Alabama, the state’s most 

influential business organization. In 1954, Martin had helped organize the “citizens’ 

committee” in Gadsden to protest labor’s influence in the community. Eight years later, 
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in the county with the highest union density in Alabama, Hill only bested the literal 

spokesperson of the Big Mules by 2000 votes, 8,535 to 6,400.47  

Hill had been so sure that he would win in a landslide—the way Democrats 

almost always handled Republicans—that he ran a perfunctory campaign from 

Washington until just a few weeks before the election, when aides finally convinced him 

that the race might be close. “Nobody thought [Martin] had a chance, of course,” Albert 

Rains recalled in the early 1970s. Rains, also a resident of Gadsden, had known Martin 

personally. “He had talked about wanting to run for mayor at one time but nobody ever 

regarded him seriously…he had made himself some reputation as being a speaker of the 

ultraright with the Chamber of Commerces. There was no basis for him to run at the 

time.”48  

Statewide, Martin fell short by just a single percentage point. It first appeared 

that he had won. President Eisenhower called to congratulate him. Years later, Martin 

told an interviewer that Hill’s people had thrown out thousands of his votes and 

Governor Wallace had confirmed it. “We made a real gallant effort to run boxes 

down…The job was so awesome and staggering that we couldn’t do anything about it,” 
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he claimed. If Martin had won, he would have become the first Republican Senator in 

Alabama since Reconstruction.49 

When Hill finally got around to campaigning, he played the same cards that he 

had always won with before: liberals like himself had brought development to Alabama 

by using their senior positions within the federal government to secure a vast 

redistribution of wealth from the places of the country that had allegedly pillaged the 

South during Reconstruction. The Republican Party, “since its inception,” Hill said in a 

televised address, “has been dedicated to keeping Alabama and her people in economic 

bondage for the benefit and enrichment of the North and the East.” In 1958, such talk 

may have resonated. But in 1962, even the people of Gadsden had heard enough of it. “I 

thought he talked too much about things that occurred in Roosevelt’s day. At that point 

in time, people didn’t care about that,” Rains recalled.50  

There was great resentment across Alabama towards the federal government and 

the Democratic Party in 1962. Much of it stemmed directly from Kennedy’s support of 

the civil rights movement. In September, Kennedy outraged the white South when he 

deployed federal troops to put down a riot at the University of Mississippi and integrate 

the school. Martin certainly tapped into this outrage. Even before the battle at Ole Miss, 

he had told a crowd in Gadsden, “I believe the people of Alabama can take care of 
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themselves [on racial issues] better than Jack Kennedy can.” Hill was an outspoken 

segregationist. But he was not the type of demagogue who would cut off his nose to 

spite his own face. The national Democratic Party may have been going off the rails in 

terms of civil rights, but to Hill and other Alabama liberals, sticking with it was the best 

way to get federal money to their constituents. No matter how disgusted they were with 

the prospect of integration—especially at bayonet point—Hill, Rains, and a few other 

liberals in Alabama’s congressional delegation refused to sever their good relationship 

with the likes of the Kennedys.51  

But while Martin made it clear that he would be the best choice for Alabamans to 

defend White Supremacy, he did not “lambaste” on “the integration issue,” as Rains put 

it. To the contrary, Martin based his campaign on emphasizing the way that Hill’s brand 

of liberalism no longer served the economic interests of his constituents.  “My opponent 

is proud of stating that Alabama receives $3 from Washington for every $1 that we put 

up,” he told a crowd in Gadsden, where unemployment rates had continued to soar. 

“And I ask you, where has it gotten us except at the bottom of the ladder after 30 years?” 

There was no need for Alabamans to worry about losing seniority rights in Congress if 

Lister Hill was replaced, Martin assured. “That will be lost but what do we lose. In 
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Alabama 20 per cent of the population is on relief or eligible for relief…There you have 

the fruits of Lister Hill’s seniority.” When asked to name the “No. 1 issue [problem]” in 

Alabama, Martin did not cite impending civil rights legislation, but “jobs and industry,” 

and decried how “at least half the 67 Alabama counties are depressed areas now.” When 

B.L. Noojin, a Gadsden businessman, wrote a letter to the Times on Martin’s behalf, he 

not only scolded Hill for his failure to speak out about Ole Miss, but also for his inability 

to “adequately represent either the feelings or the pocketbooks of his own people.” An 

ad placed by a group calling itself “Rebels for Martin,” took Hill to task for supporting 

“National Democrats,” but this criticism made the bottom of its list of why Hill needed 

to go. Rebels for Martin first cited Hill’s many votes—in line with the wishes of the 

Kennedy Administration—“against protection…to save American jobs against 

competition from imports made by cheap foreign labor” and “against limiting DP 

[Displaced Persons] Immigration, even when unemployment exceeds 6 million in the 

U.S.”52 

Martin’s analysis of what was wrong with the federal government had not been 

forged in the White Citizen’s councils, but in his role as a small businessman and 

business advocate from Gadsden. In the Senate, he could help turn around the economy 

by stamping out “Reckless spending” and reining in big government. “I adhere strictly 

to the belief expressed by Thomas Jefferson and many others that the best government is 
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that which governs least,” he told his Etowah County neighbors. Even the very act of 

voting for a conservative businessman could help turn things around for Gadsden, 

Martin explained. “This in itself could open up new avenues of industrial progress for 

Alabama, because industry seeks the stability of conservative government and the 

health political climate of a vigorous two-party system.” 53  

Fortunately for Hill, there were enough people left in Alabama who still 

considered liberalism to represent them adequately enough. In the Tennessee Valley, 

where the incumbent managed his widest margins, it was thanks to TVA. In Etowah 

County, Martin’s home county, the credit for Hill’s victory belonged to organized labor. 

Union density was not what it was in the late 1950s, and labor leaders like Bowers had 

been put on the defensive and had lost much of their influence. But there were still 

thousands of union members who were still willing to be mobilized. “I lost Etowah 

County (basically a working man’s town)…because labor took a strong…they used 

against me here [sic] because I had publicly stated that I was against repealing section 

14(b),” Martin explained. “They put out circulars in Etowah County that said gosh yeah 

he is a fine man but he’s against labor. He is head of Associated.” Section 14(b) had been 

amended to the National Labor Relations Act by Taft-Hartley in 1947 to enable states to 

enact Right-to-Work Laws. Martin did what he could to explain his stance. “I publicly 
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went in front of the steel plant and said yes I am for the retention of the Taft-Hartley law 

for these reasons: labor organizations have no right to tell you [that] you must join their 

organization or you can’t work.” It was to no avail. Throughout the 1950s and even up 

into the early 1960s, where a politician stood on 14(b) was all a Gadsden union member 

needed to know about him: to be for “right-to-work” laws meant one was against labor, 

period. Ironically, Lister Hill felt that labor in 1962 had not done enough to support his 

reelection. In 1966, when the US Senate had a chance to repeal 14(b), Hill shocked his 

union supporters by voting to keep it. 54 

While Martin’s public stance for right-to-work had mobilized union members, 

his stance against Kennedy and “reckless spending” failed to mobilize the public at 

large. Many voters who had never voted for anyone but a Democrat simply could not 

bring themselves to pull the lever for a Republican. An editorial by the Times captured 

the sentiment of many. “Our Democratic leaders only need the South now to publicly 

persecute in order to get bloc votes in the northern and eastern sections,” it read. Their 

own Congressional delegation, meanwhile, had “become a ‘union’ in opposition to our 

citizenry, especially the common class.” So what could they do but hold their nose and 

vote for a Republican? “We could go fishing,” the editor offered. And most people may 
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have done exactly that. Out of about 40,000 registered voters, only 15,000 went to the 

polls.55  

It only took the people of Etowah County two years to get over their fear of 

voting for Republicans. In 1964, in a race for the House of Representatives to fill the seat 

of a retiring Albert Rains, Martin defeated George Hawkins, the Gadsden labor lawyer, 

by 4000 votes in the county: 13,318 to 9,260. The last time Alabama sent a Republican to 

Congress was 1872. In 1964 the state sent five (out of eight districts) and voted for Barry 

Goldwater’s electors over those who were pledged to vote for a nationally known 

Democrat (but not Johnson). In Etowah County, Goldwater’s electors won every single 

box.56  

Observers had expected Martin to lose Etowah County again. This time he was 

not running against a liberal who spent the vast majority of his time in Washington, but 

a fellow Gadsdenite who had been a pillar of the community for decades—and someone 

who had never lost a race in Etowah County. What was most shocking of all about 

Martin’s victory was that he even won small majorities in the labor precincts, including 

the precinct that voted at the URW’s union hall. The former president of the Chamber of 

Commerce who supported Taft-Hartley probably did just as well among union voters as 

a labor lawyer who had a career of fighting against right-to-work laws. The “myth of the 
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so-called bloc labor vote” had been “smashed,” wrote the Times. Hawkins only managed 

to win the black-majority boxes.57  

In the 1964 election, Martin made a special effort to appeal to the rank-and-file. “I 

appreciate the encouragement and support I have received in my campaign…from the 

thousands of loyal, freedom loving members of organized labor,” he wrote in a 

newspaper advertisement. When a staff writer at the Times reported that Hawkins had a 

slight edge in Etowah thanks to labor, a friend of Martin’s wrote to the editor to declare 

otherwise. “Jim is the son of a retired railroad locomotive engineer—a union man for 50 

years!,” he declared. “Jim understands fully, and sympathizes fully, with the problems 

and aspirations of labor. Through his own efforts, he has accomplished what many of us 

hope our own sons will accomplish.”58 

In 1964, Martin was no longer compelled to defend his stance against 14(b). 

Many union members had come to the same conclusion as many of their nonunion 

neighbors, that liberal politicians and liberal unions did not represent their interests. In 

the preceding two years, Goodyear and Republic, at the prodding of the federal 

government, had given black workers in their plants permission to tear down the 

barriers that had kept them in the lowest paying and dirtiest jobs. Union members may 

have not expected their international unions to actively stop this from happening. But 
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they were shocked, and outraged, when the presidents of the URW and USW became so 

involved in the struggle of black workers that they helped to encourage the civil rights 

movement within Gadsden itself.  

In March 1961, soon after his inauguration, President Kennedy signed Executive 

Order 10925, which required government contractors, such as Goodyear, to “take 

affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed and that employees are treated 

during employment without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin.” A year 

later, the President of Goodyear came to an agreement with Kennedy’s Committee on 

Equal Employment, which was established to carry out the order, that committed the 

company to abide by 10925 in its southern branches.59 

The opportunity to change their company’s hiring and seniority practices came 

just in time for Black workers at Goodyear and Republic. Like female workers, they had 

been disproportionately hurt by modernization in heavy industry in general, and the 

industrial slump that hit Gadsden in the late 1950s specifically. In 1962, after being laid 

off from Goodyear twice in the past two years, with the encouragement of a local civil 

rights group, David Buckner bid on a “white job” being worked by a man who had just 

recently been hired. The contract between the union and the company allowed 

employees to “bump” others with less seniority, and it did not specify any exceptions 
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based on race, although jobs in the plant had been classified by race since it opened in 

1928. When Goodyear rejected his bid, in accordance with the grievance procedure, 

Buckner filed a complaint with his supervisor. Although he knew the reason, he asked 

why he did not get the job. Someone in the plant’s labor department (equivalent to 

human resources) told him it was a “white job.”60  

Buckner then took the grievance to his union representative, Ernie Hayes. When 

Hayes did not act on it, the Gadsden Business League, a civil rights organization, 

prepared a complaint to the union insisting that all jobs be opened to black workers. The 

League also demanded the abolition of segregation in plant facilities—including the 

cafeteria, locker rooms, water fountains, and the golf course.  The fact that the League 

sent the complaint to the union, rather than the company, indicated that it knew the 

company would not be able to make such drastic changes without the consent of the 

union. In the community at large, the influence of Local 12 had diminished. But in the 

confines of the factory, it was still a force to be reckoned with.61 

If the Business League had sent such a complaint a few years earlier, Local 12 

could have simply brushed it aside. In 1962, however the League could bring muscle to 

the fight. The League’s complaint to the local came accompanied by a letter of support 

from an official at the federal government’s Ordinance Department in Birmingham, 
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which had been giving military contracts to Goodyear.  George Burdon, President of the 

URW, also sent a memo instructing Bowers to accede to the League’s demands. The 

URW had long called for the elimination of racist job classification schemes, but had not 

done anything substantial to carry it out so as not to disrupt its relationship with Local 

12, which had been one of the largest and most active locals and a keystone for its 

organizational and political work in the South.  E.K. Bowers, moreover, had been so 

involved with the URW that he was practically an international officer himself.  But by 

1962, supporting the Civil Rights movement had become such a pressing moral 

imperative for many CIO officials, including those in the URW, that Burdon was no 

longer going to tiptoe around the feelings of Local 12.62 

Bowers was furious. He felt betrayed by the black members of his union who 

went outside of the organization—to a league of businessmen, no less—and betrayed by 

Burdon who communicated with the Business League behind his back. In his mind, 

Local 12 had been a godsend for the black workers at Goodyear. “When our local union 

was first organized in 1943,” he wrote in a press release, “all of our members were in 

dire need of union representation. This applied in a very special way to our Negro 

members, for they were indeed a down-trodden, forgotten and mis-treated group of 

human beings. They were not being paid a living wage, were being mis-treated in their 
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employment, and were working in what we considered to be undesirable and unhealthy 

working conditions and there wasn’t a qualified voter among the two hundred Negro 

members, but since the organizing of Local Union No. 12, their rights and working 

conditions have steadily improved.” “Today,” Bowers continued, “the lowest paid 

Negro member of Local #12 is being paid more money in take-home pay than the 

average high school teacher in the state of Alabama…I believe that I can say without fear 

of successful contradiction that our Negro members have benefited more by being 

members of Local #12 than has any other segment of our membership.”  Bowers was 

partially right. The Local had indeed fought for its black members both inside the plant 

and out—but it was always under the presumption that blacks would remain second-

class citizens even as their lot improved.63  

Despite pressure from Burdon and the federal government, Bowers and Local 12 

refused to buckle. The grievance committee made a decision to reject the League’s 

complaints, and a meeting of the full membership upheld that decision. The local 

defended its stance by shifting the blame to the company: it was the company, after all, 

which had established the segregated job categories and lines of promotion long before 

the union got in. Local 12 also claimed that black workers actually supported the status 

quo. As proof, it cited times that it had fought on behalf of black workers who filed 

grievances against the company for giving jobs they thought were theirs to whites. This 
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was a specious defense. The union had fought to change many other injustices that 

predated its existence in the plant. And with a very limited number of jobs that were 

open to them, of course black workers would protest to keep them, even if it meant 

reinforcing a racist system. 64 But with the federal government, Goodyear, and their own 

international union up against them, Local 12 had little choice but to acquiesce when the 

Chief of Ordinance personally came to Gadsden in 1962 to demand that it do so.65  

Lorenza “Soap” Thomas does not know exactly why he was picked to be the first 

black tire builder. In 1962, he was working at the Vulcan Slag Plant when officials from 

Kennedy’s Committee approached him. “You gonna go through a whole lots but 

somebody’s got to take it to prove that blacks are good enough to build tires,” they told 

him. In case Thomas could not handle the harassment, the government arranged for him 

to keep his job at the slag plant. “I had to go over there and work eight hours out of a 

week or two,” he recalled. But Thomas was up for the challenge. For an entire year he 

would be the only black tire builder in the plant. At first, many white workers resented 

his presence. “I had so much spit balls (balled up rubber) around my machines and all it 

was pitiful in the morning,” Thomas remembered. “They would mess up the 

machine…they would urinate in buckets and put it over the machine so it would fall on 

you if you let the ply guard down.” “I was called nigger so much I started liking the 
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name,” he joked. According to Thomas, one white worker explained the harassment to 

him like this: “he said once you so and so n’s get the job, you get the money, and once 

y’all get the money, you get our women, and once y’all get ‘em, we can’t get ‘em back.”  

Thomas also faced resentment from some of the black workers who were working as 

janitors. “They sent the biggest…house nigger…Tommy Williams. He was the big shot 

telling everything he could find on blacks and folks…He came and told me: come on be 

with us, come on be a janitor.” Thomas did get some support.  He remembers two white 

tire builders who showed him the ropes, and one assistant manager who told his 

harassers, “if you don’t leave him alone, I’ll shut the whole plant down and get rid of 

everybody.”66  

Thanks to the perseverance of Thomas and others, Buckner and his fellow 

protestors succeeded in integrating work assignments. They were now able to access 

higher-paying production jobs that had only been open to whites. As workers, this may 

have been victory enough, but the experience had transformed them into civil rights 

activists. Now, with the help of the Business League, they pressed on for more. They 

insisted that Local 12 file a grievance to get them back pay for the time they were 

unfairly laid off. They also demanded the union push the company to desegregate the 
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plant itself—its cafeteria, restrooms, water fountains, etc. Burdon, the President of the 

URW, again instructed Bowers to concede.67  

Bowers was exasperated. To Burdon, he responded that the integration of 

production jobs had gone “rather smoothly” but that the local “had no intention of 

supporting a program which would result in colored and white members of this union 

bathing under the same shower heads or sitting on the same toilet stools unless both 

parties desire to do so. In fact, we will actively oppose any such program and the 

quicker the Gadsden Business League understands and believes this, the better off we’re 

all going to be.” The local had, in actuality, agreed to such an arrangement when the 

Chief of Ordinance had come to Gadsden. The company even took down the “colored” 

signs on the black restroom at the time. But white workers put them back up with 

crayons and segregation within the plant proceeded. It was one thing to concede 

economic opportunities—but racism was never just about protecting economic or social 

status. Many whites were viscerally phobic of mingling in the same fluids (such as 

showers or swimming pools) as blacks.  Even someone like Bowers, who genuinely liked 

to see his black members do well, would have shared this repulsion. No white union 

official would have dared ask the company to punish his own members for enforcing 

segregated social arrangements. “As far as I’m concerned, you can go back to the 
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Government right where you started at,” Bowers told Buckner. It had not been twenty 

years since Local 12 itself had turned to the government for relief.68  

“Go back to the government” was exactly what Buckner and his seven co-

activists did. They filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board contending 

that Local 12 was denying their right to fair representation from their bargaining unit, 

which was guaranteed under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act. Meanwhile, 

Bowers himself went to the government. He telephoned his one time nemesis, Albert 

Rains, and wrote to Lister Hill “to seek advice as to what course we should follow” in 

regard to the “problem which is now confronting our organization which seems to have 

its most potent force in Washington.” It is unclear what advice or help, if any, Local 12 

received. Although a Trial Examiner for the NLRB dismissed the charges, the board 

itself overturned his decision and ruled against the union. Local 12 appealed to the Fifth 

Circuit Court of Appeals, which upheld the NLRB’s ruling. It even tried to take the case 

to the Supreme Court, but was denied certiorari.  The local finally had to process the 

grievances, only to have an arbitrator rule for the company. Not until the late 1960s did 

Goodyear completely dismantle the black fountains and restrooms. The cafeteria was 

integrated about that time when black workers, led by Soap Thomas, stopped their 
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machines and went there for a sit-in. Some of the older whites never took another 

shower in the plant.69  

At Republic, the phasing out of the open-hearth furnaces had a dire effect on 

blacks, who did most of the menial work that was involved in their operation. Isaiah 

Hayes III was one of the black workers whose job was on the chopping block. Together 

with a few other workers, Hayes bypassed the leadership of the local and directly called 

Reuben Farr, the USW’s representative in Alabama. “I told him…you are continuing the 

white jobs and giving them preference. You are destroying and deleting our jobs. What I 

think you should do is merge these lines of progression.” When Farr refused, Hayes 

warned that “if you don’t do something about this Monday morning I’ll be sitting in 

Pittsburg [with USW international executives].” “I told them they had to be some job 

saving for the black people,” Hayes remembered. “They had to come up with some type 

of formula.”70 

Like the rubber workers, black steelworkers operated through the Business 

League and, through it, got the help of the President’s Committee on Equal 

Employment. Although the seniority lines were not merged in the steel industry until 

the mid-1970s, the government, union, and company worked out a deal where blacks 

would get jobs operating tractors and fork lifts on the new electric furnaces. Members of 
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Local 2176 found an ally in their international president. When Hayes sent David 

McDonald pictures of the Jim Crow water fountains in the union hall, he ordered the 

signs denoting race removed. According to Hayes, the local president, Cecil Robertson, 

installed a spout and put out cups so whites would not have to drink out of it. 71  

Hayes also gave credit to McDonald for the success of the civil rights movement 

itself in Gadsden. “He made it possible for blacks to demonstrate and the union would 

bail them out.” When blacks (many of them union members) filled up the jails in the 

summer of 1963, McDonald ordered the union’s attorney to come to Gadsden and put 

up bond money so everyone could get back to work. The USW also bailed out protestors 

in Birmingham that year. “This is another reason I will always love my union,” Hayes 

claimed.  There is no evidence that Burdon, the URW President, bailed out protestors, 

but in 1962 he did contribute to the pressure to desegregate the city by canceling the 

URW’s District 8 convention in Gadsden because there were no hotels that would 

accommodate both whites and blacks.  Bowers, again, was outraged.72 

Like black males, white female union members also turned to the federal 

government in the 1960s to help them when their union would not or could not. In 1954, 

when women petitioned Local 12 to stop the company from cutting female-designated 

jobs, the union was the only place female members could turn when their company 
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discriminated against them. Ten years later, after the enactment of Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964, which prohibited employment discrimination based on sex, female 

employees could seek recourse from a higher power. When Title VII became effective on 

July 2, 1965, Goodyear feigned compliance by replacing “male” and “female” categories 

with “heavy” and “light.” In Gadsden, only a tiny percentage of the jobs that were 

“male” were now classified as “light.” Almost immediately, women who were currently 

on lay-off and unable to bid on “heavy” jobs because they could not pass the plant 

engineer’s weightlifting test filed complaints through the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) against the company and the union. Through 

conciliation, the EEOC was able to get Goodyear to technically redesign some jobs so 

that they were easier for women to work, and, in effect, proved that something could be 

done after all to save at least some female jobs. Through the EEOC, female employees 

filed a class-action suit in federal district court against Local 12 and Goodyear. The court 

denied their claim that that the new job categorization scheme amounted to 

discrimination based on sex. It did, however, rule that the union and the company had 

violated Title VII by renewing agreements in 1964 and 1967 which gave women ten 

dollars less per week in sickness and accident benefits.  Despite Local 12’s protests that 

this was negotiated at the master, not the local, level, the court ordered it to pay half of 

the backpay owed in restitution. The female employees demanded that the money only 
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come from the dues of men, but when this proved infeasible, they asked the judge to just 

make the company pay.73  

Although Gadsden’s black population became loyal supporters of the national 

Democratic Party, most women in the community agreed with men that liberalism no 

longer represented their interests. The federal government’s intervention on behalf of a 

few dozen female workers at Goodyear did nothing to reverse the decline of the middle 

class in Gadsden. Female workers had been disproportionately hurt by Cone’s closing in 

1959 (the female unemployment rate was 27 percent in 1961), but by the mid-1960s, the 

fastest growing sectors in the local economy (light industry, healthcare, service) were 

those that actually preferred hiring females. Even with so many women losing jobs at 

Cone, the total percentage of women in the county’s labor force jumped from 27.3 to 34.2 

in ten years. Although the new economy that was being created here provided more jobs 

for women, they were nonunion jobs and paid poorly. A decline in good-paying job 

opportunities for men did not translate into good jobs for women. Many women were 

entering the workforce precisely because the men in the family were not making as 

much money as before. In the 1960s, moreover, most women still did not work for 

wages.74   

                                                        

73 Local 12 private papers; For a great overview of how women put the EEOC to work for them, see Nancy 
MacLean, Freedom Is Not Enough: The Opening of the American Workplace (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 
2006), 117-154. 
74 Southern Research Institute, Final Report; Data taken from Social Explorer.  
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With big government now understood as an entity that only helped blacks and 

privileged female workers while doing nothing for whites, the window was open for 

conservatives to teach new political lessons and inculcate new values. Barry Goldwater, 

for example, was an expert at making conservatives out of those who were disaffected 

with the federal government. Martin, who was a friend of Goldwater’s and tried to 

follow his lead, was no slouch himself. Take an advertisement from the Etowah County 

Republican Executive Committee on the eve of his election in 1964 against Hawkins. In 

the format of a scorecard, it displayed how over the last 64 years a Republican President 

had only raised taxes once, but when Democrats were President, there were more 

“bureaucrats on pay rolls,” more people on welfare, more home foreclosures, and a 

higher cost of living. Liberalism meant high taxes, and high taxes obviously did not 

translate to prosperity for Alabama, only more “bureaucrats,” fewer jobs, and higher 

prices.75  

Jim Martin was able to win even the votes of many union members in 1964 

because where a politician stood on section 14(b) no longer seemed very important. 

Some started to feel like they indeed had a “right to work” without paying dues to the 

likes of their international presidents. A letter from Dafford Brewster, a steel worker, to 

Lister Hill in the Spring of 1964 captured the resentment. Brewster was a union man if 

there ever was one. He gave many years of service to his local at Republic in numerous 

                                                        

75 GT, 11-2-1964.  
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capacities—official and otherwise. As the Civil Rights Act was being debated in 

Congress, he was probably serving the interest of the rank and file when he lashed out 

at Hill: “I read the newspapers and become more disgusted,” he wrote. “Under what 

authority does the Pope’s little emissary, R.F. (Bobby) Kennedy, dictate to the United 

States Senate what he will or will not accept in a given bill?” “Please convey to the other 

Kennedy (Teddy),” he continued, “that Governor Wallace and the Steelworkers of 

Alabama appreciate very much the vicious attacks made on Alabama’s Governor and 

her people by both he and President McDonald [of the USW].”76 

For really the first time since the CIO had taken root in the mid-1940s, workers 

discovered that they could be pro-union without being liberal. They could vote for 

people that the CIO absolutely detested and keep on making good union money and 

keep on having their rights protected on the shop floor. The people of Etowah County 

would put a Democrat back in the House in 1966 after the Republican Party in Alabama 

convinced Martin to run for governor (before realizing that Wallace was going to run his 

wife). But Tom Bevill, a Wallace protégé, represented a new breed of Alabama 

Democrats that barely resembled liberals like Albert Rains and Lister Hill. In a newly 

constituted Seventh District that included Gadsden, Bevill ran on a pledge to “open the 

way for a new era in America; an era based on individual integrity, freedom, and 

responsible government.” In words that would have aptly summed up the 

                                                        

76 Brewster to Hill, Box 496, Folder 161, Lister Hill Papers.  
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transformation of liberalism to many whites, he decried the government’s “frantic effort 

to dole out millions to minority groups” while “push[ing] aside” the needs of others. 

The Birmingham News noted how his “brand of conservatism is something new for 

Democratic congressional candidates in the Seventh District.” It was soon to be old hat. 

In 1968, Gadsden’s own James Allen, an archconservative Democrat who had been 

crushed in Etowah County when he ran for governor on a pledge to uphold “right to 

work” in 1958, was elected to fill the vacated US Senate Seat of Lister Hill. With John 

Sparkman tacking hard to the right to keep his own seat, the transformation of 

Alabama’s Congressional delegation was completed.77 

 Significantly, when the economy in Gadsden finally stabilized at the end of the 

decade, businessmen and conservatives found themselves in a position to take the 

credit. “Gadsden was a dying city [in the early 1960s]…a national commentator 

predicted that Gadsden was finished, that grass would grow in the streets,” the 

president of the Chamber of Commerce declared. But just in the brink of time, “our 

people closed ranks, forgot their differences and selfish interests and found the strength 

and courage to fight back.” Such togetherness and courage was displayed, he noted, 

when they elected a “business-minded administration”—Mayor Lesley Gilliland—and 

“revitalized” their Chamber of Commerce. Unemployment had declined. Population 

                                                        

77 Scrapbook 62-65, Box 6694, Tom Bevill Papers, W.S. Hoole Special Collections. Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
(hereafter “Bevill Papers”).  
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was tracking up again. And four new industries had relocated to the city to make it “the 

artillery fuse center of the nation.”78  

Gadsden may not have been able to land four new companies if it had remained 

a “union town.” But the city’s turnaround in the late 1960s was due more to the Vietnam 

War than it was the Chamber of Commerce. As early as 1968, Goodyear had already 

received six million dollars in defense contracts while Republic had gotten fifteen 

million. The four small companies that produced artillery fuses received a combined 

total of thirty-six million in federal dollars. The important point is not whether boosters 

were responsible, but that they appeared to be responsible. When defense money 

poured into Gadsden in the 1940s, it was organized labor and liberal politicians who 

were in a position to take credit. But now the context had been flipped upside down. 

The four new businesses that cashed in from the Vietnam War (Brad’s Machine 

Products, General Time, I.D. Precision, and Etowah Manufacturing) were just the type 

boosters had been devoting their energies to recruiting: these were light industries that 

could readily adapt to changing market conditions. Precisely because they needed the 

flexibility to reconfigure labor power and machinery in response to the vagaries of the 

market, such companies would not have come to Gadsden if they knew they would 

have to deal with strong unions. In the 1940s, heavy industry had to make amends with 

                                                        

78 OEO Opportunity Information Center Community Profile, Etowah County 1966, Alabama Development 
Office Library; GT, 4-5-1968.  
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organized labor to stabilize production and qualify for war contracts. In the late 1960s, 

light industry did not have to deal with such pressures, not even in Gadsden. The 

women who worked at General Time were able to organize under the Communication 

Workers of America (CWA), but their local was so weak that they had to resort to a 

wildcat in 1968 just to avoid being punished for going to the bathroom.79 

When E.K. Bowers threw his hat in the mayor’s race in 1970, Gadsden was a pro-

business town that elected pro-business politicians and had little use for liberalism.  

When interviewed by the Times on the occasion of his announcement, the man who had 

given his life to the labor movement declared his No. 1 priority to be economic 

development. Bowers promised to create an Industrial Development Department with a 

professional director that would work with the Chamber of Commerce and the Gadsden 

Labor Council “in an all-out effort to assist existing industries in post-war conversion 

and in obtaining new diversified peace-time industries.” To this end, he pledged to 

build a new industrial park with speculative buildings and to convert the junior college 

in Gadsden to a four-year institution. Bowers also called for better wages and working 

conditions for all city employees, but promised to make this happen without “any new 

or increased taxes.”80  

                                                        

79 Scrapbook, Gadsden District Office 1968, pg73, Bevill Papers; GT, 4-25-1968; 5-7-1968 
80 GT, 2-8-1970.  
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Bower’s opponent, the longtime incumbent Leslie Gilliland, warned that nothing 

less than the “future of Gadsden” would be jeopardized if Bowers were elected. The 

economy had recovered under his administration, and, though Bowers was running on 

an economic development platform, the election of a labor leader would undoubtedly 

sour the city’s business climate. In newspaper advertisements, Gilliland touted his 

“proven ability” to represent “all of the people’s interest” and “work effectively with 

both labor and management” without having to seek “favor with any individual or 

special interest group.”81  

When the results were tallied, Gilliland led the five-man ticket by 1767 votes. 

Bowers did not even get 25 percent of the vote, but did just well enough to force a 

runoff. Gilliland was the big winner “in the country club area”—the wealthiest part of 

Gadsden where the business and professional class resided. More surprisingly, Gilliland 

also did well in the predominately labor boxes and even defeated Bowers outright at the 

URW hall.82   

While Bowers could have probably won the mayor’s office easily in 1954, in the 

ensuing decade, the type of people who would vote for him were vanishing as Gadsden 

was being transformed.  Even many of his own union members spoke out against him. 

In a letter to the editor on behalf of the women in Local 12 who were in the process of 

                                                        

81 GT 4-2-1970.  
82 GT, 5-4-1970.  
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suing their union for violating Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, Mrs. Ossie Satterfield 

informed the public that “forty-seven women, laid off at Goodyear, had to seek help 

through the federal government to get our jobs back (This was something he should 

have done). We all had 15 to 20 years seniority.” “Four years ago he told me and others 

that women should not be working, except at home!” she added. “Now we wonder if he 

thinks women should be allowed to vote?” Blacks also seemed to remember the way 

Bowers had fought the activism of the Business League and black members of Local 12. 

No one wrote into the paper, but blacks gave Gilliland large majorities at the polls.83  

Rank-and-file white workers were also fed up with Bowers. In fact, Bowers was 

able to run for mayor because he had just lost his job as president of Local 12. Bowers 

proudly presented a Local 12 resolution that unanimously supported his candidacy, but 

as one of his own members noted in a letter to the paper, “approximately 400 to 500 out 

of 3500 were all that voted.” Many people in the community, inside the union and out, 

had reason to associate Bowers with the type of liberalism they scorned, even if it was 

unfair to do so. He had recently been appointed by the anti-Wallace governor Albert 

Brewer to serve on his Advisory Council on Vocational Education. And it was well 

known that he had been a leading force behind the gubernatorial and Congressional 

campaigns of George Hawkins.84  

                                                        

83 GT, 4-2-1970; 5-4-1970, 
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The race for mayor may have been influenced by a concurrent run-off campaign 

in the race for governor between Brewer and Wallace. Wallace had finished second to 

Albert Brewer statewide, but in Etowah County, he came in third behind both Brewer 

and a businessman, Charles Woods. As interim governor (after Lurleen’s death), Brewer 

had assumed the role of a moderate who would try to reverse the backward image of his 

state and its people. Although he deplored the surge of desegregation court orders from 

the federal bench, his anti-liberalism was staid, not apoplectic like Wallace’s. Running in 

1970 as the obverse of Wallace, Brewer ads promised, “as long as he is governor he will 

never do anything to embarrass you.”85  

The business class in Gadsden and across Alabama was drawn to Brewer’s 

modern and moderate image. The Times endorsed him. “Much has changed during the 

turbulent ‘60s. A New generation has come of age which finds itself wondering why its 

elders keep themselves preoccupied with a single issue when Alabama needs to 

progress on so many fronts,” it editorialized.  Brewer and Gilliland did the best in the 

same tony precincts. The white working class probably split its vote in the first round 

between Wallace and the businessman, Woods. In the runoff, Wallace made a special 

effort to get it all. Historians rightly remember Wallace’s 1970 runoff campaign for being 

extremely racist. It was that for sure. It was also his most populist effort to date. In 

                                                        

85 GT, 5-29-1970; 5-23-1970. 
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Gadsden, Wallace did most of his campaigning at Republic Steel and on the picket line 

at Goodyear—where Local 12 was on its first major strike in 16 years.  

George Wallace had perfected the politics of exploiting (and further driving) a 

wedge between rank-and-file workers and their union leaders. At a raucous rally of 2500 

“labor supporters” in the city auditorium, Wallace unveiled a 15-foot scroll of names of 

local workers who were supporting him. “The top labor leaders in the nation” were 

against him, he told the crowd, because they were “taking their orders from 

Washington” rather than the members who paid their salaries. In a record turnout, over 

30,000 voters hit the polls on June 2 and gave Wallace a 1013-vote victory in the county. 

In the city proper, that same record turnout also gave Gilliland a broad margin over 

Bowers, 10,308 to 8,042.86  

That no one was surprised when Richard Nixon won 72 percent of Etowah 

County’s vote in 1972 was a testament to how much had changed in the preceding 

decades. Even though most workers at Goodyear and Republic Steel continued to be 

strongly pro-union on their shop floors, Gadsden was no longer a “union town.” It was 

generally understood by everyone—union members and nonmembers alike—that the 

city’s most pressing need was to attract new investments. Even E.K. Bowers, who had 

once believed exactly the opposite, came to think that prosperity would have to come 

                                                        

86 GT, 3-1-70; 6-22-70. See also Wallace to Glassco, 6-24-1970, Local 12 private papers.  
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from the top down, from capitalists, rather than from the bottom up, from labor. This 

was a profound transformation.  

Historians interested in the question of why the liberalism of the 1940s and 1950s 

seemed to disappear in the 1960s should look closely at what happened in Gadsden. 

Political realignment here was a result of the way American capitalism returned to 

functioning much like it had before the War. By the early 1960s, it was clear that 

Gadsden could only survive by making itself appealing to out-of-state capitalists, a feat 

that, in the South at least, required that its future be in the hands of conservative 

businessmen. Although the civil rights movement certainly accelerated this realignment, 

it did not cause it. If many white people came to believe that liberals only represented 

the interests of blacks and feminists, it was because they could no longer see how 

liberalism helped anyone else. 
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Chapter 6 
 “So that is what we are up against” 
  The Death of the Blue-Collar Middle Class 
    1976-2000 
 

  

 

 

	

	

In the middle of the 1970s, to the growing resentment of workers elsewhere in 

the community, those lucky enough to be rubber workers or steelworkers continued to 

enjoy significant upgrades in their standing of living and receive respect from their 

supervisors. This blue-collar middle class could keep on “staying alive” because it was 

anchored to national industries in oligopolistic and protected markets—in other words, 

to industries which could pass increasing labor costs to consumers.  

 Most workers no longer looked to their unions for political and cultural 

guidance, but as a means to get more wealth from the companies that were making 

money from their labor and skills. “Us workers, we are the ones who make the profit, I 

feel like we oughta have a piece of the pie after we make it,” is the way a worker who 

hired-in in 1959 put it. Like middle-class people elsewhere, they wanted the very best for 

themselves and their families. They wanted better houses, better vacations, and better 
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educations for their children. Unlike middle-class people in the white-collar world, 

however, they understood that to get such things for themselves, they needed to work 

together to do it. They shared a moral obligation to help each other take from the 

company, and more importantly yet, the shop-floor power to do it.1 

But as workers at Goodyear and Republic were winning their highest real 

earnings in the history of their plants, the system that had worked so well for them and 

their companies began to break down. By the early 1980s, every firm in the nation’s 

heavy industrial sector that planned to stay there needed to rid itself of workers and 

destroy excess capacity if it wanted to continue making profits and attracting investors.  

Historians are correct to insist that the collapse of basic industry in the United States was 

the result of public policy. Politicians could have stopped foreign companies from 

setting up shop here and undermining domestic oligopolies; they could have blocked or 

significantly slowed the importation of cheaper foreign goods; and they could have 

spent billions of dollars to modernize American industry so that it could be more 

competitive.2  

                                                        

1 SOAR Retirement Dinner, 2016, Local 12 Private Papers. 
2 Judith Stein, Pivotal Decade: How the United States Traded Factories for Finance in the Seventies (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2011); Benjamin Waterhouse, Lobbying America: The Politics of Business from Nixon to 
NAFTA (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014); Greta Krippner, Capitalizing on Crisis: The Political 
Origins of the Rise of Finance (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2012); Karen Ho, Liquidated: An 
Ethnography of Wall Street (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009); Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison, The 
Deindustrializtion of America: Plant Closings, Community Abandonment, and the Dismantling of Basic Industry 
(Basic Books, New York, 1982). 
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Although historians are very attuned to how politics affects the economy, they 

are usually hesitant to analyze how capitalism itself shapes what is politically 

compelling and feasible. A case study of Gadsden cannot fully answer what caused 

deindustrialization in the first place, but it does show with certainty that there were 

structural impediments that made it almost impossible for the blue-collar middle class to 

either stop it or survive it. Workers at Republic and Goodyear could not count on other 

workers to join their fight because other workers needed them to lose—just like Gadsden 

workers had needed Akron workers to lose in the 1930s. Within their factories, the more 

militant Gadsden workers became, the more likely their companies would either shift 

investments to workers elsewhere or simply go bankrupt. By the same token, there was 

only so much local and state politicians could do on their behalf without jeopardizing 

future investments from out-of-state (or foreign) capitalists. At the national level, the 

American working class could not mount an effective political resistance because there 

was no such thing as an American working class. The vast majority of American 

workers—and, by the 1980s, even a majority of Gadsden workers—did not have a stake 

in future of the blue-collar middle class. They were excited for the opportunity to work 

in jobs that paid half as much and with working conditions that Gadsden union 

members could not tolerate. When the foreign, antiunion tire maker Michelin built three 

factories in South Carolina in the 1970s, it was dire news for workers in Gadsden. But for 

former textile workers in South Carolina, it was like a prayer had been answered.  
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The American economy may have been changing on the surface, but at its core, 

capitalism remained, fundamentally, a system that misaligned the interests of workers—a 

system that made the “making” of an American working class an impossibility. For a 

precious thirty or so years, workers at very exceptional places—such as Goodyear and 

Republic in Gadsden—could assert their class interests together with workers from 

other exceptional places. But by the early 1980s, American capitalism no longer 

stomached such exceptions.  

Returning to normalcy would be an extremely difficult transition. Workers here 

knew how to resist exploitation, but what were they to do if capital no longer needed to 

try to exploit them? Union members who had grown accustomed to taking a good living 

from their companies would have to take on the burden of giving their companies life: to 

work as hard as they could for far less compensation so that Gadsden would get new 

orders, new investments, and a new day. Goodyear ruthlessly took advantage of the 

situation and pitted workers at its various branch plants across the country against each 

other. With their employer literally comparing them side by side to workers in other 

communities to make decisions on whom to eliminate, workers in Gadsden had to prove 

that they were most deserving of their jobs, even if it meant undermining union brothers 

and sisters elsewhere. At Republic, the situation was even worse. When their bankrupt 

company did not even bother whipsawing them, members of Local 2167 attempted to 
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buy the plant and run it themselves.  When this failed, they were able to entice a 

capitalist to buy, but only after offering tremendous concessions.  

Many people in Gadsden may have been happy to see their neighbors struggle, 

but as a city that still depended on heavy industry despite its efforts to diversify, the 

local economy was devastated by the layoffs, plant closures, job losses, and wage 

reductions of the early 1980s. To the humiliation of civic leaders, moreover, the national 

media flocked to town to present Gadsden as a place that history had left behind.  Led 

by the forward-looking mayor Steve Means (who, on and off, served Gadsden for almost 

30 years), the city responded by devoting substantial funds to professionalize its 

economic development efforts. But this was not enough. In the 1980s, prospective 

companies were crossing Gadsden off their lists solely because of its relatively high 

union density. To counteract its image as a “bad labor town,” labor unions would have 

to proactively delegitimize the labor movement in Gadsden: they would have to join 

with boosters to convince investors that they could operate here and still pay sub-union 

wages and not worry about being organized. Despite their best efforts, however, the city 

would only grow again after its blue-collar middle class had been completely destroyed.   

Workers at Goodyear and Republic had been able to remain exceptional so long 

only because their companies were able to pass increased labor costs onto the consumer. 

Those were the “hey days,” as former Local 12 President Mickey Williams put it. 

“During that time, the old saying over there was round and black and out the back: it 
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didn't matter what we built it was sold. The union could almost demand anything and 

almost get it,” Williams explained. But in 1975, the French company Michelin broke the 

domestic tire manufacturing oligopoly when it built three nonunion factories in South 

Carolina. To make matters worse, Michelin introduced a technologically superior tire to 

the United States—the radial tire—with plies held together by steel wire rather than 

fabric cord. Radials lasted much longer than “bias” tires. American drivers would need 

to replace their tires far less often moving forward, meaning, of course, that far fewer 

tires would need to be produced.3 

At the very moment that Michelin barged into the US tire market, the United 

Rubber Workers waged a war against the tire companies for a cost of living allowance 

(COLA), a contractual clause that would provide automatic pay increases equivalent to 

the rate of inflation. The URW needed such protection because inflation had become a 

major problem in the mid-1970s and threatened to get worse. When Goodyear was 

chosen as the URW’s target in 1976 negotiations, however, the company refused to 

budge. The result was the longest strike in the history of the tire industry. Goodyear 

unions stayed out for 4.5 months before the company agreed to COLA. Between 1976 

                                                        

3 Author interview with Mickey Williams, Troy Word, W.T. Davenport, and David Hayes; Charles Jeszeck, 
“Structural Change in CB: The US Tire Industry,” Industrial Relations, Vol 25, no 3 (Fall 1986); The Economic 
and Competitive Situation Confronting Goodyear and the Tire and Rubber Industry" presented at URW-GY 
Negotiations, March 1982, Dayton, Ohio, in Local 12 private papers. 
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and 1981 alone, primarily because of this victory, straight-time wages (not counting 

piecework bonuses) jumped from an average of $5.91 per hour to $10.78.4 

The rate at which labor costs rose increased at the same time that the oligopoly 

was unraveling. Companies like Goodyear could not stop the trend either at the 

bargaining table or at the point of production.  If piecework (basing pay on output) had 

originally been instituted to speed up production, impede solidarity, and contain costs, 

the system had been backfiring for decades. As earlier chapters discussed, during World 

War II, worker militancy “loosened” the rates and companies had not been able to 

tighten them back up. Workers received generous rate “allowances” when they took 

breaks, when they were out of components, or when the machines were not running 

properly. In Gadsden, it was common practice for workers to hit their daily quota, i.e. 

“make out,” as fast as they could and spend the rest of the shift washing up, taking a 

nap, or doing whatever else they wanted. The burst of effort at the beginning of the shift 

would boost a worker’s “average earnings,” which then became the basis for hourly pay 

whether the machines ran or not. "They were not getting their money's worth” on 

piecework, Mickey Williams admitted.5 

It was something like a rite of passage for workers to learn from older 

generations how to outsmart and outmaneuver the company to make more money. 

                                                        

4 On the 1976 strike, see Bruce Meyer, The Once and Future Union, 155-177. 
5 Author interview with Mickey Williams, Troy Word, W.T. Davenport, and David Hayes; Author interview 
with Mickey Williams; Author interview with Bren Riley.  
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“Them old men used to take me as a young boy and teach you,” one old timer relayed. 

“See where we used to screw ‘em was with the pencil.” “If I went to take a shit on 

piecework, I wrote it down ‘trucking beads.’ If that fucking tire machine wasn't moving 

you always covered that with the pencil…You wanted every minute to count. We used 

to make a shitload of money. Hell, I used to make a thousand a week in 1980 and we did 

it with a pencil.” Sometimes, as this retired worker let on, those machines just did not 

want to move. “These were old electromechanical machines we learned how to mess 

with...what you do is once you got your average earnings built up...you build like hell 

for two or three hours and then you'd tear your machine up because you'd show three 

hours production, five hours down time. You might have built seven hours-worth of 

tires in that first three hours.” “We we're fucking ‘em,” he declared.6  

As costs began to soar while demand for domestic tires declined, Goodyear 

pressed its supervisors to get more production out of its workers and to stop letting 

them get by with so much. But because workers were such experts at gaming the system 

to earn the middle-class lifestyle they believed they deserved, it was almost impossible 

for managers to coerce them to change. Akron officials were so alarmed by the situation 

in Gadsden that they commissioned an industrial sociologist to see if there was an easier 

way to go about it. During his visit, the sociologist discovered that, in response to the 

crack down, “an antagonistic relationship exists between the management and the 
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workers as a constant state.” Management, he found, acted as if “workers dislike work 

and will avoid if it they can. Consequently, they must be threatened, directed, pushed, 

and coerced.” And workers reacted “in kind”: “If management is out to squeeze us, we 

will not give them an inch. Every time they put the screws to us, we’ll find a way to put 

the screws to them.”  “And so the cycle turns,” the sociologist lamented:  

 “It is difficult for either management or the workers to give 100% in an 
environment in which one must always protect oneself…Low motivation and 
poor attitude on the part of workers are handled by closer and more punitive 
supervision which decreases motivation and attitudes even more. Workers for 
their part are recalcitrant and resisting. If it's not part of the job description it 
does not get done. Any opportunity for ‘sluffing off’ or ‘getting away with 
something’ has value. The workers respond to the environment by resisting in 
various minor and major ways. Supervision responds by becoming more 
punitive and the cycle starts again.”7  
 
In addition to “sluffing off,” workers responded to overbearing supervision by 

filing scads of grievances, the processing of which wasted vast amounts of company 

time and resources. They also wildcatted. W.T. Davenport, a former union President, 

remembered a time in the 1970s when workers fed up with a new supervisor “just set 

down in the middle of the floor.”  The supervisor, intending to impress the company 

and “make a name for himself” by increasing production, had tried to move the workers 

anywhere he thought they were needed. He also tried to limit how much time they 

could sit in their chairs. “I came over and they [the company] wanted to know what it 

would take” to get them working again, recalled Davenport. “And that guy [the 
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supervisor] was sittin’ in front of us up there and David Daddy's [Ernie Hayes, the 

President of Local 12 at the time] said you don't have to take my word for it, but if you 

check his record everywhere he's been in this plant he's had labor problems. That plant 

manager looked at him and said he'd never have anything to do with the calendar room 

anymore.”8 

Workers had other, nastier, ways to fight back against their supervisors. Lilly 

Ledbetter, who came to fame when she sued Goodyear for gender discrimination in the 

2000s, began working as a supervisor in the tire room in Gadsden in the early 1980s. “It 

didn’t matter whether I was male or female—the union guys would have had to test 

me,” she recalled. “That was the nature of the relationship between management and 

the union men.” “Plenty of times managers had found their tires slashed,” she 

explained. “A night after I disciplined a worker for not meeting production, some guys 

in a Trans Am with tinted windows followed me out of the plant...they rode my 

bumper, flashing their lights, and pulled up beside me.” Once she found her car covered 

in a gallon of tobacco juice. Another time her windshield was cut out with a glass cutter, 

“leaving one side intact to ensure that when I drove over a bump, it would collapse on 

me.” Ledbetter started to carry a gun on her commute.9  

                                                        

8 Ibid; Interview with Williams, Word, Davenport, and Hayes.  
9 Lilly Ledbetter, with Lanier Scott Isom, Grace and Grit: My Fight for Equal Pay and Fairness at Goodyear and 
Beyond (New York: Random House, 2012), 77, 113, 111, 114. 
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Supervisors had little leverage to boss workers around, yet they depended on 

workers to produce if they wanted bonuses and promotions for themselves. The result 

was something like extortion: Here is Mickey Williams again: "[There were] what do you 

call sweetheart deals on the factory floor which helped the guys out...He [the worker] 

was getting them [the supervisors] the tires that they wanted…Every supervisor didn't 

do that but a lot did and the union encouraged it.” Because workers had strictly-defined 

job classifications, moreover, if supervisors needed them to do something extra, they 

would have to pay for it. "They took that same language [as if the machine broke down], 

the company did, supervision, on the floor, and they applied it in other things too—if 

they just needed to shut the guy down on the tire machine to do something else, they 

promised him if he'd do it (they could make him do it), they'd pay him the AHE 

[Average Hourly Earnings] to do something else. Some of these guys would have a great 

AHE...and they'd make just as much not doing piecework.”10 

Goodyear fully understood that workers had hijacked the piecework system. In 

an ironic way, the company’s need to begin transitioning to radials to keep up with 

Michelin offered it a fresh start. Radials were so different than bias tires that practically 

every part of the production process had to be changed. This meant the company would 

have to build from scratch—a financial burden, but also an opportunity.  

                                                        

10 Author interview with Mickey Williams.  
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After the 1976 strike, Akron let on to its Gadsden and Topeka branches that the 

company planned to build its first radial plant at one of those two locations. The ploy 

had the intended effect. “Gadsden, are we going to let Kansas beat us out of a new 

industry?” the Times asked its readers. The answer was no. Mayor Means obliged the 

city to $600,000 in financial commitments to relocate waterlines and roads and build a 

new parking lot, among other things. He also launched a “personal campaign to collect 

10,000 signatures from our local people in support of this new expansion project” to 

show the community was fully behind the effort (he ended up getting 17,000 signatures). 

But the choice was not up to boosters and signatories. It was up to the members of Local 

12. Goodyear insisted that the radial plant was not going to operate on a piecework 

system and that Local 12 would have to agree in advance to have separate contractual 

language for radial workers. Ernie Hayes understood that radials would be the way of 

the future and pushed the membership to accept vastly different work rules for the new 

plant. “Our economic future is tied directly to the economic future of Goodyear,” he 

insisted. Workers voted to accept the agreement because it would not affect them 

directly, as most would continue to build bias tires. The radial plant would only require 

a few hundred people at first. Many of them would be women, as it was an automated 

system that did not require the same heavy lifting as bias building. This fact alone may 

have made it easier for the men to think of a chasm between the new plant and their 
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own working lives. But regardless, if they did not want Topeka to get the plant, they 

would have to allow for such concessions.11  

For the first time in many years, when Goodyear announced it was putting the 

radial plant in Gadsden, boosters had reason to cheer members of organized labor. 

“Goodyear Employees: The Real Edge” blared an above-the-title editorial in the Times. 

“Any ugly, unproven rumors and allegations that have been built up over the years 

concerning management and labor at Goodyear…certainly have been clearly and solidly 

disproved,” declared the editor. The plant manager, Stan Mihelik, added that “company 

representatives are delighted with the response by the Local 12 members and are very 

pleased to find the spirit of cooperation between labor and management is so great in 

Gadsden.” “Tough luck Topeka,” the editor sniped. “In 1928 Goodyear looked South 

and came to Gadsden…Now, almost a half century later, they’re looking South again.”12  

Hayes was smart enough to understand that demand for bias tires was going to 

drop and that Goodyear would be more likely to keep its bias operation in Gadsden if it 

already had a radial plant there. There is some indication that, in the contest to get the 

plant over Topeka, Local 12 played dirty to win. It seems like Local 307 in Topeka and 

Local 12 had made some sort of agreement not to compete for the investment. Leaders of 

Local 307 did not ask its members to vote for concessions until after Local 12 had given 

                                                        

11 GT, 11-3-1976; 11-11-1976; 11-7-1976; Press release, Steve Means Papers, Gadsden Public Library, Gadsden, 
Alabama; Hayes quoted in Thomas Hill “Public Spirit of Gadsden Citizens Praised at Goodyear,” 
Birmingham News, 2-12-7, “Scrapbook 76,” box 6633, Bevill Papers.  
12 GT, 11-7-1976.  
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them. In making the request, they cited the fact that the Gadsden union had decided to 

“reverse earlier action to not discuss productivity changes with Goodyear.”13  

The fact that Goodyear even bothered to whipsaw Topeka and Gadsden workers 

against each other rather than build the radial plant in a town without URW members 

meant that, in 1976, the company was not yet ready to abandon unions altogether. Just 

three years later, however, Goodyear was ready to make that leap. In 1979, the company 

built a state-of-the-art radial facility in Lawton, Oklahoma, and intended to keep it 

nonunion. In Lawton, where there were few industries and fewer unions, the company 

found its clean slate. The URW tried multiple times to organize it, but never had any 

luck. Perhaps, like Gadsden workers in the 1930s, workers in Lawton knew the reason 

that Goodyear had come.14   

Although tire manufacturers realized that the bias market was shrinking, they 

did not anticipate just how fast it would vanish. In the early 1980s, the demand for bias 

tires had fallen so fast that companies found themselves in a situation of extreme 

overcapacity: they had far too many workers and far too many machines. The primary 

culprit was imports. There were tariffs to limit the amount of foreign tires that could 

enter the United States, but only if the tires were not attached to cars. When Americans 

                                                        

13 Many union officers cite Hayes’ leadership as the reason the plant is still in Gadsden; Local 307 newsletter, 
Local 12 Private Papers. 
14 Author interview with Mickey Williams; Charles Jeszeck, “Plant Dispersion and Collective Bargaining in 
the Rubber Tire Industry.” PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1982: 229-233; On Goodyear’s 
construction of a nonunion plant in Napanee, Ontario, Canada, see Bryan Palmer, Goodyear Invades the 
Backcountry: The Corporate Takeover of a Rural Town (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1994).  
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began buying significantly more Japanese cars in the 1970s, it also meant they were 

buying significantly more foreign tires. To make matters worse, import penetration of 

the replacement tire market also surged from 5 percent in 1970 to 15 percent in 1981. 

While tariffs kept the numbers of actual tires somewhat low, there were no import 

restrictions on tire components like tubes, flaps, and bladders. Between 1979 and 1982, 

Korea dumped so many tubes to gain market share in the United States that Gadsden 

alone lost 50 percent of its tube production. Meanwhile, extreme interest rate hikes 

implemented by the Carter administration and carried into the early Reagan Presidency 

to check inflation, which had continued to get out of hand, chilled the economy to the 

point of provoking a recession, which crashed the demand for industrial products such 

as automobiles (and therefore tires) and steel.15  

Excess capacity—too much supply and not enough demand—meant that, if the 

oligopoly were broken, tire companies would no longer be able to pass increased labor 

costs on to the consumer. Although labor costs soared in the late 1970s, companies were 

not able to increase the prices of their products to keep up. In the tire industry, by 1980, 

the five-year average for return on equity was the lowest of any industry. The sector’s 

growth in annual earnings over the past five years also ranked dead last. Other heavy 

industries (steel and auto) ranked near the bottom in both categories. Unsurprisingly, 

                                                        

15 “The Economic and Competitive Situation Confronting Goodyear and the Tire and Rubber Industry" 
presented at URW-GY Negotiations, March 1982, Dayton, Ohio, Local 12 Private Papers.    
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capitalists began moving their money into more lucrative pursuits. Uniroyal and 

Goodrich began disinvesting from the tire sector, leaving Goodyear with 49 percent of 

domestic capacity in 1981. Eight years later, Goodyear would be the only “Big Four” 

member left that was primarily devoted to making tires. Extreme excess capacity and 

capital disinvestment transformed the thousands of unionized workers who had kept 

the industry profitable into dead weight. They were simply no longer needed. Between 

1977 and 1987, Goodyear closed 5 of its 13 plants, Firestone closed 8 of 11, Uniroyal 

closed 2 of 6, and Goodrich closed 4 of 6.16 

Because capitalists had the god-like power to decide which workers got to stay 

on the ark, the wave of plant closures provided a prime opportunity for extortion. Before 

this period of massive disinvestment, concessionary bargaining was extremely rare. Yet, 

between 1982 and 1985 alone, there were 22 cases of local tire unions giving concessions 

in return for promises of investment. Some companies rescinded their promises and 

used the concessions to finance their escape out of the tire industry. But Goodyear, 

which remained, took advantage of the “shakeout” to restructure the conditions of 

production and remold its workforce. Although the URW had built-in protections to 

prevent unionized workers from competing against each other (such as requirements 

that concessions had to approved by a majority of local unions), they did not pertain to 

                                                        

16 Donald Sull, “From Community of Innovation to Community of Inertia: The Rise and Fall of the U.S. Tire 
Industry,” Academy of Management Proceedings, Vol. 1 (December, 2007): pg 33, table 8; “The Economic and 
Competitive Situation Confronting Goodyear and the Tire and Rubber Industry”; Bommarito presentation, 
“Minutes, District 8 Council Meeting,” July 1981, Local 12 Private Papers.  
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“local” conditions like work rules. And even when the provisions did apply, they were 

frequently evaded by locals facing imminent threats of plant closure.17 

In 1980, Goodyear showed a report to plant management in Gadsden that spelled 

out how the Gadsden plant compared unfavorably to others in the chain. Management 

then took it to Local 12. The problem was piecework. Not only was it too easy for 

workers to make money, the company claimed, the piecework system meant that more 

labor was being retained than the company needed because workers did “not work a 

full shift” [they made out early] and did not “tak[e] proper breaks.” “We need to take 

stock—Topeka is on our heels as they have already shown vast improvement,” 

management warned Local 12. Topeka workers who had been burned by Gadsden in 

1976 were now ready to race. “They are sitting in Kansas with oodles of floor space…we 

must get in the ballgame!” During local negotiations in 1982, Local 12 offered up 

comparatively minor concessions after the URW itself agreed to forego a wage increase 

(for the first time ever) in masters. Although the membership ratified the contracts, they 

still believed such givebacks would be the exception rather than the rule.18 

In the early 1980s, Gadsden’s other major employer—Republic—was faring even 

worse than Goodyear. Like the domestic tire industry, steel was reeling partly due to a 

                                                        

17 "The Economic and Competitive Situation Confronting Goodyear and the Tire and Rubber Industry;” 
Charles Jeszeck, “Structural Change in CB: The US Tire Industry,” 229-247, 240. On the way some rubber 
companies used concessions to get out of the industry, see Charles Jeszeck, “Decline of Tire Manufacturing 
in Akron,” in Craypo and Nissen (eds), Grand Designs: The Impact of Corporate Strategies on Workers, Unions, 
and Communities (Ithaca: ILR Press, 1993), 18-44, 25-26. 
18 Steering Committee Report, 1980, company document in Local 12 Private Papers. 
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spike in the importation of cheaply made products. Foreign companies could produce 

steel with less cost, in part because their governments subsidized their modernization, 

and in part because they paid their workers far less money. By the late 1970s, according 

to the historian Judith Stein, the U.S. industry needed loans and tax relief so it could 

modernize and trade restrictions to prevent other countries from “dumping”—selling 

below cost—their cheaply made steel to take market share in the U.S. 19 

According to Stein, both the Carter and Reagan administrations made a 

conscious choice to allow the steel industry to wither because they believed that the high 

price of steel and the high price of steel labor were driving out-of-control inflation. Their 

decision to raise interest rates (to fight inflation) made modernization more cost-

prohibitive and they refused to provide government-backed loans to lessen the costs. 

They also balked at preventing imported steel from entering the country because they 

wanted the price of steel (and steel labor) to decline. They thought the economic health of 

the nation depended on it. Stein does not consider the possibility that these politicians 

may have been right: that rampant inflation combined with economic stagnation 

(“stagflation”) may have been an indication that American capitalism could not function 

over the long term if blue-collar workers in core industries could make the system work 

so well for them.20   

                                                        

19 Stein, Running Steel, 253-287. 
20 Ibid; Dean Barber, “Gadsden Steel Workers Worry about Future,” Birmingham News, 9-29-85, clipping in 
Bevill Papers. 
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Between 1982 and 1986 the steel industry lost $12 billion dollars and twenty-five 

companies filed for bankruptcy. When import penetration of the domestic market 

reached a high of 26 percent, American companies averaged a loss of $18 for every ton 

they shipped. In Gadsden, Republic Steel lost $130,800,000 between 1982 and 1984 alone. 

In 1982, Republic was only able to operate at about 40 percent of its capacity, which 

meant thousands of workers in Gadsden were unemployed. There were also layoffs at 

Goodyear, some permanent, but these paled in comparison to Republic. In November, 

the unemployment rate in Etowah County hit 21.5 percent, which was one of the highest 

rates in the nation. The rate was even higher among Etowah County’s black population. 

As elsewhere in the South, by the 1980s blacks were proportionally more likely than 

whites to work in manufacturing establishments and were disproportionally hurt by 

disinvestment in American industry.21  

Once they got a whiff of the decay, members of the national press flocked to 

Gadsden to film, photograph, and interview the human flotsam cast off by what 

proponents of deindustrialization were calling the “new economy.” Art Harris of the 

Washington Post, one of the first to come, found a laid off steelworker whose family was 

surviving by living off the “deer in the freezer from last year’s hunt” and government 

handouts. “It feels real bad…I never had to ask for a thing in my life until now. I’ve 

                                                        

21 Stein, Running Steel, 273. Beau Cutts, “Gadsden: A Steel Town Down on it Luck,” The Atlanta Constitution, 
11-28-1982; On the impact of deindustrialization on Black workers in the South, see Timothy Minchin, Empty 
Mills: The Fight Against Imports and the Decline of the U.S. Textile Industry (Lanham, MD: Rowman and 
Littlefield Publishers, 2013), 75, 228-229.  
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always had a job.” “We have to pray with some to keep them from killing themselves,” a 

director of one of the many social agencies in town told Harris. “I’ve had grown men 

wet this floor with tears, begging for a job…So many say they just want to die.” Harris 

took the opportunity to warn Americans about the dangers of not embracing a post-

industrial future. He called Gadsden a “forlorn, two company town” and quoted an 

economist who claimed, “Alabama just made a mistake by becoming too reliant on 

heavy manufacturing.” From the director of the labor school at the University of 

Alabama Birmingham, of all places, Harris relayed the message that “Other Sun Belt 

States are better off because they don’t have steel, rubber, and auto-related industries” 

and that “Alabama needs an overhaul.” Harris asked Mayor Means if Gadsden had 

learned its lesson, if it would reject heavy industries. “You can’t be choosey when you’re 

desperate,” Means answered.22  

In 1983, Bill Moyers visited to film a segment for his primetime show on CBS. 

Moyers was more sympathetic than the Washington Post journalist, but the effect of the 

segment, which he titled “The Lost Generation,” was the same. “Gadsden, Alabama, 

lives on rubber and steel. When they falter, the whole town suffers—unemployment 

ripples right through the economy,” the narration began. Then a squalling child came 

into focus. “One girl has twice been placed in foster care; her father has been without 

steady work almost since her birth. He is working now for minimum wage. But it’s 

                                                        

22Art Harris, “Alabama’s Jobless Burying Sun Belt Myth,” The Washington Post, 12-4-1982.  
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barely enough to keep the family together.”  “What was going through your mind the 

day you sent them to the [foster] home?” Moyers asked. “I had guilty feelings. I just felt 

like a bum, like I was no good,” her father responded. Moyers wondered aloud if the 

man would have had his three children if he “knew at the time what you know how.” 

“No, I don’t think I would have,” he claimed.23  

“A lot of people say you fellas have to suffer in the short term because the 

economy of the United States is going through a long-term transformation,” Moyers 

prompted Dwayne Ellis, a rubber worker. Ellis, whose nickname was “Slash,” did not 

conceive of the source of the suffering in such an abstract way. Slash earned his moniker 

by slashing the tires of 22 Japanese-made cars in Gadsden with his “old trusty 

American-made buck knife” in the span of 30 minutes in broad daylight. “What got to 

me, one of my buddies walked up to me with tears in his eyes and he says, ‘I’ve enjoyed 

working with you…I’m going out the gate.’ It stayed with me all night long. A grown 

man with tears in his eyes,” Slash explained. It cost Ellis $2,200 in fines, but he felt the 

message he was sending was worth the price. “I took a piece of paper and wrote Buy 

American and stuck it on the windshield. I didn’t want the individual to think that some 

hoodlum slashed the tires in an act of vandalism. I wanted my point to be made.”24 

                                                        

23 “The Lost Generation” transcript is in Means papers.  
24 Ibid.  
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Moyers had a different point to make. The last part of the segment began with a 

shot of a computer. “A computer at the Goodyear plant, an ominous sign for a 

generation that faces obsolescence and fears it,” the narration went. “Will there still be a 

role for this basically manual, unskilled labor,” Moyers asked Ed Steffey, the plant 

manager. “Yes. There will be some. There has to be some…Not as much as in the past, 

no. I think the economy is going to pick up and...but I don’t believe it’s going to grow 

and we will know it to be like it was in the ‘60s and early ‘70s.” Back to the narrator: “It 

is the prospect of losing the future that haunts workers…A permanently shrinking 

industry base is a strange and frightening spectator.” The moral of the story was that 

slashing Japanese tires and defending American industry was quixotic and futile.25 

In the early 1980s, despite the media’s depiction of them, members of the blue-

collar middle class did not consider themselves to be obsolescent. Workers and their 

unions thought of the problem much in the same way as the historian Judith Stein: that 

the decline of heavy industry was the result of a deliberate public policy, in other words, 

a matter of politics. Slash placed some of the blame on what he called “ignorant” 

consumers, but considered the underlying problem to be the federal government’s lack 

of concern for industry and for industrial workers. “What we’ve come to, we are just not 

competing against foreign government. They’re subsidizing those steel mills with 

millions of dollars…millions and hundreds of millions of dollars that we don’t have.” 

                                                        

25 Ibid.   
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“What would you like to see Washington do?” Moyers asked. “Protection, retaliation, 

reciprocal action. We want to return to the point where everybody is made to play by 

the rules of free world trade.” It was a sentiment shared across Etowah County. 

“Complaints are widespread that Washington does not respond to people’s problems,” a 

reporter from the News & World Report discovered in 1984. “The government bailed out 

Chrysler and New York City in their time of need, but it didn’t turn its hand to help 

steel,” one steelworker insisted. “In a nutshell, it’s the government’s fault,” a 24-year old 

worker told the Atlanta Constitution. “For year’s we’ve been at a balance point where we 

could be competitive to sell steel. We’re not even in the race with them foreign 

competitors now.” All over Gadsden, reporters found “Buy American” signs. There 

were consequences for citizens who did not heed them. In early 1984, when the manager 

of McDonalds purchased a foreign car, Local 12 told its membership to boycott the 

franchise.26  

Workers tried to mount a political challenge, but it was to no avail. Leaders of 

Local 12 and Local 2176 demanded trade relief from the government. O.A. Garrard, the 

president of Local 12, went to Washington to testify about the cheap tubes Korea was 

dumping on the U.S. market. “We do not believe that the generalized system of 

preferences was set up to line foreign manufacturers' pockets at the expense of our 

                                                        

26 Ibid; “Eat your Import,” News & World Report, May 28, 1984, found in Vertical Files of Gadsden Public 
Library; Executive Board Minutes, Local 12 private papers.  
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working people,” he told the Trade Policy Staff Committee. Mayor Means made the trip 

on behalf of steel. “The thousands of men and women who work in our factories and 

mills are the backbone of our community and the economic foundation of our city,” he 

told the Senate Judiciary Committee at a hearing on the dumping of steel.27  

Tom Bevill, Gadsden’s conservative Democratic Congressman, pushed for “fair” 

trade policy on behalf of his constituents, but found few allies in Congress. At a 

Solidarity Day rally in Gadsden—held by organized labor in conjunction with the AFL-

CIO’s massive Washington D.C. protest of Reagan—Bevill told the crowd of mostly 

white workers why they deserved the intervention of the federal government. “Today 

there are many workers out of work…These aren’t freeloaders or welfare cheats. They 

are the people who have been paying their bills, sending their kids to college, buying 

American products. These people are the very backbone of our economy.” This is 

exactly what members of Gadsden’s blue-collar middle class wanted to hear. They 

continued to believe that their good fortune was a good thing for their community and 

the country in general. In the 1940s and 1950s, such thinking was common sense. By the 

early 1980s, more people probably believed that exactly the opposite was true. Even 

politicians like Bevel did not push the issue unless he was speaking directly to union 

members.28  

                                                        

27 Garrard’s statement is in "Gadsden union officials ask curb on imports,” The Birmingham Post, 10-6-1982, as 
a clipping in Local 12 private papers; GT, 5-30-1982.  
28 “Solidarity Day Rally Speech,” Box 76-098, Folder 88, Bevill Papers.  
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At the state level, because the “Reagan Recession” hurt more than just well-to-do 

blue-collar workers, it provided a small window for unions to sway the politics of 

Alabama back to the left. Many union members had already gone back to voting for 

Democrats, although these were not liberals. With the unemployment rate in Alabama 

higher than anywhere else in the country, unions could once again try to make the case 

that the fate of other working people rose and fell with the fate of organized labor by 

blaming the union-busting, pro-business Ronald Reagan for their suffering. Bevill’s 

appearance at a Solidarity Day rally was one indication they were having success. In one 

of the greatest ironies of southern history, their most helpful ally turned out to be 

George Wallace. In his bid for a fourth term as governor in 1982 after four years on the 

sidelines, Wallace ran a campaign that more closely echoed Big Jim Folsom than the 

George Wallace of the past. “I want him to be successful,” Wallace said of Reagan, “but 

on the other hand, it looks to me like the rich are getting richer and the poor are getting 

poorer.” “I have held the hand of the unemployed,” he declared, “and I have heard the 

desperate pleas of parents who could not care properly for their children…No one can 

be rich as long as there are those among us who are hungry. Any nation that forgets its 

poor will lose its soul.”29  

                                                        

29 On labor’s efforts to turn Alabamans against Reagan, see, Bill Koenig, “Steel Workers Gather, Roast 
Reagan,” Birmingham Post-Herald, 9-22-82; Howell Raines, “Wallace Defied New South Politics to Win 
Runoff;” NYT, 9-30-82; Jeff Frederick, Stand up for Alabama: Governor George Wallace (Tuscaloosa: University 
of Alabama Press, 2007), 388.  
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When Wallace appealed to the ordinary people of Alabama in the early 1980s, for 

the first time he was speaking to blacks and whites alike.  Although many civil rights 

leaders in the state and nation campaigned against him, thousands of black voters 

rewarded his transformation by giving him significant support in the primary (he won 

many majority-black counties) and overwhelming support in the general election 

against a staunch Reaganite. The state AFL-CIO also gave him a strong endorsement. 

When Wallace won the governorship, so many candidates riding his populist coattails 

accompanied him to victory that organized business considered labor to be “in full 

control of both houses of the Legislature.”30  

Wallace was genuinely saddened by the distress of Alabamans and wanted to do 

something to help. Thousands of unemployed working-class people—black and white—

sensed his concern and desperately wrote letters to their governor to personally ask for 

it. Many of the letters came accompanied with pictures of children. Some were even 

written by children. “My father out of work and their seven of us that wont have 

nothing for Christmas,” a youngster from Trussville revealed. “To see the look on my 

parents face when they told us that we would not get anything for Christmas. That look 

                                                        

30Raines, “Wallace defied New South Politics”; Barney Weeks to Jim Sala, 1-21-1983, AL AFL-CIO Private 
Collection.  
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on their face was a lot worse than knowing they wouldn’t going to be any thang under 

the tree for us…please help all parents get jobs.”31  

 Unfortunately, there was little the governor could do. Citing the hordes of 

distress letters, he announced in September 1983 that the state had a “new class of poor 

people who have dropped from middle class to abject poverty” and that he had formed 

a 50-member Advisory Committee on Humanitarian Services to “study” the problem. 

His only substantive move, however, was to call a special session of the legislature to 

increase the state’s pitifully low unemployment compensation rates (at $90/month they 

were the lowest in the nation).32  

Wallace was caught in a bind. With limited resources at his disposal, the best 

way he could help was to attract new capital, yet this would be impossible if companies 

considered Alabama’s “business climate” to be souring. When the state legislature 

passed a bill permitting teacher unions to automatically deduct dues from paychecks, 

even established Alabama businesses threatened to flee. A delegation of businessmen 

declared publicly that “we would have very little interest in expanding or building new 

plants in the state of Alabama” if things did not change. Wallace had no choice but to 

renege on many of his commitments to organized labor and the state’s poor. He would 

have to go the route of other New South governors: although in very poor health and 

                                                        

31 There are multiple folders filled with such letters in Wallace, Correspondence, SG002988; The letter from 
the children in Trussville is in the folder “Industrial Relations April 1983.”  
32 “Wallace: State has new class of poor; asks study,” News, 9-15-1983, clipping in “Industry, Employment 
and Income folder,” AL AFL-CIO Private Collection.   
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constant pain, Wallace hit the airways to sell his state to corporations across the globe.  

When he left office for the final time 1986, Alabamans had no more reason to believe that 

tracking to the political left would dig them out of their hole. They replaced Wallace 

with their first Republican governor since Reconstruction and their pro-labor legislature 

with what the state AFL-CIO called “probably the most-pro-business” one in state 

history.33  

The people of Gadsden also ended up more pro-business from their experience 

with the depression. Throughout the 1970s, it had seemed as if the old Gadsden, with its 

blue-collar, unionized, middle class, could co-exist with a new Gadsden, more geared to 

compete in the Sunbelt. Union density had been shrinking as labor leaders acquiesced to 

the fact that most new companies to the area would not operate with unions. It was 

generally accepted that Gadsden could no longer be a “union town,” but Gadsden was 

not antiunion.   

But in the pit of the recession came murmurs that organized labor was putting 

the future of Gadsden’s largest industry, Goodyear, in jeopardy. At a talk to the upscale 

Civitan Club in 1983, plant manager Ed Steffey announced that “In the plant that we are 

operating in, management spends 90% of the time with 10% of the troublemakers,” 

while at Goodyear’s nonunion Lawton plant, “you spend 90% of your time with 90% of 
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the good people and you work at getting the job done.” When someone in the crowd 

asked him to expound, Steffey explained that Lawton was “running right now on a 

seven-day operation continuous,” while Gadsden worked five days and got time-and-a-

half on Saturday and double-time on Sunday. “I hate to use the word ‘work ethic’ 

because we’ve got it in Alabama,” he claimed, “but with the environment that exists in 

the state of Oklahoma, they are just very, very competitive. They’re competitive and 

we’re all going to have to get that way—in order for us to stay in business—eventually.” 

The editor of the Gadsden Times was at the talk and printed Steffey’s remarks under the 

headline “Protect our Good Name.” Rubber workers were furious. “It’s the same kind of 

statements the company made when the workers were trying to organize the plant in 

the thirties and forties,” declared one union officer. 34   

When Means convened what he called a “Blue Ribbon” Commission for 

Economic Development, chaired by a banker, to propose a blueprint for Gadsden’s 

future, labor leaders, already on the defensive, were wary. Their fears seemed to be 

confirmed when their longtime foe, and Commission member, James Martin, publicly 

blamed unions for Gadsden’s problems, just as he had done thirty years earlier. Bruce 

Carr, head of the Labor Council, found Martin’s criticism particularly galling 

considering how labor had already lost so much power and was doing so much to 
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cooperate. “The fact of the matter is that a majority of the small plants in this area are 

non-union yet to hear people like Martin talk you would think every business is under 

contract with a union,” he complained to Means. “How many times has someone from 

labor been asked to meet with a new prospective industry to openly discuss any fears 

they may have in coming to our area...Somebody should be talking about labor peace in 

Gadsden instead of labor unrest.”35  

Labor was also somewhat suspicious of Means. The high-school-band-director-

turned mayor was popular partly because he positioned himself as a defender of the 

public purse against the area’s public sector unions. In what the paper called one of the 

“severest crises in its long labor history,” in 1976 Means forced a showdown by rejecting 

wage increases and hiring an outside labor consultant to help him bargain with city 

employees. It took a series of strikes (including a “blue flu” in the police department) to 

make the mayor retreat.36  

  When Carr complained about Martin, however, Means assured him, “I don’t 

intend for the report of this Commission to use organized labor as a scapegoat for our 

problems.” And the mayor kept his word. In its report, the Commission went out of its 

way to make the point that Gadsden’s reputation as a “bad labor town” was not 

warranted. “The committee attempted to look into the question of whether or not this 
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was a real problem or a perceived problem. It is the conclusion of this committee that 

this is a perceived problem,” it wrote. To combat the city’s false reputation, it called for 

the formation of an area “labor/management committee.” “Across the country…such 

committees have shown a significant improvement in labor/management relations,” it 

reasoned. The Commission did not clarify why labor-management relationships needed 

to be improved if they were not a problem.37 

 The only survey conducted by the Commission measured the opinion of 

residents within Etowah County, who, it so happened, had a startlingly low opinion of 

unions. Eighty percent of respondents (of an unknown sample size) believed that the 

relationship between labor and management in Gadsden had a detrimental effect “in 

regards to expansion of existing industries and/or locating new industries.” Fifty-one 

percent went so far as to say that unions had a negative impact on their standard of 

living.  In the survey’s comment section, so many nonunion workers complained about 

Goodyear and Republic that the Commission cited a “degree of resentment to the two 

major industries by non-employees of these industries.”38    

Before the Commission released its report, Means sent a draft to Mike McCain, 

the Assistant Director of Wallace’s Alabama Development Office in Montgomery. 

McCain knew Gadsden well. Between 1976 and 1981, he had worked as the Executive 
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Vice President of the Etowah Expansion Agency, where he had success getting federal 

grants and keeping organized labor in check. In his resume, McCain bragged that he had 

“obtained commitment from Gadsden Labor Council to give new industries a two-year 

grace period before attempting unionization drives.”39  

 When McCain got to the section of the draft that called the city’s poor labor 

reputation a “perceived” problem, he took out his red pen to make a lengthy correction.  

“Nope. It is a real problem due to the percentage of the manufacturing sector of 
the civil labor force who are union members…99 percent of the companies 
looking for new plant sites want to operate without a union. They have access to 
these statistics and quite often cross Gadsden off the list of potential sites because 
their concern about going to a union town…Industries also look to local leaders 
for a commitment that they will actively help them operate union free. It’s an 
unfortunate but true fact of life in this business.”40 
 
If anyone knew the facts of life in the economic development business, it was 

McCain. Wallace may have flown around the world to shake hands with businessmen, 

but the responsibility of actually convincing companies to come to Alabama was 

McCain’s. When businesses crossed Gadsden off of their list of potential places to set up 

shop, McCain was present to find out why.  When he returned the draft to Means, he 

appended (with a paper clip) an article titled “Measuring Union Climate” that detailed 

the way most companies in the 1980s automatically excluded places with above average 

union participation rates. He told Means that Gadsden’s best bet would be to keep 
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Goodyear and Republic out of the spot light. “People like Jerry Weaver, [owner of Mid-

South], who are successfully operating without a union are the best resources available 

to overcome this problem.”41 

McCain had a lot to teach boosters in Gadsden. In 1984, he would get the chance 

to do so full time when the newly formed Industrial Development Authority (IDA) 

hired him as its first director. The Blue Ribbon Commission had recommended that the 

city and county professionalize its economic development efforts by fully funding them. 

The president of Baptist Hospital, Charles Roe, and local attorney Kent Henslee came up 

with the blueprint. Unlike previous economic development agencies, the IDA would not 

be subject to the control of local governments. “In industry, people willing to invest their 

money in a community shy away from political influence,” Henslee explained. Gadsden 

would have no control over the work of the IDA, but the city and county would fully 

fund it with a sales-tax increase. With a yearly budget of about $400,000 (which was 

more than 10 times what Gadsden had spent on development in the early 1980s), the 

IDA was able to score McCain.42  

Directing the Gadsden-Etowah County IDA may have been the toughest 

economic development job in the entire country in the 1980s. But McCain got the job 

done. “Mike was a master at working around [the labor] situation,” Henslee explained. 
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“I represent management in union contests. Mike called me up one time and said 

something about somebody coming in wanting to know about unions and stuff like 

that…well tell them Mike, I’ve had 13 elections in the last 6 years and we won every one 

of them. Tell them that. He said, Kent, I can’t tell them that. If I tell them that this county 

has had 13 elections in the last 6 years they’ll go bananas!”43  

With McCain at the helm, Gadsden would try to build around Jerry Weaver and 

Mid-South Industries by becoming a “cluster” for nonunion metal working companies. 

Unlike capital-intensive industries devoted to one primary product, small fabricating 

shops could adapt to changing market opportunities and make practically anything. By 

having a cluster of such companies, moreover, the region could specialize in fabricating 

without being beholden to a single large firm. Gadsden’s economic development 

strategy for entering the twentieth-first century was almost the exact opposite of its 

strategy for entering the twentieth.44  

Some residents believed that Means took McCain’s advice to build up Mid-South 

literally. In 1984, Siemens-Allis (formerly Allis-Chalmers) closed its Gadsden plant and 

relocated to Jackson, Mississippi, throwing 125 members of the United Auto Workers, 

who made $20 per hour, out of work. Charles Riley, a union leader at the plant (and 

father of the current president of the Alabama AFL-CIO, Bren Riley), drafted a letter 
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accusing Means of pushing the sale of Siemens-Allis so that Mid-South could take the 

property. The UAW had signed a contract offering the company tremendous 

concessions, Riley wrote, but the city had not lifted a finger to help. “He [Means] was in 

on the plant closing and moving from the very first,” Riley declared. “We didn’t think 

that at first knowing he and the Mid-South people were friends. But the finality of it is 

the Siemens-Allis attorneys, in the presence of our Union committee said, and I quote 

‘Don’t let Mayor Means kid you, he’s playing politics, he’s been in on it from the very 

beginning.’”  There was some suspicion that Means benefitted financially from the sale 

of the property, but the truth of the matter was that trading Siemens jobs for Mid-South 

jobs was exactly the type of deal Gadsden was trying to make in 1984.45  

Gadsden could do without 125 jobs at Siemens; it could not afford to lose the 

3500 at Goodyear, particularly after the massive layoffs at Republic. When the plant 

manager publicly complained in 1983 that “troublemakers” in the union might get the 

factory closed, the comment had the effect of making the highly paid members of Local 

12 appear selfish and uninterested in the plight of their suffering neighbors. With 

Goodyear in the process of shedding excess capacity, rubber workers would now face a 

tremendous amount of pressure to make the necessary sacrifices for the good of the 

community.  
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O.A. Garrard, the president of Local 12, understood that Steffey had made such 

remarks to soften the union for a new round of concessionary bargaining. But in 1983, 

Garrard would have none of it. To strengthen the resolve of his members, he penned a 

letter promising the union would “stop this trend of negotiating for the company and 

once again live up to our commitment to our members.” “It seems it has become 

popular in the news media to blame the American worker and the company takes 

advantage of a bad economic problem to make you, the American worker, pay,” he 

bemoaned. Such machinations violated the basic promise of American capitalism that 

workers at Goodyear long had reason to believe: “It has been said that the goal of our 

economy is not to produce goods and services alone, but to provide a decent standard of 

living for our people,” Garrard wrote. In a burst of militancy, workers launched a brief 

wildcat to show Steffey that they would not be intimidated. Garrard traveled to Akron 

to discuss the “unrest” with corporate. Goodyear made a public statement to the effect 

that labor relations were just fine in Gadsden.46  

When push came to shove one year later, however, Garrard was ready to back 

down.  Even though 1984 was not a contract year, Goodyear executives made a special 

trip to Gadsden and demanded that Local 12 accept a continuous operations schedule 

just like the one in Lawton, Topeka, and the radial plant in Gadsden. Goodyear claimed 

that continuous operations could increase production by up to 40 percent. The company 
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also wanted Saturday and Sunday to count as part of the workweek so it did not have to 

pay premium for workers to come in on the weekend.  Garrard told his members to vote 

for the changes.47 

But the rank and file did not listen and voted down the proposal. Taken aback, 

Garrard deemed the recalcitrance “unusual” and attributed it to "resentment [that] can 

be traced back to 1982 when members agreed to work without a pay raise." Garrard 

could not get the members in line. But the President of Goodyear knew just what 

buttons to push. In an open letter  (published in the papers) to Steve Means, he called 

the vote a “fatal blow to our plan to keep our radial plant competitive in world 

markets.” “We wanted to produce more tires in Gadsden to meet the needs of our 

markets,” he wrote, but Goodyear could only do so if Local 12 would agree to 

continuous operations.  Community leaders scrambled for a revote. Even Governor 

Wallace got involved. With the pressure turned up, the membership got the vote right 

the second go round. The personnel director in Gadsden called Wallace to say thanks for 

“motivat[ing] the labor leaders to… sell the continuous work schedule to the employees 

at that plant.”48  

Garrard promised that they would be able to “catch-up” when master 

negotiations opened in 1985. But the URW leadership had other ideas. Perhaps fearing 
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that a strike would give Michelin the opportunity to take more of Goodyear’s market 

share, President Milan Stone blinked. In mid-negotiations, he changed the target from 

Goodyear to another company because he believed representatives from Goodyear 

locals (including Local 12) were too militant. “When [Stone] came into our meeting and 

saw we were deadlocked, he failed to call a strike,” Local 12 officer W.T. Davenport 

recalled. “That’s the reason for selecting a target company. If you can’t reach an 

agreement, you strike the target company and the rest of the industry works on a day-

to-day basis until an agreement is reached.” When the new contract did nothing to make 

up for three years of concessions, Garrard urged Local 12 to vote it down. "Gadsden 

rubber workers have been ignored by Goodyear and the international,” he told the 

membership. Local 12 voted against the contract, but it got enough support from other 

locals to be ratified.49  

When negotiations began at the plant level (“locals”), Steffey warned that 

Gadsden’s vote against the master contract did not go over well in Akron. If Gadsden 

workers hoped to make things right, they could do so in locals by accepting massive 

changes “in the shop floor techniques, rules, and practices [to] permit optimum 

utilization of human, physical, and capital resources.” “These are critical times for the 

survival of this plant and our employees,” warned Goodyear’s lead negotiator, Paul 
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Schulz. “The time is at hand for the company and union to collectively renew and 

increase efforts at cooperation for the long-range job security of all of us.”  Goodyear 

could build tires in “Cumberland [Maryland], Gadsden, or Brazil—wherever the cost is 

less,” Schulz threatened. "You guys know what business is like and you need to take a 

serious look at what we need to do. If you don't, it's going to be a long haul.”  Schulz 

admitted that he too was getting “eat out” by Akron. "Let's work together,” he pled. “If 

Cumberland is shut down we may be able to keep our plant here." “All we need is the 

flexibility to us,” another manager chimed in. “If you agree with us it'll tell our 

management that you want to be competitive."50 

Garrard was in no mood to be whipsawed against Cumberland.  “If you think 

you [Schulz] can come in here on your white horse and get everything we've gotten over 

the years, you're wrong,” he declared. Rather than address the company’s proposals for 

concessions, he brought in a list of 127 items that the union wanted. “We are just trying 

to be realistic,” he chirped with biting sarcasm. “Even if we agree [to concessions] here,” 

Garrard proclaimed, “the people” would not approve it. “That’s where it takes 

leadership,” retorted Schulz. “Well you don't have it on this side of the table if that's 

what it takes.” That was Local 12’s second strike.51  
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The union would get one more opportunity to show Akron it could be 

“competitive.” A couple months after local negotiations ended, Stan Mihelick, a popular 

former plant manager in Gadsden now working for corporate, made the trip to Alabama 

to warn that Goodyear was planning to close the plant. Mihelick did not want to see that 

happen. Apparently, he convinced Goodyear executives that he could talk Local 12 into 

making the radical changes that would be necessary to keep it open.52  

Garrard convened a special membership meeting to share the bad news.  Akron 

considered Local 12 to be “uncooperative,” the plant to be “high cost,” and the workers 

to be “known for resisting” and “unwilling to make meaningful changes that will 

improve cost and productivity,” he declaimed. For ten interminable minutes, Garrard 

drawled out the numbers that Akron was using to compare Gadsden to other plants. 

“Total output per man hour: Freeport 82.6 pounds per man hour, Cumberland 68.9, 

Danville 62.9, Topeka 55.6, Gadsden 54 pounds…In Gadsden, wages and fringes takes 

34 percent of the finished project put out the door, in Union City it takes 32.8 percent, 

Topeka takes 30.2 percent… Danville 24.7 percent.”  Gadsden workers compared 

unfavorably in every category. Their wages were too high. They got out too few tires per 

day, even in the radial plant. And so on. “That's how they compare us on everything,” 

Garrard lamented.53  
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Moreover, while Local 12 had refused to give concessions during locals, their 

union brothers and sisters elsewhere were giving away the kitchen sink. “Those other 

Goodyear plants committed to change, talking about plants now that's done things in 

the past trying to stay competitive, comparing them against us. Said Gadsden hasn't 

done anything,” Garrard relayed.  What was left of the Akron union agreed to eliminate 

piecework and reduce job classifications. Windsor, Vermont, took a COLA freeze. 

Topeka, which had lost out on the radial plant in 1976, agreed to new rates and manning 

structures, as well as other “general work rule changes.”54  

The biggest threat came from Cumberland. It was the only plant other than 

Gadsden in the entire Goodyear chain that continued to make bias tires. Whatever 

Cumberland workers gave up, Gadsden would have to match. Cumberland had already 

agreed to give up piecework, which was considered a sacred cow in the Gadsden plant. 

Now they planned on “giving back” a scheduled wage increase. Knowing how to play 

the game, the Cumberland union told Gadsden that they had no intention of making 

that concession. Mihelick had found out otherwise, and showed Local 12 a letter from 

the Cumberland union to prove it. The membership at Cumberland was doing its part as 

well. Even though it was just as large as Gadsden’s, in 1984 it only filed 17 grievances 

against the company, compared to 256 from Alabama.  "I don't guess if you are gonna 
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give ‘em everything you need to write a grievance,” Garrard growled. “So that is what 

we are up against.” 55   

Most workers in the crowd responded defiantly. A black woman pointed out 

that Goodyear had been using dumped foreign tubes and other components that 

America workers could never make as cheaply. As one worker read the tea leaves, “The 

way I see it, we're gonna have to give them something ever other three months or we'll 

be out of a job. We just settled a contract. Now they want something else. We give them 

this, well in two months they will want a little bit more.” Another worker informed the 

crowd about something he felt Mihelick had neglected to share: “I think one of the most 

important figures that he didn't have in that little list right there...is where Goodyear’s 

profit is 463 million dollars and you're entitled to a share of that profits. What this man 

is asking for is they are gonna take it away from you. They are gonna take your 

livelihood…We got some young cats trying to buy homes now and...they are told they 

don't make enough money to buy a 75,000 dollar home." What the membership would 

have to decide, he concluded, was “whether you want a job in the future or you want a 

living in the future.”56   

“Most of what has been said here is true,” Garrard despondently replied.  “I 

think we know that Goodyear's going to continue to make a profit. They got no 
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compassion for people.  And if I didn't have no compassion for people I would have told 

Mihelick right off where to go, but I have to let you people make that decision cause… 

there's going be a lot of people in this room affected by it and we know that and it's not a 

threat.” Mihelick “wasn’t down here to hear excuses,” Garrard warned. “The bottom 

line,” was that “by early 1987 there will be 16,000 less bias tires produced. Those tires are 

scheduled to come out of the Gadsden plant…Gadsden is in danger...unless something 

is done and done fast… Until something is done in Gadsden there won't be one dollar 

spent in the Gadsden plant period.” Whether those bias tires would be made in Gadsden 

would be a “choice” Local 12 workers would have to make. “It is strictly up to you,” 

Garrard told them.57  

In an interview with the Times, Goodyear President Tom Barrett promised that 

the company was not trying to start a “horse race” between Alabama and Maryland. 

What was happening was simply a “classic case of what you and I studied in Economics 

101.” “We’re looking at cost structures, we’re looking at capacity,” he explained. “The 

plants willing to make the kind of changes required to be competitive, where work rules 

can be altered and where there can be a change of attitude will be looked at for future 

considerations.” Mike McCain, of course, knew otherwise. “Not withstanding 
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management’s comments that they do not want to foster competition between plants,” 

he stated, “we consider ourselves to be in a race.”58   

The leadership of Local 12 took the opportunity to meet with Goodyear about 

“what might be done to save jobs and/or the plant.” But for reasons that are unclear, all 

of a sudden Goodyear decided it could keep two bias plants after all. The company 

dialed back the pressure and allowed Local 12 the opportunity to work under the old 

contract. In the corporate jungle of the 1980s, however, it was only a matter of time 

before a predator caught a sniff that Goodyear was hanging on to too much capacity. 

There was money to be made by buying the company and trimming the fat. On the 

morning of September 25, 1986, the investment firm Merrill Lynch bought up 1.7 million 

shares of Goodyear stock. A few weeks later, the bank bought another 2.1 million. Other 

investors realized a takeover attempt was afoot and began buying up shares in the 

hopes that Goodyear would try to fend it off by pushing the price of its stock so high 

that it would be unprofitable for a raider to buy the company. In a matter of one month, 

Goodyear’s stock rose from $33 per share to almost $50.59  

Behind it all was the Anglo-French financier James Goldsmith. Teaming up with 

Merrill Lynch and other pirates, Goldsmith had come into possession of 11.5 percent of 
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Goodyear’s 109 million shares. As Wall Street predicted, Goodyear spent millions of 

dollars to buy up its own stock at inflated prices. It would have to do the job of 

trimming its own fat. “There will be some gut-wrenching decisions that all of us will 

have to make,” president Robert Mercer told his employees. “Some of us will be victims 

of those decisions. For none of us will the life ahead ever be quite the same.” Goodyear 

managed to survive the raid, thanks largely to the help of the Ohio state legislature, 

which enacted laws making the buyout more difficult. Goldsmith’s consolation prize 

was the handsome $93 million he made when Goodyear bought back the stock. In 

Gadsden, rubber workers and allies from other unions picketed the local Merrill Lynch 

bank. They understood quite well that any fat Goodyear needed to cut would come from 

them.60 

A month later, Goodyear picked up where it had left off the previous year and 

laid down the ultimatum to Gadsden once more.  Considering that it was those 

desperate farmers on Sand Mountain who convinced Goodyear to come to Gadsden in 

the first place, it was fitting that the company returned here—to the little town of Boaz—

to forge the agreement with Local 12 that would keep it in Alabama. Known forever 

after as the “Boaz” concessions, the union agreed to let the company take what was 

estimated to be over seventeen million dollars from its Gadsden workers, the bulk of 
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which came from eliminating piecework. It amounted to an approximate four or five 

dollar per hour pay cut for pieceworkers.61  

Among the advantages cited by Goodyear in the Boaz negotiations, eliminating 

piecework would end the “win/lose game of time splits and falsifying production 

[“screwing ‘em with the pencil”].” It would “optimize…service manning and efficiency” 

because there would be no surge of production at the beginning of the shift. Best of all, it 

“would reduce the adversary relationship between area managers and workers as 

payment conflicts would be eliminated.” Piecework had to go because it fostered an 

attitude of “‘what’s in it for me’ rather than ‘what’s in it for us,’” Goodyear insisted. The 

working class in the 1980s would have to let go of its middle-class values—such as its 

acquisitiveness and drive for upward mobility. It would have to think about the 

company’s needs first.62   

The “memorandum of understanding” between the parties called Boaz “a new 

spirit of working together,” which was the prerequisite “first step…of our goal which is 

the same as the goal of every Goodyear facility, -- and every Goodyear employee – 

Global competitiveness. That achievement alone will satisfy company needs for earnings 

that can be used for growth; employee needs for job security and equitable 

compensation, and shareholder needs for a fair return on their investment.”  The 
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consulting firm hired to write the agreement summed it up this way: “the parties 

recognize and are committed to creating and maintaining an environment second to 

none in the Gadsden plant’s competitiveness as a producer…[that] to achieve these 

objectives it is recognized that the company and union and the employees all have a 

common goal and individual responsibilities in working together for the welfare of the 

Gadsden plant…[that] the unions and the employees are committed to promote constant 

improvements in quality and productivity… [and that] changing technology and 

equipment require flexible employee and labor-management relations.”63  

The membership had little choice but to vote for Boaz. The blue-collar middle 

class had planted deep roots in Gadsden. Even if it was possible to find industrial work 

elsewhere, it was not easy to leave. Most had grown up in Alabama. Most owned 

property here—the value of which would drastically decline if Goodyear closed.  This 

became obvious during the recession of the early 1980s, when it seemed as if the steel 

plant was shutting down. Even with workers defaulting on their home loans, banks 

would not foreclose precisely because it would be impossible to resell them. “Officials of 

lending institutions are reluctant to foreclose on homes since there are few new buyers 

able to assume mortgages,” the President of the Steelworkers had claimed. Workers also 

had their families to think about. As one former officer put it, “Well there's no doubt that 

the wives of Gadsden, Alabama, and all the surrounding area KNEW what that 
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ultimatum was and when they get through with that husband and sent him to vote that 

husband's not gonna want to face her if she finds out he voted no.”64  

As a reward for the massive concessions, Goodyear closed Cumberland and a 

second plant in New Toronto and moved some of their production to Gadsden.  “I guess 

you might say that’s whipsawing at it’s finest,” remembered former president Dennis 

Battles. “It’s something I almost wish we could forget… We did it, and we had to do it. 

We didn’t have a choice.”65   

In accordance with the “new spirit of working together,” after Boaz the company 

instituted “problem solving workgroups” in which rank-and-file workers were given 

management responsibilities such as coming up with new ways to increase productivity 

and improve quality. When Goodyear built its (at the time) non-union radial plant in 

Tyler, Texas in the early 1980s, it implemented such a “participative management” style. 

In 1986 it sent leaders of Local 12 to Texas to learn it.  In Gadsden, it would be known as 

Joint Process. Workers participated in brainstorming sessions with supervisors; they 

were shown their production numbers (and the numbers of workers from other plants); 

and they were given rewards for coming up with ideas to make the factory run better. 

Local 12 and the company even released a joint newsletter to drive home the fact that the 
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company’s problems were the union’s problems too. Such human relations tactics 

became popular at most major industrial firms in the country during the 1980s.  

Companies realized that workers knew their jobs better than anyone and could offer 

helpful insights into making operations more efficient. More importantly, they hoped 

that by giving workers a chance to see things from management’s perspective, workers 

would stop behaving in a way that made management’s job more difficult. The unstated 

goal was to create something like a duality within the worker whereby the mind took on 

the role of management but the body remained in the role of labor. “It was self-

policing,” explained former Local 12 president Mickey Williams.66  

Workers at Goodyear were forced to change the way they approached work 

because their company proactively extorted them. The situation for steelworkers was 

even worse. The steel industry was in such bad shape in the early 1980s that Republic 

did not even bother to whipsaw Local 2176. It seemed like the only people worried 

about the profitability of the company were the workers themselves. In 1983, with the 
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plant operating at 40 percent capacity, the union put forth a plan to finance its 

modernization by granting enough concessions to pay for a continuous caster, which by 

that time had replaced the inefficient ingot caster as the industry standard. Republic 

happily took the concessions and then put the caster in Cleveland. In 1984, workers tried 

once again to finance Republic’s modernization, this time to stave off a merger attempt 

from the Dallas-based conglomerate Ling-Temco-Vought (LTV), which planned to shut 

down most of the Gadsden operation. This go round the city helped by letting out a 

bond. Steelworkers took up contributions to pay off the interest.67  

Just in the nick of time, the anti-trust division of the Justice Department stopped 

the merger because it would have given LTV control of 22 percent of the production of 

domestic steel sheets. If LTV were to gobble up Republic (now known as Gulf States), it 

would have to sell Gadsden to another steel producer rather than protect its own market 

by shutting it down. But that was easier said than done. As LTV complained, “We’re in 

sort of a Catch-22 situation…Justice wants Gadsden divested as a going, viable business, 

which it isn’t. It’s a problem plant. But we can’t just shut it down; that’s the worst 

solution from Justice’s standpoint.” A crane operator in the plant had a much different 

take: “I think we have more of a guarantee than we had that we’ll stay open,” he told 
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Steven Greenhouse, the labor reporter at the New York Times. “For years, they’ve 

threatened to close the mill. Besides, unlike Republic, the new owner may just pump 

some money into modernizing the plant.”68  

But there were few capitalists interested in the acquisition. The only up-to-date 

part of the factory was the finishing mills. U.S. Steel wanted those, but Justice was not 

about to let the largest steel producer in the country further increase its market share. 

The Japanese firm Kawasaki also wanted the finishing plant (it produced its steel slabs 

in Brazil).  As one industry analyst noted, “Although Gadsden isn’t one of your most 

efficient facilities, it has a good location and access to cheap off-shore slabs [which is all 

that a finishing plant would need].”69 

Just weeks after the merger was stopped, Earl Guyton, the Vice President of 

Local 2176, told Greenhouse that workers were actually thinking about buying the plant 

for themselves. In October, the two unions that operated at Gulf Steel, Local 2176 and 

Local 4382 (the clerical workers), sat down with LTV for a type of negotiating in which 

they were not accustomed. What they had in mind was a “modified” employee stock 

ownership program (ESOP). “We don’t have the financial wherewithal to do a complete 

buyout,” Gary Bone, the local’s president, told the Wall Street Journal. Instead, LTV 

would create a “separate company” to run the Gadsden plant and the workers would be 
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part owners.  The Justice Department would have to approve the deal. Already, Bone 

claimed, there were customers who “expressed varying degrees of interest.”70  

But LTV balked. When it refused to make a deal with Local 2176 before the 

December 1 deadline, Justice transferred the sale to the New York investment bank 

Oppenheimer & Co. Workers at Goodyear had to convince their company that they 

could make the plant profitable; workers at Republic would have to convince the Justice 

Department and an investment bank. With their own money, they commissioned a 

consulting firm to research how to make Gulf States viable. It found that the plant 

required 138 to 140 million dollars in new investments and workers would have to give 

up between four to six more dollars an hour in wages and benefits. Prepared to make 

such further concessions, in September 1985, the United Steel Workers hired the 

investment bank Lazard Freres to develop a financial package to find an investor to 

finance the ESOP.  A month later, Freres had reached an agreement with the Banker’s 

Trust of Atlanta. The package entailed a drastic wage cut as well as an agreement from 

the union to allow for layoffs. In mid-November, Local 2176 voted overwhelmingly in 

favor of it.71  

Yet Local 2176 and the Banker’s Trust would have a competitor in the bidding 

process. With the market improving, the ten-gallon-Stetson-hatted David Brennan, CEO 
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of the Brenlin group, an Akron-based “holding company” that owned 14 nonunion 

operations, came up with a cheaper proposal to make money out of Gadsden. The 

cowboy capitalist claimed that it would only cost 100 million to modernize the plant. He 

would cut costs by getting rid of 1600 unionized workers. For Brennan, forcing the 

workers to decertify from the USW, if it was even possible, would not be enough 

because they had been inculcated in a unionized work culture that was antithetical to 

the “Brenlin philosophy.” Brennan was going to clean the slate by bringing in “new 

people to the area.” His was to be a “new operation with new employees.” As a 

Birmingham News editor noted with approval, in Brennan’s “partnership approach,” 

individual workers would forego high wages and benefits in return for an opportunity 

to share whatever profits the company might make. They would get to join productivity 

committees to strategize with local managers about boosting profits at the same time 

that the right of management “to manage” would be restored.72 

Development officials and civic leaders in Gadsden preferred growth in 

nonunion industries. But they could not stomach the idea of the labor war that would 

ensue if Brennan tried to bring in thousands of new workers to replace members of 

Local 2176. Brennan had told a reporter from Birmingham that “there may be violence.” 

To prepare for the battle, he hired the legal firm responsible for breaking the union at 
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Dodge-Phelps, acquired “armored buses” to bring in scabs, and made plans to stock the 

factory with food and cots so scabs and managers could “liv[e] in the plant” until the 

danger had subsided.  As Gary Bone put it, “They seem to assume that their plan will be 

so unacceptable to the people of this area that they will have to operate Gulf States as a 

fortress.”  One of the first people Brennan consulted when he made the trip to Etowah 

County was Sheriff Roy McDowell. In an interview at the office of the Gadsden 

Chamber of Commerce, Brennan and three other men from Akron questioned 

McDowell about the size of his force, the availability of his reserves, and whether he or 

his men could be relied upon to enforce anti-picketing injunctions. “I gathered from 

their questions to me they were anticipating trouble over there,” McDowell later 

testified. Brennan also requested an army of state troopers from Alabama Development 

Office director and close-Wallace advisor Bill Rushton. In a confidential memo, Rushton 

warned Tom Bevill that the state would most likely have to call in the National Guard. It 

was a “powderkeg situation,” Rushton wrote. Governor Wallace, both Alabama 

Senators (including the Republican, Denton), Congressman Bevill, and mayor Means all 

came out to publicly support ESOP to prevent the keg from blowing.73 
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In an unexpected twist, politicians and civic leaders were compelled to play up 

Gadsden’s reputation as a union town to convince the Justice Department that Brennan’s 

plan could not work. Members of Local 2176, who had not had an opportunity to show 

militancy for many years, did their part by threatening a pitched battle. “I’m just telling 

that guy [Brennan] no, he is not going to get what he wants,” Gary Bone told the local 

paper. “There’s a time in everybody’s life when you’ve got to look somebody in the eye 

and tell them you are not going to get what you want.” Thanks to the initiative of Joe 

Ford, the Democratic state representative from Gadsden, the labor-friendly Alabama 

legislature held hearings in town a couple weeks later to drive home the point.  A third-

generation worker warned “that taking my job in some devious way won’t be as easy as 

these people think…I’m ready to fight, and I will if I have to.” A USW leader promised 

that Brennan’s plan would “provoke a labor war…similar to the historic struggles of the 

1930s,” a “war against Alabama workers” that even “Republic could not win in 1943.” In 

its recommendation that the Justice Department accept the ESOP plan, the legislature 

argued that Brennan “constitutes a threat to the peace and tranquility of the 

community.” The strategy continued at the Justice Department hearings. Sheriff 

McDowell testified, “[b]ased upon my years of experience in law enforcement and my 

knowledge of the people in the Gadsden-Etowah county area,” Brenlin’s plan to replace 

the current workforce would “create a dangerous situation.” “That would be 
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particularly true if the new owner tried to open up without recognizing the United Steel 

Workers,” he added.74  

While warning that operating without a union would be impossible, supporters 

of ESOP insisted that Local 2176 would actually make the plant more profitable. “The 

harmonious labor relationships at the Gadsden works have contributed greatly to the 

wealth and prosperity of the Gadsden community and the state of Alabama,” Ford’s 

legislative committee wrote. The manager of industrial engineering at Gulf States, 

possibly worried about his own future in a Brennan plant, reported to Wallace that “No 

outside group knows the operations of our facilities and our customer needs better than 

the current dedicated management and union personnel.” In a letter to Justice, Denton 

called ESOP a “prime example of the cooperation that is needed…between labor and 

management…[i]f this nation is to regain its competitive position in the world 

marketplace.”75 

  The Justice Department and Oppenheimer & Co. were not so impressed. While 

“ESOP has recognized the need to reduce the plant’s labor costs by cutting hourly pay 

by $5 per hour and by reducing employment by 240 employees out of over 2100 

employees,” Justice noted, “it may not be enough, given Gadsden’s chronic unprofitably 

and its need for funds.” “According to the trustee [Oppenheimer],” it continued, “the 
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ESOP’s higher cost structure would make it quite vulnerable in bad years when prices 

fall and volume is reduced.” Justice was going to give the bid to Brennan, but thanks to 

the pressure from Alabama politicians, it was able to cite an agreement from the CEO to 

give current employees first priority for the jobs. As for the potential labor strife, it 

reasoned, “everyone will lose if Brenlin and the workers in Gadsden fail to reach an 

agreement. They know this, and they know the changes that are needed to rebuild 

Gadsden in order to make it a strong and secure company and employer. We believe 

that they will find their common goal is stronger than any differences between them.”76  

Brennan agreed to rehire current employees and even let them keep their union. 

He later claimed that he had been “misinformed about the workers’ strong, pro-union 

sentiments,” but that statement was belied by his original strategy to operate the factory 

like a “fortress.” Members of the local union had taken a vote to strike if the 

Steelworkers did not get recognition in the new outfit. As Bone warned, “If he thinks 

that the guys out there in that plant are going to sit there and let him bring people by 

them to operate the plant, he’s got a lot to learn.” Bone had been “telling those people” 

all along that “if they operate in Gadsden, they will have to deal with the steelworkers 

union.” It did seem like those people finally got the message. Workers got Brenlin’s 

message too. When bargaining began in March, they agreed to what amounted to a $7 
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per hour pay cut and major reductions in seniority rights—promotions would now be 

based on “job evaluations.”77  

A year later, Gulf States Steel was profitable again and both management and the 

union seemed happy. Brennan discovered that unionized workers could indeed catch on 

to his way of doing things. “It is working here because the people have embraced doing 

business in the way we think it should be done, “ he told the Times. “One of our 

employees said he viewed the ‘Brenlin Philsoophy’ as not changing people but 

permitting them to do what they have always wanted to do.”  “We are the lowest cost 

producer in the US,” Brennan bragged, because of the “active program to involve 

employees in the plant’s resurrection.” Such a program included “productivity 

committees,” in which union members were tasked with coming up with ways to make 

Brennan more money. For its part, the union was impressed that someone had finally 

put enough money in the plant to make it profitable again. “When they first rolled into 

town, they didn’t impress me a whole lot,” Bone admitted. “But I think they’re really 

sincere about what they’re trying to do. I believe that...If LTV hadn’t put us up for sale 

and if we hadn’t been sold, I don’t think this plant would be here today. I really don’t.” 

Workers also appreciated the opportunity to contribute to the plant’s profitability in a 

more systematic way. “They had taken it on [keeping the plant profitable] for years,” 
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recalled Connie Entrekin, a retired official with the USW. “It has always been, ya know, 

the employees…the workers really knew when something happened what had to be 

done to get it fixed and they got in there and fixed it. The vast majority of union workers 

want to see the company make a living.”78   

For the first time in many years, it appeared as if things were moving in the right 

direction for Gadsden. Brennan’s success at Gulf States brought the city its first good 

publicity in years. The newly established IDA was also making miraculous progress. 

Between 1976 and 1984, only 4 new industries had moved to Gadsden. Under McCain’s 

leadership, in a little over two years the IDA had been able to attract 26. No other 

development agency in the state could claim such a record. In 1989, the IDA could take 

credit for bringing 1374 new jobs to the county and helping existing industries, such as 

Mid-South, create hundreds more. The Industrial Development journal named Gadsden’s 

IDA one of the top ten in the entire country. “It shows something about the health of our 

economy, the strength of our industrial base,” McCain boasted.79  

Gadsden’s catch 22 had been that it could not survive without Goodyear and 

Gulf State, but neither could it attract new companies to town as long as those 

companies sustained a strongly unionized, blue-collar middle class. McCain was great at 

his job and deserved much of the credit for IDA’s success. Yet it was no coincidence that 
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Gadsden’s new growth corresponded directly with the decay of its two major industries 

and the weakening of Local 12 and Local 2176. Goodyear permanently eliminated well 

over 1000 high-paying jobs across the 1980s and Gulf States at least twice as many. The 

jobs that remained still paid much better than most manufacturers in the South, but they 

paid substantially less than they did just ten years earlier. Some of the new industries 

(such as a chicken processing plant and small textile concerns) came with weak unions. 

But most ran nonunion. By the late 1980s, McCain could present data that only about 50 

percent of manufacturing workers still belonged to unions (down from almost 100 

percent in the early 1960s). And he could point to the Boaz and Brenlin agreements as 

evidence that the surviving unions were cooperative ones.80  

The accelerated decline of heavy industry in the 1980s changed Gadsden in a 

fundamental way. Workers lucky enough to stay at Goodyear and Gulf States still had 

the only good manufacturing jobs in town, but they realized that their children would 

not be so lucky. The blue-collar middle class had survived for one more generation, but 

it would not be reproducible. “Everything in Gadsden was sort of…depended on 

industry, particularly the rubber plant and the steel plant,” Steve Means explained. 

“And it was like you know gee I want to grow up and be like dad and work at the steel 

mill or at the rubber plant and be a member of the union. That was Gadsden.” But that 

Gadsden was dying. “The question circulating around the county these days is what will 
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happen to these workers’ families,” the Times noted in 1987. “Goodyear and steel plant 

workers had it made…They were able to get good jobs with good wages, buy homes, 

raise their families, buy cars and pickup trucks and maybe a boat or a camper. The two 

plants made it possible for working men to provide their families with just about 

everything they could want.” For many workers, the answer was to emphasize the 

importance of a college education to their children, even if it meant their children would 

likely to have leave Gadsden to find white-collar work. They would use the good money 

they made working hard in the factory to finance their children’s departure from the 

working class, and often from Alabama.81   

Nevertheless, as long as the blue-collar middle class hung on by a thread, the city 

would be unable to totally reinvent itself.  Noting with cautious optimism that 

Gadsden’s “union town image was improving,” McCain complained publicly in late 

1989 that it was still a “perceptual problem and an image problem which unfortunately 

puts us on the defensive on almost any project in which we work.” McCain, more than 

anyone, realized that the issue was not just “perceptual.”82  

Steelworkers and rubber workers had made drastic changes to keep their plants 

above water. But they still had certain core beliefs, habits, and attitudes that made them 

very different than most southern workers. For one, they expected to be rewarded if 
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their companies started making money again.  When Gulf States went back in the black, 

steelworkers believed it was thanks to their own hard work, skill, and willingness to 

make drastic concessions. At the first round of negotiations after Brenlin took over in 

September 1987, Local 2176 asked for a raise to recuperate a little bit of what its 

members had lost. Brennan refused.83  

In January 1988, the cowboy capitalist got himself a trump card that was sure to 

play well in negotiations. The plant had needed a continuous caster for years. In 1983, 

Local 2176 had even financed it with concessions, but Republic did not put it in 

Gadsden. Five years later, Brennan finally bought one. Rather than bring it to Etowah 

County, he kept it parked in the port of Mobile to hold over the heads of union 

members. But the steelworkers held firm. Eleven months later, with the caster still in 

storage, negotiations came to a stalemate when company representatives stormed out of 

the room. Local 2176 set a strike date for April 1, 1989. It would be the first strike at the 

steel factory in thirty years.84  

In preparation for the strike, Brennan went to the city council and obtained 

clearance for dozens of security guards that he recruited from out of state. Workers 

figured that the guards would be used to escort or protect scabs. Perhaps Brennan was 

bluffing, but steelworkers were not going to risk it. At midnight on April 1, they 
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amassed in front of the plant to protect their picket line. Guy Solley, a longtime member 

of 2176 who was manning the pickets, described what happened when the clock struck 

twelve:  

They hired a bunch of goon guards and brought ‘em in and put in a false 
gate...well these goon guards they came down there in their little van and 
marched out with their little britches bloused in their boots and marched out to 
the middle of the street and they went to parade and said we came down here to 
kick some redneck rebel rears (although that wasn't the term they used). But 
anyhow they shouldn't have said that. I heard some of those ladies [USW 
members] issue expletives in combination of profanity that I have never heard in 
my life that night and that gate went down just like it was made of toothpicks 
and they didn't bother to get back in their little van. When we broke that gate 
down they broke up in a run up to the real front gate....when they came back up 
through there them britches wasn't bloused no more they was flappin’ in the 
breeze and they was hollering get your guns out they're coming they're coming. 
Well we didn't go any further. We just didn't like ‘em in our place trying to insult 
us and we got the message across.85  
 
After the steelworkers ran off the goon squad, the company called in the police 

department. In decades past, the Gadsden city police would have likely done more to 

help the workers than help Brennan. Now, to the rage of USW members, some (but not 

all) policeman joined forces with the goons. In response, picketers damaged eleven 

police cars. Two workers were arrested. Brennan, still not satisfied with the protection 

he was receiving from law enforcement, called Republican Governor Guy Hunt and 

received 60 state troopers with forty more on standby. The brouhaha, however, 

convinced Brennan that he should go back to the negotiating table. Just a few days after 
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the strike began, he agreed to a significant pay raise. A week later he installed the 

caster.86  

With Brennan capitulating, Local 2176 turned its ire on Mayor Nolen for granting 

the security clearances and for allegedly telling the company that Gadsden would 

provide “any help or assistance that they may need in the event there was a strike.” 

Workers showed up to a city council meeting to demand answers, but the mayor’s office 

declined to talk about the issue for fear that it would lead to even worse publicity. As a 

spokesman for Nolen explained, “industrial recruiters in other towns use newspapers 

clipping services to find newspaper articles that they can use to lure industries away 

from Gadsden and to their cities.” The editor of the Times excoriated Bone for publicly 

airing the city’s dirty laundry. “His actions can only benefit those who think Gadsden is 

not a desirable place to live, work, and invest,” it bellowed. But the victorious 

steelworkers were not going to apologize. “We’re not ashamed of it,” Bone said of the 

town’s union reputation. “We’re proud of it. This is probably one of the strongest labor 

communities in the country. If an industry wants to look here and make a decision not to 

come here because of organized labor, then I invite them to stay away…we negotiate for 

things, then we stand up for them.” These were not the words that Mike McCain wanted 
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to hear. He complained publicly that he was getting phone calls from prospects after 

word went out about the steel strike.87 

Rubber workers had not completely changed either. At Boaz, Local 12 had 

promised to get out the same production on daywork that they had on piecework. Just a 

year after the agreement, however, managers were already complaining that production 

had fallen behind dramatically. Workers may have known in their minds that they 

needed to increase production, but it was difficult to adjust after working on an 

incentive basis from the day they hired in. “They [Goodyear] actually thought they 

could get the same production on daywork,” Mickey Williams recalled. “And we agreed 

to it...but we didn’t [do it].” As a result, the company phased out most bias jobs in 1989 

(700 workers were laid off) and the rest by 1995. “So we lost our bias production but it 

was going anyway but we thought we could hold on a lot longer than we did. And we 

might had had we performed,” Williams said.88   

Like their counterparts at Gulf States, rubber workers did not consider 

concessions to be permanent. Across the 1990s, Local 12 members fought tooth and nail 

to recoup losses from the 1980s, but they were unable to even keep what they had. “We 

went a long ways at Boaz and don’t intend to go that way again,” president J.R. 

Countryman insisted at local negotiations in 1991 when the company wanted more 
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concessions in return for putting a light-radial truck-tire plant in Gadsden. “Some of the 

things you proposed we cannot live with. We will not forget what happened in 1986.” 

“Boaz was a long time ago,” management responded.89  

Gadsden workers would have to wait to catch up until 1994 when the contract 

reopened again. Goodyear, however, was in no position to let them. The “domestic” tire 

market had been practically taken over by Japanese companies operating in the United 

States. Although some of their plants had union representation, when Goodyear was 

chosen as the “target” for the 1994 masters, Michelin and Bridgestone/Firestone gave 

word that they were not going to follow the pattern unless they found it acceptable. 

Goodyear would have to be very careful. If they gave away too much and the URW 

could not extract the same from the Japanese, the last remaining American tire 

manufacturer would be in trouble.90  

When Goodyear offered a small pay raise but coupled it with requirements that 

workers start paying healthcare deductions for the first time, the bargaining committee 

accepted but Gadsden and a few other locals vetoed their decision. In the past, the next 

step would involve Goodyear locals going back to the negotiating table or going on 

strike while workers elsewhere awaited the outcome. But in 1994, union members at 

Uniroyal, which had been taken over by Michelin, under intense pressure from their 
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company, accepted a contract similar to the one Goodyear locals had rejected. The 

pressure was now on Goodyear workers. To reject the Uniroyal contract might threaten 

the future of pattern bargaining. In a revote, all the locals that had voted against it the 

first time reversed course. All except Gadsden, which wanted a strike, but did not have 

enough votes to sink the master again. As it turned out, the backtracking of the 

Goodyear locals was not enough to preserve the pattern. The Japanese owned 

Bridgestone/Firestone refused to offer its workers the same deal that Uniroyal and 

Goodyear had bargained. Workers struck in Decatur, Illinois, Huntsville, Alabama, 

Akron, and Oklahoma City. Bridgestone/Firestone refused to wait out the strike or 

renegotiate. Instead, it brought in scabs (many of them URW members) and managed to 

make tires. Many of the scabs would be hired as permanent replacement workers. The 

URW was bankrupted and had to merge with the USW. The once proud union had been 

crushed.91 

The rank and file in Gadsden, however, did not change their minds about what 

they expected in 1994. “I’ve been told so many times—you gave it up on local; get it 

back on local,” Countryman told management when local negotiations began. It would 

have been difficult to get anything back at locals even if Bridgestone/Firestone had not 

broken the pattern. In 1994, Goodyear was not about to put itself in an even deeper hole. 

“The quicker the factory puts Boaz behind them the better. Forget Boaz!,” negotiators 
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demanded. Voting twice against the contract had “sent troubling signals to people in 

Akron,” the plant manager Harold Smith told the bargaining committee. “We have an 

attitude that we need to be concerned about,” he warned. “We are still a high cost, low 

productivity plant. We compete with other tire makers, but also at the end of the day, 

we must be as good as other plants if investments come our way.” When the leadership 

of Local 12 conceded to management’s position, many union members felt betrayed. 

Pickets even went up around the Local 12 union hall. In 1995, the membership voted out 

the old guard and elected officers who campaigned against Joint Process and all that it 

entailed.92  

  Workers figured they could be adversarial again because it had been years since 

the last wave of plant closings. Goodyear did not threaten to shutter the factory in 1994. 

But the company had other ways of punishing Local 12 for its obstreperousness. 

According to the ousted officers, Goodyear was planning on investing millions of 

dollars to expand Gadsden’s truck tire division. “The blueprints were over there on the 

wall. We could walk over and look at the blueprints to see where everything was going 

to go,” Larry Thrasher told a reporter in 1999.  But then came the votes against the 

contract and the rebellion against Joint Process. “Everything just died on the vine,” 

Thrasher remembered. “First the corporate visits stopped, then the money flow stopped. 
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The equipment coming in stopped. And the expansion? They just didn’t want to talk 

about it…We went from being the apple of the eye to the whipping child in three 

months.”93 

With their industries somewhat stabilized after a decade of shakeouts, 

steelworkers and rubber workers could occasionally act as if the 1980s never happened. 

Most workers—even union workers—outside of Goodyear and Gulf States, did not 

enjoy such a luxury. Long before the 1980s, workers in more typical “southern” 

industries had little choice but to be “cooperative” if they wanted their jobs to stay in 

Gadsden. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), implemented by 

President Bill Clinton in 1994, made it even easier for textile, auto part makers, and 

metal fabricators to discipline their workers by threatening to outsource the work. In one 

of the more blatant examples of corporate extortion in Etowah County, in 1996 

Advanced Auto Parts responded to an organizing campaign by firing the organizers and 

threatening to close its warehouse. Workers voted to stay nonunion.94  

But there was at least one group of workers who continued to draw inspiration 

from their friends and relatives in the steel and rubber plants. City employees—

sanitation workers, administrative assistants, police and firemen—did not have to worry 
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about their jobs being sent to Mexico. “It was a constant battle with them,” Steve Means 

recalled. “It was a union town. Their parents and grandparents had been union 

members. Collective bargaining was the name of the game. It was just the way things 

were. Your daddy. Your grand-daddy. Perhaps your great grand-daddy were members 

of the union and did things a certain way and didn’t mind going on strike.” With civic 

officials so sensitive about the community’s reputation as a bad labor town, it was 

possible for city workers to hit their employers where they were most vulnerable with a 

well-placed protest.  This may have been the situation when Hot Pockets came to 

discuss plans to bring their headquarters and 600 jobs. “Mike McCain had worked them 

up one side and down the other…we had them ready to sign and close the deal,” Means 

said. Then the mayor took them out to lunch. “Some days before, I did something…I 

done something and got the city employees in a bad mood. They ran to their buddies at 

the steel plant…they ran to their union buddies…So here we get out of the car to a 

picket downtown. There is a picket close to the restaurant…These people ate their lunch, 

got on their plane and I never heard from them again.” Means did not accuse the city 

employees of purposely wrecking the deal. Perhaps the picket was just a coincidence. 

But he blamed them for the loss for picketing in the first place. “That’s about 600 jobs 

that you single-handedly just threw out the door,” he told them.95  
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Gadsden was not a union town in the 1990s. But the presence of union members 

(some of them militant and highly paid) made it difficult for the city to transform itself 

the way boosters had hoped. Mike McCain and the IDA continued to do well enough, 

given their situation. In 1995 he landed his biggest score when Delphi Packard 

announced plans to bring over 1000 jobs to assemble wiring harnesses for General 

Motors. The Times compared the news to the arrival of Goodyear in 1928. Yet, as far as 

industrial prospects went, Packard was not the belle of the ball in Dixie. Because it made 

parts for GM and was contractually obligated to have a union, many communities in the 

South refused to even talk with Packard officials. The company would have preferred to 

just do the work in Mexico, where it already had plants, but GM insisted that it build in 

the U.S as part of a deal with the International Union of Electrical Workers (IUE). In 

return, the IUE agreed that workers would make $10 an hour, which was significantly 

less than the going pay for autoworkers. Gadsden got over 1000 new jobs, but they were 

jobs that other places did not want. They were also precarious. There was no guarantee 

that Delphi had to keep making parts in Etowah County after the current contract with 

GM expired. 96 

 McCain and Means deserve much credit for growing the economy of Etowah 

County.  Union leaders also helped. As members of the “Labor-Business Coalition” that 

was formed in 1986, they personally assured prospective companies that they could 
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operate without interference. They also tried to help ensure that no bad labor press 

emerged out of their city. One of the functions of the Coalition was to “settle” conflicts 

before the NLRB or federal mediators could come and create a public record of them. As 

the labor representative of the coalition explained in 1998, “I believe management and 

labor are realizing in a lot of instances we’re in the same boat, and anything either side 

can do to maintain harmonious relationships benefits both parts.” Kent Henslee agreed. 

“In the global economy, it doesn’t make sense to fight each other. Our enemy is not 

within, it’s outside.”97   

Despite the presence of labor unions, since 1986, Gadsden had attracted more 

new jobs than any other city in Alabama. The new jobs soaked up much of the 

unemployment from the 1980s. But they did not provide the men and women who 

worked them a middle-class lifestyle. At mid-century, the median per-capita income in 

Gadsden was the highest or second highest in the state. In 1994, it had sunk to the lowest 

of the ten largest cities in Alabama. In 1998, the Center for Business and Economic 

Research at the University of Alabama noted, “over the last ten years, the income gap 

between Gadsden and the state has widened.” In that year, Gadsden’s median income of 
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$34,900 was almost $3000 less than the ninth-ranked city, Florence. The state average 

was $39,207 and the US average was $44,222.98  

In the late 1990s, many of the problems that had beleaguered heavy industry 

returned with a vengeance. At Goodyear, the first echoes of the 1980s came in 1996 

when the plant manager wrote an ominous letter to the 2,200 remaining employees, 

which was picked up by the AP, to warn them that “the plant is consistently not 

competitive on several key performance indicators.” He intimated that a new round of 

closings was fast approaching and Gadsden was on the chopping block. “Changes have 

to happen quickly,” he begged. “We are in a crisis.” The company had not spent any 

more money in Gadsden since it canceled plans for an expansion in 1995. Now came 

word that Goodyear was permanently laying off 250 workers and moving the jobs to 

Mexico.99  

When the new contract opened in 1997, Goodyear announced that it needed to 

reduce wages and benefits to the level of Bridgestone/Firestone. After a two-week strike, 

the first in 21 years, the United Steel Workers (which had taken over the defunct URW) 

agreed to something the company called “progressive hiring rates,” whereby new hires 

would be paid less during their first three years at the company. Gadsden workers 

participated in this strike. At locals, the plant manager Richard O’Dell begged Local 12 
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to “please help us educate our people.” “I think this local will determine if this plant is 

even here in six years,” O’Dell claimed. One of the company negotiators added, “Tyler 

[which was also unionized] wants our business” and “bypassed overtime, jury duty, 

labor moves” to get it. What Gadsden management needed was more flexibility to put 

workers on the jobs it wanted them on, which meant restricting the right of workers to 

bid on jobs based on their seniority.  Local 12 protested, brought up Boaz and a laundry 

list of concessions they had already given. “I am tired of this shit,” President Mickey 

Williams let out.  “We can’t keep talking about Boaz. We need to get more tires built,” 

an exasperated manager replied. But Williams had not been elected to cave to the 

company. “We can go in the plant and piss a bunch of people off and three years from 

now we’ll be back and you’ll want something else.”100  

Local 12 was a fighting union again. In 1998, it took unprecedented steps to 

reclaim the 250 jobs taken in 1996 and to prevent the company from taking more. With 

the help of their international union, Local 12 filed a lawsuit in federal district court to 

declare NAFTA unconstitutional because it was a treaty that had not been ratified by a 

two-thirds majority in the Senate. Some commentators interpreted the move as an 

attempt to throw a wrench in the wheels of progress. Marilyn Geewax, a writer for 

National Public Radio and the Atlanta-Journal Constitution, mocked what she called the 
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“Jurassic union” for trying “to make the calendar read 1958” again. “The traditional 

steelworker—the hard-working man with a strong back and full lunch bucket—is 

becoming a relic of the fading 20th century,” she explained. If the USW really wanted to 

help Gadsden workers, they would do “more good by getting them tuition vouchers to 

upgrade their skills or renting them moving vans to relocate to other Southern cities 

where honest workers are in great demand…Battling the hands of the clock will only 

leave workers bruised and beaten.”101 

Gadsden workers now realized that the blue-collar middle class was becoming 

obsolete, but they also realized that unfair trade laws that encouraged U.S. companies to 

invest overseas were speeding up the “hands of the clock.” With deep roots and 

property in Etowah County, most of them had no intention of moving to “other 

Southern cities,” especially when it would be very unlikely to find a job as good as the 

one they had. Workers were going to be “bruised and beaten” just for trying to stand 

still. But what choice did they have?  

In late September 1998, Goodyear began a new round of layoffs in Gadsden, but 

not anywhere else. With another shakeout in the works, Williams, like Garrard a decade 

earlier, had little option but to change his tone. “The decisions on where Goodyear 

places ticket [sends it orders to be filled] has and is being made according to the type of 
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tires the plant can produce and the cost of producing them,” he wrote the membership. 

“I am very hesitant to discuss with you ‘being competitive’ with our Union Brothers and 

Sisters at other plants…but I cannot stick my head in the sand and just go about my 

‘representing’ business. I think all should understand why jobs are being taken out at 

Gadsden.”102  

But it was too little, too late. In February 1999, the day after it acquired the 

Japanese company Sumitumo (which owned Dunlop), Goodyear informed Gadsden that 

it was going to shut down everything in the plant except the rubber mixing operations, 

meaning that 1300 people were going to be out of work by the end of the year. The 

national press came back to town to sort through the ashes. “The never-ending search 

for greater efficiency has finally left northeastern Alabama behind,” wrote the New York 

Times. “It’s going to devastate the whole county,” Mickey Williams relayed. “You have 

third-and-fourth generations working in that plant, mostly people in their upper 40’s 

and their either going to have to move out of town or take something that pays a lot less. 

People don’t know what they’re going to do.” “Employees could tell that the company 

was not making the kinds of high-tech investments necessary to keep the factory 

efficient and competitive,” the reporter noted. Workers had expected their company to 

plow the money it took from concessionary bargaining back into the plant. “We earned 
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our stake in this thing, and it looks like we’re just going to be hung out to dry,” said 

Jimmy Chapman.103  

Don Siegelman, the Democratic governor of Alabama, announced that the state 

would cover the costs of tuition for any laid off rubber workers who wanted to take 

classes at the community college. Preston Nix, a black union officer for Local 12, had a 

better idea. “Something must be done to protect American manufacturing from 

competition overseas,” he told the governor. Siegelman promised to take it up with 

Clinton.104  

Mayor Means realized there was something more Siegelman could do. In early 

1999, Honda was scouting for a place in Alabama to build a $400 million engine plant. 

Six years earlier, under the administration of Jim Folsom Jr., the state had given 

Mercedes-Benz an incentive package worth $253 million to build a plant in the 

countryside near Tuscaloosa. Means went to Siegelman to discuss what it would take to 

steer Honda to Gadsden, and the city spent more money on recruiting the Japanese 

automaker than “virtually anybody.” The company seemed interested. It looked at a site 

just a few miles south of Etowah County. Then, in March, Goodyear workers received a 

survey in the mail with questions such as, “How do you feel about the Japanese 

generally?” and, “Overall, how do you fell toward labor unions?” Honda denied 
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commissioning the survey, but it seemed apparent that the company was gauging the 

attitudes of its potential workforce. Ironically, it may have been Goodyear’s closing that 

convinced Honda to build elsewhere. Could they operate so close to Gadsden without 

hiring a single laid off worker? Means argued that the primary reason it located 

elsewhere was “geography, logistics, etc.,” but let on that “it was mentioned to me more 

than a few times that they would be nonunion so put those two together.” Honda ended 

up in Lincoln, about 25 miles down a two-lane road from Gadsden, almost at the exact 

spot where E.K. Bower’s grandfather rented shares after the Civil War. Gadsden still 

paid about 2 million dollars in the hope that its suppliers would set up in Etowah 

County.105 

By late summer, only about 600 workers remained at Goodyear. By December, 

there were 187. With nothing to lose, Williams wrote a letter to Bill Sharp, who had just 

been appointed as President of the company’s North American division to ask for a 

second chance. Gadsden’s “ace in the hole,” according to Williams, was that the 

Japanese company Bridgestone/Firestone was beginning to lose customers as word 

spread that their defective tires were rolling over Ford Explorers and killing lots of 

people. This meant Goodyear suddenly needed tires again. To sweeten the pot, Mayor 

Means pledged that the city and surrounding towns would give the company financial 
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incentives just as they had given Honda. Goodyear agreed to restart the plant. Gadsden 

workers made the best out of their second chance. When the next round of negotiations 

began in 2003, Goodyear executives were so impressed that they held up Gadsden as a 

model for their other plants to emulate. Over the next decade, the company would 

shutter five plants in the United States, but Gadsden would not be one of them.106  

Gulf States Steel, meanwhile, needed a miracle of its own. In 1995, Brennan sold 

the factory to Watermill Ventures, an investment firm based in Waltham, Massachusetts. 

Watermill paid an exorbitant 200 million dollars for the plant, most of which it raised by 

selling junk bonds. “All they were looking for was to make what money they could out 

of the plant while business was still good in the country,” Connie Entrekin claimed. 

Watermill bought the company at the worst possible time. When eastern Asian 

economies collapsed in the late 1990s, steel makers that operated in those markets 

needed a place to dump their steel. That’s when “the imports started coming in,” 

explained plant manager Bob Schaal. Imports from South Korea increased by 98 percent. 

Imports from Japan doubled. Russia was selling its hot-rolled products to U.S. 

customers at 50 percent below cost. The result was that the price of steel plummeted 

from $350 to $250 a ton. Watermill lost a million dollars in 1996, 16 million the following 

year, and 58.8 million in 1998. In 1999 it lost 24 million more. ”We are a tribute to what 
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illegal trade can do to an industry,” John Duncan, the plant president at Gulf States, 

declared.  Imports were not the only problem. At the same time it was losing orders and 

having to cut prices, Watermill had to pay 12.5 million every six months just in interest 

payments to the holders of its junk bonds. Meanwhile, executives at the investment firm 

had no interest in cutting their own salaries for the sake of the steel industry.107  

In 1999, the company declared bankruptcy and sought relief from President 

Clinton’s Emergency Steel Loan Guarantee Board, which was established to guarantee 

85 percent of bank loans to the industry. Clinton got the Board working thanks in part to 

the help of a Republican ally; in so doing, Robert Aderholt, who represented the Fifth 

District after Bevill retired in 1997, bucked the leadership of his party in the House. Yet 

the Board left the final decision on whether to give the loans to the banks. It would be up 

to Bank of America to approve any plan to save Gulf States. Of course, as was the case in 

the 1980s, the bank expected massive concessions from the workers. In May 2000, after 

three votes, Local 2176 finally approved a contract with the company. But Bank of 

America was not satisfied. It demanded 25 to 30 million more in concessions. The 

company came back to the workers and insisted that they start paying massive 

deductibles for their health care and agree to additional layoffs. According to Guy 
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Solley, what the company wanted was the equivalent of an additional 35 percent cut in 

pay.108  

Management warned workers that they better take the deal. “Really, the fate of 

the plant rests in their hands,” Duncan told the Times. “That may sound a little cruel to 

say, but they’re going to have to make a decision. ‘Am I willing to take concessions now 

to possibly keep this job going, or is just not worth it.’” Workers would have one chance 

and one chance only to vote on the proposed contract, Schaal promised.  The night 

before the vote, the executive committee of Local 2176 gave their answer. On live 

television, they burned a copy of the proposal. The next day, the union voted it down 

749-223.  By the end of the following week, Watermill had made its last batch of steel. It 

had hoped to run the plate mill for a few more weeks, but it could not even pay the gas 

bill.109  

Workers had many reasons for voting down the contract. Some may have 

thought it was another bluff. Danny Elliott told the paper on the eve of the vote that he 

had “been there for 22 years and at least 15 of those 22 they have been going to shut 

down the plant. They’ve cried wolf so much to the point right now the big wolf is going 

to have to come up and bite us…to make us believe it.” For many, however, voting 

against the contract was the only way to salvage their dignity as union members. They 
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were appalled that executives and managers, such as Schaal, were not willing to make 

their own sacrifices to help the plant. “I figured they were serious about closing the 

plant,” one worker admitted. “I just got fed up with it...Gold-digging and 

mismanagement of funds...its been going on for some time. They got all those vice 

presidents up there. A company that size doesn’t need that many people. They wouldn’t 

talk about cutting their salaries, but they always expected us to take a pay cut.” When 

Solley confronted Schaal in public and asked him to take a cut, his answer was “hell no!” 

“If he had been willing to take a pay cut we had probably went along with it,” Solly 

claimed. Workers hated Schaal with a passion. Citing his lack of knowledge about 

making steel and poor management abilities, they figured that his purpose for coming to 

Gadsden had been to close the plant rather than save it. Workers also realized that the 

plant was in sore need of technological upgrades and would probably go under soon 

regardless. “If they’re telling the truth about the shape of the company, this contract 

wasn’t going to be enough to bail them out anyway,” one worker argued. Local 2176 

members had no interest in being bled dry so Bank of America, junk bond holders, and 

corporate executives could keep getting paid. “I’d rather go out with a little bit of pride 

than not have anything left,” Hunter Phillips, an employee of 12 years, explained.110  

Steelworkers had one recourse remaining. They would ask God for help. Led by 

Danny Kent, workers started up a petition asking “all the citizens of Gadsden and 
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surrounding cities for your prayers for God to intervene and replace upper management 

positions of this plant with some Godly men who will be truthful instead of cheaters. 

Please pray for us.” On August 21, about 100 employees came out for a prayer rally in 

front of the closed gates. Representative Aderholt addressed the group. Johny Cannon, 

an employee for 34 years, told the crowd “I gave most of my life to this place. I don’t feel 

like I owe it anything and I don’t feel like it owes me anything. I owe it all to God.” A 

second rally was held in September. “We’re praying for the country,” began, who had 

been at the plant for 21 years.” “We’re praying for Goodyear, for Gulf States, and for all 

troubled work areas.” When asked about the services, a plant official thought it was a 

good idea. “I think it made the employees feel better,” he said.111 

Back in the late 1960s, it had seemed to white residents that the only thing big 

government could accomplish was to trounce on cherished local customs. In the new 

millennium, it seemed that not much had changed. When steelworkers prayed that 

September, it was not just an act of desperation, but perhaps also a small show of 

defiance. A federal court had just banned Etowah County High School from conducting 

a prayer before football games, but administrators, students, parents, and fans were 

defying the order. About 1500 students even held a prayer rally at the city’s convention 

center in protest. In November, in another act of defiance, the county voted its native 

son, Republican Roy Moore, to serve as Chief Justice on the Alabama State Supreme 
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Court. Moore had become popular for displaying a plaque of the Ten Commandments 

in his Etowah County Courtroom and then keeping it up after a federal judge agreed 

with the ACLU that it needed to come down. Many Alabamans considered Moore’s 

fight against the federal government to be a bold defense of their rights and supported 

him with the same enthusiasm they had given Wallace. Fob James, now serving as a 

Republican governor after serving as a Democrat in the late 1970s, increased his own 

popularity by publicly backing the judge. On Election Day, the people of Gadsden also 

had the chance to vote for a second godly man they believed would stand up for them. 

After giving slim margins to Clinton in 1992 and 1996, they handed George W. Bush a 

substantial 53.59 percent victory over Gore.112  

To be sure, a good number of people in Gadsden were probably happy that the 

federal government had failed to protect the steelworkers. For decades, resentment 

towards the blue-collar middle class had been swelling up in the hearts of other workers 

in the area. When the steel plant closed, some took the opportunity to rub it in. “I believe 

there are people in this town who would walk in Gulf States Steel and take over your 

jobs today and work under the new contract,” Lisa Maxwell wrote. “I wish you all good 

luck in finding jobs with the benefits and pay you were making or were going to get 
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with the new contract.” Cassie Shields (who was the daughter of plant president John 

Duncan) wrote the paper to say, “I have heard some of the workers at the plant brag 

about sleeping on the job and many have been caught.” As if to rub salt into wounds, 

Shields reminded her readers, “A steel worker already makes more than many people 

with four years of a college education.”113  

Phillip Allen, a former supervisor, spread the blame more broadly. His sardonic 

comments to the paper captured the depth and the breadth of the frustrations that had 

been unleashed in Etowah County.  

Thanks to the members who voted against the contract. You really showed 
everyone who was boss and almost guaranteed that no other large 
manufacturing plant will ever consider locating in this area. Thanks to upper-
management. Through your sensational management skills you took a plant—
that in 1995 was a profit-making entity—to bankruptcy. Thanks to our local 
officials for subsidizing a manufacturing plant in another county [Honda] while 
two local plants flounder. Thanks to our federal officials, Republicans and 
Democrats alike, for thinking that it is more important to appease communist 
regimes by ignoring trade laws.114 
 
Workers wrote to the paper in droves to defend themselves and their union. 

“Public opinion has never paid one bill nor has it fed my family,” one responded. “We 

have no regrets. We simply refused to keep funding the outrageous salaries of big 

management for a couple more years until the Byrd bill money was gone [The Byrd bill 

specified that fines assessed on companies who dumped products would go directly to 

                                                        

113 GT, 8-30-2000; 8-11-2000.  
114 GT, 8-28-2000.  
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affected domestic companies rather than the U.S. government.] “We have nothing to feel 

guilty about,” declared Mary Varner. “And we refuse to be scapegoats for the 

company’s dilemma.” If steelworkers were so overpaid, then “Why can’t Mr. Schaal 

work for $24 an hour?” Sharah Baker asked. Baker insisted that when the plant’s assets 

were distributed, “the union should also take their part in this shutdown because all 

they did was take another chunk of the laborer’s money each month.” That, of course, 

was not going to happen. When the plant was auctioned off in 2002, the plate mill and 

hot strip mill were dismantled and shipped to China. “It breaks my heart every time I 

drive by there,” Dafford Brewster lamented. “My steel plant is in China. It breaks your 

heart.”115 

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, the blue-collar middle class in 

Gadsden was practically dead. Workers at Goodyear and Republic managed to survive 

as long as they did—for twenty years of deindustrialization—only because workers 

elsewhere in heavy industry did not. To continue attracting capital for themselves and 

for their city, they had to become entirely different people. They were compelled to 

work under conditions that as militant union members they could not have tolerated for 

one second. They had to stop seeing their union brothers and sisters across the country 

as people who shared the same class interests as them, but as opponents in a 

                                                        

115 GT, 8-20-2000; 8-18-2000; 9-20-2000; 9-5-2000; Mary Jo Shafer, “A Star Special Report: Labor Unions in 
Alabama, The Glory Years,” Anniston Star, 9-3-2007.  
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competition for precious crumbs of a decaying system. After putting up with such 

indignities for twenty years, in a burst of militancy, steelworkers rejected a contract that 

would have further decimated their standard of living, but would have kept the plant 

running for at least a year or so longer. Their reward for such militancy was to have 

their plant auctioned off to China. Workers across town at Goodyear would never make 

the same mistake. 

Fighting for capital, rather than against it, was the only way to survive. It was a 

lesson that Gadsden had learned in the 1920s. And it was one that it had to relearn again 

and again. By 2000, much had changed in the way capitalism looked from the early 

twentieth century. But except for a few exceptional years in a few exceptional industries, 

one thing remained constant: workers in Gadsden had a fundamental interest in seeing 

workers from other communities lose their jobs. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 In 2006, for the first time ever, Goodyear tried to operate its Gadsden plant with 

scab labor during a nationwide strike. Bren Riley, an officer at Local 12 (currently the 

President of the Alabama AFL-CIO), instructed his pickets to remain calm and peaceful. 

“I said guys look they’re bringing the fucking scabs in…We can’t cuss them. We can’t 

touch them. We can’t spit on them. We can’t turn their fucking tires over them.” But the 

sight of strikebreakers crossing a Local 12 picket line was too much to bear. Riley was 

the first to break the rules. “Well the first son of bitch came across our picket line, I went 

ape shit ballistic: ‘You goddamn dick sucking mother fucker.’ Goddamn I lit their ass 

up.” Other pickets could not help but to laugh. “They said yeah, son of a bitch, you 

come out here and tell us what we can’t do and then goddamn if you didn’t do some 

shit we ain’t never even heard of.”1 

                                                        

1 Author interview with Bren Riley.  
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 The decision to run the scabs had come from Akron. “The plant manager…and I 

were in constant communication,” Riley remembered. “He says, Riley, I gotta bring the 

scabs in. I said do what? He says I put them off as long as I could…Akron is making me 

bring the scabs in’… I said Chris, will you bring them in the daylight hours. Don’t bring 

them son bitches in the night because I can’t guarantee their safety and I’m afraid we’d 

kill them motherfuckers.” According to Riley, Goodyear had no intention of 

permanently replacing its workforce with scabs, although it could have if it wanted to. 

“If Goodyear would’ve…put a goddamn ad on the headlines of the front pages of the 

Gadsden Times: ‘Goodyear to Permanently Replace Striking Workers’…I believe we 

would have had 25 to 30 year service people run over our ass going back in there 

because you don’t find the kind of jobs they got over here everywhere.”2 

 By the end of the 88-day strike, there were approximately 800 “temporary 

workers” in the plant, making $13 per hour. Only a handful of Local 12 members 

crossed the line. That so many people in the area felt it was okay to cross, and the fact 

that they could do so without getting anything worse than a cussing from Riley, was a 

testament to how much Etowah County had changed. Some residents even took to the 

newspaper—and its new online web forum—to deride the strikers and encourage the 

scabs.  A union defender wrote to the Times to decry the reaction. “It is disturbing to 

read negative comments targeting Gadsden Goodyear employees…Those uninformed 

                                                        

2 Ibid.  
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individuals are painting a scenario of overpaid, greedy, hot-headed rednecks. 

Individuals like me know these comments are absurd.” Many strikers felt the need to 

log on the Internet to justify their cause. “If you can’t expect to make some sort of 

progress in life with raise, better benefits, what the hell are we killing ourselves for?” 

one wrote.3  

 The nationwide strike was called to protect the benefits of retirees and to force 

the company to provide a tolerable severance package for workers in the plants it 

planned to close. Even with scabs pouring into the plant, Local 12 and Gadsden plant 

managers were on the same side of the fence. Riley and the superintendent had worked 

together to create an “incentive package through the state that kept our fucking plant 

open and closed Tyler, Texas.” Thanks largely to cheap imports, Goodyear was in bad 

shape and desperate to cut capacity. In Gadsden, that meant it was time to circle the 

wagons. “I don’t deny Goodyear has a tough hand to play,” Riley told an interviewer in 

2007. “I don’t deny the fundamental reality of the global tire industry is you have three 

big players, two of whom have protected home markets…They were in a tight spot and 

asked us to make sacrifices again.” When the 2006 contract was settled, all Goodyear 

                                                        

3 GT, 10-28-2006; 11-7-2006; “Gargis” comment on Topix, 10-29-2006 
(http://www.topix.com/forum/city/gadsden-al/TBG57ATTERTVKR279/goodyear-plant-in-gadsden), 
accessed June, 2016.  
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locals agreed to a permanent two-tiered system in which new hires would only make 

$13 per hour and substantially fewer benefits.4  

 At the next round of negotiations in 2009, perhaps because President Barak 

Obama promised to limit the importation of cheap Chinese tires, Goodyear agreed to 

invest $600 million in its union plants. As usual, it would let its union plants fight each 

other to get it. “I hope we can get our fair share,” the newly elected Local 12 President 

David Hayes (son of Ernie), told a reporter. “And how we do that is being a plant that 

you can depend on hitting its ticket and being a low-cost plant.” “We need more capital 

investment in the Gadsden plant, especially in the mixing area and the final finishing 

area, to help us be more competitive.” At locals, Gadsden proved its worthiness by 

allowing the company to streamline the disciplinary process and further restrict labor 

moves, i.e. seniority. In 2011, when Goodyear closed its Union City (Tennessee) plant, 

union officials in Gadsden had “mixed emotions.” “Somebody’s got to get it [Union 

City’s ticket], we’ll get some, I don’t know how much,” Hayes said. “It’s a sad way to get 

it, through plant closure. I feel for those people,” he stated. “It shows the importance of 

your plant being competitive, hitting its ticket.” Yet no matter how hard Gadsden union 

leaders and workers fought for Gadsden, Goodyear always kept coming back for more. 

In 2016, Hayes warned the membership, “Our performance in safety, quality control, 

                                                        

4 Author interview with Riley; Brad Dawson, “Goodyear, Union Get on with Business after Strike,” Crain 
News Service, 8-27-2007.  
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and cost per tire is not a good formula for convincing Corporate Leadership in Akron to 

invest money in Gadsden.” Hayes and other union leaders understood that their most 

important job was to keep Goodyear in Gadsden. Otherwise, it would never be able to 

fight for their members. In 2013, they were able to secure a $2 per hour raise for their 

new hires and to get them Supplemental Unemployment Benefits (SUB). Accordingly to 

Riley, every one of the workers hired at $13 per hour has joined the union. 5   

In 2020, forty years after the beginning of concessionary bargaining, the 

prospects for Local 12’s survival seem bleak. Goodyear has closed so many plants (five 

since 1999) that there are only two left which make truck tires: Gadsden and Fayetteville 

(North Carolina). Because Fayetteville is mostly nonunion, Goodyear has shown it 

favorable treatment. “They’re top of the ladder…Goodyear thinks a lot of them,” Troy 

Word explained. Goodyear continues to build plants, but not in the United States. In 

2017, the company finished building a new factory in Mexico that makes truck tires. The 

leaders of Local 12 are fearful that it might one day replace Gadsden.6 

 Local 12 is one of the only remaining unions in Etowah County. The Industrial 

Development Authority brags on its website that, since its inception in January 1985, “no 

industry in Etowah County has been organized” and that “there have been no local 

work stoppages in any industry since 1985.” Currently, 94 percent of all industries are 

                                                        

5 Minutes of 2009 local negotiations, Local 12 Private Papers; GT, 9-19-2009. GT, 2-11-2011; The Union 
Sentinel, July 21, 2016, Local 12 Private Papers.  
6 Author interview with Word, Williams, Davenport, and Hayes.  
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operating union free.  In the 1980s, boosters had hoped to make Gadsden into a cluster 

for metal fabricating. Today there are dozens of what the IDA calls “precision 

metalworking companies,” and they are 100 percent nonunion. The United Food and 

Commercial Workers have a very weak union at Keystone Foods, a chicken-processing 

plant. In 2016, the average starting wage for “production workers” in Etowah County 

was $8.55 per hour.7  

 In 2016, about 95 percent of the white people in Etowah County voted for a New 

York capitalist, Donald Trump, for President. Trump’s promise to restrict imports and 

rebuild the country’s manufacturing base—to bring new capital, and therefore new life, 

back to places like Gadsden—was music to many ears. “I believe we’ve switched the 

Democrat with Republican and Republican with Democrat,” former Local 12 President 

Mickey Williams declared.  “Everybody just picks up and moves to Mexico or China or 

wherever they want to move and they don’t have to pay a penny to the US,” Robbie 

Robeson, a retired Local 2176 officer asserted. “I like one thing Trump was saying. He 

said if they move and I’m president there’s going to be repercussions. He said what he’s 

going to do is put a 35-percent tariff on anything they make and ship it back in here. 

Now that would change their operations a little bit wouldn’t it?”8  

                                                        

7 www.gadsdenida.org (accessed June 2018—saved copy in possession of author, it has since changed); 
Author interview with female, unnamed Keystone Workers.  
8 Author interview with Word, Hayes, Davenport, and Williams; Author interview with Guy Solley; Author 
interview with Robbie Robeson.  
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By the 2010s, Gadsden had returned to being about like every other white-

majority place in the South. It had once been on a very different historical trajectory.	In 

the middle of the twentieth century, it was the most unionized city in Dixie and one of 

the most liberal. But it was precisely for this reason that capitalists stopped investing 

there. This working class community did not forsake unionism and liberalism because it 

was duped into doing so, but because, and only because, that’s what American 

capitalism demanded of it.	
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